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FOREWORD

Having been publicized by the U.S. Agency for Economic Develop-
ru-ent (Am, certified as important by the International Bank for Re-
construction and Development (IBRD), and anointed with research
money by the Ford Foundation, non-formal education must be viewed
as one of the new favored areas of inquiry in education. There are
apparently several reasons for increased attention to non-formal
education. Frustration with the expense, rigidity, and perceived low
quality of the programs in the formal school system has perhaps been
the greatest stimulus. Non-formal education is thus viewed as offering
more flexibility in imparting skills and knowledge, more responsive-
ness in adjusting to changing needs or demands, and, hopefully, a more
equitable distribution of educational opportunities.

Yet any observer of the tr3eemly ease withiwhich priorities
among national and internationr lgencies come and go, of the ideology
of currency governing the private foundations, and of the scandalous
opportunism of educational researchers must feel uncomfortable. In
international education, there has seen a tradition of covering past
failures with fanfare and promises of the great successes to come. Do
we need to be reminded of the succulent fruits anticipated in the past
from literacy programs, vocational schools, community education,
and,-more currently, comprehensive secondary schools? Will non-
formal education become just one more social movement of in its Don
Quixote approach to development, just another ephemeral investment
of the foundations to be forsaken when better or more prestigious
entrepreneurs present them with alternatives? Is it just an adventitious
foray of the faddist academic and professional world as simple solutions
are sought for the immeasurably complicated problems of development
and industrialization?

A major frustration with formal education lies In our ignorance
as to which combination on factors generates a desired outcome. Will
functional relationships existing in instructional arrangements outside
the formal school system be better understood? The chances are that
the incipient literature on non-formal education become as replete
with undemonstrated assertions as is that curre,..ly found in our pro-
fessional literature on formal education. Some solace, however,. may
be found in the variety of academic and disciplinary backgrounds of
the small group currently focusing on non-formal education. Ample
representation of social scientists and "systems analysts" brings to
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bear a number of analytic and conceptual tools in this problem area,
thus ensuring scrutiny of a wide range of functional relationships and
institutional levels. This situation at least avoids the traditional con-
dition in most schools of education where psychologists, because of
their monopoly in the examination of educational phenomena, have
perpetrated a kind of intellectual castration.

Bibliographies are viewed by some as the end product of intel-
lectual labor. To others, a bibliography is a necessary first step
toward analysis of research. Professor Paulston belongs in the lattei
group, for he treats bibliographies not as collector's items but as
preparations and fundamental experiences for further inquiry. He
approaches non-formal education as a scholar, not as a salesman;
that is, as an analyst and critic, not as an apologist. He does not
assume it to be axiomatic that, since formal schools often fail, non-
formal instruction will necessarily succeed. His introduction and his
critical annotations also make clear his awareness that many of the
same hard questions pertaining to efficiency, equity, and quality must
be raised wherever learning takes place.

Thro%gh the efforts of Professor Paulston, study and research
in non-formal education now represent one of the major concerns of
the Internatioital an.: Development Education Program at the University
of Pittsburgh. The results of this increased interest include attempts
at conceptualization, field research, and experiments in intervention,
as well as courses, seminars, and workshops. This bibliography
represents an additional important output and should be of interest to
all students of education and social change. It should be an especially
vital reference for educational planners and administrators.
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PREFACE

As the world crisis in formal education intensifies, interest in
non-formal, or nonschool, education has grown at a rapid pace. Edu-
cators, administrators, politicians, and the average citizen have all
become more or less aware of the need for alternatives to schooling,
for less-expensive and more-effective learning str...tegies to con-
tribute better to both individual and national develo;.ment. Because
non-formal education is an exceedingly complex an: elusive topic, it
may be helpful at the outset to define operationally the concept, to
present a rationale for its systematic study, and to compare some
modal characteristics of formal and non-formal ech-cational programs.

Although there is common agreement that the age-graded
hierarchy of elementary, secondary, and higher education represents
"formal education," there is as yet little agreement as to what consti-
tutes non-formal education. It has,been variously defined as the entire
range of learning experiences outside of the regular, graded school
system, as.an educational "unsystem," and as out-of-school education
and lifelong learning. In this work, it has been necessary to define
the concept with somewhat greater precision so as to facilitate the
identification, collection and presentation of appropriate items. Ac-
cordingly, non-formal education is here defined as structured, sys-
tematic, nonschool educational and training activities of relatively
short duration in which sponsoring agencies seek concrete behavioral
changes in fairly distinct target populations. It is, in sum, education
that does not advance to a higher level of the hierarchical formal school
system.

If one were to construct a model of any nation's total educational
complex, as in Figure 1, the four major educational components or
subsystems might be viewed as concentric circles. At the core would
be formal educational system of schools, colleges, and,universities.
Next would come the non-formal component, or periphery, where
structured nonschool educational programs entailing formal instruction
are offered as, for example, adult education, management training,
remedial training, and retraining youth activities. A thiirring would
include informal education in which people learn in a nonsystematic
manner from generally unstructured exposure to cultural facilities,
social institutions, political processes, personal media, and the mass
media. A fourth ring, international education, would comprise knowl-
edge inputs gained Outside of national boundaries.

9



FIGURE.'

The Educational Complex

Of these four components, the non - formal education sector has
been the least studied and understood. Because formal schooling is
organized as a system of interrelated components and is fairly ame-
nable tp study, there is a considerable, albeit far from adequate, body
of knowledge available concerning inputs, processes, and products.
In contrast, until only recently, non-formal education has been viewed
not as a separate developmental sector linked with other sectors but
as a bewilderfng hodgepodge of education and training programs. It
is now apparent that, as formal schooling is increasingly unable to
meet many important needs of modernizing societies, attention and
inputs are beginning to shift from the formal core to the non- formal
periphery. There is, moreover, a growing expectation that systematic
study of non-formal education as a discrete educational sector will
facilitate this process.

A number of recent studies of policy, planning, and programs
in the non-formal education sector have accordingly sought to under-
stand better the interdependent relations between the educational cqre
and periphery and their social, economic, andpolitical, implications
for learning and development; the outputs or accomplishments of
non-formal education activities in terms of new skills, attitudes, and
behaviors learned; and the process and context variables associated
With the most effective non-formal education programs in terms of

10
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goal-setting and goal-attainment. A key assumption underlying these
general knowledge objectives is that the formulation and implementation
of directiod-change efforts in the nu formal sector will be facilitated
by systematic study of the phenomena in a variety of configurations
and contexts. Moreover, because a considerable part but 1?,/no means
all non-formal educational programs arise as a result of inadequacies
in the formal school system, it is assumed that systematic study will
also further understanding of the directions that the formal system
might well take if it is to gain greater efficiency with regard to national
development goals.

A better comprehension of non-formal educational inputs, pro-
grams, processes, and outputs is, in addition, a critical need for
educational planners in both the developed and developing nations.
Unfortunately, educational planners have devoted their attention almost
exclusively to the formal education sector and have neglected the
admittedly. difficult-to-study non-formal sector. What is now needed
is a widening of the scope of educational planning to include relevant
data from the non-formal education sector. There is also a critical
need to analyze the structural characteristics of the non-formal edu-
cation sector, to ascertain precisely how these condition its capabilities
to contribute in defined ways to particular kinds of development, aria
to build programs that can utilize these strengths within more coherent
educational development policies that simultaneously view all four
sectors of any nation's educational complex. This.approach would call
for great emphasis in future research on conceptualizing the non-formal
-education sector, on delineating its structure and functions, and on the
systematic evaluation of its utility as a compliment, a supplement, or
an alternative to formal educational programs and to other educational
sectors as well. A stochastic model of this kind might also be used
to facilitiate the comparison and cost/benefit analysis of specific
formal and non-formal education programs with regard to structure,
content, and process variables.

As a step toward the first research need, Figure 2 attempts to
distinguish between modal characteristics of formal'and non-formal
education programs. Although this' is an admittedly difficult task,
especially in industrialized societies where there is a growing func-
tional blur between the two components, it is possible to identify
salient characteristics and adumbrate a number of qualitative
differenceS.
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This annotated bibliography, within the parameters set ab-ve,
seeks to present a critically annotated compilation of selected materials
illustrative of current thinking about theory and practice in non-formal
education. The work is international in scope and covers both under-
developed and developed areas. In the former, non-formal programs
in adult, health, and community-development education largely seek
either to substitute for scarce formal schooling or to compensate for
inadequacies of consumption-oriented rather than development-oriented
school systems. In the latter, non-formal programs are even more
numerous and more often seek to compliment and supplement wide-
spread format schooling with continuing education, leisure-time edu-
cation, and so on.

It is hoped that this work will help to futther current efforts
being made among scholars and professionals to define the field, to
carry out empirical and policy-oriented research, and to design
strategies for maximizing non-formal education's contribution to
individual and national development. Nonspecialist educators and the
general reader as well may find the work useful as an introduction to
non-formal education concepts and their application.

With these concerns in mind, the annotated material has been
organized to illustrate something of the aims, participants, and content
of non - formal education activities. Chapters 1, 3, 4, and 5 reflect this
general orientation. In Chapters 2 and 7, in contrast, entries are orga-
nized more by the characteristics of the materials, i.e., inventories,
reference works, Laid so on. Chapter 6 reflects both of these organizing
points of view. This taxonomy is admittedly arbitrary and is concerned
as much with illustration as with logic. Each of the. 875 items included
is identified by a four-digit number placed to the left of the citation.
The first digit refers to the chapter, the second to the chapter sub-
heading, and the third and fourth digits signify the item number begin-
ning with 01 in each chapter.

The criteria used to select items were as follows: relevance for
operationalizing the conception of a distinct non-formal education sec-
tor; ability to illustrate non-formal functions, processes, and outcomes;
the recency of publication, although several older items have been
included because of their appropriateness to the first criterion; and
the need to limit the work, to be highly selective, and, at the same
time, to include a variety of unpublished works, some of which are
still in-process. Items have been selected from a search of all
reference sources at the Hillman Library, University of Pittsburgh,
and include popular and scholarly publications, and fugitive unpublished
materials, in English, Spanish, and French. Approp late materials

xv
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already incorporated in existing bibliographies that treat aspects of
non-formal education in part or in their entireti are not included.
Readers are referred to these bibliographic ma.zrials listed in
Chapter 7.

Readers having questions as to the location of any items should
direct their inquiries to the International and Del elopment Education
Clearinghouse at the University of Pittsburgh. The Clearinghouse will
be glad to receive any published or fugitive materials on the theme
and will announce their acquisition in the bi-monthly Acquisitions List.

xvi
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CHAPTER

1
ORIENTATION

AND

BASIC ISSUES

1100. CRITIQUES OF FORMAL SCHOOLING

1101. ABERNETHY, David B. The Political Dilemma of Popular
Education: An African Case. Stanford;Cal.: Stanford
University Press, 1969. Pp. 357.

This historical study examines formal.schooling in the
former eastern and western regions of southern Nigeria
in the pre- and post-independence eras. The author con-
cludes that rapid but uneven expansion of formal schooling
has produced a number of politically disintegrative effects.
It has intensified tensions between northern and southern
regions of Nigeria, reduced political capacity by asborbing
large amounts of scarce resources, and contributed power-
fully to the creation of new class structures that are
largely dysfunctional for national development.

1102. ADAMS, Richard N. Crucifixion by Power: Essays on
Guatemalan National Social Structure. 1944-19667Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1970. Pp. 553.

Adams' concept of power domains, where a person,
group, or institution controls the environment of others,
provides a powerful theoretical frame to help explain why
seemingly dysfunctional school systems resist change and
why alternatives to schooling gain little support from
either the masses or the elites.

1103. ALLEN, Dwight W. "Alternative Schoolinin an Urban Society."
Spring_Marathon '71. School of Education, University of
Massachusetts, 1971. Pp. 4.

3
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NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

This special issue presents a detailed preliminary
schedule-of a four-day program of events on educational
alternatives. Allen describes the aims of this "marathon"
in light of the massive failing of the formal educational
system and the growing concern found in, schools of edu-
cation that the search for alternatives in educational
practice and structure is a new priority for these insti-
tutions.

1104. BECKER, Gary S Human Capital: A Theoretical and Empiri-
cal Analysis, with Special Reference to Education. New
York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1964. Pp.
187.

1105. BELSHAW, Cyril S. The Conditions of Social Performance:
An Exploratory Theory. International Library of Sociology
and Social Reconstruction. London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1970. Pp. 115.

1106. BENNETT, Nicholas. "Primary Education in Rural Com-
munities: An Investment in Ignorance?" People Planning
and Development Studies: Some Reflections on Social
Planning. Edited by Raymond Apthorpe. London:, Frank
Cass and Co., 1970: Pp. 92-103.

Bennett contends that formal education for literacy and
numeracy is not the highest priority area of instruction for
those destined to spend- their lives in rural areas. He
suggests that the sort of educational effort needed is not
the traditional school, but a new system in which specialist
demonstrators (i.e. extension agents) in agriculture, health,
and marketing would replace teachers. Both youth and
adults would participate in "the carrying out and discussion
of various experiments."

1107. BORMUTH, John R. "Illiteracy in the Suburbs," Department
of Education, University of Chicago, October 1970. Pp. 30.

(Mimeographed.)
The author presents evidence showing that "30 to 60

percent of the students in our better suburban schools read
so poorly that they are able to learn little or none of the
information contained in their textbooks." He is concerned
with establishing a literacy criterion (a doze score) to
demonstrate the highest ratio of information gain per unit
at the lowest cost (i.e., the level ,of reading ability required).
He concludes that "the schools' instruction in comprehension
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skills seems to produce no detectable increase in children's
ability to use those skills" and that the problem is traceable
to the fact that "traditional teaching methods fail to teach
students to understand printed language."

1108. CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION. Informal Education in
New York City. New York- Center foi Urban Education,
1971. Pp. 50.

This is a report by the Center's Program Reference
Service on Lillian' Webers program- (based on the English
Infant School model) in two New York City public schools.

1109., CLARK, Burton R. Educating_the Expert Society. San-Fran-
cisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1962. Pp. 301.

In this cogent discussion of educational problems and
functions.in a rapidly changing technological age, the author
concludes that, inter alia, because U.S. society will become
increasingly pluralistic, "we will see more different kinds
of schools and colleges, with some remaining primarily the
carriers of the older programs and sty/es while others
will be the vehicles for the introduction of new combinations
and radically new formulations. The substantial educational
programs of industry and the military are cases in point.
The total educational system will become more dispersed
and disparate, resembling a crazy quilt patched with
materials of varied hue and size."

1110. CLARK, Kenneth B. "Minority Youth Motivation, Jobs, and
Technology." Wayne L. Hodges and Matthew A. Kelly, eds.,
Technological Change and Human Development. New York:
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations,
1970. Pp. 154-69.

Clark examines the inadequacies of public schooling and
the problems of developing non-formal education and training
programs in business and industry for ghetto youth. He
sees in the impersonal discipline of American business a
. "fundamental morality" that may help black youth develop
greater self-confidence and ability to meet white perfor-
mance standards. Rejecting, double standards, the author
views job training, and work in business and industry, as
offering opportunities for reshaping the character of ghetto
youth. Clark suggests that American business take over
the whole" job of formal education from prekinderkarten to
the twelfth grade so that "the efficiency criteria which
seem to work so effectively in business and industry can
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and will, when applied to the business of education, produce
a more effective product than now produced by the public
schools." The author ignores, however, the more central
need for basic reform of existing social institutions, the
serious risks involved in giving U.S. industry carte blanche
to take over public education, and how this change might be
carried out given the existing patterns of control and funding

i in public schooling.

1111. COHEN, Rosalie A. "Conceptual Styles, Culture Conflict and
Nonverbal Tests of Intelligence." American Anthropologist,
LXXI, 5 (October 1969), 825-56.

This work discusses conceptual styles as rule-sets for
the selection and organization of sense data. Two mutually
incompatible conceptual styles are identified--relational
and analytic. Relational and analytic methods of conceptual
organization appear to _have been developed and reinforced
in shared-function and formally organized primary groups,
respectively, as socialization settings. Each style affects
its carrier's ability to-deal effectively with the alternate
kind of group-process requirements. A distinction is
drawn between culture conflict and related notions of
deprivation and 'Culture difference. When the conceptual
styles used between individuals and groups are mutually
incompatible, culture conflict may be said to exist, whether
or not the other phenomena are also present._ Thk author
suggests-that if such cognitive mechanisms as styles of
cognitive control act reciprodally as mediating factors
between social-system characteristics and individual-
response characteristics then they may well be important
keys in the process of creating both formal and non-formal
educational alternatives.

1112. COMMISSI9N ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IN ONTARIO,
CANADA. Post-Secondary Education in Ontario: A State-
inent Of Issues. Toronto: Commission on Post-Secondary
Education, 1971. Pp. 20.

The Commission analyzes a number of fundamental
issues and seeks to stimulate public debate over change
in post-secondary education. It examines the existing
system and costs, the various arguments (i.e., economic,
manpower, certification, social-justice, and so on) sup-
porting the existing system, and the possibilities for
educational'alternatives both in and out of school. This is
an exceedingly well-reasoned and presented public document.
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1113. COONS, Jane E., SUGARMAN, Stephen D., and CLUNE, William
H. "Reslicing the School Pie." Teachers College Record,
wan, 4 (May 1971), 485-93.

The author examines problems of current state systems
of taxing and spending for public elementary and secondary
schools and the state's responsibility for "power equalizing."
Coons Notes that most critics demanding alternatives to
schooling decline to face seriously the question of- economic
support for their enterprises: "Their know-nothing attitude
is, to an extent, pardonable, financial reform will not itself
revitalize education,

core
its pursuit lacks the allure of

public combat over niore viable and glamorous objectives.
Regrettably, it is a preconditionto improvement of any
sort whatsoever." `ss.,

'1114. DOCHTERMAN, Clifford L., and BESHOAR, Barron B.
Direction to Better Education: Suggestions for Improving
Education in a Changing Society. Denver: Improving State
Leadership in Education Project, 1970. Pp. 35.

This report suggests some "fundamental improvements
that are essential to meet the rapidly changing needs of
society in regard to educational goals, priorities, innovation
and evaluation." Education is largely equated with schooling
and problems of schools are seen as basically administrative
in nature. The authors do note in pasising, however, that "in
addition to the school, the environment in the home, in the
community, in the state and in the nation exerts important
influences upon young people. Undernourishment, poor health,
inadequate clothing and discrimination, for example, work
against the educational process. When conditions of this sort
exist, educators and all citizens must be aware of them and
.must face up to them. Favorable learning environments are
essential for a beneficial educational experience." They do
not elaborate, however, exactly how merely "facing up" to
problems of racism, exploitation, and sundry other social
evils can help,to create a more favorable learning situation
in schools.

1115. FARRELL, Joseph P. "Education and Pluralism in Selected
Caribbean Societies." comparative Education Review,
XI; 2 (June 1967), 160-81.

The effect that education has had on one type of social
change is examined, i.e., the shift from pluralism to
heterogeneity in several Caribbean societies. The author
defines ,a "plural society as one in which there are two or

;more distinct sub-cultural groups that share no basic
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institutions, and where the superordinate group is a distinct
inoritY, preoccupied with problems of maintenance and

control, that discourages acculturation of the subordinate
majority." The functions of schooling in maintaining
dominance of supftrordinate groups are examined. Farrell
concludes that schools serve best as agents of occupational
socialization, that they do not by themselvekchange society.
He also emphasizes that available evidence indicates that
schools by themselves are not likely to be able to initiate
the difficult process of change from pluralism to heter-
ogeneity.

1116. FREIRE, Paulo. Pedagoa of the Oppressed: New York:
Herder and Herder, 1971. Pp.'186.

hi this book Freire elaborates his strategy and method
for literacy education as a means to developing greater
individual and social awareness. This process, according

.to the author, will logically culminate in a cultural ;evolution
to remove class exploitation, often held to be justifiedjw the.
length of time. in formal schooling and by cultural differences.
Ivan Illich, Freire's friend and pupil, approvingly says-that
"this is a truly revolutionary pedagogy. I do not believe
that any-government now in power can permit an educational
process which follows his principles to be developed."
Thus, one might conclude that Freire has little of substance
to offer those who seek qualitative educational changein the
real world. Utopian speculations of the type presented here
are essentially "gentlemanly" intellectual exercises in the
European tradition of Aristoteliari dualism and Platonic
utopian idealism.

1117. GOODMAN, Paul. "The Present Moment in Education." New
York Review of Books, XII 7 (April 10, 1969), 14, 24, 25.

Goodman argues that the classical Greek concept of
paideia, in which the entire network of institutions (i.e.,
the polls) was the priricipal, if incidental, educator, suits
the nature of learning better than direct9d teaching in
schools. "It is only in the last century in the industrialized
countries that the' majority of children have gotten much
direct teaching at all, and it is only in the past few decades
that formal schociling has been extended into adolescence
and further." GOodman argues that school preemption of
learning has created institutions that exint for their own
sake, that the best alternative to schools is "incidental
education"--1.e:, on-the-job, in the physical environment,
and in the social culture.
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1118. GORDON, Edmund W. "Are Our Schools Too Conservative
to Teach Minorities Effectively?" New York Times,
AnntaEducation Review, January 11, 1971, p. 75.

I The author presents a cogent discussion of minority
education problems within the present systems of schools
and national-priorities. "If cultural and ethnic identification
are important components of the learning experience, to
ignore or demean them_is poor education." Our society
has alternatingly pushed ethnic separation or ethnic
amalgamation but has never truly accepted cultural and
ethnic pluralism as its model. Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, and Indians are insisting that traditional public
schooling is guilty not only of, intellectual and social
genocide but also of cultural genocide for their children.
If curriculum and delivery systems do not take these factors
into account, inefficient learning and school failure may be,
only the two most obvious results. "One would hope that
black education by black educators is not the only-solution,
.yet we are being pressed to no longer ignore it as a possible

`golution."
Gordon applies Anthony F. C. Wallace's views to cultural

minorities' demands for accountability in formal schooling.
He concludes that because-minority groups are generally
in a revolutionary phase their first interest is for education'

. for morality, then for intellectual development, and then
for skills and training in technique. As the United States
has for more than a century been a conservative society,
i.e., liberal in its traditions but essentially conservative
and at times reactionary in its functions, the highest
emphasis has generally been placed on training in techniques,
with secondary attention to morality; the least attention is
paid to the development of intellect. Thus, "schools, in
their present form, are ill-prepared to educate minority
youth whose ideals and goals are revolutionary, not con-
servative, and certainly not reactionary." Numerous
implications for nonschool youth programs are clearly

. evident but not mentioned.

1119. GROSS; Ronald and Beatrice, eas. Radical School Reform.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1969. Pp. 350.

This volume presents a searing indictment of "the urban
and suburban school nightinare" and a number of theoretical
and practical alternatives to formal schooling. The concern
is with "humanizing" and "freeing up" schooling; i.e., with
making it more "informal." Several selections deal with
attempts to create innovative private schools and with
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efforts to find ways to reach ghetto children with a radically
different program. The concept of non-formal education
as an alternative to schooling, although implicit in many
of the studies, is not developed. Contributing authors
include J. Kozol, J. Holt, K. Clark, P. Goodman, E.
Friedenberg, H. Kohl, S. Ashton-Warner, A. S. Neill, and
others.

1120_ HARRISON, Roger, and HOPKINS, Richard L. "The Design of
Cross-Cultural Training: An Alternative to the University
Model." Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, III, 4
(1967), 431-60.

Peace Corps dissatisfaction with the way subject matter
is taught by universities in cross-cultural training programs
has led to the creation-of less-formal :..nd less-theoretical
programs in nonacademic settings. The authors suggest
that the traditional meths.is of higher education are ill-
suited to "any application situation that requires the ability
to adapt or to act in unfamiliar and ambiguous social
situations. Included in this category would be all types of
community development or community action work, at
home or abroad, especially when such work is with the
disadvantaged, as well as work in institutional subcultures
that differ basically from the 'outside world." The authors
propose that the need for cross-cultural training is growing
and can be best met in more "integrated, experience-based"
programs giving ample opportunities for "dsing things"
(such as "organizing and operating co-ops, raising chickens
and pigs, planting and tending gardens, approaching
'academic subjects' through research projects, and so on"),
for trainee activity, for informal instruction, and for
environmental emphasis and feedback. They further suggest
that these "design principles . .. might have validity in
preparing people for the ambiguities of life at home as well
as for life abroad."

1121. HERNDON, James. How to Survive in Your Native Land.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1971. Pp. 192.

This speculative critique of schooling by the author of'
Way It Spozed to Be examines why schools endure despite
growing evidence that they are detrimental to young people.
Despite the fact that the "best" schools attempt to treat
young people well and foster their growth, schools by
definition are uniaverably disposed to this end. Their basic
commitment is to teach rather than to help people learn, to
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segregate their clientele by age in artificial situations
rather than to help them relate to what is really going or
in their peer group and community. The so-called free
schools, it would seem, do this as well. Herndon concludes
that the school will always reflect basic values of the
larger society, that "you cannot use them as instruments
of war, repression, and death to promote work, knowledge,
and love. Fakery is fakery. Love is love. Small animals
are small animals. Dead men are dead men. None of them
can be turned into anything else. I agree that it is hard
lines."

1122. HOLT, John. "Truly Good Education in a Bad Society Is a
Contradiction in Terms." New Schools Excharwe Newsletter,
No. 60. Pp. 20.

The author examines the development of his ideas about
schools and the influence of Ivan Illich and Paul Goodman.
He sees schooling as a "dying institution" and "free schools"
only as a means of relieving the suffering until we have
learned to do without schooling, not as desirable replace-
ments for conventional schools. He is not saying that we
must change society before we can change schools, but
rather that society is the school, "that men learn best and
most from what is closest to the center of their lives;
that . . . what men need above all-else is a society in which
they are-to the greatest possible degree free and encouraged
to look, ask, think, choose and act; and that making this
society is both the chief social or political and educational
task of our time." Holt concludes that "there cannot be
better worlds fit for children in a world not fit for anyone
else."

1123. ILLICH, Ivan. "After Schooling What?'" Social Policy, II, 3
(September/October 1971), 5-13.

Zilch argues that "to reduce the present crisis in public
education by simply doing away with schools and relying
on alternative structures might lead to the subtle renewal

-.. a alienation, dependency, and social inequality." He con-
tends that "the breakdown of schools must be understood
as a symbol of crisis in the larger society--a political and
cultural crisis the democratic resolution of which requires
clear political objectives." Specific politiCal goals for
schools can, accordingly, be most sharply defined by dis-
tinguishing three general types of "intercourse" in which

a person must engage if he would grow up: "get at the facts,
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get access to the tools, and bear the responsibility for the
limits within which either can be used."

1124. . "The Institutional Spectrum." Cross Currents,
XXI, 1 (Winter 1961), 87-97.

In this impassioned essay Mich develops the concept of
schools as falie public utilities and proposes that the radical
alternative to a consumer society and deschooling of edu-
cation would be to develop a more limited range of more
durable goods and of institutions that can increase the
opportunity and desirability of human interaction and to do
so in such a way that men are relieved by machines of the
burden of making things. Goods would have to be such
that they would provide the maximum opportunity to "do"
something with thdinitems made for self-assembly, self-
help, reuse, and repair. A "durable goods economy" would,
in turn, provide an institutional framework seeking to
educate for action, participation, and self-help. Illich
concludes that the movement of our society from the present
post-industrial bureaucracy phase to a future of post-
industrial conviviality - -in which the intensity of action
would prevail over production--must begin with "a renewal
of style in the service institutions--and, first of all, with
a renewal of education." The burden for much vocationally
oriented education should be assumed by the occupational
groups, by farms, and by industries themselves. Each
individual should share equally in funds spent on education
and receive perhaps two months of organized non formal
education a year. These short periods of education would
be spread over twenty or thirty years and not confined to
childhood.

1125. . "Mr. Chief Justice Burger and the Disestablishment
of Schooling." Cuernavaca: CIDOC, March 1971. Pp. 8.

This work examines the implications of a recent U.S.
Supreme Court case (Griggs et al. v. Duke Power Co.,
March 1971) in which the Court unanimously held that the
requirement of either a high school diploma of of success
at a standardized general education test as a condition of
employment is prohibited by the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Illich suggests that "this case may set us on the road to the
legal recognition that schooling requirements, in and of
themselves, constitute a discrimination which hampers
social advancement and so violates public policy."
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1126. ESTKELES, Alex. "Making Men Modern: On the Causes and
Consequences of Individual Change in Six Developing
Countries." American Journal of Sociology, LXXV, 2
(September 1969), 208-25..

The Project on the Social and Cultural Aspects of
Economic Development at Harvard's Center for Inter-
national Affairs interviewed 6,000 men from six developing
countries to study the impact on the individual of exposure
to and participation in the process of national and economic
modernization. To a striking degree, the same syndrome
of attitudes, values, and ways of acting--such as openness
to new experience, independence from parenfal authority,
and taking an active part in civic affairs--defines the
modern man in each of the r 'y countries and in all the
occupational groups of cultivator, craftsman, and industrial
worker. Formal education is seen as the most powerful -
factor in making men modern, but occupational experience
in large-scale organizations, and especially in factory work,
makes a significant contribution in "schooling" men in
modern attitudes and in teaching them to act like modern
men. Inkeles suggests that those who come from very
traditional backgrounds and who receive little formal
schooling, if given non-formal educatirsial opportunities,
may still become "modern" in adult liie.

1127. JANOWITZ, Morris. Institution Building in Urban Education.
New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969. Pp. 126.

In this essay, the author evaluates and analyzes the
implicit and explicit models that have guided past and
current attempts at school reform and proposes a theory
for attacking urban educational problems. He examines
city schools as social systems with particular empirical
realities, i.e., physical structure, community setting,
people with persistent patterns of behavior, and others.
The author is critical of current "specialization models
in urban education which tend to limit the effectiveness
and competence of the teacher through an excessively
rigid division of labor." He further criticizes many
segmental innovation efforts as being of limited relevance.
Instead, he proposes an "aggregation" model that is con-
cerned with increasing the scope of the individual class-
room teacher and restructuring the organizational climate
of urban schools.
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1128. JESSUP, Frank W. "Preparation for Life-long Education."
Prospects in Education, I, 2 (1970), 25-30.

This is a cautionary essay on the economic, social, and
political needs for lifelong education in technologically
advanced nations and on the limitations of formal schooling
as an educational foundation for "the good society, that is
to say, the Edudative Society."

1129. KOZOL, Jonathan. "Look, This System Is Not Working!"
New York Times, April 1, 1971, p. 41.

In this broadside, Kozol admits to naivete in his earlier
writings, which sought to inform the public that schools
do not encourage children "to think freely and question
bravely, to fight for justice and to cry for those in pain,"
but that, rather, "schools contained and silenced, muted
and anesthetized our children." He acknowledges that the
innocence of his approach now seems quite overwhelming:
"Public school never-was in business to produce Thoreau.
It is in business to produce a man like Richard Nixon, an
even more, a population like the one who could elect him.
It doer, not require the attribution of sinister motives, but
only of the bare survival instincts, to know that an inter-
locking network of industrial, political and academic
interests does not exist to subsidize the demolition of its
methods." Given the indoctrinational emphasis in the public
schools (i.e., "a twelve -yeas house arrest") and the power-
ful interests supporting this function, Kozol suggests that
the school is yet a "mighty archway in this nation. It will
not be taken out without grave consequences for the struc-
ture it supports, nor will it be taken away without the kind
of struggle and the kind of sacrifice for which young people
in this nation are only beginning to prepare themselves."
The author is currently involved in the creation of.a n
work of student-operated free schools somewhere between
the formal and non-formal sectors.

1130. LIVINGSTON, David. "Alternative Futures for Formal
Education." Interchange, I, 4 (1970), 13-26.

In this essay a set of strategies for moving toward
practical, desirable futures is outlined, with particular
reference to formal education. The author conjectures,
for example, that, given his set of goal priorities, 'formal
education would expand its boundaries to include all sorts
of non-school experiences and settings, while certification
of learning would be totally abolished. Emphasis would be
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on lifelong access to learning resources. There would be
a resource center in each natural community devoted to
information classification and retrieval. People could
organize their learning activities as they wished. No
compulsory courses would be given in the rudiments of
reading and writing. Relational information in the retrieval
system would be presented with an emphasis on alternative
explanations and 'strong inference' much as it is today in
molecular biology and high-energy physics. . . . Education
would indeed become 'conflict-ridden,' but conflict sustained
by genuine dialogue between contending interests."

The author's imagined desirable future is consciously
normative. It follows from a quotation by Robert Chin
(1967) that "the absence of ideology in current society has
led to the presentation of future directions as 'technical'
questions, not as matters of values and preferences."

1131. LIVINGSTON, J. Sterling. "Myth of the Well-Educated Manager."
Harvard Business Review, XLIX, 1 (January -February
1971), 79-89.

This article discusses the inability of formal management
education programs in universities to develop explicitly the
traits, knowledge, and skills that are necessary for career
success and leadership in any business organization.
Livingston states that "the tasks that are most important
in getting results usually are left to be learned on thejob,
where few managers ever master them simply because no
one teaches them how." Formal education, in sum, "over-
develops an individual's analytical ability, but leaves his
ability to take action and to get things done underdeveloped."
The author suggests that "experience is the key to the
practitioner's skill," that managers must learn on the job
how to take action and how to gain the willing cooperation
of others in achieving desired results. Although effective
managers mostly share the common characteristics of
the need to manage, the need for power, and the capacity
for empathy, they must also learn how io observe their
environment first-hand and to assess feedback from their
actions.

1132. MICHELANA, Jose A. Silva. "Building into the Educational
Organization a Mechanism for Continuous Reform and
Innovation," Central University of Venezuela Development
Center, Caracas, July, 1967. Pp. 26. (Mimeographed.)
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Michelana proposdi-a model to evaluate the efficiency
and the pace of change in formal educational systeins.
Using the results of previous investigations, the author
states that about ten years ago the adoption of educational
innovations generally took ten times longer than those in
agriculture. Again, on the basis of previous investigation,
he states that, whereas it now takes about thirty-five years
between the recognition of a need in education and the
introduction of the idea to meet it, it takes in technology
just nine years between a technical discovery and recognition
of its commercial use. One main zeason for this lag is that
educational systems have failed to develop a systematic
means of self-appraisal and innovation.

Adopting Everett M. Roger's model of diffusion of
innovations, Michelana illustrates the factors crucial to
the diffusion process, viz., those emanating from the society
and from the educational system itself -- characteristics of
the actors of the organization and characteristics of the
innovation and the communication process. Next, he
illustrates graphically the relation of socioeconomic status
and innovativeness in some Venezuelan,groups. He also
illustrates tabularly the appraisal of the teaching profession
by Chilean and Venezuelan educators and concludes that
lack of economic incentive and competitiveness, as well as
inadequate channels of communication, are major barriers
to innovation by educators.

The author concludes that a sound strategy for making
the educational organization self-innovative must have as
its priorities the building of a capacity for self-appraisal
at all levels of the organization and the involvement of
teachers and the community. He also suggests that instru-
ments for making simulations of strategies, i.e., alterna-
tives to formal schooling, should be developed and explored.

1133. MORPHET, Edgar, and RYAN, Charles O., eds. 113:113g
Education for the Future. Vol. I: Prospective Changes j.
in Society by 1980. New York: Citation Press, 1967.
Pp. 268.

In this first of a seven-volume study for the U.S. Office
of Education, papers on possible future states of education
and society are presented. The articles, mostly by U.S.
public school administrators and professors of education,
contain much of value but are generally characterized by
ethnocentrism and myopia, by.excessive concern with
symptoms, by avoidance of power and conflict factors, and
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by the equation of education and schooling. Written in the
early 1960s and published in 1967, the series already seems
dated.

1134. NYERERE, Julius K. "Education for Self-Reliance." Con-
-yergence,J1,1, (1969), 3-7.

This article presentiiblear-statement of principles
for the reorganization of national education to serve better
the creation of a new society, "to provide a different edu-
cation- -one realistically designed to fulfill the common
purposes of education in the particular society of Tanzania."
Because Tanzania is rural, agricultural, and poor, Nyerere
rejects the British elitist school model and calls instead
for.schooling that will provide "the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes which will serve the student where lie or she lives
and works in a developing and changing socialist state; it
must not be aimed at university entrance.!' To this end,
schools must become economic, work-related, as well as
social and.educational communities. Every school should
become a farm or workshop, a community of teachers,
workers, farmers, and pupils - -in short, "a new family

social unit."
Nyerere suggests that byintegrating the school and

community hi such a manner, education will become less
elitist, oligarchic, and urban-oriented and less functional
in perpetuating gross inequalities and special privileges.
Education stressing socialist values will, he claims,
"encourage the development of a proud, independent, and
free citizenry which relies upon Itself for its own develop-
ment and which knowsthe advantages and problems of
cooperation. It must insure that the educated know how to

be an integral part of the nation and recognize their
responsibility to give greater service, the greater the
opportunities they have had. Let our students be educated

to be members Sand servants of the just and egalitarian
future to which this country aspires."

1135. PASSOW, A. Harry, ed. Deprivation and Disadvantage: Nature'

and Manifestations. Hamburg: UNESCO, "1970. Pp. 296.

The profound influences of nonschool factors on school
performance are examined in detail. See also Nevin S.
Scrimshaw and John E. Gordon, eds., Malnutrition, Learning
and Behavior (Cambridge, Mass.; The M.I.T. Press, 1968).

566pp.
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1136. PAULSTON, Rolland G. "Socio-Cultural Constraints on
Educational Development in Peru." Journal of Developing
Areas, V, 3 (April 1971), 401-15.

The author suggests that in highly pluralistic societies,
such as Peru's, where formal schooling is largelyipre-

. occupied with conferring sociocultural status, the non-
formal educationaLsector, short of violent social and
educational revolutibn, may offer the best opportunity to
circumvent the elite-dominated and increasingly dysfunctional
formal school system. Paulston concludes that "in this way,
confrontation with superordinate groups might be avoided
while new educational institutions and organizations better
able to mobilize and prepare the human resources required
for national development could be created and nurtured."

1137. REIMER, Everett. An Essay on Alternatives in Education,
CIDOC, Cuaderno No. 1005. Cuernavaca: CIDOC, 1970.
Pp. 105.

According to Reimer, "this report results from con-
versations with Ivan Illich going back over a period of
almost 15 years." It focuses on what schools do wrong, the
need for alternative institutions, the problem of educational
resources and their allocation, and the need "to create new
and revolutionary educational alternatives to existing formal
schooling." The author unfortunately does not suggest how
this might be 'done in nonrevolutionary societies where
schooling serves powerfully to maintain status quo condi-
tions. He claims, moreover, that "corigrete alternatives
to schools neither can nor should be specified," for to do
so would "violate the most important principles . . . that
control of educational resources should be in the hands of
the person seeking to learn . . . that educational time and
space and the objects and human resources required for
education should be as broadly defined as possible, that
public resources for education should be equally shared by
and under the control of individual learners."

In conclusion, Reimer offers a somewhat naive and
totally utopian "strategy for peaceful educationafrevolution"
that will supposedly be possible when, out of deep dis-
illusionment with existing institutions (i.e., formal schools)
and a compelling formulation of alternatives, a substantial
educated minority will create a majority in favor of re-
volutionary change. Reimer suggests that research has a
crucial role in education and revolution and in the develop-
ment of "concrete alternatives" in the nonschool sector
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and that "Paulo Freire provides the educational means by
which the revolutionary rank and file can Wassembled."

1138. ROBINSON, Donald W. "Alternative Schools: Challenge to
Traditional Education?" Phi Delta Kaman, LI, 7 (March

1970), 374-75.
This article presents a brief overview of "alternative

schools," also known as the "free school movement," in
which over 700 independent schools have been founded, and

many have collapsed, during the past few years. Ways by
which "alternative schools" might relate to public schools
are suggested, i.e., by providing-community-resource
specialists, by "giving creative-parties", by supporting
radical teachers and pupils, by organizing joint experi-
mental projects, by offering student -teacher. opportunities,
and by-exchanging teachers in after-hours activities. *-

1139. RUSCOE, Gordon C. Dvsfunctionalitv in Jamaican Education,
Ann Arbor: School of Education, University of Michigan,
1963. Pp. 144.

Ruscoe's purpose is to investigage the relationships
between education and.development in Jamaica over time.
He examines agricultural, technical, and general education
in relation to economic development; primary and secondary
education in relation to social development; and how edut
cation. has related 10 political development. He suggests
that formal, education has not played as importanta role,
in the development of4amaica as mai,claims would
indicate and that schooling is more often a function of,
rather than a determinant ol, economic growth. He claims
that this dysfunctionality has been due largely to the failure
of educators to formulate plans for making education a
more vital part of Jamaican development.

The extent to which the "dysfunctional" public school '
system has in fact been functional in perpetuating the
priviliged status of educational policy-makers and, other
elite elements, if not for national development, is, of course,
the other-sided the coin'and only lightly touched upon.

1140. SARASON, Seymour. The Culture of the School and the problem
of Change. Boston: Allyn and...Bacon., 1971.- Pp: 246. Bib-

liography.
The author presents an anthropologically .oriented anal-

ysis of U.S. school culture and of attempts to introduce
change in university and school cultures. He suggests that
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"it is characteristic of the modal process of change in the
school culture that the intended outcome (i.e., the change
in the regularity) is rarely stated clearly, and if it is
stated clearly, by the end of the change process it has
managed to get lost." The book, essentially, attempts to
explain why this occurs and why the school culture will
continue to resist change.

1141. SCHWARTZ,Norman B. "Limited School. Progress and
Institutional Incompatability: A Guatemalan Case."
Civilizations, XX, 2 (1970), 240 -60.

The author examines in-school and out-of-school factord
limiting formal school programs in a relatively prosperous1ladino town.

1142. SHARP, Gene. Exploring Nonviolent Alternatives. Introduction
by David Riesman. Boston: Porter Sargent, 1971. Pp. 176.

This study of the Underground College Press Services
examines a variety of alternatives to existing institutions,
including the public school and higher educational systems.

31143-. SILBERMAN, Charles E. Crisis in the Classroom: The
Remaking of American Education.. New York: Random
House, 1970. Pp. 553.

In this trenchant-critique of U.S. public schools, the
author argues that our most pressing educational problem
is not how to increase the efficiency of our schools and
universities but the more difficult tasks of combating
"mindlessness," of creating and maintaining a humane
society. The book is.Organized into four parts: "The
Educating Society," "What's Wrong with the Schools,"
"How the Schools Should Be Changed," and "The Education
of Educators." Chapter 2, "American Education: Success
or Failure," discusses Margaret Mead's concept of lateral
transmission of learning via the mass media to every
sentient member of society, in contrast to earlier reliance
on the vertical transmission of "the tried and true by the
old, mature, and experienced teachers t? the young, in-
experienced, and immature pupil." Silberman assesses
the role of the mass media (television, journalism),
"neighborhood law firms," "environmental medicine," and
other quasi-non-formal educational activities. He rues
that doctors, lawyers; social workers, and all other pro.
fessionals need to view themselves as educators. Silberman
concludes that the schools are still salvageable, but only
with 'major surgery.

ea'
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1144. STRETCH, Bennie Barrett. "The Rise of the 'Free School.' "
Saturday Review, June 20, 1970, pp. '76-79, 90-93.

Stretch explains the rise of the "free,,school" as a
reaction-to-the authoritarianism, suppression, boredom,
fear, and "grievous lack of learning" that too often character-
ize the institution of formal schooling. She contends that
the revolt today is against the institution itself, against the
implicit assumption that learning must be imposed on
children by adults, that learning is not something one does
by and for oneself but something designated by a teacher.
Schools:operating on this assumption tend to-hold children
in a prolonged state of dependency, to keep them from dis-
covering their own capacities for learning, and to encourage
a sense of impotence and lack of worth. The' search should
be, she concludes, foralternatives to this kind of insti-
tution.

The basic rationale underlying the new, or free, or com-
munity schools that have sprung up by the hundreds across
the country is, simply put, that "freedom is a supreme
good; that people, including young people, have a right to
freedom, and that people who are free will be in general
more open, human,- intelligent than people who are not free,
i.e., directed, manipulated, and ordered about." The study
also describes how a number of representative free schools
have sought relevance and viability in a generally hostile
social environment.

1145. UNIDO. "Educational Planning." Estimation of Managerial

and Technical Personnel Requirements' in Selected Indus-
tries, Training for Industry-Series No. 2. New York:
UNIDO 1968. Pp. 1-8.

This study argues that in order to specify the set of
skills most suitable to the national development goals-, the

conversion of data on occupational needs into educational
requirements is of great importance. In making that con-
version, H. S. Parnes has noted 'uch difficulties as
educational structures that vary among ,countries, various
methods of preparing for a given occupation, a variety in
educational avenues to many occupations, and difficulty In
placing occupations in a particular educated category.
There is also the problem of coordinating economic plans
and educational programs, as well.as the problem of the
chronic shortage of qualified teachers. The study critically
concludes that "manpower planning tends to fail because of
a heavy reliance on abstractions which break down at the

point where specificity is required."
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1146. WALLACE, Anthony F. C. "Schools in Revolutionary and
%onservative Societies." Anthropology and Education.
Edited by Fredrick G. Gruber. Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Pres's, 1961. Pp. 25-54.

In this provocative essay, Wallace deirelops a. theory of
education and social change that has direct relevance for
the study of non-formal education. Human learning is
arranged On a scale of generality in which each category
is contained in, and implied by, its succeeding category.
"If we take schooling as the initial category, it is followed.
by_educationrthen enculturation, then:learning itself."
Matter to be learned is trichotomized as technid, or re-
inforced "how-to" learning; morality, a particular kind of
socially approved value exemplified by heroic actions, by
a potentiality for sacrifice for the community's welfare;
and intellect, the manipulation if cognitive forms, such as
an aspect of culture in detachment from technics and
morality. ,

Societies in a revolutionary stage undergoing a re-
vitalization movement (such as China and ,Cuba) are,seen

. as emphasizing morality, intellect, and technic in order of
relative perceived importance. ConserVative or post-
revolutionary societies (such as the United_States) tend to
stress technic, while reactionary societies (such as
Portugal arid South Africa) are postarconservative societies
undergbingshallenges from budding revitalization move-
ments. They seek to preserve the values'of.an earlier
revolutionary phase and stress these values, which the
conservative society cherished and elaborated. Thus,
"with each of the major value orientations (i.e., revolution- -

ary, conservative and reactionary)fthere is associated a
philosophy of schooling which. characteristically assigns
priorities to the matters of learning in schools."

1147. WEBER, Lillian. The English Infant School and Informal
Education. Englewood Cliffs, NAL: The Center for Urban ,
Education, 1971. 'PP. 192.

This work presents a good illustratio,n of English experi-
mental efforts to "free-up" formal primary schooling, to
make it,more informal. Less formahschools are, neyerthe,
less, still schools.

4.

Other items that deal with Critiques of Formal Schooling are
.,

1296, 1210. 1211, 1218, 1202, 1221, 1226,
4509, 5841, 7104, 714L, 7157, 7229, 7237, 7305,
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1200. CONCEPTUALIZING
NON-FORMAL t DUCATION

1201. ANDERSON, C. Arnold. "Problems of Integrating Formal and 1
Non-Formal Education." Paper presented at SEAMED/
SEDAG and Korea/SEDAG Seminars on Non-Formal Edu-
cation, Penang, Malaysia, and Seoul, Korea, October, 1971.
Pp. 19. (Mimeographed.)

Anderson forcibly argues that "a_proposal to plan non-
formal education is arrogant toward the common man,
unlearned about the nature' of planning, and poorly read in
the literature on social change." Instead, he claims that
"the major topic is one of incentives: how to provide a .

system of incentives that will encourage the emergence
and survival of viable forms of non-formal edudationforms
that are encouraged to grow out of the local culture and will
maximize the potentials for modernization that may be latent
in the local situation. The aim, in other words, is to en-
courage proliferation of diverse learning opportunities in
the interstices of a country's structure for education-training
and thereby to provide a more productive or effective and
dynamically adaptive overall system of education for ongoing
development."

1202. BEREDAY, George Z. F., ed. "School Systems and Mass
Demand: A Comparative Overview." Essays on World
Education: The Crisis of Supply and Demand. New 'York:
Oxford University Press, 1969. Pp. 93-110.

The author argues that any educational system regardless
of its degree of democratization will be controlled by an
elite simply because it is a system. Elites may be based on
merit or birth; they will in either case seek to perpetuate
elite status fol. their children through education and through
control of government. Bereday claims that in any trapezoid
educational structure, real equality of access and opportunity
is impossible because of environmental inequities and inherent
imperfections in the selection process. As a partial solu-
tion, he proposes a non-formal educational "un-system"
stressing lifelong learning, flexibility, and easy access to
education for all. He concludes that such un-systems,
if.created, would not become widely used in the near futute
because of difficulties in assessing qualifications, because
there appears to be no way to initiate un-systems without
systematizing them to some extent, and because "most human
systems are designed not to promote but, to, retard change."
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1203 BERG, Ivar Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery.
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970. Pp. 200;

It is well-known that America has an increasing shortage
of skilled-workers and a growing surplus of unskilled
laborers. The conventional prescription for this imbalance
is to try to educate more of the unemployed. Apart from
its practical difficulties, this solution begs an important
querstien: Are academic credentials important for doing
the job or just for getting it? Is it true, as many business
managers, government leaders, economists, and academics
claim, that the worker's attitudes, trainability, capacity
for adaptation, prospects for promotion, and job tenure
improve with each increment of education? Or are the
employers demanding too much education for the jobs they
offer?

Berg's study, based on extensive data, demolishes eight
conventional assumptions, point by point. He finds that,
first, a growing number of workers have more education
than they need to perform their jobs well--in some cases
more than the employers themselves regard as desirable.
Second, salaries are not necessarily closely related to
education--many teachers and social workers, for example,
earn less than plumbers and professional athletes. Third,
an employee's producZwity does not vary systematically
with his years of formal education, particularly when
experience is taken into account. Fourth, the rate of turn-
over is positively associated with higher education. Fifth,
upper- and middle-level employees are not the only ones
who are overqualified for their jobs--among workers in
lower-skilled jobs dissatisfaction was found to increase
as educational levels rose. Sixth, better-educated em-
ployees are often rated as less productive. Seventh, the
practice of basing teachers' salaries on the credits they
earn toward higher degrees actually encourages teachers
not to teach since those who feel overtrained tend to seek
administrative positions or better-paying jobs in industry.
Finally, in the armed forces it was found that "high-school
graduates were not uniformly and markedly superior to
non-graduates" and that non-formal training on the job was
more important than educational credentials earned in
formal schooling. In sum, this well-written and well-
argued study demonstrates that formal schooling has more
to do with improving the life chances of the already pros-
perous than with meeting the requirements of most jobs.
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1204. BLAUG, Mark. "Literally and Economic Development." The
School Review, LXXIV, 4, (Winter, 1966) pp. 393-418.

Blaug questions whether educational planners in poor
countries Should devote a fraction of their scarce resources
to non-formal adult literacy programs. And if so, what

#0,
fraction should be given over? He examines the elementary
economics and benefits of literacy and compares the merits
of functional literacy. vs. those of rudimentary literacy. He
concludes the following:. (a) the objective of the educational
planner is to promote economic development, subject to the
maintenance of national soveriegnty and political stability;
(b) the impatient pi :miner will not neglect the quick payoff
of adult literacy;' (c) in theabsence of reliable evidence,
the economic benefits of school education probably exceed
those of adult literacy; (d) the case for literacy rests
mainly, on the short period of production of a new literate;
and (e) the development value of truly functional liters y
is very.likely to En greater than that of primary education.

1205. COHEN, Wilbur J. "Edu ation and Learning." Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science,
CCCLXXIII (September 1967), 79-101.

In this special issue on "Social Goals and Indicators
for American Society," Cohen examines emerging patterns
in the U.S. educational complex and pays special attention
to the size of the non-formal education learningforce,
which he describes as follows:

Vocational, Technical, and Professional
Training Outside the Formal Educational

Structure, United States, 1940-74
(millions)

Training Institution 1940 1950 1960 1965 1970* 1974*

Professional and
technical training 2.5 3.5 4.0 7.8 9.6 18.1

Company schools . 4.7 - 6.0 6.7 7.2 12.0 17.5

On-the-job training 2.4 2.0 3.4 4.5 6.0 6.0

Correspondence schools 1.0 1.5 2.0 . 2.4 2.8 3.2

Armed forces 1.0 2.0 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.o

Other .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .9

Total 11.8 15.3 18.9 25.0 34.0 48.7

*Projected.
1
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1206_ COOMBS, Philip H_ The World Educational Crisis: A Systems
Analysis. New York: Oxford University Press, 1968. Pp.
241.

In Chapter 5, "Non-Formal Education: To Catch Up,
Keep Up, and Get Ahead," Coombs aevelops the concept of
a major "shadow school system," i.e., a non-formal
educational "sector" that exists in all countries. In the
case of industrialized nations, non-formal or "life-long
education" is important to ensure employment mobility
and make "unemployable dropouts" employable, to keep
well-trained people abreast of new knowledge and technol-
ogies essential to continued high productivity, and to
improve culturally enriching leisure-time experiences.
Developing nations, because they lack a broad economic
base and universal popular schooling, have different
priority tasks for non-formal education, as follows: (a) to
provide new skills and knowledge to unschooled farmers,
workers, and small entrepreneurs; (b) to upgrade through
in-service training the competence of partially qmlified
people such as school teachers and others holding jobs
in private and public sectors; and (c) to salvage dropouts
from public schools through appropriate forms of special
training.

He strongly recommends that both industrialized and
developing countries would benefit from acceptance of the
non-formal education concept to better comprehend existing
inputs, processes, and outputs in the non-school sector, to
articulate more effectively formal and non-formal education,
and to carry out the research studies of "this largely un-
,researched yet vitally important sector of education."

1207_ COUNCIL OF EUROPE. The Concept of Adult Education in the
Affluent Society: Financial Aspects. Strasbourg: Council
for Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe, 1968.
Pp. 69.

1208. CRAIG, Wesley W. "Systematic Power Relations and Social
Change in Rural Peru: A Non-Marxian View." Paper
presented at annual meeting of Rocky Mountain Social
Science Association, Colorado Springs, Col., May 1970.
Pp. 12.

This study focuses on change processes in sucio-rural
systems, on power controls and their interrelationships
with regional and national systems, and on the current
situation in Peru regarding exogenous and endogenous
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variables in power redistribution. Craig describes forMal
education as, until recently, "a mechanism used by thos0
holding power to limit the mobility of the great majority
who lack power. Mestizo doniinance of social power was
maintained." With-current expanding tolerance parameters
of the regional and national systems, the subordinate groups
in rural and urban areas are beginning to probe these
parameters for power adjustments. Thus, peasant and
rural labor organizations, community-1evelopment programs,
credit unions, consumer and produceetooperatives, and
the non-formal educational activities that support and
facilitate them are often manifestations of the possibilities
for parametric change at the local level, as legitimized
by the larger system. The author claims that "endogenous
changes come about only as exogenous changes wrought by
the larger national system create wider tolerance levels
which in turn establish greater possibilities for change of
an endogenous nature."

1209. CURTI, Merle, and BIRR, Kendall. Prelude to Point Four:
American Technical Missions Overseas. 1830-1938.
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1954. Pp. 284.

This scholarly, historical study examines the aims,
programs, and outcomes of numerous earlier efforts, many
in the non-formal educational sector, to apply technology
in "backward areas" of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

1210. FOSTER, Philip J. "A Comment on Everett Reimer's Book
An Essay on Alternatives in Education." Document A/E
71/281. Cuernavaca: CIDOC, 1971. Pp. 29.
. Foster shares Reimer's egalitarianism and concerns

with his thesis that "educational systems help maintain
class structures and that certain groups always benefit
disproportionally from educational resources." He dis-
dainfully rejects Reimer's undisciplined, utopian approach
to the problem, however, and suggests that what is really
needed is more data so that one can "come to grips with
hard choices that must be made concerning resource
allocation." Difficult questions concerning the relative

--productivity of educational investment in formal and non-
formal sectors, Foster suggests, are best resolved with
rate-of-return analysis. This approach, despite its
limitations, is seen as the most useful "if economic growth
is our primary aim."
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1211. . "The Vocational School Fallacy in Development
Planning." Education and Economic Development. Edited
by C. Arnold Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman. Chicago:
Aldine, 1965. Pp. 142-66.

Foster argues cogently that the formal school system
might best contribute to the development of technical
competence by giving pupils the verbal skills, knowledge,
and behaviors that would enable them to absorb and to
utilize effectively specific forms of on-the-job vocational
training. This approach would require a more systematic
development of alternatives to the traditional vocational
school approach. The author concludes that "a:great deal
of training must be developed putside the schools through
the use of auxiliary institutions with special vocational
institutes being created in particular cases where their
endeavors can be closely meshed with on-the-job training
and with the acfual manpower requirements indicated by
the market for skills."

1212. FREIRE, Paulo. Cultural Action for Freedom. Monograph
Series No. 1. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Educational
Review and Center for the Study of Development and Social
Change, 1970. Pp. 55.

Writing from a third-world perspective, Freire advocates
an adult-literacy theory and non-formal practice that seeks
to build on a base of rapport and authentic dialogue between
the learners and teacher'. This dialogue centers upon
codified representations of the learners' existential situa-
tions and supposedly leads not only to their acquisition of
literacy skills but, hopefully, to increasing their awareness
of their right and capacity as human. beings to transform
socioeconomic and political reality as well. Becoming
literate thus would mean much more than simply learning
to decode the written representation of a sound system.
It would also become an act of knowing, of being able to
critically assess one's cultural roots and to reflect on
positive action in the social setting. The process of "con-
scienti2ation thus becomes the means by which men can
better be conscious of the oppressive reality in which they
exist." Authentic (i.e., cultural) revolutions, according to
Freire, will follow in order "to negate the dominating
culture culturally, even before the new culture resulting
from that negation hasbecome a reality."

This is an important document, not so much for the
unsubstantiated rationale and method proposed, but for the
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example ii provides of a Latin American revolutionary
calling for "cultural revolution" in the speculative, utopian,
and theoretical terms of the traditional culture under
attack. Freire, as do most Latin American revolutionaries,
continues to think of a "cultural revolution" as making
European high culture available to the masses. The idea
of a new proletarian culture, as created in China, seems
to have as little appeal in Chile as in Cuba.

1213. . La educacion como practica de la libertad. Santiago
de Chile: Institute de Capacitacion e InvestigaciOn en
Reforma Agraria (ICIRA), 1969. Pp. 136.

1214. . Sobre la accion cultural. Santiago de Chile: Insti-
tute de CapacitaciOn e Investigacion en Reforma Agraria
(ICIRA), 1960. Pp. 153.

1215. HACK, Walter G. et al. Educational Futurism: 1985. Berkeley,
Cal.: McCutchan, 1971. Pp. 225.

This is a good introduction to the background and concepts
of futurism in education. Emphasis in the seven chapters
is on "creative forecasting." Both the text and the long
annotated bibliography contain much of intere t to the.student
of non-formal education.

1216. HARBISON, Frederick H. "A Systems Analysi Approach to
Human ResoUrce Development Planning." aris: UNESCO,
International Institute for Educational Planning, 1968. Pp.
22.

This study proposes a systems analysis approach to
human resource development to facilitate identification of
major problem areas in operational terms and the critical
examination of interrelationships between various man-
power, education, and economic-development programs.
"In using this frame of reference, one can identify skill-
generating centers, such as schools, universities, training
institutes, and ez.,ploying organizations which develop
people on the job. . . . It provides a logical starting point
for building a strategy of human-resource development."

1217. HILLIARD, John F. "Non-Formal Education: Key Problem
Area No. 2." Washington, D.C.: AIO, May 1971. Pp. 7.
(Mimeographed.)

This study proposes an "action program for non-formal
education . . . as a tool for multisectoral development."
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A three-page schematic is attached as a guide in the prep-
aration of preliminary case studies to help fill the "knowl-
edge gap," i.e., the serious lack of basic knowledge re- 7

garding the subject matter, effective means of delivery, and
specific effects of many kinds of non-formal education.

1218. HUNTER, Guy. Modernizing Peasant Societies: A Comparative
Study in Asia and Africa. London: Oxford University Press,
1969. Pp. 324.

The author discusses how most developing countries in
Africa and Asia have faced the same hard educational
choices following independence, although at markedly dif-
ferent stages. At first, elite secondary and university
institutions closely modeled on those of the ex-colonial
powers are expanded, then the preSsure for more primary
schooling intensifies, followed by a growing concern at the
widening gap between the educated few in wage-employment
and the rural, unschooled masses. This tends to coincide
with growing unemployment and a swing back to a new
stress on primary schooling and to arguments about the
need for adult, literacy, and other forms of non-school
education aimed at what is essentially an economic need
for an educated farming population.

Hunter is not yet ready to junk the British,grammar-
school model. Rather, he calls for its "modernization,"
while quoting Eliot's caveat Plat "the attempt to spread
elite learning to a growing mass of people will be to adulter-
ate and cheapen what you give." But exactly how peasant
societies might avoid the trap of "elite learning" by creating
new, development-oriented educational institutions, as in
Tanzania, China, and elsewhere, is ignored.

1219. ILLICH, Ivan. Celebration of Awareness: A Call for Insti-
tutional Revolution. Introduction by Erich Fromm. Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970. Pp. 180.

This wprk presents many of the author's previously
published essays on the failure of institutions in general
and schools in particular and on the critical need for
alternatives in the nonschool educational sector. As
"primitive monoliths" closed ,off from the rest of society,
schools produce some learning but primarily function for
certification, entitlement, and indoctrination. They create
and maintain a body of elites based in large measure on
the amount of teaching consumed and conversely screen
out the nonelite while providing a scale to show where each
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person drops out. Contradictions are institutionalized, i.e.,
the contradiction between democratic goals and elite products
and the competition ethic of schools holding that people can
become more equal by competing with each other.

Illich's alternative vision for non-formal learning places
emphasis on the following: (a) individual choice and respon-
sibility for actions; (b) education as personalized intercourse
betWeen people, as a process of peer matching according to
common interests and free choice; (c) technological retrieval
potential, i.e., the institutionalized availabilitypf learning
resources, whether human or,informationi and (d) personal
freedom and civil rights, i.e., elimination of 'discrimination
against people who have consumed less school ritual as
well as of the virtual monopoly of public schooling with its
cruel and unusual detention. Illich offers an articulate,
passionate critique but provides no road maps out of the
morass.

1220. . Deschoolina Society, New York: Harper and Row,
1970. Pp. 116.

The author suggests that formal schooling must be
abolished because "the pupil is . . . 'schooled' to confuse
teaching with learning, grade advancement with education,
a diploma with competence, and fluency with the ability to
say something new. His imagination is 'schooled' to accept
service in place of value. Medical treatment is mistaken
for health care, social work for the improvement of com-
munity life, police protection for safety, military poise for
national security, the rat race for productive work. . . . Not
only education but social reality itself has become 'schooled."

He calls for a "cultural revolution," for a radical exam-
ination of the social myths and institutions by which our
lives are increasingly organized in an industrialized,
mechanistic, and progressively less human world. More
specifically, his reform suggestions call for the following:
legal protection from the obligatory, graded curriculum;
laws forbidding discrimination on the basis of prior schooling;
the formation of skill centers where useful skills can be
learned, taught by those best equipped to teach them; and
peer-matching, by which the learned may share their knowl-
edge with those seeking instruction. Illich feels such radical
measures' are necessary to turn civilization from its head-
long rush toward the violence that frustrated expectations
will certainly unleash as long as the school myth is allowed
to persist.
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Alt1ough Mich is a provocativecritic, his diagnosis
applies more to the impoverished third world-than to the
advanced industrial nations. What began as the "futility
of schooling in Latin America" has become somewhat
simplistically "the futility of schooling."- More serious
is his unwillingness to acknowledge the function of schools
in legitimizing and perpetuating elites and their unwilling-
ness to share power.

1221. . "The Futility of Schooling-in Latin America."
Saturday Review, April, 1968, pp. 56-59.

Ivan Mich, a Catholic educator-priest wits -experiences
in university teaching and educational planning in Pnerto
Rico, now directs the CIDOC Program Mexico. His
basic thesis elaborated in this important essay is that
formal schooling, as now idealized and practiced, must be
suppleniented and, on occasion, substituted by out-of-
school education. In the face of the current population
explosion in Latin America, Illich claims that schooling
acts as a narrow bridge over a widening gap between the
underprivileged masses and the upper classes and that
school systems built for modern industrial nations will
not fit the developing nations.

1222. ILO. "Human Resources for Industrial Development: Some
Aspects of Policy and Planning." Studies and Reports, .

New Series, No. 71, Geneva, 1967. Pp. 32. . -
This report presents a convincing plea for a more

systematic approach to human resource development in
schools and in non-formal out-of-school education and
training progranis. It notes that many countries Have
tended to overinvest in schooling without an overall view
of the problem nor of the criteria that woad enable the
assessment of costs and benefits of sucii investment. 'The
report proposes the. systematic development of "an integrated
system': of all available educational resources for the effec-
tive education and-timely training of needed personnel. s

1223. INGROUP. Learninzer. Cambridge, Mass: Interest Group
Formation Service of the Public Learning Corporation,

1
or1 1. (Brochure) Pp. 2.

.

This brochure describes how the Public Learning .,
poration was founded in May 1970 to provide the proto-

type of a nonschool learning service system not merely
responsive to but based on the needs cf its clients as they
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define them. It is claimed :tat such a non-formal learning-
service system should be able to meet the particular re-
quests of any client for assistance in cognitive, emotional,
social, philosophical, physical, spiritual, or otheedevelop-
ment with that combination of information, skill training,
facilitative support, and awareness that the client will find
useful. Such a learning-service system should provide
access to people who share the same questions, access to
people with appropriate learning-service skill, access to
facilities and equipment that are needed, and access fo -

information- retrieval and media-display systems that,
taken together, would provide clients with the opportunity
to follow their individual lines of inquiry as they form the ,
pattern of their personal growth. At present, the Interest
Group Formation Serviceprovides people-with the oppor-
tunity to find others who share their interests. The proposed
next step, if the Ingroup service grows, is to build public
learning centers where people can meet to Jearn together.

1224. LAWRENCE, Barbara Jean. "The Inside-Outside School:
A Design for International Education." Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Arizona State University, Tempe, 1969. Pp.
163.

This study develops basic guidelines for es tablishing
systems of lifelong continuing education based on the,con-
rept that different cultures and subcultures 'make demands
on their members and that these demands, or developmental
tasks, change from time to time. .This approach, the
"inside-outside school," would promote self-directed in-
tellectual activity and social progress, especially in
developing nations, by incorporating the best features of
the "outside schopl" (the social milieu plus the mass media)
with discussion/ lectures, and other elements of formal
education. The pursuit of numerous philosophical, psy-
cholcigical, and sociological objectives would entail the
following: liberating minds toward wisdom through certain
attitude and behavior changes; enlarging knowledge and
understanding by such means,as problem solving, literacy,
or basic general education and language study; and expanding
communication skills through understanding, development
of mo;a1 values, and constructive group, civic, and cultural
participation.

1225. LENGRAND, Paul. An Introduction to Life-ling Education.
Paris: UNESCO, 1970. Pp. 99.
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The author presents a theoretical basis for life-long
education and discusses a variety of requirements and

problems involved in implementing his interpretation of
the concept. He concludes that the logic of the development
of life-long education in programs of adult education, in
out-of-school training, in the mass media, and in universal
instruction demands a basic transformation of social
structures. Thus, it's introduction will, to the extent that
the totality of the structures of the polis are involved in
its realization, be an-essentially political undertaking.
And, as with related concepts such as depaocracy,liberty,
equality.et al., "life-long education doesnot yet exist any-,
where in the fullness of its aims."

_ -
1226. LEVINE, Joshua A. "The Institutional Choice,for

Training in Latin America." Paper presented at Workshop
on Occupational Education and Training for Development,
Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cal. July- August'1967.
Pp. 16.

The author examines why vocational schools in Latin
America have generally failed to justify their relatively
expensive existence and the case for non-formal training
agencies as alternativqs tolhe formal school system.
Levine suggests that, even if an occasional vocational
school has temporarily succeeded or if training agencies
frequently have serious defects, the course for the develop-
ment planner seems clear, i.e., "the formal school system
to the _task of general education; the quasi-autonomous
training agency for specific occupational training. No other
agency other than the school can take on the job of general
education, but there are many other sources for skill
development."

1227. LIVERIGHT, A. A. "Learning Never Ends: A Planlor Con=
tinuing Education." Alvin C. Eurich (ed.), Campus 1980:
The Shape of the Future in American Higher. Education.
New York: Delacorte Press, 1968. Pp. 149-75.

The author predicts that private institutions of higher
learning, both within cities and in peripheral areas, will be
called upon ihcreasingly to help provide for growing and
varying continuing education needs. He envisions the rise
by 1980 of a new institutional form, the College of Con-
tinuing Educatibp, that will combine continuing education'
and community service. He prOposes the creation of four
institutes--Occupational and Professional Development,
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Personal and Family Developnient, Civic and Social
Development, and Humanistic and Liberal Development --
served by three centersCpunseling and Community
Referral, Research and Professional Development,
Metropolitan Studies and Problem Solving. He also offers
ideas on campus facilities for adults, faculty arrangements,
administration and organization, financing, and community
cooperation. An agpendik lists 46-examples of existing
programs and activities in continuing higher education.

1228. LOYE, David, ed. Research at ETS: Projects and Publications,
Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service (ETS), 1970..
Pp. 116.

Loye abstracts 104 ETS-sponsored, largely empirical
research studies that aim "quite directly, to discover bow
to enhance the quality of man's life," how to "discover how
we may more surely rekindle -minds of all ages that have
been turned off by life and circumstance, how to lessen
hatred and hostility, and to increase love and respect--for
others and for ourselves." This research rationale is well
suited to investigations in both the formal and non-formal
educational sectors, and numerous studies that have
pertinence to the latter Ware described. See, for example,
"Professional/Technical Assistance to the Head Start
Research and Evaluation Demonstration Program," by
Ruth B. Ekstrom,, and "Baysian Guidance Technology," by
Melvin R. Novick and Paul H. Jackson. In their most
provocative study, the latter authors discuss how Bayesian
methods have led to a shift in thinking about testing.
Traditional emphasis in testing has been on selection of
the few out of many for special training on the basis of a
few abilities out of many. Now a crucially important new
development arising from the widening confrontation of
education with social need seeks to apply Bayesian prob-
ability theory in testing to further a new emphasis on the
use of testing for "guidance and placement of the many
rather than selection of the few, and according to an
evaluation of many rather than few abilities." Some
Bayesian theorists see their methods as ideally suited to
adapt testing methods and statistical thinking to serve
broader social ends. The issues, theory, and range of
applications for test developers and statisticians are
examined in the context for formal schooling but obviously
have significance for efforts to rationalize the non-fornal
educational' sector as well.
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Another study of interest to the student of non-formal
education is "WGBH-TV Training Program for Law Enforce-
ment Officials," by Roderick Ironside. In a pretest-post-
test comparison, the author found no meaningful difference
between those who had and those who had not seen the
program. This study demonstrates how problems of random
sampling, test development, and teaching must be system-,
atically dealt with if results of non-formal education are
to be objectively assessed.

1229. MACHLUP, Fritz. Education and Economic Growth. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1970. Pp. 106.

This essay examines the state of the art concerning the
economics of education, and especially the relation between
formal and non-formal education and economic growth.
Reviews productive and unproductive effects of 'schooling,
attempts to calculate private and social returns from
education, and examines demand and cost considerations '

in relation alternatives to schoolig. -Machlup suggests
that on-the-job training and adult-education progranThave
a faster pay-off than schooling, despite the latter's far-
greater rate of return over a lifetime. He distinguishes
three types of on-the-job "in-service" education as follows:
company-sponsored training courses for employees using
an instructional 'staff, worker training without special
teachers, and non-formal learning by a worker seeking to
improve his performance and skill in order to become
eligible for advancement to higher pay or a better job.

The author concludes that such efforts should be linked
with adult education sponsored by public or civic agencies
even though the return of these programs will almost
always be slower and less certain than for training on the
job. Both will, however, be much faster than for formal
primary schooling. Machlup concludes that non-formal
education programs, usually held at night, in vocational
training and in adult education programs will succeed only
if popular enthusiasm for learning is aroused. "People do
not learn against their will; it takes a degree of commit-
ment and passion for people to make the required effort.
If a mass movement for adult education can be stirred up,
the rate of return on this investment may be much higher
than that on other educational (i.e., formal schooling) out-

.
lays."

/IV
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1230. MANTYNEN, Heimo T. U. "A Conceptual Analysis of the
- Role of Adult Education in Nation-Building." Unpublished

Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, Bloomington, 1969.
Pp. 265.

The purpose of this study is to investigate possible con-
tributions of adult education to the nation-building process.
Nation-building is defined as a process of building group
cohesion and group loyalty for the purposes of domestic
planning and international representation. Models are
designed and applied for the purpose of analyzing the
function of adult education in nation-building, and current
examples of adult education and nation-building are included.
The basic model of nation-building devised as a part of this
study is divided into these three sequential categories: the
antecedent, which consisted of the background factors and
goals of nation-building; the concurrent, which included
the actual process of adult education and existing condi-
tions; and the consequent, which incorporates the outcome
of the whole process of nation-building. It was found that
"the outcome of the nation-building process appeared to be
predicated upon the interaction between adult education and
nation-building." Whereas the political dimensions vary
greatly from nation to nation, the adult-education dimen-
sions--intensity, effectiveness, and extension of adult
education--were found to be present and significant in every
process of nation-building.

1231. MARIEN, Michael. "Notes on the Education Complex as an
Emerging Macro-System." Global Systems Dynamics.
Edited by E. 0. Attinger. New York: S. Karger, 1970.
Pp. 225-44.

The author argues that there is "a spectrum between
closed and open systems, and extremely open systems tend
to be 'unsystematic,' (i.e., loose, only partly knowable and
subject to irreversible changes or high plasticity)." To
support this view, he presents an outline of the "educa6on
complex," a system (i.e., a complex of interacting elements)
so open that serious attention must be given to various
boundaries. Educating institutions include all organizations
and parts of organizations involved with the provision of
formal instructional services that pgrportedly enhance the
learning processes of students--i.e., core educating systems
or formal degree-granting schooling, peripheral programs
(non-formai activities in adult education, management
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training, remedial training, retraining, and youth activities),
and informal education, a residual category involving
national medial and local cultural facilities, social insti-
tutions, and personal media. Marien further examines the
functions of selected suppliers and organized beneficiaries
in the education complex, problems of system and concept
lag, and implications of the study for systems theory. This
article also appears in Milton Rubin, ed., Man in Systems:
Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Meeting of the Society
of General Systems Research (New York: Gordon and
Breach, 1971.)

1232. McCALL, Steen. "Non - Formal Education: A Definition."
Washington, D.C.: AID, December 23, 1970. Pp. 8.

McCall defines formal education as "the regular graded
school system" and non-formal education as "the entire
range of- learning experiences outside of the regular, graded
school system." He defends his exceedingly broad defini-
tions as being most use'ul to an intense action orientation.
"We desire to know as rapidly as possible which types of
activity -- anywhere within the spectrum of non-formal
education--have the highest potential returns for develop-
ment for the resources expended. Thus, while desiring id
retain the breath of 'non-formal education' for conceptual
purposes, our prime concern is to identify within this broad
landscape certain of the categories of activities on which
our action-oriented efforts should be concentrated."

1233. MEAD, Margaret. "Thinking Ahead: Why Is Education
Obsolete?" Harvard Business Review, XXXVI (November-
December 1958), 23-30.

The author develops concepts of vertical and lateral
transmission of knowledge in stable and rapidly changing
cultures, respectively. She argues that the "whole teaching-
and-learning continuum, which was once tied in an orderly
and productive way to the passing of generations and the
growth of the child into a man--this whole process has
exploded in our faces." Mead suggests possibilities for
greater effectiveness in laterally transmitting agents in
the mass media and indirectly in non-formal education
programs.

1234. MILES, Matthew, ed. Innovation in Education. New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1964. Pp. 689.
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In Chapter 1, "Educational Innovation: The Nature of
the Problem," Miles compares costs and piograms of the
formal and non-formal "sub-systems" of the American
educational establishment. Of the $40 billion spent on
educational efforts in 1964, Miles estimates that $27 billion
were spent in the formal subsystem and $13 billion in the
non-formal area.

1235. MOFFETT, Toby. "Leaving the Guru Behind: Impressions
of an Educational Mecca." Edcentric, III, 3 (April 1971),
3-7.

Like many people seeking educational reform and non-
school alternatives, the author visited Ivan II lich's CIDOC
in Cuernavaca, Mexico, hoping "to learn more tactics and
strategies for educational Change." Once there, he was
disappointed to find that CIDOC, which has been so closely
identified with the deschodling movement, seemed to be
more "schooled-up" than the people it challenges to leave
the schools.

1236. MORGAN, R. M., and BUSHIIELL, D. H. "Designing an Organic
Curriculum." National Business Education Quarterly,
Spring 1967, pp. 5-14.

The authors propose a systems approach to educational
reform that includes a non-formal educational component.

1237. MOSES, Stanley. "The Learning Force: A New Concept for
Education." Syracuse University: Educational Policy
Research Center, June 1969. Pp. 64.

Discusses the need to determine the dimensions of the
"learning force," a concept first developed by Bertram
Gross, who defined it as "the total number of people
developing their capacities through systematic education- -
that is, where learning is aided by teaching and where there
are formal, organized efforts to impart knowledge through
instruction." Moses argues that a central research task
is to delineate the scope of activities and the extent of
participation In the educational "periphery," or the non-
formal educational sector, as a means of better understanding
the size and impact of the learning force. He also contends
that concern for "educational status has forced often-
valuable 'peripheral' programs to suffer unnecessarily,
when they should be allowed to take their place as needed
educational alternatives in our society."
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1238. MYERS, Robert J. "Rural Manpower Planning in Zambia."
International Labour Review, CH, 1 (July 1970), 15-28.

Arguing that manpower planning is at present excessively
concerned with the urban sector, the author cites recent
experience in Zambia, where some 82 percent of the total
population is rural, to show how greater attention to rural
manpower can contribute to rural development in newer
countries. Rural development should not concern itself
exclusively with maximizing production: other objectives,
which though related will not automatically be attained by
single-minded pursuit of higher output, include providing
the rural population with opportunities for productive
employment, education, health services, and other govern-
ment aids and raising rural living standards. Myers sug-
gests that, to achieve all this, it is essential to first
how many workers - -and what kind--will be seeking employ-
ment, what place they and their families will occupy as
consumers, to what extent education should serve to prepare
young people to earn a living; how labor intensity and
capital-intensive production should be balanced against
each other, and so forth. Because the typical farmer in
the year of independence was illiterate, manpower con-
siderations also call for, besides suitable school education,
an ambitious program of practical non-formal training
courses for postschool youth and adult farmers and greatly
expanded training facilities for agronomists, extension
workers, and other key rural-development personnel.

1239. PLATT, William. Research for Educational Planning: Notes
on Emergent Needs. Paris: UNESCO, International
Institute for Educational Planning, 1970. Pp. 67.

The author discusses the emergent issues and research
needed to advance the practice of educational planning and
policy-making. Six research clusters or themes are
presented as an organizing device, onenf which is concerned
with training and education institutions outside the formal
school system and with their potential for meeting key
development needs. Platt proposes, in a very general
manner, research to "map" the scope, content, and function
of non-formal or out-of-school education; research to
understand better how formal and non-formal educational
sectors might be more efficiently articulated; and studies
of methods, financing, motivation, and planning used in non-
formal education programs.
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1240. RIVERA, William M. 'Futures': A New and Needed Litera-
ture for National and International Planning in Continuing
Education." Paper presented at International Seminar on
Publications in Continuing Education, Syracuse University,
June 8-10, 1971. Pp. 27. (Mimeographed.)

The author claims, without presenting any evidence, that
"futures literature may be valuable in helping us to review
our preferences and directions more systematically." He
strongly suggests that "it is time to think seriously as to
whether we mean to look at continuing education as a com-
plement to school education, as a replacement--or a sub-
stitute--for schooling, as an educative factor per se, as an
alternative to schooling, or simply as a more efficient
formula for education than the schools." The essay contains
an appendix, "A Futures Scenario for the Field of Education
with Emphasis on Out-of-School Educational Programs,"
forecasting and/or proposing a national Educational Place-
ment Service (EPS) to direct youth and adults seeking post-
secondary education into non-formal training programs in
commerce, industry, and the military.

1241. STALEY, Eugene. Planning_Occupational Education and Training
for Development. Stanford, Cal.: SIDEC, School of Education,
Stanford University, 1988. Pp. 147. Bibliography.

This tract develops a general planning model for occupa-
tional education and training (OET): "the preparation of
persons tn schools or elsewhere to perform well in occupa-
tional roles." Subsequent chapters. discuss OET needs,
curriculum design, and institutional-organizational choice
possibilities. Relative advantages and disadvantages of
OET in the formal school system in contrast to the non-
formal sector and possibilities for trade-offs between the
two are examined. Also described are structure, financing,
and working methods of occupational training programs
illustrating "the practices recommended" in Latin American
national apprenticeship programs in Brazil, Colombia,
Venezuela, Chile, Argentina, Peru, Costa Rica, and Ecuador;
in Tunisian Centers for Accelerated Vocational Training; in
the United Kingdom's Industrial Training Boards and the
Central Training Council; and in a Nigerian proposal for
vocational and technical training.

This comprehensive, .systematic review of training
programs and problems in representative less-developed
countries demonstrates that many school and nonschool
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institutional programs and resources are available--at
least potentially--to aid in the tasks of preparing qualified
personnel for the occupational roles necessary in economic
development. Staley emphasizes that this need "requires
a thoughtful, comprehensive strategy--an 'orchestration'
of all resources for coping with problems of manpower
and human- resource development--not separate, un-
coordinated efforts by the educational authorities, the labor
ministry, the subject-matter agencies (agriculture, health,
indus.ry, etc.), the employing establishments, and voluntary
groups." The uncoordinated approach, he suggests, usually
means that developing countries pay a high price for meager
results.

1242. THUROW, Lester C. Investment in Human Capital. Belmont,
Cal.: Wadsworth Publishers, 1970. Pp. 145.

The author discusses in Chapter 4, "The Production of
Human Capital," problems of complementarity between
formal and non-formal education programs, between
schooling and training. The form of the human capital
production function is specified, and inputs related to each
other and to the production of human capital in the various
sectors of the total educational system are examined.
Thurow notes that as formal education increases training
costs are likely to fall, and the variety of training that can
be offered in the nonschool sector can be expanded. Con-
versely, every job requires particular knowledge that either'
cannot be or is not acquired in formal education. Thus,
without job-related training, education is likely to be of
little practical value. "If education and training are com-
plementary, benefits from both education and training will
be larger than the sum of the benefits from formal education
and experience taken separately." Thurow concludes that
education may be a profitable investment with training but
an unprofitable investment without training and that non-
school training programs can distort the calculated returns
to formal education, especially when training benefits 1 ave
been included in returns to formal schooling and when
training costs have not been included. "Thus raw observa-
tions of income flows cannot be used to determine the rate
of return on education, since the human capital of any one
individual is the product of many human capital assets
which are not distributed independently of each other."
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1243. AID, OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT "Non-Formal Education: Action Program
and Work Plan." Washington, D.C.: AID, 1970. Pp. 25.

This monograph suggests that because formal schooling
is becoming ever more expensive and dysfunctional vis-a-
vis economic development needs in the less-developed
countries, "the only opportunity for skill and knowledge
development for the population as a whole is through some
kind of non-formal education." No evidence is offered to
support this assumption, however. In fact, it may well be
that'non-formal education has been relatively successful
vis-a-vis formal education precisely because it is fairly
unstructured, flexible, less colonizing, and relatively free
from the dead-hand of government bureaucracy. If it were
to be given more "attention and money" and more closely
coordinated with the formal-school system, it might well
lose much of its unique character and ability to motivate
and instruct, especially in manual, low-prestige subjects.

A three-part non-formal education program is proposed
to help define and develop the concept of a separate system;
to study, document, and disseminate information on success-
ful examples of non-formal education that appear suitable
for experimentation and application in other less-developed
countries; and to provide professional and fihancial support
for research experimentation and implementation of those
models that appear most promising or for new concepts that
appear worthy of testing.

Also discussed are steps to implement the Action Program
in collaboration with related activities of the IBRD, the IIEP,
and others. Activities are scheduled according to short-
and long-term work plans from December 1970 to July 1971
and from 1971 to 1975, respectively. This important
proposal promises a variety of research activities to better
illuminate the concept, role, and impact of non-formal
education in the national educational enterprise of developing
.countries. The serious problems of U.S. foreign-aid agencies
after October 1971, however, will quite likely shift the burden
of implementation to the IBRD, UNICEF, and voluntary
organizations.

1244. "Priority Problems in Education and Human Resource
Development: The 1970's." (Mimeographed) Washington,
D.C.: AID, November 1970. Pp. 27.
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This tract examines three so-called problem areas
selected for "in-depth" attention by AID in the coming
decade: (a) to explore the potential of educational technol-
ogy; (b) to evaluate the experience of the less-developed
countries (and the United States) with non-formal education
programs and to foster experimentation and transfer of
successful experiences between the less-developed coun-
tries; and (c) to foster evaluation, research, and experi-
inentation with various modes of educational finance,
educational planning, decision-making, and management.
The study assumes that there is a "non-formal educational
system" but then explains in detail that there is no functional
interrelatedness among the various components of what is
in fact a non-formal sector paralleling a formal-school
system. Four major reasons for concentrating efforts on
improvement of non-formal education at this time are
examined. The study concludes that "a proper use of All)
assistance in the non-formal educational system area can
be highly productive. Equally it is hoped that our assistance
would be designed to support a truly indigenous growth of
non-foroal education rooted in their needs and in accord
with their resources."

To a considerable extent, the interest of All) and other
technical-assistance groups in non-formal education follows
from lack of success in making less-developed countries
formal-school systems more functional for national develop-
ment and less functional for perpetuating and legitimizing
dominant elites. Whether these superordinate groups will
allow a threat to their power and privilege to arise in the
non-formal sector is, however, not likely. -

1245. . 'Working Paper on Non-Formal Education."
(Mimeographed) Washington, D.C.: AID, 1970. Pp. 7.

This tract states that "the need is urgent to ascertain
ways by which non-formal education activities can be
generated, adapter :, a-id replicated to enhance national
development. Frcm an operational standpoint, the immedia
tasks are: (1) to ktentify ongoing, effective non-formal
educational activities, programs or processes; and (2) to
analyze their respective components, determinants, and
impacts." Non-formal education is defined as "a short-hand
expression for the constellation of human skills and knowl-
edge-development processes which for the most part are
external to traditional formal school curs ula" and as"."the
myriad of means and approaches other than tose of the
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formal-school structure (i.e., primary, secondary, tertiary,
and vocational curricula) by which skills and work-related
knowledge and attitudes are acquiked, updated, and adapted."

A four-point rationale for concentrating effort in non-
formal education at this time is presented as f9llows:
(a) skyrocketing costs of formal education, (b) pressing
need-for skills, (c) lack of formal education, and (d) re-
ceptiveness to technical assistance. Also discussed is the
need to focus on "productive educative services"; the
report surveys a number of these in agricultural and rural
development, in training, in youth programs, and in health
education. It Contends that "more attention to and more
monerinvested in the most productive programs of non-
formal education will undoubtedly increase its prestige .

and effective contribution to national development" and
"that the highest payoffs for new investment in human-
resource development are in the non-formal area." No
evidence is offered to support these assumptions.

1246. WEINTRAUB, Leon. International Manpower Development: A

Role for Private Enterprise in Foreign Assistance. New
York: Praeger Publishers, 1969. Pp 135.

1247. WELSH, James. "Perspectives: NCERD's Silberman."
Educational Research (Official Newsletter of the American
Educational Research Association), Mal (May 1971), 1-2.

The Associate U.S. Commissioner for Educational
Research and Development, Harry F. Silberman, is planning
to redirect research priorities in the Office of Education's
NCERD. In order to give the public more for its talc dollar,
Silberman will stress projects that seek better ways to

k make people, young people especially, employable. He
hopes to go far beyond "a retread on traditional research
on vocational education" and instead to seek "alternatives,
and perhaps quite radical alternatives," to the way this
nation has tried to prepare people for careers and jobs.

The most challenging of these might establish non-formal
learning settings quite apart from the schools in a type of
employer-based education in which employers would form
and operate learning centers, permitting students to opt
for non-formal rather than formal schooling with oppor-
tunities to move back and forth between the school world
and the job world. The second model aims at establishing
what Silberman calls a "home-based support system" for
better kinds of career education and job preparation. It
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might include new kinds of television broadcasting--"some-
thing like a Sesame Street for career development"--or
programs specially.developed for adults seeking retraining.
The third model would aim at a substantial upgrading of
existing school-centered career development programs.
Welsh notes that other governmental agencies, notably the
policy-planning office of the Department of Labor, are also
thinking hard about the mployability problem of young
people and that Silber anis strategy has the kind of "social
immediacy which app als to Congress."

1248. WILSON, Robert H. "A Training Project for Developing the
Skills of the Labor Force." (Mimeographed) Washington,
D.C.: AID, November 4, 1970. Pp. 9.

This work briefly sketches an operational model for a_
program, the basic functions of

whicn are to develop a local agency capability to operate
an effective skills-training system for employed workers
and to develop the capability for coordinatkin of employing
establishments, training requirements, and activities with
local manpower development supporting institutions. It
specifies program input and process requirements ir. the
at eas of staffing, facilities, funding, and so on; in training
coordination linkages and articulation of training phases;
and in the proposed self-study learning process utilizing
programmed instruction.

1249. WORLD BANK (IBRD). Education. Sector Working Paper.
Washington, D.C.: IBRD, September 1971. Pp. 35.

This paper argues convincingly that in third-world
countries "a reorientation of the education (i.e., formal'
schooling) and training systems, with greater emphasis
on vocational education and on non-formal training for
agriculture and industry, will be required to redress
present imbalances." It explains why non-formal education
and training is the current first priority area for lending
and lists recent non-formal education prOjects in, for -

example, Tanzania, Congo, Somalia, and Uganda, which
total some $23 million.

Other items that deal with Conceptualizing Non-Formal Education are

1102, 1110, 1117, 1130, 1137, 1301, 1304, 1305, 1308, 1311, 3401,
5212, 5811, 6729, 6730, 7101, 7139, 7153, 7158
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1300. PLANNING
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

1301. BREMBECK, Cole So. "The Strategic Uses of Formal and
Non-Formal Education." Paper presented at SEAMED/
SEDAG and Korea /SEDAG Semina-s on Non-Formal Edu-
cation, Penang, Malaysia, and Seoul, Korea, October 1971.
Pp. 19. (Mimeographed.)

In this "speculative essay," Brembeck probes ten working
hypothesis concerning relations between formal and non-
formal sectors of national educatibnal systems. He suggests
that the "structure of the learning environment which the
delivery systRins tend to create" is a key distinction
between formaNand non-formal education, the former
frequently being outside the context of action, work, and
use. Thus, the latter is a superior mode when the object
is to change immediate action or to create new action.
Formal schooling is superior when immediate action is
subordinated_to abstract learning or concept building.
Brembeck suggests that future educational policrmust
provide for a mix of both types of education and that formal
schooling is capable of producing "only a limited number
of the wide range of behaviors required if modern society
is to perpetuate itself and do its work."

1302. CANLAS, E. S. From Theory to Practice: Adult Education
and Rural Development." Social Action, XVII, 3 (May-June
1967), 204-10.

1303. CIDOC. Catalog No. 13. Cuernavaca: CIDOC, April 1971.
Pp. 28.

This catalog desciibes, first, the aims of the Center.
"CIDOC is not a university but a meeting place for humanists
whose common concern is the effect of social and ideo-
logical change in the minds and hearts of men. It is a setting
for understanding the implications of social revolution, not
an instrument for promoting particular theories of social
action. It Is an environment for learning, not a headquarters
for activist planning." It then describes the archives,
library, and publications; the Language School ("for highly
motivated and disciplined students"); and a variety of
courses, lectures, seminars, and study groups that meet
to discuss the problem of institutional revolution and
alternatives to schooling.

//
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The conscious attempt to "deschool CIDOC" is sympto-
matic of the larger problem of deschooling society, a con-
stant theme in the work of founder Ivan Illich. The Center,
for example, keeps no records on former students and does
not provide transcripts. The catalog does note, however,
that "most U.S. colleges accept previously authorized
independent study done at MO 'or accreditation." Yqt
CIDOC, to some degree, remains a school with a good deal-
of internal structure, with a defined curriculum, and with
teachers and students. Only because of the Language
School is it an economically viable institution.

1304. COOMBS, Philip. "Outline of Research Projection: Non-
Formal Education for Rural and Agricultural Development."
New York: ICED, January 1971. Pp. 9. (Mimeographed.) .

Coombs describes an independent study of the subject
bOng conducted for the IBRD by the ICED. The rationale,
scope, focus, and research framework are briefly discussed.
The study's analytical framework is based on the concept
of systems analysis and is defined by a series the following
eight selected topics, or questions, of direct r'elevance to
planners and decision-makers: development planning for
specific rural areas, selection of priority edudational
clienteles, identification of priority learning objectives,
alternative models of teaching-learning subsystems, causes
of. success and failure, finance and costs, appraising
efficiency and productivity, and opportunities for radical
innovation. Coombs notes that this topical framework will
be used nol. as a matrix but as a screen "to sift data from
a great number of case studies so as to draw some con-
clusions useful to practitioners." The project is scheduled
to begin early in 1971 and to conclude in mid-1972. For a
preliminary report on this project based on some twenty
case studies in Africa, Asia, and Latin America see "ICED/
IBRD Research Project on Non-Formal Education for
Rural Development: 'Report of Activities During Phase
Thre(Sept./Dec. 1971)," December 31, 1972, In which
potentials and problems of noneormal education are
brief l& discussed.

1305. , 'The Planning of Non-Formal Education:* Some
Initial Thoughts." Paper presented at Korea/SEDAG
Seminar on Non-Formal Education, Seoul, Korea, October
1971. Pp. 23. (Mimeographed.)
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The author seeks "to provoke discussion .. . on a new
set of perplexing questions." How should non-formal
education be planned? Who should be-responsible? How
should the formal and non-formal sectors be interrelated
and.oriented toward development goals? How can the
relatioh of costs to benefits be assessed? Can non-formal
edum. on make a major contribution to equalizing educa-
tional opportunities for seriously disadvantaged groups
such as rural youngsters, girls, and young women? Coombs
contends that the effective development of non-formal
education will not depend on educational planning experts
nor on ministries of education preoccupied with formal
education. Rather, enlightened statesmanship at the highest
levels in every nation is required to resolve problems of
administrative structure, responsibility, and leadership.
Only if these problems are resolved will non-formal edu-
cation be able to push vigorously ahead in coming years
instead of simply stagnating.

1306. GINZBERG, Eli, and SMITH, Herbert A. Manpower Strategy
for Developing Countries: Lessons from Ethiopia. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1967. Pp. 188. -

1307. GRIFFITHS, V. L. "The Problems of Rural Education."
Development Digest, VIII, 40 (October 1970),14 -18.

The author sees the major reasons why rural schools
have failed to support agricultural development in poor
countries as the lack of resources and motivation, the
difficulty of transfer, and resulting from the problems of
agricultural education not being primarily educational.
Rather, they are intimately bourid up with the solution of
economic technical and social problems over which the
Ministry of Education hag no control--i.e., systems of land
tenure, improved land use, finance and marketing, traditions
and tribal customs, research and development, and others.
He suggests that agricultural education at both the primary
and secondary levels should be aimed at increasing moti-
vation, tolerance for change, initiative, verbal and arith-
metical skills, and basic knowledge of the social and
physical sciences. Griffiths suggests that a less-expensive
and quicker way of accomplishing many of these objectives
is to bypass the school and have youth come into direct
contact with work and with the mass media. He concludes
with a description of such an "intermediate method of reform
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of rural schools" currently being carried out under the
author's direction in the Sudan.

1308. HARRISON, Roger, and HOPKINS, Richard e. Explorations
in Human Relations Training and Research: The Design
of Cross-Cultural Training with Examples from the Peace
Corps. Washington, D.C.: National Training Laboratories,
NEA, 1966.- Pp. 56.

This publication seeks to present alternatives to the
generally accf iited university methods for cross-cultural
training used in the early 1960s by presenting examples
taken kom,ine Arecibo Peace Corps training camp in
Puerto Rico. The authors first outline the basic problem
of divergent goals between university training and cross-
cultural training. They then analyze why the Peace Corps
is establishment oriented and why it should seek out those
who are dissatisfied with the establishment and who have
a good deal to 3ffer. The third section of the paper deals
with the training prograii at Arecibo--its design and func-
tion.

The authors concludt that "universities" tend to seek
elegant, rational solutions to problems and that their
approaches to problem solving are typically concerned with
the learner seeking out the professor's previously established
answer. In cross-cultural training, emotions and values are
more likely to be considered. Here, the best solution is not
the most elegant but the one that works. The authors argue
that because the university is unable to make those adjust-
ments necessary for effective cross-cultural training, such
activities should be sited in isolated areas where time is
not a great cdicern but total immersion in the culture is.
They suggest that trainees, having been brought up in a
formal education system, need to adjust to the fact that
they are important in the learning process and claim that
when this adjustment takes placer-and it happens more
readily in a non-formal education context--learning is very
rapid and meaningful.

1309. ICED. Study Proposal to CNICFF: Strengthening Educational
Opportunities for Rural Youtn. New York: ICED., March 1,
1971. Pp. 10.

This proposal, invited by UNICEF, contends that the
critical gap between educational services available and
growing demand "can only be filled by well-conceived
programs of non-formal education that supplement and
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IP

reinforce formal schooling and are suppo:ted wherever
poseible with supplemental resources not available to
formal education." It notes the past absence of rational
planning and development of non-formal education and
proposes a study to help develop a relevant intellectual
structure through which non-formal educatiim activities
can be viewed in their socioeconomic context. "This data,
in turn, will facilitate the rational planning, designing,
advanced costing, assessing, and eventual evaluation and
improvement of non-formal educational development proj-
ects.

The study proposes an analytical model by Eugene Staley
to classify various educational activities, discusses objec-
tives of the proposed project, and describes the main topics
and questions to be examined. The latter include the
following: (a) What main items of information and what area
diagnoses are required as a basis for planning and designing
appropriate non-formal education programs for young
people? (b) Once the main learning subgroups and their
respective critical learning needs and objectives are clearly
identified, how does one then choose an appropriate and
efficient instructional subsystem to serve them? (c) What
main factors seem to explain the relative success or falure
of certain types of non-formal educational programs 1 some
situations and their lack of success in other situations
What specific guidance might knowledge of this experie e
provide to planners in designing future projects and to
potential external supporters of such projects? (d) What
are some of the most promising innovative ideas with
potential for prompt and massive impact? (e) What eco-
nomic factors should be taken into account when planning
non-formal education? (f) What are the most appropriate
methods, criteria, and evidence for evaluating the efficiency,
effectiveness, and productivity of non-forinal educational

iprograms? (g) What are some practical ways -whereby
formal and non-formal education for rural youth could work
together, share resources, and be mutually reinforcing?
The study concludes with sections on the "Plan of Work'
and "The Capacity of the ICED to Conduct the Study."

1310. KENNEDY, Malcolm. "A Report of USAID Activities in
Collaboration with the Venezuelan Ministry of Labor for
the Period 1961-1966." Caracas: AID, April 1969. Pp. 22.

This report describes in detail AID technical-assistance
efforts seeking to help establish a National Employment
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Service and to strengthen and institutionalize national man-
power-planning services. Non-formal educational projects
aimed at in-service training for Ministry of Labor personnel,
as well as cooperatives and Ministry-offered training
programs in labor administration, labor statistics, indus-
trial safety, and labor medicine, are also briefly reported.

1311. McGINN, Noel F., and DAVIS, Russel G. Build a Mill, Build
a City. Build a School: Industrialization, Urbanization and
Education in Ciudad Gilavana, Venezuela. Joint Center for
Urban Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
for Harvard University. Cambridge, Mass.: The M.LT.
Press. Pp. 333.

In this excellent case study of induced change in rural
Venezuela, the authors examine problems and possible
strategies for both formal and "informal" (i.e., non-formal)
educational development. Changes in non-formal educational
programs for low-income parents, for illiterates, for the
industrial training of workers, and for others are suggested.
The authors Note that literacy programs to date have low
unit costs per student but high per graduate costs because
of high wastage rates. They conclude that neither literacy
nor industrial training programs are of sufficient quality:
"the low quality of informal education reflects a history of
frustrated demand and very rapid expansion without plan
or control." They propose an end to "crash" programs,
the decentralization of educational planning and decision-
making from the capital to the region, and the concentration
of local efforts into a "Guayana Center for Educational
Research, Planning and Services."

1312. MULLER, Mary C. "A Study of Four Programs in Non-Formal
Education: An Exercise in Field Research." Pittsburgh:
International and Development Education Program, School
of Education, University of Pittsburgh, 1970. Pp. 24.
(Mimeographed.)

This paper reports on an empirical study of four non-
formal education programs in the general area of social
service. Two cf these are concerned with nutrition and
family welfare and two are concerned with tutoring; two
are offered under governmental auspices and two are in
the private sector. Programs studied were the Bidwell
Training and Cultural Center, the Associated Tutoral
Programs Council, and the Urban 4-H, all located in
Pittsburgh, and the Centros de Nutricidn de Incaparina in
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Guatemala. The report concludes on the basis of the cases
examined that non-formal education programs will be most
effective when planned in coiunction with the communities
involved and when autonomy and control are balanced to
permit flexibility and growth. Because each case is unique,
it concludes that attempts to transfer an organizational
model to a new context, as in the Urban 4-H program, will
most likely produce more frustration than success.

1313. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. "The First World
Symposium on Innovation and Policy in Non - Formal
Education: Review of Key Outcomes of the Planning Con-
ference." East Lansing, Mich.: Kellogg Center, April
22-23, 1971. Pp. 9.

How can Church education programs in the third world
become less costly and more relevant, i.e., shift from a
formal to a non-formal education emphasis? How might
the Church best contribute to a worldwide development of
non-formal alternatives? In search of answers to these
questions, the Conference report suggests a meeting of non-
formal educational workers, both within and without the
Church, with Church decision-makers. The Conference's
four goals should be to provide and develop a theoretical
framework for understanding non-formal education, to
provide numerous models and exemplars of these models
of non-formal education (i.e., information and examples),
to provide for active orientation as outcome and thus avoid
"paper planning," and to motivate for attitude and behavior
change regarding the function of the Church in less-developed
countries, especially with regard to non-formal education
for both policy decision-makers and practitioner-users.
The conference took place in New York in October 1971.

1314. . "Planning Conference on Non-Formal Educational
Alternatives." East Lansing: Michigan State University,
April 22-23, 1971. (Mimeographed.) Pp. 1.

In this planning session, representatives from universi-
ties, religious groups, and foundations sought to assist the
National Council of Churches of Christ in its concern to
begin to shift the emphasis in its overseas educational
programs from the school to the nonschool sector.

1315. NGUGI, Leonard E. Planning of Education to Meet Manpower
Requirements; Some Problems (with particular reference
to Kenya). REP Working Draft. Paris: REP, 1969. Pp. 65.
(Mimeographed.)
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1316. OAS. "Preliminary Report on the Situation and Needs in the
Field of Rural Vocational Training in Latin America." .
Third International Conference of Ministers of Labor on
the Alliance for Progress, December, 1969. Pp. 32.

In general terms, this report discusses the development
of human resources in the Latin American rural sector,
the distribution and educational level of the population
engaged in agriculture, and the occupational categories
covered. Part III describes systems and methods of rural
training in Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Chile, and
Venezuela in both formal schooling and in the non-formal
sector. This distinction is not, however, clearly made in
the report. It notes that "some countries have school or
training centers for young rural workers that function under
the direction of the ministries of education. Because these
centers have become secondary-level technical agricultural
schools, the formal education systems do not now have
establishments for the training of rural workers. It would
seem imperative, therefore, that other institutions under-
take this task." The report suggests how this might be
done through the participation of public and private agencies
in coordinated, nonschool training efforts.

1317. SMYTH, Francis. "The Development of the Antigonish Move-
ment." Convergence, II, 1 (1969), 61-65.

The author describes the rise of a grass-roots social
and community development in Nova Scotia during the past
half-century and attempts to transplant the model in a
number of developing countries--Korea, Venezuela, and
Lesotho. With strong leadership from St. Francis Xavier
University, the Asntigonish movement has sought to assist
poor farmers and fishermen to help themselves overcome
their problems and improve their standard of living. Self-
help techniques are based on principles of group action and
mutual aid featured by the Rochdale type of cooperatives,
plus a systematic program of adult education. This formula
stresses small-group discussion and study that ultimately
culminates in economic action. Members, for example,
have studied methods of farming and fishing, food processing,
and collective buying and selling. They then established
credit unions, consumer stores, and producer plants. In so
doing, they have "gained confidence in themselves and in
each other and greater control over their economic" life.

The Antigonish movement is based on the following six
fundamental principles: (a) the primacy of the individual
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based on human dignity; (b) social reform must come
through education (i.e., social progress in a democracy
"must come through the action of citizens and it can come
only if there is an improvement in the quality of the people
themselves. That improvement can only come through
education."); (c) education must begin with the economic
aspect; (d) education must be through group action (i.e.,
man is asocial being and has group problems that require
group learning and-proklern resolution); (e) effective social
reform involves change in social and -economic institutions
that is not always welcomed by all; and (f) the ultimate
objective is a full, abundant life for all. Economic coopera-
tion is merely the first step to self-realization and social
justice.

The movement provides an excellent, if somewhat unique,
example of how non-formal education can "help people learn
how to analyze their problems, how to work together effec-
tively, and how to organize sound, business-like structures
to meet their needs." For an earlier and more complete
account, see M. M. Coady, Masters of-Their Own Destiny:
The Story of the Antigonish Movement of Adult Education
Through Economic Cooperation (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1939), pp. 170.

1318. SPAULDING, Seth et al. A Study of Present and Needed Book
Activities in National Development: Peru. Pittsburgh:
International and Development Education Program, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, 1967. Pp. 141.

In a section entitled "Books in Informal and Adult Edu-
cation," the authors survey publications and the need for
books in a number of non-formal educational activities,
i.e., in the Accion Andina and the National Council for
Community Development, in the National Planning Institute,
in the Agricultural Extension Service, in the National
Apprenticeship and Industrial Labor Service (SENATI) in-
service program, in the military, and in the Ministry of
Education. They note that "educational activity which does
not fall into the formal school structure in Peru, as in most
countries, is difficult to assess in its entirety simply because
such forms of education do not fall into relatively simple and
discreet institutional molds as do formal educational programs.
There are ways, however, of achieving a degree of joint co-
ordination and planning among adults and continuing education
efforts through inter-governmental councils, adult-education
professional associations, and so on. The team recommends
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exploration of such activities. There is a great deal of
fragmented activity in the various ministries that could be
much more productive and efficient if undertaken collabora-
tively with other ministries and departments.

1319. WHITE, Harry. "Possible Effects of Selected Educational
Policies and Programs on Income Size and Distribution in
the Industrial Sector of Peru." Unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Stanford University, 1965. Pp. 120.

This study seeks to determine appropriate educational
policies and programs in the industrial sector to achieve
the Peruvian national goals of raising per capita income
and of distributing = income more equitably. The following
programs and their policies (concentraecrmostly within
the Lima-Callao area) were studied: the formal secondary
technical schools for men, the army's industrial training
program, the National Apprenticeship and Industrial Labor
Service (SENATI), the School of Technology, and the
Graduate School of Business Administration. Available
data were supplemented by gathering some primary statistics
from the following sample groups: the largest industrial
employers, technical school directors in the formal and non-
formal education sectors, and educational experts.

White found that formal schooling is not having the desired
effects on the Peruvian economy for at least three reasons.
First, there simply are not enough positions available in
existing firms. Second, the level and type of training offered
by most of the formal educational institutions is inappropri-
ate for employment in these firms. Third, the attitudes of
many formal-school teachers and students appear to be
either ambivalent or unfavorable toward industrial employ-
ment. He concludes that the educational policies and
programs most appropriate to achieve both an increase
and a more equitable distribution of income in Peru are
those that increase job opportunities while at the same time
increasing occupational competence. To this end, an inte-
grated program is recommended to tie together a balanced
mix of formal and non-formal educational programs.

1320. ZYMELMAN, Manuel. A Manual of Manpower Planning Methods.
Occasional Papers in Education and Development No. 7.
Cambridge, Mass. : Graduate School of Education, Center
for Studies in Education and Development, Harvard Uni-
versity, June 1971. Pp. 64.
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Other items related to Planning Non-F. eteal Education a

1102, 1104, 1109, 1112, 1132, 1145, 1201, 1202, 1204, 123,
1229, 1231, 1237, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 2127, 2131, 2220, p02,
4128, 4201, 4402, 4403, 4404, 4409, 4538, 5515, 5701, 5806, 5808,
5812, 6703, 6720, 6730, 7109, 7113, 7115, 7126, 7139, 7153 .
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2101. AL-BUKHARI, Najati. Issues in Occupational Education and
Training: A Case Study in Jordan. Stanford, Cal.: School
of Edudi mftITStanford-University, 1968. Pp. 183.

The author examines the functions and costs of secondary
industrial schools, the industrial-school curriculum and the
employment system, and the role of the employment system
in Jordan in the training of formal-school graduates. He
then presents a cost/benefit analysis' of these training pro-
grams in the formal and non-formal sectors. He suggests
that findings indicate the need to give less specific training
in vocational schools. Rather,, the secondary industr,fal
schools should be incorporated into the general secondary-
school system and converted into "pre-occupational training
centers . . . seeking to raise the human potential of students
in order to produce readily trainable, rather than specifical-
ly trained, persons. The specific training required should
be provided in employment, either on-the-job or in job-
related outside instruction in close cooperation with the
employing establishments."

2102. Issues in Occupational Education and Training:
A Case Study in Tunisia._ Stanford: School of Education,
Stanford University, 1968. Pp. 123.

The author analyzes and compares the roles played by
Tunisia's three parallel training systems preparing middle-
level skilled manpower- -i.e., programs of the Ministry of
Education, programs of the governmental Office of Training
and Employment, and programs of employing establishments
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in the public and private sectors. He concludes that
vocational school training is generally ineffective, more
than twice as expensive as general formal schooling, and
low in internal efficiency. He suggests that schools should,
accordingly, attempt to enhance trainlibility by raising the
students' educational attainment and leaving specific
training to programs in the non-formal sector. These
main conclusions are similar to those of the author' s
similar study on Jordan.

2103. BELGE, Walter. 'Alternatives in Education in a Developing
Country: The Ghana Case." Interchaffe, II, 1 (1971), .
82-70.

2104. BEREDAY, George, BRICKMAN, William, and READ, Gerald.
The Changing Soviet School. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1960. Pp. 514.

Chapter 17, "Education Out of School," describes Soviet
non-formal educational activities in youth organizations,
in cultural centers and activities, and in related programs.

2105. BURGESS, Tyrell, and PRATT, John. Technical Education in
the United Kingdom. Paris: OECD, 1971. Bibliography.

2106. CREMIN, Lawrence A. American Education: The Colonial
Experience, 1607-1783. New York: Harper and Row, 1970.
Pp. 570.

In this reinterpretation of colonial socialization processes,
Cremin attempts to operationalize Bernard Bailyn' s
objurgation to educational historians to become less ex-
clusively concerned with what occurred in.schools and to
stolr equating education with formal pedagogy. Rather, he
would have them view educition as the "entire process by
which a culture transmits itself across the generations."
In this first of a three-volume study, Cremin presents a
detailed examination of the educational roles and contribu-
tions of the household, the Church, the school, and the
college, the four principal non-formal and formal educa-
tional institutions of the seventeenth century. The house-
hold is viewed as an important educational agency for
deliberate cultural transmission. Considerable systematic
instruction in reading and in a variety of orally trapsmitted
responses to the New World took place on a sustained
basis in the colonial family. The preaching aud catechizing
in churches are also viewed as deliberate forms of nonschool
education.
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2107. CUBAN NATIONAL COMMISSION'TO UNESCO. Cuba: The
Educational Movement, 1969-70. Conference on Public
Instruction COnvoked by Office ofIntern4tional Education
and UNESCO, Geneva, Switzerland;July, 1970. Havana:
Institute del Libro, 1970. Pp. 139.

This report preients a general overview of the formal o
school systeinadministration, curricula, methods, texts,
teachers, auxiliary services, and audio-visual aids--and
of plans 'for .the decade 1970-80. There is also a detailed
section on what the Cubans call "the parallel system of
education"--the separate yet structured and articulated
system of worker-farmer education that has gradually
taken shape since 1985. Aimed for the most part at youth
from 10 co 21 years of age who are greatly overage in their
school. level, parallel programs are offered in integral
youth centers and shop schools by political and mass organ-
izations to assure "that young people with a low educational
level do not turn into mere unskilled and menial workers
nor delinquent elements." Adult-education programs for
those over 21 years of age Include the Worker-Farmer
Preparatory Faculties that prepare for entry into universi-
ties adult evening schools, special schools and courses
offered by the mass organizations,Ilanguage schools,
reading circles, permanent in-service seminars, and other
cones- education courses.

This large ficirischool-educationeector is viewed as only
a temporary stage on the way to the goals of thie 'Universal-
ization of schooling and higher education, of converting the
entire country into a university where, according to Fidel
Castro, "the contradiction between work and study will be
resolved in a higher synthesis of economic and social
development."

2108. CUBAN NATIONA.L,DELEGATION TO UNESCO. "Anexos:
Seminario Interdisciplinario de Educacidn Permanents."
3 vols.; Havana, December 14-18, 1970. (Mimeographed.)

These volumes contain all the Cuban papers presented
at the 1670 Havana Conference on Lifelong Education.
Volume titles are "La Alfabetizacion y los sistemis . a
educacionales en funcio'n de la Educacion Perilanente,"
"La Accidn de las instituciones, organizations sociales
y agendas culturales de la comunidad dentro de la
Educaci6n Permanents," and "La Educaci6n Permanents y
los Medios Masivos de Conumicaci6n." The 36 lengthy
articles in these three volumes provide a highly detailed
account of the rationale, programs, and poblems of the
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total Cuban effort in the non-formal sector. This effort J
consists in large part of non-formal educational programs
offered by the mass organizations- -the Committees for the
Defence of the Revolution, the youth organizations, the
Association of Small Farmers, the trade unions, the national
women' association, the popular militia, the Communist
Party, and others.

2109. FOUGEYROLLAS, P., SOW, F., and VALLADON, F. L'Educa-
tion des Adultes au Senegal. African Monograph No. 11.
Paris: UNESCO/UEP, 1967. Pp. 28.

This is a compani6n piece to Janet King' s inventory of
non-formal education programs in Tanzania. It describes
a variety of adult-education programs offered by govern-
mental and internatio..al agencies. Both of these "inven-
tories" are largely limited to highly structured non-formal
education programs offered by official agencies. Less-.
structured programs carried out by voluntary organizations,
religious groups, commercial firms, and the like are,
unfortunately, not covered. A truly comprehensive national
inventory of non-formal education programs has yet to be
compiled anywhere.

2110. HAQUE, M. F. Decade of Reforms 1958-1968. Adult Education
in East Pakistan. Comilla: East Pakistan Education
Directorate, October 1968. Pp. 19.

2111. IIIRATStICA, Mansunori.' "Non-Formal Education in Japan."
Tokyo: National Institute for Educational Research, 1971.
Pp. 17.

As Japan moves toward a "post-industrial society,"
non-formal education programs ra,re beginning to shift
from a skills-training focus to one on social adjubtment
and lifelong education.

7.12. HWANG, Chien-hou. "Dion-Formal Education in Taiwan,
Republic of China." Paper presented at Korea/SEDAG
Seminar on Non-Formal Education, Seoul, Korea, October
1971. Pp. 12. (Mimeographed.)

Non-formal educational programs in the Republic of
China follow two guiding principles: to provide universal
educational opportunity for "self-actualization" and to
restore and enhance the essence of Chinese culture. "In
Taiwan today, the important role of non-formal educational
programs in the development of social and moral standards'

e has been fully -recognized."
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2113. IANNOTTA, Raffaelo. "The Training and Education of Public
Servants in Italy." International Review of the Administra-
tive-Sciences, XXVII, 1-2 (1971), 59-61.

2114. ILO. "The German Confederation of Trade Unions: Educative
Activities for Six Million Members." Labour Education,
No. 11 (October 1967), pp. 12-16.

This article examines the education programs carried
out in Vit.st Germany by the German Confederation of Trade
Unions, which have some 6.5 million members. It describes
educational programs at the local level, the confederation
level, and tho higher (university) level asp curYlcula
offered, worker eligibility for bourses, and factors in-
fluencing attendance. German labor-union education pro-
grams are suggested as a model for the labor -union move-
ment in the less-developed countries.

2115. INDIA. PROGRAMME EVALUATION ORGANISATION.
"Family Planning Programthe in India: An Evaluation."
New Delhi: Programme Evaluation Organisation, 1970.
Pp. 1970.

2116. KING, Janet. Planning Non-Formal Education in Tanzania.
African Research Monograph No. 6. Paris: UNESCO/REP,

) 1967. Pp. 40.
King asks how a country might begin comprehensive

and integrated planning of non-formal education and
proposes that the first step should be a natlonal inventory
of the more highly structured activities sponsored by
governmental agencies--in this ;case, non-formal educational
programs for community development, for literacy educa-
tion, and for agricultural extension. She also describes
in-service training programs in the private sector and in
the civil service, as well as othei types of non-formal
education.

King, suggests, first, that "substantial advantages might
well be obtained through closer cooperation where different
programs operate in related fields." Second, she suggests
that non-formal "programs and individual projects are most
suct;essful when interest to learn is combined with oppor-
tunities to use ithe fruits of learning for concrete ends,
such as improlement in the yield of crops or the increase
of earnings in town employment through further education
including literacy--or, in other words, when non-formal
education is seen as a means to economic rather than
purely cultural or social ends."
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Third, King- suggests that the planning contacts between
the Ministry of Education and those responsible for differ-
ent types of in- service training must be strengthened.
Finally, she observes that "a characteristic of non-formal
training Jp that it can often produce skilled personnel more
quickly and at lower cost than formal institutions." She
concludes that "Tanzania' s achievements point the way
towards a new and valuable approach to the use of non-
formal educationin economic and social progress."

2117. KWON, Won Ki. "The Coordination of Human Resources
Development as Related to Non-Formal Education in
Korea." Seoul: Manpower Development Division, Office
of ResfTch Coordination, Ministry of Science Technology,
Octobe: 1971. Pp. 11.

This tract reviews the current status of non-formal
education in Korea and its contribution to human resource
development. It calls for greater governmental coordina-
tioii of manpower programs conducted by different agencies.

,2118. LANGROD, Witold, ed. En El Campo De Mexico: Organismos
de Desarrollo de la Comunidad. Mexico: Universidad
Iberoamerica, 1970. Pp.- 338.

This volume presents a thorough summary of rural
community- development activities, training programs,
and related activities in Mexico since the cultural missions
of President Obregon' s regime. It notes that these largely
self-help efforts have been supported by both governmental
and private agencies and that the current trend is toward
the awakening or "concientizadon" of Mexico' s marginal,
largely Indian, masses.

2119. LARSSON, Ulf. Permanent Education in Sweden. Strasbourg:
Studies on Permanent Education, Council fok Cultural
Cooperation, 1969. Pp. 40.

This report describes the levels of the Swedish educa-
tional systeo as it now exists end discusses the directions
that changes in educational policy may take. A principal
consideration is the policy of changing the allocation of
resources to non-formal education to provide greater
support for adult-education programs. The report raises
the question of whether the continued expansion of yhuth
education is the wisest expenditure of resources, since
it increases the "educational gap" between the generations.
Most of the present labor force has had only six or seven
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years of "old-fashioned" primary education, but 80 to 85
percent of the younger generation receive an education
lasting eleven or twelve years. A system of "recurrent
education"--education that could occur at periodic intervals
after the individual has completed his compulsory interme-
diate schooling and begun work--is suggested as a possible
addition to the youth-oriented formal educational system.

2120. LONGUM, Lief. En Skole for Livet? Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk
For lag, 1970. Pp. 132.

Tree author presents fifteen popular and critical articles
from the Norwegian press and professional publications on
recent attempts of Norwegian folk high schools to better
adapt their aims and non-formal, adult-education programs
to the demands arising from rapidly changing sociocultural,
economic, and community contexts. Two basic positions
are argued. One calls for greater informality and updating
of the traditional "self-realization" goal; the other calls
for an increased emphasis on structured skills training.

2121. MALAYSIA, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION. Country Report on
Non-Formal Education in Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur:
Ministry of Education, 1971. Pp. 51. (Mimeographed.)

This report describes the contribution of non-formal
education programs offered in the public and private sectors
in efforts to achieve national unity and a reconstructed
economy and to implant the government' s philosophy of
"active participation, not disruptive redistribution."

2122. MESA-LAGO, Carmelo. -Economic SignifiCance of Unpaid

Labor in Socialist Cuba." Industrial and Labor Relations
Review, XXII, 3 (April 1969), 339-57.

This article analyzes the contributions and functions
of unpaid, voluntary labor as an educational tool in theme
construction of a socialist society in Cuba. It describes
the characteristics of five types of unpaid labor in 1987--
employcAl workers, non-employed women, students,
military recruits, and prisoners--and notes that non-formal
education activities often combined with agricultural and
industrial activities- The author tentatively concludes that
"the total product .,seated by all kinds; of unpaid labor is
greater than its operational or asternative costs; therefore
resulting in net product."
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2123. MURAMATSU, Minoru, ed. Japan' s Experience in Family
Planning: Past and Present. Tokyo: Family Planning
Federation of Japan, 1967. Pp. 124.

2124. NATHALANG, Ekavidya, VORAPIPAT, Kovit, and CHARORYOO,
Sucon. "Non-Formal Education in Thailand: A Country
Report." Bangkok; Ministry of Education, 1971. Pp. 6.

This report examines functions of non-formal education
at the governmental, quasi-governmental, and non-govern-
mental levels; specific programs (i.e., the Mobil Trade
Training units and the Youth Leaders Training Program);
and evaluation and research efforts, problems, and trends.

2125. OECD. Manpower Policy in Belgium. Country Series on Man-
power Policy No. 9. Paris: OECD, 1971. Pp. 187.

2126. . Reviews of National Policies for Education: United
States. Paris: OECD, 1971. Pp. 432.

2127. PAIK, Hyun Ki. 'Won- Formal Education in Korea: Programs
and Prospects." Seoul: Central Education Research
Institute, 1971. Pp. 22.

The author concludes that "the evidence that we have
in Korea suggests that non-formal programs are no less
effective than formal educational programs in training,
personnel in the acquisition of certain skills and knowl-i
edge and that non-formal educational programs may,

f indeed, have, because of their greater flexibility, much
greater potential to introduce experimental instructional
methods. He suggests that before it is too late we need
to initiate a number of studies of non-formal education
to further a more intelligent allocation of limited resources.

2128. PARKE, Kathryn E. Norway's Folk High Schools. Albany:
State University of New York, 1963. Pp. 94.

This study presents a detailed, first-hand report of
the local and national role of Norwegian folk high schools,
programs, and a comparison with cognate Institutions in
other Scandinavian countries. it concludes that, despite
efforts to open up public secondary schooling to all youth:
"there will probably continue to be a place for a free-will
institution, offering fur.-time but non-rigorous study
opportunities to is 3 non-scholarly in their late teens and
early twenties." The possibilities for transfer of the
folk high school model to the United States are also
briefly discussed.
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2129. PEE, Ung Cheng. "Non-Formal Education in Rural Develop-
ment Programs." Kuala Lumpur: Ministry of Education,
1971. Pp. 6.

Relates Malaysia' s long-standing efforts to link non-
formal education to national-development goals.

2130. RESNICY Ildrian N., ed. Tanzania: Revolution by Education.
Ar . Longmans of Tanzania, 1968. Pp. 252-

1.1e editor contends that "Tanzania, like all under-
developed countries, is educationally hungry and limited
resources (i.e., 96 % of the population is agricultural)
prevent the caviar of formal education for all." The
nineteen articles by "scholars, teachers, politicians,
laymen, civil servants, private citizens, nationals and
expatriates, all of whom are deeply involved and interested
in Tanzania' s revolution" are addressed to the role of
formal and non-formal education in producing the skills,
attitudes, and understanding necessary for development.
See especially "Socialism in a Poor, Peasant Economy,"
by Knud Erik Svendsen, "Education for Rural Development,"
by G. L. Cunningham, and "Worker's Education," by

a Victor Kimesera.

2131. SKOROV, George. Integration of Educational and Economic
Planning in Tanzania. Paris: UNESCO/IIEP, 1966. Pp.
78, Bibliography.

One of the series of IIEP African case studies of
educational planning in developing countries, this mono-
graph examines a "manpower approach" to planning in
Tanzania. In Part II, the author analyzes manpower
requirements vis-à-vis the formal education system, as
well as the contribution of various forms of non-formal
training (i.e., skills upgrading) in both the public and
private sectors. He observes that educational planning in
Tanzania is, in practice, concerned only with formal educa-
tion and does not extend to the various upgrading schemes,
except that for upgrading teachers, described in his study.
He suggests that the role of public-sector institutions in
meeting manpower needs could be much greater if their
programs were more closely related to formal education
curricula and led to recognized certificates or diplomas
rather than imparting knowledge of a general kind.
Private-sector programs in local industry are severely
limited because employers are reluctant to offer training
courses, due to their high costs, the high turnover of
skilled manpower, and because the training of skilled
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workers in the past was the sole responsibility oS the
colonial administration.

2132. SNOW, Edgar "Aftermath of the Cultural Revolution." The
New Republic, April 10, 1971, pp. 18-21.

This is the first article in a series of eyewitness
reports by an "old China hand" sympathetic to the Chinese
revolution. The author describes the new educational
system where middle-school graduates must spend three
years at manual labor before they go on, if they are
selected by their squads and companies, to higher educa-
tion. Extensive non-formal educational activities of the
Army Construction Corps, the Peoples Liberation Army,
and other mass organizations are also described and
related to the regime' s basic aims. These aims are as
follows. to speed up the erasure of differences between
town and countryside; to equalize the material and cul-
tural standards and opportunities of the worker, the
peasant, the seldier, the cadre, and the technician-expert;
to integrate shop and farm work in everyone' s education
and life experience; to smash all bourgeois thought,.
especially its remnants among intellectuals and officials;
to proletarianize higher learning by integrating students
and workers and combining labor practice with classroom
theory; to train everyone to bear arms and learn from the
Army; and to bring forth a one-class generation of many-
sided, well-educated youth inspired by ideals of service
to the people, at home and abroad, contemptuous of ..

personal wealth, and dedicated to a world outlook anticipat-
ing the final liberation of man and the elimination of hunger,
war, greed, ignorance, and capitalism. China clearly
represents the most massive and conscious use of non-
formal education to be found in any country to date.

2133. STEVENS, William K. "September Means Back-to-School for
Adults as Well as Children." New York Times, September
25, 1971, p. 27.

For countless reasons having to do with how each
individual views his or her own life and needs, the adult
demand for education has stimulated the growth of a
"great populist university" in evening and extension pro-
grams across the United States. The U.S. Office of
Education estimates that about 8 million people were
enrolled in all categories of the U.S. adult-education
programs in 1957 and over 13 million in 1970. Other
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estimates made elsewhere in the Office and by independent
groups have placed the total of adults in non-formal
activities at about 30 million, as compared with about 55
million students in formal elementary, secondary, and
full-time college degree programs. Stevens notes that,
while schools "are still the major agency of education in
the U.S.," there is, however, a "greater investment in the
education of adults than in the education of children and
youth."

2134. SUDARMADI, S. "Non-Formal Education in Indonesia: A
Country Report." Paper presented at SEAMEO/SEDAG
Seminar on Non-Formal Education, Penang, Malaysia,
October, 1971. Pp. 7. (Mimeographed.)

This paper presents an overview of policies, programs,
and pi oblems faced by non-formal education in Indonesia.
Major problems noted cover the lack of cooperation and
coordination of programs, the difficulty of recruiting
voluntary workers at the local level, the scarcity of funds,
the general inability of programs to meet specific needs
in a particular place at aliarticular time, and "the low
level of program participation by potential recipients,
often dtie to their failure to recognize the programs
offered as means for the gratification of _felt needs."

2135. SUL, Myong Won. Literacy Campaigns in Korea: Past 2nd
Present. Report to WCOTP (World Confederation of
Organizations of the Teaching Profession) Workshop on
Adult Literacy, Seoul, Korea, July 29-31, 1966. Pp. 11.
(Mimeographed.)

'' .

his report discusses literacy-development problems
and progress during the nineteenth century, during the
period of Japanese occupation (1910-45), and following
World War Ff. The author notes that the adult illiteracy
rate has been lowered from 78 percent in 1948 to some
22 percent today and that voluntary teaching by school-

0 teachers, students, and certified adults-has been a key
factor in this gain. At one time or another, the U.S.
military, AID, UNESCO, and private agencies have all
contributed to the ongoing mass adult literacy campaign.
The author observes that the most critical problem today
is teacher in-service and preservice upgrading'as adult
education shifts to adult liberal studies and vocational
training, as well as continuing literacy programs.
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2136. SWEDEN. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION. Adult Education in
Sweden. Stockholm: Ministry of Education, 1970. Pp. 47.

This report describes the wide variety of non-formal
adult-education programs offered by the Ministry of
Education, government agencies, the public and private
industrial sectors, folk organizations, and others.

2137. TRY, Chum. "Non-Formal Educatica in the Khmer Republic:
A Country Report." Paper presented at SEAMEO/SEDAG
Seminar on Non-Formal Education, Penang, Malaysia,
October 1971. Pp. 14. (Mimeographed.)

This detailed study presents a national inventory of
non-formal educational programs, their objectives, scope,
and administration. A cooperative national approach is
used where the Ministries of Education, Agriculture, and
Public Health and the Department of Social Affairs all
offer skills and knowledge programs in the non-formal
sector. Try concludes that, although the war has ended
a number of non-formal programs in agriculture, it has
also served as an impulse to reexamine the system of
non-formal education in the Khmer Republic so that it
might better serve "the general policy of our nation and
satisfy new social requirements."

2138. WELDEN, J. Eugene. "30 Million Adults Go to School."
American Education, V, 9 (November 1969), 11-13.

Thirty million American adults participate in a vat
enterprise of uncoordinated instructional programs in
the non-formal sector. Welden suggests that the system
of continuing education has its roots in the basic notion
that knowledge and skill are the means for self-improve-
ment and an aid to the solution of societal or community
problems. He notes that "perhaps continuing education
can best be described through its five areas of general
purpose: i.e., (1) literacy education, (2) education for
vocational, technical and professional competence, (3)
education for health, welfare, and family living, (4) educa-
tion for civic, political, and community competence, and
(5) education for self-development where people pursue
individual interests or improve their skills." He notes
that participation in :ontinuing education in the U.S., as
elsewhere, is still sporadic and unsystematic. The need
for new information, knowledge, and skills, however, is
so pressing that the number of students in continuing
education, according to Welden, is far greater than the
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total number of students in all three levels of the formal
school 'system.

2139. WHITELOCK, Derek A., ed. Adult Education in Australia.
Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1970. Pp. 300

This evaluative national survey begins with a brief
historical review of Australian adult education, followed
by its current (1968) profile and features of the overall
educational system. The next six chapters consider the
role played' by universities, federal and state governments,
the Workers' Educational Association and other voluntary
organizations, educational radio and television, rural
extension, and the nation' s emerging residential adult-
education movement. Professional refresher courses,
aboriginal adult education, and other provisions for
special groups are noted, as well as adult educator training
and research, educational implications of the book publish-
ing and mass media industries, educational opportunities
in the Australian Army, university-level external (off-
campus) study, and the 1966-67 crisis caused by the
Australian Universities Commission's recommendation
that universities abandon participation in adult education.
The last five chapters present comparisons with adult
education in New Zealand and overseas, issues in science
education, and an assessment of future trends and oppor-
tunities.

Other items related to National Studies are

1101, 1102, 1134, 1139, 1141, 1147, 1238, 1318, 1319, 3103, 3202,
3204, .3205, 3206, 3209, 3210, 3212, 3215, 3218, 3308, 3315, 3409, 3501,
3507, 3513, 3611, 3612, 4105, 4109, 4113, 4115, 4117, 4125, 4126, 4209,
4227, 4302, 4308, 4412, 4415, 4525, 4512, 5215, 5216, 5401, 5406, 5411,
5602, 5823, 5827, 5831, 6111, 6117

2200. REGIONAL STUDIES

2201. CARTY, James W., Jr. "Journalism Training in Latin
America." Vidya, III (Spring 1969), 51-57. ,

The author surveys the field of journalism training
in both formal and non-formal settings in Latiki America.
He describes university programs as well as short-term
Seminars sponsored by non-academic groups. He concludes
that formal or academic journalism education programs
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have often provided needed theory of mass communications
but have lacked practical implications. Short-term, non-
formal seminars have provided helpful solutions but are
so compressed_lkat--they often lack the time and depth for
providing a needed perspective. Academic or formal and
non-foial programs, however, are often found to com-
pliment each other, but they need much closer coordina-
tion.

2202. CHANG, Paul. "Comparative Analysis of Non-Formal Educa-
tion in SEAMEO Member Countries." Paper presented
at SEAMEO/SEDAG Seminar on Non-Formal Education,
Penang, Malysia, October 1971. Pp. 18. (Mimeographed.)

The author describes educational programs in South-
east Asia ouide the formal school system that actively
seek to accelerate social and economic development. He
attempts to identify common problems so that some common
strategies may be formulated. The paper covers policies
and objeCtives, administrative structure and finance,
recruitment and training of personnel, program planning,
and evaluation and research. The countries providing
data are Malaysia, Indonesia, Einiapore, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Khmer Republic, Laos, and the Philippines.

2203. CORTRIGHT, Richard W. "Adult Basic Education in Latin
America." International Review of Education, XXII, 2 L

(1966), 1'76-83.

2204. CREFAL. El Papei de la EducaciOn de Adultos en el Desarrollo
de America Latina. Patzcuaro, Mexico: CREFAL, 1969.
Pp. 13.

2205. Financial Structure of Adult Education in:Zarope. Strasbourg:
Council for Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe,
196g. Pp. 28.

This is a report on a short course organized by the
Swiss government in collaboration with the Council for
Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe.

2206. HILASKI, Harvey. "Labor Standards and Joa,Training in
Foreign Countries." Monthly Labor Review, LX3CCK
(September 196'7), 36-41.

The author assesses the part that formal and non-
formal sectors of the educational system in sixteen
Western Europear countries have played in the developmen
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of technical skills and the subsequent acceptance of
apprenticeship as the normal form of industrial training.
He focuses on the different L .ms of post-primary educa-
tion in Austria, Germany, and Denmark, among, others,
to show that a great number of students who graduate
after their basic compulsory education in these countries
seek a post-primary education that is geared toward
vocational industrial training. In conclusion, he suggests
that by weaving vocational education into the general
educational system the Western European countries have
.developed a generally favorable attitude toward industrial
training. Youths who graduate from the formal educational
system acquire basic tec "cal skills, and many of them
subsequently seek jo as apprentices or on-the-job
trainees in industrie Non-fornial training programs
are, in sum, general v viewed as logical extensions of
formal schooling.

2207. INDIAN UNIVERSITY ASS CIATION FOR CONTINUIN( EDUCA-
,TION.. "Continuing ducation and Universities in the Asian
and South Pacific gion." New Delhi: Inter-University
Board of India Ceylon, 1971. Pp. 227.

2208. ILO. "Seminar on Workers' Education in Latin America and
the Caribbean Area." held at Mexico on November 21-30,
1960. Geneva: ILO, 1960._ '(Mimeographed.)

This document provides a discussion outline for the
Seminar on Workers' Education held in Mexico City on
November 21-30, 1960, and examines recent workers'
education programs at the regional and at the national
level in Latin America and the Caribbean. It also pre-
sents a general treatment of the problems involved in
worker-education program planning, study materials
and methodology, and teacher training. The report con-
cludes with a summary of ILO contributions to the develop-
ment of workers' education in Latin America. It suggests
that non-formal trade-union education programs should
simultaneously seek two tasks: the training of trade-union
leaders from the rank-and-file membership, and the
promotion of educational activities for all union members.
The low level of general education in Latin America re-
quires that the,unions stress the second of these goals,
but the goal of leadership training cannot be overlooked
because it is in stro leaders that the labor-union move-
ment and the socia and economic principles for which
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it stands will find its strength. The need for educators
in the movement is also stressed in order to be able to
carry out "the tremendous tasks of the unions in the years
to come in The field of education."

2209. International Seminar on Literacy in African Countries Con-
vened by UNESCO in Conjunction with the National Com-
mission of the U.S.S.R. for UNESCO. Seminar held at
Tashkent, May 6-20, 1968. Final report. Moscow:
Prosvgshcheniye [education] Publishing House, 1969.
Pp. 109.

2210. JOCHERJlierbert. The Future Shape of Permanent Education.
Stratbourg; Council for Cultural Cooperation, Studies on
Permanent Education, Council of Europe, June 1970. Pp.
19.

The author explains why he believes that continuing
education in Western Europe will require constant re-
newal, democratic feedback, and personalilexibility. In
its future form, It might begin with basic education as a
'foundation for vocational education, which in turn could
evolve into forms of further training, refresher training,
and retraining in keeping with the ideal of dynamic,
free society. A comprehensive system is needed that
gives each individual opportunities for lifelong education
suited to his talents, wants, and needs. Guidance and
evaluation must also be improved. Finally, Europe will
need an integrated, dpn-formal, continuinff. education
system based on advanced technology.. '

2211. LARSON, Dean Gordon. "A.Comparison of the Spread of the
Folk High School Idea in Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, and the United States." Unpublished Ph. D.
dissertation Indiana University, Bloomington, 1970. Pp.
212.

Comparing folk high schools in the United States and
Scandinavia, this study investigates the philosophical and
historical development of the movement, the relationship
of folk high schools to other institutions in each nation ,
studied, and conditions that have contributed to sac.-:.essful
implementation'of the idea. Data came from a literature
survey of N. S. F. Grundivig' s educational thought, from
other facets of the movement, as well as from the author' s
participation in programs in Norway and Denmark. He
concludes the following: (a) the folk high schools in

9 2
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Scandinavian countries, but not in the United States, have
_prospered and remain significant non-formal adult-educa-
tion institutions; (b) the movement has beeniand remains
quite flexible and the idea has been adapted to the needs
of each nation; (c) the Scandinavian movements were

I closely ssociated with nationalism and the revival of
culture rural areas but reflected the convergence of
several fa s rather than being a response to a single
situation; and (d) the establishment of a basic, largely
terminal system of elementary education favored the
early success of Scandinavian folk schools.

2212. LOKEN, Robert D. Manpower Development in Africa. New
York: Frederick Praeger, 1969. Pp. 152. Bibliography.

2213. MARQUARDT, William F., and CORTRIGHT, Richard W.
"Review of Contediporary Research on Literacy and
Adult Educatiodin Latin America." Latin American
Research Review, DI, 3 (Summer 1968), 47-69.

The authord examine "what is speculated, what is
known,'what is being investigaterand what we need to
brow most in order to.establish contact with that vast
terra incognita in Latin America.comprising the illiterate
and the unlearned." They conclude that "we need first
to increase greatly the rigor and number of research
studies"and that "we have greater capacity to design
plans foaction than to carry them out." The authors
make no mention of s'gnificant developments in literacy
and adult education ade by paulo freire in Brazil and

`

Chile or by the Castro Government in Cuba, athong others. .

2214. MEYERS, Frederick. Training in European Enterprises.
Monograph Series 14. Los Angeles: Institute of Industrial
Relations, University of California, 1968. Pp. 182.

Meyers compares the preparation of workers for, ,,
employment in private and lifiblic institutions in France;
Great Britain, Italy, and West Germany and concludes
that non-formal, on-the-job training is still predominant
in European industry, that France and West Germany
(especially the former) have well-developed systems of

terminal vocational secondary ethication and post-secondary
engineering and scientific training, and that Great Britain
seems most in need of changes in basic training patterns.
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2215. MYRDAL, Gunnar. "Literacy and Adult Education." Asian
- Drama: An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations. New

York: Pantheon, 1967 Pp. 1651-96.
In this article, Myrdal discusses key factors iq South

Asia influencing the processes of informal education via
the mass media, non-formal functional education for
adults, and formal schooltg for children andiyouth. A
fourth avenue--"the non-directed and non-formalized
transmission of knowledge, skills and attitudes .. . in
the family, on the job, or through religious institutions"
is noted but not analyzed because of "an almost total
absence of specific research." Myrdal observes that
scarcity of foreign exchange to pay for imports of paper
is the most serious` deficiency hampering literacy educa-
tion efforts. He also contends that people have to be con-
ditioned to welcome educational opportunities, and that
many people in South Asia are not interested in raising
their living levels. The reputed "hunger for knowledge"
in the villages is thus largely an upper-Class myth. He
notes that "education even when directed toward practical
problems of development does not provide an immediate
-response among the people, least of all in the villages."
Thus, propaganda and local example are required in the
beginning of anr educational activity. People have to be
conditioned to welcome educational opportunities, and
this means changing their value system and their attitudes
toward life and work.

2216. OAS. Preliminary Report on the Situation and Needs in the
Field of Rural Vocational Training in Latin America.
Washington, D.C.: Third Inter-Amprican Conference of
Ministers of Labor on the Alliance for Progress, 1969.
Pp. 32.

This report discusses in general terms the develop-
ment of human resources in the Latin American rural
sector, the educational level of the population engaged in
agriculture, and occupational categories covered. Part
III describes systems and methods of rural training in
Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Chile, and Venezuela in
both formal schools and in the non:formal sector. This
distinction is not, however, clearly made in the report.
It notes that "some countries have schools or training
centers for young rural workers that 'function under the
direction of the ministries of education. Because these
centers have become secondary-level technical agricultural
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schools, .the formal educational systems do not now have
establishments for the training of rural workers." It
would seem imperative, therefore, that a variety of other
non-formal educational institutions undertake this task.
The report suggests how this might be done through the
participation of public and private agencies in coordinated
nonschool training efforts.

2217. PAUVERT, Jean-Claude. "L'Afrique est en train de perdre
e7-----la bataille contre 1' analphabetisme." Jeune Afrique, No.

506 (September 15, 1970), pp. 7-15.
The author warns that despite hard-won gains in

putting more children into school African nations are
losing the literacy battle. Neither the schools nor the
prtsent activities in adult liter.acy education come close
to reducing the ever-growing total number of illiterates.

1
2218. RAMOS, Joseph R. Labor and Development in Latin America.

New York: Columbia University Press, 1970. Pp. 281.
.

2219. RYAN, J. C. "Cooldratives in Asia: Recent Developments and
Trends." 'International Labour Review, XCII, 9 ,

(December 1965), 462-75.
The author attempts to demonstrate how the increased

participation of governments in the activities of cooperatives
has had both beneficial and adverse outcomes. Data from

7 Indi , Ceylcin, and the Philippines is used to examine
tyPeS of cooperatives, participation, problems of credit,
problems of rural vs. industrial cooperatives, and the

- ,aims of cooperatives. He suggests that in Asian countries
cooperation is the best means of improving the economic
and social conditions of the masses. But, because success
depends largely on efficiency and_honesty, good men
should be found as leaders in the villages. Their initia-
tive should be encouraged, their organizing ability should
be supported, and financial and other aids should be given

s by the government on their request and not thrust upon
them.

2220. SIMI Wong Kooi. "Perceptions of Non-Formal Alternatives
to Formal Education in South-East Asia," Paper presented
at SEAMEO/SEDAG Sengnar on Non-Formal Education,
Penang, Malaysia, Octr 1971. 'Pp. 12. (Mimeographed.)

The author reports on a regional questionnaire survey
that attempted to characterize perceptions of adult-education

I
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personnel in respect to their orientations toward con-
tinuing education and to gauge their attitudinal priorities
vis-a-vis the relative merits of formal and non-formal
education. He suggests that apparent consistencies as
well as differences among the personnel of the various
countries involved imply that programs that succeed in
one country may not work in another unless they are
directed toward different subgroups--the central problem
is "how to adapt programmes to suit individuals and vice
versa."

2221. Studies in Adult Education in Africa. Uppsala: The Dag
Hammarskjold Foundation, 1969. Pp. 186

2222. UNESCO REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATIGN IN ASIA.
Regional Symposium on In-Service Training of Primary-
School Teachers in Asia: Final Report. Bangkok:
IINESCO, 1967. Pp. 98.

The objectives of this report are as follows: (a) to
review the in-service programs in the countries of the
region; (b) in the light of this review, to prepare a basic
statement of principles for the organization and conduct
of in-service training programs; anti (c) to identify the
areas where further research is needed and to develop
research designs for such studies of formaLand non-
formal teacher education programs in various countries
of Asia.

2223. UNICEF. Children and Youth in National Development in
Latin Americar-Report of a Conference, November 28-
December 11, 1 65, Santiago de Chile. Paris: UNICEF,
1966. Pp. 132.

This report c racterizes planning in Latin America
as "over-forrhali4d, unimplemented, hesitant, and im-
provised, and showing sings of the temptation to exaggerate
its technical complexity." Planning for youth and children
is described as uncoordinated and generally unconcerned
with the needs of children and young people in the process
of seeking economic development. It suggests methods
for improving such planning efforts and for creating a
national youth policy stressing "protection" and "prepara-
tion for life." Activities in this category, such as voca-
tional and skills training, national service, and others
fall largely into the non-formal educational sector.
Implications for future study or development of the sector,
however, are not mentioned.
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2224. UNITED NATIONS. Education, Human Resources and Develop-
ment in Latin America. New York: United Nations, 1968.
Pp. 249.

This study is based on the main ideas and conclusions
of reports of the Economic Commission for Latin America
(ECLA). These studies have given considerable attention
to educational and manpower training programs and pro-
blems in the area. The study contains a section on "non-
formal instruction" and documents Lovithese activities
are playing "In increasingly important part in manpower
training at various levels and in different economic
sectors: these inCitideuttrW, business, and agricultur-
al enterprises, banks, puplic se-iVicei, the armed forces,
trade unions, entrepreneurs' associations, cultural
associations productivity centers, certain private schools
'which by the very nature of the instruction they impart
are outside the formal education system, and specialized
professional or vocational training institutions." The
study notes that these programs have developed in a
modern form in Latin America only since World War II,
that with industrial development they have spread rapidly,
and that comparable data. on national experiences to
accurately measure the scale of non-formal education
is not available. It suggests that we do know, however,
that "at a conservative estimate, about 250,000 workers
could be trained under present conditions through either
intensive courses or relatively long courses at the known
specialized institutions alone. In all probability, several
times that number receive some type of training in the
enterprises and services in which they are employed,
though the procedures and methods may vary widely."

The report concludes that even the existing scanty
data makes it quite clear that "services of this kind are
helping significantly to meet Latin America' s development
needs in terms of human resource training. It seems
undesirable, therefore, that so slight a link should persist
between these training services and the formal education
system, or that the former continue to be disregarded in
the formulation of educational policy and plans." The
report includes in Table 9 a listing of nine major Latin
American non-formal training programs in Brazil,
Colombia, Chile, Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, and Venezuela,
their year of founding, sectors using their services, and
information on organization, finance, and programs.
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2225. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELF
OFFICE OF EDUCATION. Adult Education in Asia, Austra
lia, and New Zealand. Current InformationSources No. 13
Washington, D.C.: Office of Federation, 1968. Pp. 34.

2226. VAN DUYN, Robert. '!Regional Cooperation Experience for
Development of Non-Formal Education." Paper presented
at SEAMEO/SEDAG Seminar on Non-Formal Education,
Penang, Malaysia, October 1971. Pp. 9. (Mimeographed.)

The author, presents a rationale and pLin for the
creation of a-Non-Formal Education Cooperative Regional
Center to help further "growth and stabilization of South-
east Asian nations."

Other items related to Regional Studies are

1115, 1218, 1221, 1226, 1316, 2128, 2302, 4111, 4112, 4223, 4407,
4504, 4537, 4542, 4711, 5108, 5111, 5115, 5402, 5405, 5413, 5506, 6402,
6602, 6602, 6717, 7104, 7106, 7110, 7127, 7143, 7146, 7153, 7231

. 2300. OTHERS

2301. ABRAMOWITZ, Abraham. "Comparative Study of Skill
Acquisition." Report prepared by U.S. Department of
Labor Study Group for AID Project 901-11-490-927.
Washington, D.C., December 1969.

The author presents "scientifically validated" informa
tion for evaluating training programs in developing coun-
tries in medium-level vocational skills such as carpentry
or masonry. "The overall purpose of the study was to ,
develop-a way of determining-which one of the various
forms and systems of training would be most effective
under any given set of circumstances." He concludes
that lack of knowledge limits the possibility for rational
decision-making on skills training in less-developed
countries, that much research on skill and acquisition
is difficult and costly because it is longitudinal, and that,
because a crucial prerequisite for research on skills
training is "a glpbal design for manpower research," a
worldwide data gathering system is necessary to collect
information on the variables in conditions and circumstan
that may affect the outcome of training. Abramowitz sug-
rests that the data "cells" should be based on a "classific
tion If training variables" taxonomy included in the report
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A centralized Training Variables Data Dank could then be
established within AID. "Potentials" of the Bank are
examined in detail. Problems involved in attempting to
study amorphous, semistructured training activities in
out-of-school contexts are indicated.

2302. COMMONWEALTH SECRETARIAT. "Education in Rural Areas:
Report of the Commonwealth Conference on Education in
Rural Areas Held at the University of Ghana, April, 1970."
London: Commonwealth Secretariat, 1971. Pp. 50.

This volume contains some twelve speeches and pipers
presented at the conference, the majority being on out-of-
school and.adult education. Problems of developing
effective non-formal educational programs in poor, rural
areas are examined in the African context.

2303. OECD. Aid to Education in Less-Developed Countries. Paris:
OECD, 1971. Pp. 270.

2304. UNESCO. New Trends in Youth Organizations: A Comparative
Study. Paris: UNESCO, 1960. Pp. 63.

,Although considerably dated and somewhat disorganized,
this compilation of questionnaire replies from some 100
experts provides much useful information on non-formal
youth programs, problems, and trends in Africa, Asia,
Europe, and the United States.

2305. UNITED TOWNS ORGANIZATION. World Consultation of
30,000 Towns and Villages on Municipal Action in the
Field of Life-Long Education. Paris; United Towns
Organization.

This consultation is considered the first state of the
United Towns Organization' s international year activities.
Its goals follow the suggestions of UNESCO Director-
General Rene Maheu to gather from varied socioprofession-
al and cultural environments opirtons on the value of the
education received by the subjects questioned, to define
the concept that the average individual has of the role of
education in his personal life and in society, and to
gather, at the basic level, the practical suggestions of
the average individual regarding the possibilities of
introducing "a new educational order." This consultation
attempts to transcribe all the most recent efforts and
events to obtain "a more global concept of education, one
that relates to man in his entirety." The consultation

A
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emphasizes "linguistic education in non-school settings
with international understanding as its primary goal."
The survey would seem to offer the possibility of producing
yet another large body of unfocused data with little, if any,
utility for specific developmental change efforts.

^a.
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3100. INTERNATIONAL

3101. CHU, Paul B. J. "Labour Education--A Forgotten Factor in
Industrialization?" Labour Education, No. 11 (October
1967), pp. 4-7.

Chu discusses the necessity of finding a balance be-
tween capital investment and investment in human resources
in the form of education and training in the developing
countries moving toward industrialization.

3102. ILO. "Report on the Organization and Development of a Labour
Studies Institute in Trinidad and Tobago." Geneva: ILO,
1968. Pp. 35.

This report on the activities of an ILO consultant in
Trinidad and Tobago describes the establishment of a
permanent labor-education program at the Cipriena Labor
College. The study provides a short history of the estab-
lishment of the college after 1966, its governance, its aims,
and the work of the ILO consultants during 1966 and 1967.
In the appendix, there is an outline of the curricular offerings
during this period.

The assumptions under which the college operates might
be noted, as they indicate something of the ILO orientation.
The assumptions are as follows: (a) trade unions constitute
an integral part of a democratic society and their existence
and development are socially desirable; (b) industry, both
public and private, must operate efficiently and profitably;
(c) conflicts of interests can be harmonized by well-informed
union leadership, particularly where they are assisted by
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enlightened labor legislation; (d) collective bargaining is a
logical and effective process in a free democracy; and (e)
the interests of management and labor must be compatible
with the interests of all--both have responsibilities to the
nation. These principles outline clearly the meaning of the
labor-union movement and its functions with regard to in-
chistry and the society at large. Labor-union education pro-
grams, as supported by the ILO and others, therefore are
essential if labor unions are to be effective partners in the
democratic process.

3103. . ,"Report to the Government of Ghana on the Estab-
lishment of a National Apprenticeship System." Geneva:
ILO, 1961. Pp. 105.

The need for an apprenticeship-training system in Ghana
is reviewed and recommendations regarding entry qualifica-
tions, standards, training, and administration are considered.
In addition, an examination is made of the linkage between
the school system and trade and technical schools in the
formal and non-formal sectors. A preliminary survey of
available training facilities and their operation in Ghana
is used as a basis for the review of the system.

3104. . "Schoolrooni at the Factory Gates: Ten Years of
ILO Activity in Worker's Education." ILO Panorama, No.
14 (March-April 1966), pp. 16-21.

This article delineates the role of the ILO in workers'
education since activities began in 1956. R presents a broad
rationale for workers' education and illustrates how the
ILO cooperates with trade unions in carrying out their non-
formal education programs. It stresses that the primary
aim of workers' education is to enable the worker to ideiltify
the problems facing his social group and to participate
actively and knowledgeably in their solution; to help him
locate his place in his trade, his enterprise, his community,
and his nation; to relate his work with overall community
and national social and economic aims; and to acquaint him
with his rights and obligations. ILO's contribution to workers
education is especially significant in developing countries
where local unions do not have the resources nor personnel
to carry out educational programs and where formal
schooling is greatly restricted.

3105. INTER-AMERICAN LABOR COLLEGE. 'Welcome to the
Labor College." 2d ed. Cuernavaca: Inter-American Labor
College, 1967. Pp. 12.
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The object of this pamphlet is to broadly acquaint the
reader with the manner in which this institute was founded,
the type otprogram it carries out, and tke support it re-
ceives from international trade unionism. The college
moved into its present quarters in Cuernavaca in 1966 after
four years of operation in Mexico City. 4 is essentially
devote.: to the non-formal training of labor leaders as
teachers in trade-union education. Educational materials
are also prepared at the Institute, and its facilities are
used to hold various meetings of the tiade-union movement
of the Americas. Trade-union education is looked on as
a basic requirement in achieving integration in the develop-
ing countries. Integration, in turn, is seen as necessary
to guarantee both economic development and social pro-
gress. The college was set up to expand trade -union educa-
tion through courses for teachers selected from the leader-
ship of local unions all over LatinAmerica. The course
consists of 240 hours broken into the following eight areas:
trade-union organization, international trade-union org.,
zation, methods and techniques in labor education, labor
legislation, economic and social development, international
agencies, political doctrines, and communications.

Ambitious future plans can for`tbelransforniation of the
college into the first Inter-American Labor University.
This university would prepare experts in labor legislation
and jurisprudence, labor economists and sociologists, co-
operativists trained in the organization and operation of
cooperatives, technicians in social-security programs,
and specialists at the service of the trade-union movement
so that "it will better serve the interests of the working
class, the community, the country, and the whole continent."
Most of the goals seem to be in the interest, of institution-
alizing the labor movement as it is presently constituted,
i.e., oriented toward the U.S. type of industrialized econ-
omy, instead of reorienting goals to meet better the
challenges of underdevelopment that are much more com-
mon in Latin America.

3106. "UNESCO to Adopt 'Sesame Street': Developing Countries
May Use Pre-School Program." New York Times, April
18, 1971, p. 21.

UNESCO is currently adapting the "Sesame Street"
television program for preschool education. The program
has successfully utilized techniques of commerical ad-
vertising, such as jingles, to teach letters and numbers.
It has, however, been an exceedingly expensive undertaking
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and has survived only because of large grants from U.S.
foundations. There is, accordingly, some question about
the suitability of this U.S. non-formal educational program
for poor, preindustrial countries.

3107. UNESCO. 'International Advisory Committee for Out-of-
School Education: Final Report." Paris: UNESCO,
Jantiary 1971. Pp. 9.

This report reviews UNESCO's work in the field of out-
of-school education, a subject viewed essentially as pro-
viding facilities, technical training, and literacy education
for productively engaged adults. Lip service is paid to the
central task of the 1970s, i.e., "to bring about behavioral
changes," and it was agreed that the Third World Con-
ference on Adult Education in 1972 should supply new answers
to the questions that were discussed at the Second World
Conference." And so it goes.

3108. . International Education Year Position Papers.
Paris: UNESCO, 1970.

This series is made up of twelve essays, or position
papers, on priority themes identified by UNESCO. Some
papers are merely exhortations or undocumented speeches,
while a few offer serious thought on persistent educational
problems. The papers most directly related to nonschool
education are "Youth and Education for International
Understanding," which covers "the role of out-of-school
education and activities in promoting intereational under-
standing," "Functional Literacy as a Factor in Develop-
ment," "Life-Long Education," and "Education for Develop-
ment."

3109. . "Study Visit and Seminar: Work-Oriented Adult
Literacy Pilot Project in Iran, October 27-Noyember 9,
1969. Final Report." Bangkok: ,Regional Office for Edu-
cation in Asia, 1970. Pp. 60.

3110. UNESCO 'Regional Workshop for Specialists and Officials
Concerned with Literacy and Follow-Up Materials in the
Arab States. Final report." Menoufia: Regional Rural
Functional Literacy Centre for the Arab States, 1969.
Pp. 72.

3111. UNITED NATIONS. "Resources Available to Member States
for the Advancement of Women Through Technical
Cooperation Programs of the UN System and Through
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Programs of Non-Governmental Organizations in Consultive
Status." New York: United Nations, 1967. Pp. 82.

This comprehensive inventory describes programs
offered by numerous U.N. agencies and includes examples
of non-formal training programs, conferences, international,
and regional action on the there!.

3112. WILSON, Robert H. "Cinterfor Activities." Washington, D.C.:
AID, Office of Labor Affairs, 1968. Pp. 22.

This terse-report describes Cinterfor, the ILO Inter-
American Research and Documentation Center for Voca-

' tional Training in Montevideo, Uruguay. The Center's
basic objectives are to stimulate and coordinate organiza-
tions concerned with,nonschoal vocational training in Latin
America and to cooperate in international training system
efforts in seeking to increase their efficiency. It outlines
Cinterfor organization and activities and suggests princi-

. ples for, an AID policy position to facilitate collaboration
between the two agencies interested in improving man-
power development in Latin America through non-formal
programs.

Other items realted to the International area are

1242, 1249, 1312, 2305, 3416, 5308, 5834, 6110, 7241, 7242

3200. GOVERNMENTAL AND QUASI-GOVERNMENTAL
ti

3201. AID. "Participant Assessment of AID Training Programs.
First Annual Report." Washington, D.C.: Department of
State, 1969. Pp. 194.

This in-house statistical and analytical report calls
for increased efficiency in AID non-formal training pro-
grams. It is based on standardized U.S. exit interviews
of trainees from developing countries. Participantai re-
sponses are analyzed in three parts in relation to specific
training objectives of each non-school program. The major
complaints of the participants centered on irrelevance and
duplication of previous study, lack of individual needs,in-
formation, lack of on-the-job training experiences, need
for more laboratory work and field trips, and lack of time
for contact with U.S. cultural, social, and recreational.
activities. Other serious problems noted are the partici-
pants' deficient language skills, insufficient orientation,
housing, and, among nonwhite participants, social and
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racial discrimination. In commenting on racism in the
- United States, AID suggests that "this effect can be partially

countered by giving them specific information of the types
of discrimination they may meet and illustrating this in-
formation by citing critical incidents which have occurred."

3202. ANGI, Carol, and COOMBE, Trevor. "Primary School' Leavers
and Youth Programme§ in Zambia." Education in East
Africa, (1970), 27-41.

This study presents a cogent, critical analysis of the
implications for public policy of the primary-school leaver
problem-in Zambia. It pays special attention tote lack of
training and employment opportunities, the role f youth in
rural development, activities of unemployed youth in urban
areas, and the largely unsuccessful development of a
national non-formal education youth program. It observes
that, despit; the Zambia youth services motto of "Back to
the Land" and training programs ostensibly to encourage
self-reliance, youth are reluctant to return to the land and
continue to rely on the government to provide employment
opportunities. The agricultural training program has
suffered from lack of qualified staff, lack of youth interest,
and lack of adequate follow-up through,settlement and co-
operative schemes. Academic instruction offered by the
National Service, in contrast, has been highly popular
with recruits. Per capitaitraining costs of yciuth service
programs have been approximately three times those for
secondary school boarding students in the formal system.

The report concludes that both primary schooling and
the youth program are based largely on fallacious assump-
tions, that they both are irrelevant to the needs of the
majority df young people they attempt to serve, and that
more-effective planning and coordination between the go-V-
ernmental ministries active in the youth field, i.e., Labor
and Social Services, Rural Development, Technical Educa-
tion and Vocational Training, Home Affairs, Defense, and
the Ministry of Education itself, must take place if the
government's youth program is to be made more realistic,
effective, and useful.

3203. CAIN, Glen C. Benefit/Cost Estimates for Job Corps. Madison:
Institute for Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin,
1967. Pp. 62.

Proposes a number of evaluation strategies for the U.S.
government Job Corps and related non-formal training
activities.,
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3204. CAMBODIAN COMMISSION TO UNESCO. "The National Liter-
acy Campaign in the Khmer Republic." Bulletin of the
UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia, V, 2 (March
1971), 41-45. .

This report describes achievements of the government-
run national literacy campaign of 1965-68 when 1,176,446
Cambodians participated and 387,000 obtained the Literacy
Certificate. The campaign sought to eliminate illiteracy,
to develop special functional literacy programs around
particular development projects, such as the hydroelectric
dam at Prek Thvot and industrial farming sites, and to
seek the Klunerization of ethnic minorities such as the Loeu,
Lao, and Burmese Khmers in the frontier and highland-..

regions. -°

3205. COE, Richard L. Kenya National Youth. Service: A. Study in
Institution Building. Pittsburgh: Inter-University Research
Program in Institution Building, University of Pittsburgh,
1967. Pp. 129.

This study examines the prerequisites necessary before
an organization can become institutionalized. These pre-
requisites have both organizational and programmatic
aspects, they include the definition of objectives, program
implementation, securing resources, and the establishment
of enabling and functional linkages. The author concludes
that the Kenya National Youth Service proved to be of
immediate value to Kenya in the contribution it made in
helping to alleviate a potentially serious social and political
problem in the immediate postindependence period. It has
been able to perform a number of work-project and-service
activities, as well as perform a valued service as a human
resource development organization integrating previously
unemployed youth into the national effort of nation-building.
Kenya's governing elite, however, has asked the National
Youth Service to do more than time, financial, and stag'
resources allow. Whether they succeed in attaining the
objectives of the programs depends in part on the ease
and speed with which necessary resources become available
both from national sources and from foreign donors such
as MD and UNESCO.

3206. CONROY, W. L. "Agricultural Extension Work in Papua and
New Guinea." .South Pacific Bulletin, XI, 4 (October 1961),
49-53.

This article:presents the objectives, organization, and
methods of the Australian government agricultural extension
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service operated in Papua and New Guinea. It provides a
history of policy-making and its present state, reviews
work of the head office and field organization of the services,
and gives a brief idea of the types of people employed by
the service. The working methods and a survey' of the
agricultural extension stations are also discussed, as is the
need to achieve a general expansion and commercialization
of indigenous agriculture in the post-World War II period.
l'he basic technique used by the service is the application
to the farming community of closely integrated programs
of contact demonstration and training that will, it is claimed;
effect desirable modification of the subsistance form of
agricultuie currently being practiced.

3207. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR. "Manpower Report of the Presi-
dent: Including a Report on Manpower Requirements,
Resources, Utilizationcand Training by the U.S. Department
of Labor." Washington, D.C.:, Department of Labor, 1971.
Pp. 328. .t

This repokt contains much data on U.S. governnient-
supported, non-formal educational and training programs
for workers, the unemployed, the,underprivileged, migratory
workers, and others. Unfortunately, no clear distinction
is made between formal and non-formal programs.

3208. HAPGOOD, David, and BENNET, Merilari. Agents of Change:
A Close Look at the Peace Corps. Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1968. Pp. 244.,

--, Since its creation in 1961, the Peace .Corps, a U.S. gov-
ernment agency, has had extensive experience-with non;
formal educational programs both in preparing volunteers
for overseas service and in volunteer-assisted training 0

projects in the third world. The authors examine both types
of activities and offer a number of insiglithl and useful
generalizatiOns on Peace Corp g interventions in rural and
community development, public health and birtlicontrol,
cooperatives, and in other areas. They conclude that,
although the Corps can make no great claims-lb accomplish-
ing development in the third world, it has nevertheless,
through its training contracts and indirectly-throughsre-
turning volunteers and staff members, made a sigificant
contribution to the movement for a new philosophy' otecluca-
tion in the United States.

3209. HARAMATI, Shlomo. "Teaching Literates in Israel." Adult
Leadership, February 1968, pp. 293,94, 311-13, 315.
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This study reports on government-supported adult liter-.
. wry programs in Israel. It notes that efforts are being made

to teach both Israelites in Hebrew and Muslims, Christians,
and Druzes in Arabic. The use of volunteer teachers has
been an.important means of cutting expenses. The author
summarizes the basic motives of adults as the desire to
read and write letters, to help sons and daughters in school,
and to increase chances for economic betterment.

3210. HUBERMAN, Leo, and SWEEZY, Paul M. Socialism in Cuba.
New York: Monthly Review Press, 1969. Pp. 221.

Chapters 2 and 3 on innovative governmental programs
in formal and non-formal education and in health,_re-
speclively, explain governmental attempts to diversify and

,decentralize seAtal services so as to make them more
responsive to le6a1 needs and control through local branches

,of national mass movements. Achievements following from
a decade of efforts to implement this new development
strategy and continuing problems of bureaucracy among
others, are also analyzed.

3211. JANOW1TZ, Morris. "Youth and National Service." Teachers
College Record, LXXIII, 1 (September 1971), 2-5,

In an introductory article to a special issue, "The Quest
for Equity: National Service Options," the author reviews
problems and strategies discussed at the Conference on
Youth and National Service held in New York in spring
1971. Proposed national youth service programs would
have a substantial non-formal education component where
volunteers, working through government agencies, would
teach new skills and behaviors to economically disadvantaged
groups.

3212. JOLLY, Richard. "The Literacy Campaign and Adult Educa-
lion." Cuba: The Economic and Social P-evolution. Edited
by Dudley Seers. Raleigh: University a North Carolina
Press, 1964. Pp. 190-219.

In 1962, the Cuhaa,government launched a nationwide
literacy campaign "to make Cuba the first American state
free of illiteracy." The author describes this impressive
national non-formal educational undertaking in detail.

3213. NEWHOUSE, Neil.. "In Boise, the School Board Views the
Potential." Community Education, 1,4 (November 1971))
45.

Newhouse, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
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Boise, Idaho, Board of Education, looks at an example of
urban decay and asks, 'What if we built a whole new school
designedlor the use of that entire community? Think what
it would do for the whole area in terms of upliftl" He
discusses principles-of the new community school movement
and proposes programs in whit b schools will offer non-
formal education "to any per* any skill or subject,
at any time of day."

3214. PARKER, Franklin. "Salvaging School Failures: The Job Corps
Acts." Phi Delta Kappan, March 1968, pp. 362-68.

Two major federally conceived, administered, and financ
educational programs to aid unemployed youth have been
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) of the 1930s and the
Job Corps of the 1960s. Both have sought to supplement
public schooling and to offer out-of-school, jobless youth
from low-income families new skills via non-formal edu-
cational programs. This article favorably describes Job
Corps programs, costs, and achievements and notes con-
tinuing problems. Parker contends that Job Corps efforts
"to niake a taxpayer out of a public charge" cost less t
"welfare dependency, juvenile courts and correctional
institutions, prisons, mental hospitals ... and guerilla
warfare in our cities." Although costs per trainee in 1968
(i.e., $6,700) were considerably higher than the cost of
sending a student to Harvard University (i.e., $2,890 for
nine months of tuition and room and board), the author
argues that "fhe Job Corps, like the CCC before it, is a
practical program and a bargain for America."

3215. POWER, Hilton McCarthy. "The Forces and Constraints Which
Have Shaped and Guided the Administration of Literacy
Programs in Thailand." Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Univers
of California, Berkeley, 1970. Pp. 229.

This study examines the response of the Thai government
through the Division of Adult Education to political and
administrative pressures on its goals for national literacy.
For many, years alter the 1932 revolution, the government
stressed basic literacy as a means ()running diverse ethnic
groups. Later, with experts from international agencies
and foreign governments involved in modernization efforts,
the Thai government has shifted its emphaiis toward de-
veloping human resources for economic and social growth.
The study concludes that such factors as the interpenetra-
tion of politics and bureaucracy, MO regard for hierarchic
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status, personal relations, and security, a lack of effectively
delegated authority, and relative disregard for efficiency,
legality, or secular rationality have been critical negative
factors in government-sponsored efforts to eradicate
illiteracy.

3216. BAWLING, V. Lane. "Job Corps: The Urban Center as a
Training Facility." Journal of Human Resources, VI, 2
(Spring 1971), 221-35.

This article evaluates the U.S. government's urban Job
Corps centers as non-formal training programs. The unique
features of this training approach are described, costs of
operation are estimated, and a multiple regression analysis
of a sample of 239 trainees is applied to estimate the impact
of training on earnings and employment. Bawling concludes
that, despite very high costs and other problems, the pro-
gram has "a positive impact on earnings" and that "this
type of training appears to have an important place in the
nation's mix of manpower programs."

3217. GATES, P. "Report of the President's Commission on an
All Volunteer Armed Force." New York: Macmillan Com-
pany, 1970. Pp. 85.

This report includes a discussion of how an all-volunteer
army might be most effectively used to offer non-formal
job training to members of economically disadvantaged
groups.

3218. RICAFRENTE, Cherry-Lynn S. "Accelerated Manpower
Development Program in the Philippines." Manila: Office
of the President, National Manpower and Youth Council,
1971. Pp. 15. (Mimeographed.).

The basic aim of this governmental non-forinal program
is to offer preemployment semiskilled training (not to
exceed three months and at no cost to the trainee) to serve
the needs of new entrants to the labor force. Unemployed
adults and seasonal workers comprise the majority of
trainees in this "crash manpower training program."
The per capita coat of training is claimed to be low because
existing vocational training faculties and personnel in formal
schools are used. In 1969-70, nearly 100,000 unemployed
adults and out-of-school youth attended some 174 training
centers and studied 49 different courses. Over three fourths
of this group "graduated." The author notes that the man-
power training program was chiefly a "goyernmental
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endeavor. The private sector was slow to come in." No
information on the placement of "graduates" is given,
although it is noted that courses programmed for self-
employment enjoyed the greatest popularity.

3219. SHIELDS, James J., Jr. Education in Community Development:
Its Function in Technical Assistance. New York: Frederick
A. Praeger, 1967. Pp. 127. Bibliography.

Using U.S. government reports and case-study materials,
the author describes the community development activities
of AID and its predecessor agencies. Part I deals with the
philosophy, the functions, and the operation of the U.S.
community development staff overseas. Part II is an
analysis of community development as an educational pro-
cess, a description of the various, mostly non-formal,
training programs offered either locally or abroad, and a
discussion of the Educational aspects of advisory assistance.
Shields observes that a U.S. intergovernmental 4proaCh to
community development has created a much-broader role
for education. Traditionally, nonschool education has been
thoutht of in terms of literacy training, fundamental educa-
tion, and so on. U.S. community development staff members
operate on a broader cross-cultural canvas, as evidenced

.by the work of community development advisers, national
training programs for community development personnel,
and participant training in the United States.

A second area of major education activities carried
out by U.S. community development staff overseas is
systematic career development training programs for com-
munity development workers. These include preservice,
in-service, orientation, and refresher courses for ad-
ministrators, technicians, multipurpose village-level

L. workers, and local leader:,. The author suggests that the
four most common failings of US.-supported community
development training programs have. been "the neglect of
sound education principles, the limited amount of research
and evaluation, the gap between the theories taught in the
training centers and the realities of village life, and the
indifference to in-service training."

3220. UNITED STATES. The Federal Government and Education, H.
R. Document No. 159." Presented by Mrs. Edith Green,
Chairman of Special Subcommittee of the House Committee
on Education and Labor. Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1963. Pp. 67.

i
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Contains extensive information on non-formal education
offered by the U.S. government for children, youth, and
adults through the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, the Department of the Interior, the Department
of Defense, and so on. The report criticizes the lack of
coordination, the lack of planning, and the lack of effective
reporting procedures, which it sees as a major weakness
in government-sponsored programs. "One of the reasons
for a good deal of confusion in all debate on the govern-
ment's role in education is the inadequacy nature of educa-
tion statistics. In the first place, they are far from current.
A second problem with education statistics is that they
include what each agency determines to be applicable. In
many of the larger agencies there is not even, at sa central
point, complete knowledge of all the, education programs
they administer."

Other items realted to the Governmental and Quasi-Governmental
areas are

1238, 1243, 1310, 1311, 1316, 2108, 2116, 2118, 2121, 2124,
4134, 4307, 4536, 5223, 5813, 5904, 6308

3300. VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

3301. BADEN-POWELL, Robert. Scouting and Youth Movements.
New York: Jonathan Cape and 'Harrison Smith, 1931.
Pp. 107.

This brief but fascinating account examines the need
for voluntary youth organizations to complement the overly
scholastic influence of schools, the military origins of the
Boy Scouts, the aims and training of the Boy Scout move-
ment, and its potential for helping to produce "happy,
healthy, helpful citizens."

3302. BARBASH, Jack. "Union Interests in Apprenticeship and Other
Training Forms." Journal of Human Resources, No. 3
(Winter 1968), pp. 63-85.

The author argues that the number of apprentices trained
in the non-formal educational sector is less a function of
economic forces in the labor market than a result of attempts
by craft unions to maintain Wage standards and employment
opportunities and to conserve the union's power as an in-
stitution.
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3303. BOYLE, George V. -Defining Labor Education Needs.- Adult
Leadership, XVIII, 9 (March 1970), 278-92.

The author claims that the schools have shamefully
failed the ordinary worker in preparing him for the work
that he performs and for his life as a responsible citizen,
that vocational school graduates have learned obsolete
skills and are unable to be retrained, and that many school
graduates are almost functional illiterates. Moreover,
adult education is equally ineffective. Boyle argues that
labor unions must, accordingly, develop their own non-
formal education programs stressing the "selection, in-
terpretation and expression of the meaningful aspects of the
social and physical sciences closest to the worker's im-
mediate needs and interests."

3304. BRICE, Edward W. et al. Teaching Adults Literacy Skills:
A Manual for Clubwomen and Other Leaders Who Are
Interested in Planning and Carrying Out Literacy Programs.
Washington, D.C.: General Federation of Women's Clubs,
1970. Pp. 112.

3305. CARLSON, Kenneth D. "Labor Education in America." Review
of Educational Research, XLI, 2 (April 1971), 115-30.

Carlson explicitly defines the educational practices of
labor unions as nonschool, or non-formal--i.e., the gpals,
methodology, and content of these activities markedly differ

- from those of the formal school system. He critically
discusses, via a review of the literature, labor education's
three basic goals of leadership training, loyalty building,
and political education, as well as problems of the initiation
and control of programs. He concludes that labor education
reflects American trade unionism, which in turn reflects
American culture, and that the pragmatic, materialistic,
selfish, anti-intellectual, anti-aesthetic, and anti-humani-
tarian nature of American culture pervades organized labor
and its educational programs.

Labor education, then, is not ideological. Rather, what
Eby said of American trade unionism is also true of labor
education: "It was born out of Gomperism and pragmatism,
not MarXism and Fabianism. The social unionism of the
thirties . . . was only an interlude in the business unionism
dominant throughout most of U.S. history. As the syllabus
of a summer workshop for unionists indicates, capitalism
is a subject for endorsement in labor education programs,
not a subject for discussion." Carlson also notes that the
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public-relations purpose that labor education serves is
largely a result of the esteem that American culture confers
upon education, the goals of the elected union leaders
become the functions of labor education (i.e., "The leaders
determine the education program by the use of the powers
which have accrued to them through union centralization."),
and skilled trade unions, if not industrial unions, have long
engaged in apprenticeship training and skills-upgrading
programs.

This is a highly critical, perceptive analysis of the
functions of U.S. labor education. R has much to say con-
cerning the degree to which the goals of leaders become
the functions of educational programs, be they formal or
non-formal. An extensive bibliography on the topic is
included. ,

3306. CURTI, Merle. American Philanthropy Abroad: A History.
New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1963.
Pp. 651.

"This account offers an interpretation of the motives,
methods, and general achievements of American volun-
tarism in its overseas errands of mercy, rehabilitation,
and technical aid." American sectarian and nonsectarian
contributions to overseas philanthropy during the period
1919-59 are analyzed in detail. Many non-formal education
programs in health, agriculture, medicine, small industry,
and so on are described.

3307. EDUCATre COMMISSION, DIVISION OF OVERSEAS MINIS-
TRIES, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST..
"Development Education: Non-Formal Alternatives:" New
York: National Council of Churches of Christ, October
1971. Pp. 6.

This study describes the conference on church-related,
non-formal education programs and potentials and the
following four symposium objectives: (a) to identify the
educational components of a wide variety of programs
designed to help people improve the quality of personal
and community living; (b) to identify the role church agendies
can play in initiating and supporting such programs and in
training leadership for them; (c) to encourage the sharing
of resources and responsibility for non-formal education
ansl community development programs between church
groups and secular agencies, and (f1) to explore the pos-
sibilities for combining public-health, nutrition,
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agricultural-mission, literacy and communication, family-
planning, and community-development activities into inte-
grated, or at least supplementary, educational programs.
The study notes that these seem to be fields in which
churches can ecumenically work and in which they can find
collaborative support from governmental and secular agenT.-
cies. One unmentioned reason for the Division's growing
interest in non-formal education is found in its desire to
disassociate itself from formal schools in less-developed
countries, which are frequently viewed as serving elite, and
not popular, interests.

3308. FARBER, David J. "Apprenticeship in the United States:
Labor Market Forces and Social Policy." Journal of Human
Resources, No. 2 (Winter 19.67), 70-90.

Farber advances the proposition that the non-formal
apprenticeship training offered by U.S. labor unions or,
more precisely, the number of apprentices trained in non-
formal educational programs, is largely a function of eco-
nomic forces in the labor market; the number of appren-
tices' completing training varies directly with the differential
between craftsman and operative wages (i.e., the higher the
differential, the greater the incentive to complete training).

3309. FREUDEN/IERGER, Carlton Dean. "Agricultural Education
by the Methodist Church: A Strategic Response to the
Problem of Hunt,.r and Development." Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Boston University, 1969. Pp. 195.

This s Ay seeks to describe major factors that compose
agriculture.; development so that strategic action on the
part of the Methodist Church in areas of rapid social and
economic change might be developed. H draws upon existing
research studies for descriptive materials, for theories
of agricultural development, for normative concepts of
Christian social responsibility, and for criteria and pro-
cedures for evaluating institutional tasks of churches. It
uses the comparative method to relate a variety of materials
on ethics, agriculture, and strategy. Normative reconstruc-
tiontion is used to evaluate and suggest guidelines. The report
concludei that, although-the churches have accepted re-
sponsibility for development, a discrepancy between film
policy commitments and actual project involvement con-
tinues. Non-formal agricultural education by the Methodist
Church, the author feels, can indeed become a strategic
response to the problem of hunger and development, but
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this will largely depend on meaningful action based on
systeinatized knowledge of the type presented in this study.

3310. GILLETTE, Arthur. One Million Volunteers: The Story of
Voluntary Youth Service. Harmondsworth, G.B:: Penguin
Books, 1968.. Pp. 258.

Over 200 organizations--national and international,
governmental, and voluntary--are now recruiting, training,
and/or sending medium- skilled young volunteers overseas
(over 20,000 long-term volunteers from 24 countries in
1967), mostly from the developed nations to the, third world.
Volunteers are most often prepared through non-formal
training programs and often apply their skills in non formal
educational programs. This book offers an excellent panorama
of the history of all forms of modern voluntary youth ser-
vice. In its comprehensive entirety, it represents a largely
successful attempt to define voluntary service, a most
complex and diverse fiel4.

33i1. GROSS, Carl H. Sokagakkai and Education. East Lansing,
Mich.: Institute for_International Studies in Education,
1970. Pp. 70.

The author describes and analyzes the philosophy and
influence of the Value Creation Society (Sokagakkai), a
Japanese voluntary organization with an extensive non-
formal educational component.

3312. INDIA. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND YOUTH SERVICES.
Scheme of Assistance to Voluntary Organizations Working
in the Field of Education. New Delhi: Ministry of Educa-
tion and Youth Services, 1970. Pp. 30.

3313. LINTON, T. "A Historical Examination of the Purposes and
Practices of the Educational Programs of the United Auto
Workers of America, 1936-59." Unpublished 3.111.D. disserta-
tion, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1965. Pp. 295.

3314. MEHTA, Mohan Sinha. 'Role of Voluntary Organizations in
the Promotion of Adult Literacy." Asian-South Pacific
Bureau of Adult Education Journal, I, 2 (November 1966),
42-46.

Using the Indian experience, the author examines the
purported advantages of voluntary agencies in literary
education efforts; i.e., they are usually more highly moti-
vated than are government officers and are "closer to
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people," more instrtunentalistic concerning techniques and
results, and more trustworthy and honest. He concludes
that a key role of voluntary organizations may well be "to
build up public opinion whose demands may be difficult to
resist or ignore."

3315. PAULSTON, Rolland G. Educational Change in Sweden:
Planning and Accepting the Comprehensive School Reforms.
New York: Teachers College Press, 1968. Pp. 193.

The author describes and evaluates the organization and
function of non-formal educational programs in the voluntar
Swedish folk movement (Folkicirelser) during the past
century. Such activities, in cooperatives, unions, youth
groups, temperance, religious, and political organizations,
helped to provide the leadership for the folk movement
that culminated in the emergence of Swedish welfare state
after 1932. He notes that, because of the rigidly dualistic
formil educational system and because of the schools'
failure to teach youth the values and techniques of a modern
democratic society, the folk movement and its vast network
of civic activities and popular non-formal education pro-
grams in study circles, in worker education, in folk high
schools, and-the like "became the very backbone of the
Swedish democratic system."

3316. ROTTENBERG, Simon. "The Irrelevance of Union Apprentice
Journeyman Ratios." Journal of Business, No. 34 (July
1961), pp. 384-89.

The author suggests that labor unions in the United State
tightly control non-formal educational offerings in their
apprenticeship programs so as to maintain a constant
shortage of apprentices.

3317. SMITH, David Horton, and REDDY, Richard D. 'Who Parti-
cipates in Voluntary Action and Why They Do It:, The Re-
sults of Social Scientific Studies." Washington, D.C.:
Center for a Voluntary Society, National Training Labora-
tories (NTL) Institute, March 1971. Pp. 24.

This review of the liteiature on voluntary association
discusses social background and demographic factors
associated with who getS-involved in voluntary action and
which attitudes, personality traits, capacities, environ-
ments, and social settings are conducive to voluntary action
The authors conclude that 'people move people; people
involve other people in things they care about. Thus,
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. This report updates the earlier studies of Clatk and
Sloan in their "Classrooms" series. It presents an ana-
lytical, problem-oriented report on programs, advantages,
and obstacles of private vocational schools in the formal
and non-formal sectors. It examines the central problem
of how to bring the work of these schools into a more-
functional relationship with comparable vocational programs
of public schools, local business and industry, community
colleges, and other agencies' active in various aspects of
vocational education.

3402. CLARK, Harold F., and SWAN, Harold S. Classrooms in the
Factories: An Account of Educational Activitieg Conducted
by American Industry. Rutherford, N.J.: Ned' Jersey
Institute of Research, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1958.
Pp. 139.

This benchmark stay provides an account of the nature
and extent of non-formal educational programs undertaken
by leading corporations in American industry. Data analyz
in the study was gathered by way of questionnaire's; perso
conferences; brochures, catalogs, and announcements dis-
tributed by the corporations; and current literature on the
subject. The authors describe in detail the kinds of educa-
tion and training offered and their relationship to similar
offerings of institutions of formal education. They also
attempt an assessment,of the effectiveness of non-fornial
programs in terms of their own goals and as contributions
to the future development of American technology and in-
dustry. Although largely descriptive and simplistic in
places, the study is a pioneering, authoritative account c!
the nature and volume of non -formal education being under
taken by American industry.-

3403. DE CARLO, Charles R., and 0111VISBEE, W. Robinson. Educa-
tion in Business and Industry. New York: Center for
Applied Research in Education, 1968. Pp. 118..

The authors trace the origins of non-formal education '
programs in commerce and industry and analyze current
developments and trends in light,-of, modern corpdrate need
on one hand, and those of the individual, on the other. The
conclude that "business and industry can survive and pros
only by maintaining continuous educational programs."

3404. DE WITT, Laurence, and ZIEGLER, Warren L. "Some Notes
on Higher Continuing Education in the Large Corporation."
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personal influence is the crucial triggering factor in the
voluntary participation of most people." The implications
for voluntary organizations attempting non-formal edu-
cational undertakings are apparent.
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3318. VIETH, Paul H. The Church School: The Organization, Ad-
ministration and Supervision of Christian Education in the
Local Church. Philadelphia: Christian Education Press,
1957. Pp. 279.

3319.* ZALD, Mayer N. Organizational Change: The Political Economy
of the YMCA. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1970. Pp. 260.

This organizational ethnography develops a theoretical
frame`work stressing political economy (i.e.,,the goal-
shaping activities of organizations and the organization-
shapirig'aspect of goals) and the "cultural constitution," or

"normative order, of a larger society and its institutions.
It traces the shift in the,YMCA's niche over time from a
voluntary social-movement organization with religious
appeal to its members to Fn organization whose appeal is
based largely 'on services rendered. A variety of non formal
educational activities are described and. related to various
stages of ihe orginization's deVelopment, i.e., evangelism,
vocational courses, Star Lecture Series, youth camps,
health education, preschool and disadvantaged programs,
and programs for school dropouts and delinquents. This

-0* book makes a considerable contribution to the study of
urban Social-welfareinsiitutionefand, methodologically, to
the analysis of organizational and social change.

Other items related to Voluntary Organizations are

1124, 1205, 12o9, 1222, 1312, 1313, 1314, 2114, 2122, 3102,
4109, 4110, 4113, 4121, 4126, 4130, 4301, 4306, 4311, 4711, 5105,
5209, 5220, 5403, 55.14, 5520, 5703, 5805, 5822, 6104, 6301, 6621,
6631, 7123, 7131, 7132; 7138, 7149, 7160, 7204, 7207, 7208 s

. 3400. INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL

3401. BELITSICY, Harvey A. Private Vocational Schools and Their
Students: Limited Objectives, Unlimited Opportunities.
Cambridge, Mass.: Schenlanan Publishing Company, 1970.
Pp. _186.
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S

Special Report by. Educational Policy Research Center,
Syracuse University, for American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Department of Environmental Affairs, Spring
1971. Pp. 18.

This report discusses the postsecondary credentialing
function and its expansion during the past few decades.
It was written for the purpose of helping one large corpora-
tion view the possible needs for continuing non-formal
education for employees in a period of rapid social and
technological change.

3405. EL MANSURY, S. Y. "On-the-Job Training: A Study_in Trans-
cultural Diffusion--The Case of Libyan Oil Workers."
Pittsburgh: International and Development Education Pro-
gram, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, 1970.
Pp. 28.

The author analyzes how culturaLbases of behavior tend
to frustrate the cross-cultural process of on-the-job training
within the,Libyan oil industry.

3406. GOSSItGE, Joyce C. `'Classrooms in Business and Industry."
The Balance Sheet, L (December 1968), 148-51.

Gossage reviews the wide range of non-formal training
and educational programs administered by U.S. business
and industry for both new and old employees and recent
trends in this area. She notes that at least 85 percent of
the largest (in dollar sales) U.S. corporations offer non-
formal educational coursework that usually covers five
categories--orientation, managerial development, human
relations, technical and professional education, and general
education. She concludes that growing automation and the
rapidly changing characteristics of the work force will
continue to have tremendous effects on training and develop-
ment in the future. Because technological evolution has
thrust on industry and business the necessity to train and
retrain, the need for companies to have their own education
programs can only grow and expand. Moreover, "in direct
proportion, the need for qualified educational administrators
to direct such programs will also increase."

3407.. LAUWERYS, Joseph A., and SCANLON, David G., eds. Educa-
tion Within Industry: The World.Yearbook of Education,

- 1968: New York: Harcourt, Brace arid World, 1968, Pp.
386.
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3408. NADAR, Claire, and ZAHLAN, A. B. eds. Science and Technol-
ogy in Developing Areas. London: Cambridge University

_

Although primarily concerned with links between science,
technology, and national development in the Arab world and
Turkey, this conference report contains several national
case studies of efforts to create non-formal education pro..
grams to meet industrial manpower needs.

3409. NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL. "Special issue on
Training" National Productivity Council Journal, V, 2

(April-June 1964). Pp. 394.
This volume presents a number of largely exhortative

articles on non-formal education programs in private in-
dustry and in public enterprises in India. The British modes
is much in evidence.

3410. PANIAGUA, Lita. New Careers in Industry. New York: New
Careers Development Center, New York Training,Labora:d
tory,,1967. Pp. 125.

The author briefly surveys innovative approaches to
hiring Snd job training that are being used by a number of
industrial firms and notes specific training programs run
by Western Electric, Wellington Printing Industries, Dupont

Company, Polaroid Corporation, Chase Manhattan Bank,
Xerox Corporation, and,others.

3411. PRATT, Glenn "Personnel, Training.and,PNnt Organiza-
tion." paper presented:at Conferencelah International Ex-
change of Technology, Raleigh, North Carolina, October
1970. Fp. 18. (Mimeographed.)

3412. RAU, S. K. "Technological Training in the Plants: Experiences
of Asian Productivity Organization." Paper presented at
Ad Hoc Meeting on In-Plant Training. 'Vienna: UNIDO,
November 1967. Pp. 4:3.

Other conference papers include "Some Notes on the
Evaluation of In-Plant Training.Programs-P-by-YairKie=Hau,
"The Problems of Iri-Plant Training in Italy," by R.
Ciancare111, and "In-Plant Group Training of Engineers
from Devel'.ping Countries in the Fteldbf Non-Ferrona.
Metal Industries inYugolavia," by B. ftadoViC.c These ;.

reports present a number of practical suggestions for in-
plant training programs based largely on the Western
European and Indian experiences.

'132
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3413. SEMINARIO DE EDUCACION VOCACIONAL. "Estudio
Ocupacional_del Sector Industrial-Comercial de la Ciudad
de Valencia." Valencia, Venezuela 1963. Pp. 26.

This report and instrument, along with others covering
"education vocational y tecnica," were used in a seminar
attended by representatives from the Venezuelan Ministries
of Labor, Education, the National Institute for Cooperative
Education (INCE), and the private sector. The seminar
surveyed local vocational training requirements for business
and industry, assessed local training resources, and re-
commended a training program to meet local needs. This
cooperative endeavor is an excellent example of a systematic
approach to collaborative training of the local labor force
in non-formal programs;

V'

3414. STALEY, Eugene, and MORSE, Richard. Modern Small In-
dustry for Developing Countries. New York: McGraw=
Hill, 1965. Pp. 435.

3415. TURN ER, Barry T. The Organization and Management of
Company Training. London:` IndustriaLand Commercial
Techniques, 1989. Pp. 170.

The author outlines the need for manpower training and
discusses the components of adequate training as provided
by the Industrial Training Act of March 1964, in order to
set guidelines and standards for industries involved in the

st. non-formal "training revolution" in England.

3416. UNESCO. "Education and Training Programmes for Industri-
alization: A Background Paper." Athens: International
Symposium on Industrial Development, November-December
1967. Pp. 24.

This report examines UNESCO's efforts to implement
education and non-formal training programs for industrial
development in less-developed couniries and notes numerous
problems. It concludes that "the difficulties experienced
by the majority of the countries in attracting sufficient
numbers of candidates for the technicians' category was
shown to be mainly due t° the persistence of traditional,
discrimination against manual or practical work.by the
section stikth, e population having achieved a certain level
of educatibn (i.e., formal schoolink)."

3417. "Vocational Training for Workers, Supervlsoiy and Technical
Personnel in the Petroleum,Industry, with Particular
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Reference to the Needs of Industrially Less Advanced Coun-
tries." Geneva: 1W, Petroleum Committee, 7th Session,
1966. Pp. 53.

3418. WARREN, Malcolm W. Training for Results: A Systenis
Approach to the Development of Haman Resources in In-
dustry. Reading? Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1969. Pp. 239.
Bibliography.

Other items related to the Industrial and Commercial area are

1248,
3612,
6703,

1109, 1110, 1126, 1131, 1145, 1203, 1205, 1211, 1246; 1247,
1311, 1318, 1319, 1320, 2110, 2120, 2206, 2214, 2224, 3611,
4405, 4409, 4412, 4518, 5704, 5706, 5825, 5905, 6309, 6628,
6732, 7141, 7239

3500. MILITARY

3501. BLANDY, Richard, and NASHAT, Mahyar. "The Education =-1.:

Corps in Iran: A Sarvey of Its Social and Economic Aspects.'
International Labour Review, XCIII, 5.(May 1966), 521-29.

The Education Corps is run jointly by the Iranian Army
and the Ministry of Education. Young people under military
discipline teach in rural areas to complement land reform
and village-development efforts.

3502. BRAMMER,,Lawrence M. "Iran's Educational Revolution,
Military Style." Comparative Education Review, X (OctolJer
1966), 493-98.

The author describes the military's contribution to
Iran's massive literacy and community - development pro-
gram approved by national referendum in 1963. Following
sixteen weeks of basic training in teacher training for
literacy, soldier-teachers taught children during the day,
parents at night, and led community development. One
survey indicated that 94 percent of the soldier-teachers
interviewed expressed a desire to stay in villages as teacher
The study also analyzes the issue of whether agencies out-
side established formal educational institutions should play
such a prominent role. It concludes that non-formal pro-
grams are highly desirable because they save funds, they
capitalize on freshness and boldness, and they have a self-
help appeal; in a land such as Iran, where 76 percent of
primary teachers are in urban areas, where only 25
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percent of the population live, nonschool effortsrare
desperately needed.

3503. CIVIC ACTION BRANCH, CIVIL AFFAIRS DIRECTORATE
"Military Civic Action." Washington, D.C.: Department
of the Army, Fourth Quarter, FY 1964. Pp. 125.

The purpose of this report is to provide information
about the U.S. Army's Military Civic Action Program,
which is today an integral, albeit controversial, part of
U.S. policy. It discusses the definition, philosophy, and
history of Military Civic Action and reviews operational
guidelines, problem areas, and case studies from Guatemala,
Ecuador, and Colombia.

The report claims, first, that Military Civic Action has
a bright and promising future --that, inherently, it is a posi-
tive program with positive alias leading to positiire gains;
second, that Military Civic Action is not a substitute for
sound economic and military-assistance programs but
serves to enhance their effectiveness and speed the_achieve-
ment of their objectives; and, third, that Military Civic
Action, with its unique characteristics, is particularly
applicable to the emerging and developing nations of the
world. It can be expected that even greater emphasis will
be placed on this activity in the future, particularly if
further relaxation of tensions is achieved between the East
and West. Conceivably, Military Civic Action could even
develop to be an integral part of military operations.

This document presents a clear example of the rationale
underlying the U.S. Army's "civic action" strategy at a
time when it became widely employed in South Vietnam and
in South America. The purposes of non-formal educational
activities in civic action programs, i.e., the degree to which
they serve the aims of military repression and dominance
or truly developmental objectives, is not always clear.

3504. CLARK, Harold F., and SLOAN, Harold S. Classrooms in the
Military: An Account of Education in the Armed Forces
of the United States. New York: Bureau of Piplications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964. Pp. 154.

The authors present a. comprehensive picture of the
overall.educationalprogram in the U.S. armed forces- -
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. They discuss
the history of technological advance and educational develop-
ment, on-duty education for enlisted and officer personnel,
Cif-duty education programs, military instructional
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procedures, training in preparation for return to civilian
life, and research and development.

Their points are as follows: the armed-forces educational
program is a part of society's response to a technological
age, contributing to the economic life of the nation by
developing a high level of technical and educational ability,
among large numbers of the younger generation; military
schools are equipped with modern teaching aids, prepare
their own text materials, and are among the finest schools
in the world; instructors are professionally trained educatci
drawn from military and civilian personnel; and education
in the U.S. armed forces provides the country with valuable
research, extensive education, and extraordinary tech-
nology.

Although the authors deal exclusively with "education
outside the traditional institutions of learning" and in 'non-
academic channels," the concept of a separate non-formal
education sector as a potential tool for multisectoral develop
went is not elaborated to any significant extent. The. author'
three other studies in this series--Classrooms'in the Fac-
tories, Classrooms in the Stores, and Classrooms on Main
Street--are equally informative and descriptive but weak
on analysis.

3505. COHEN, Stephen P. The Indian Army- Its Contribution to the
Development of a Nation. Berkeley: University of Cantor
Press, 1971. Pp. 216.

3506. CULLINAN, Terrence. ''The View from Abroad: Foreign
Military Systems." Menlo Park, Cal.: Terrybukk Founda-
tion, 1968. Pp. 20.

This paper compares various "national service" pro-
grams incorporating nonmilitary as well as Military al-
ternatives t, obligatory service. It examines the twenty-
five countries that have alternative service programs
(twelve in industrialized, seven in semi-industrialized,
and six in developing countries) and that offer a wide variety
of non-formal educational activities for both inductees
and recipients of program developmental activities.

3507. GATES, David. "An Exploratory Study of the Role of the
Armed Forces in Education: Iran, Israel, Peru, Turkey."
McLean, Va.: Research Analysis Corporation, 1968.
Pp. 26.

This report presents a detailed analysis of

12G
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military-sponsored non - formal educational programs and
their objectives, procedures, and outcomes. It suggests
that "in many underdeveloped countries, the leadership of
the,armed forces represents both the conservative element
that domM2tes the national political system and a minority
social class. Extension of the activities of such armed
forces into the field of manpower development in the area
of education may possibly serve to reinforce their control
of the population. ... Further, when the civilian authorities
cannot obtain the necessary resources to meet national
education means and needs, there is merit in using other
available and feasible means to assist in reducing illiteracy
and in raising national educational levels." The need for
greater coordination is stressed. 'Educational programs
of the armed forces should be closely integrated with, and
should complement civilian educational programs. Where
feasible, final authority over content and design of the
armed forces educational programs should rest with civilian
authorities at the highest national level. Vocational training
should be designed to be compatible with the national and
economic development plans, and should consider the
vocational interests of the trainee." Gates concludes that
armed forces non-formal educational programs should

. be aimed only at military personnel and those population
segments that cannot be reached through civilian educa-
tional programs.

3508. GLICK, Edward. Peaceful Conflict: The Ncn-Military Use
of the Military. Harrisburg; Pa.: Stackpole Books, 1967.
Pp. 223.

The author's basic assumption is that military forces
will always be around and that nations should, when possible,
engage them in developmental activities such as non-formal
adult and community education. Whether this is. the most
desirable and effective use of national resources is not
questioned.

3509. HANNR1G, Hugh. The Peaceful Uses of Military Forces.
New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1967. Pp. 325.

This book examines what a number, of countries have
done to harness their military forces for nonmilitary
purposes and draws conclusions from this experience.
The author discusses the advantages, dangers, and tech-
niques of the peaceful uses of military forces and discusses
non-formal vocational training of servicemen using data

1.21
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taken from first-hand experience, interviews, and case
studies.

The author's conclusions are that successful civic action
requires close collaboration between the military and civi
authorities and must be incorporated into the overall
development plan 61 the country; that the most urgent needs
are in the fields of public health, education, farming, and
community development; and that advanced and developing
countries have recently come to see the merits of using
the armed forces to train men and women for a construc-
tive role in society upon their release.

3510. MONTAGUE, Ernest K., and SHOWEL, Morris. Review of
Combat Support Training." Alexandria, Va.: Human Re-
sources Research Organization, 1969. Pp. 36.

This_report presents a review of current combat t
practices and problems as they relate to the broad spread
of individual ability among soldiers and to the increasing
need for the "functionalization of training." Study findings
indicate that the training system worked against the less-
literate students and was not optimally oriented toward
the handling of a wide range of abilities. Key elements in
improving the range of abilities were greater emphasis on
job-related and -ehaviorally stated training objectives,
"functionalization of instruction," and evaluation based on
job performance capabilities.

3511. SCHWARTZ, Rudolph. 'Non-Military Education in the United
States Army and Air Force, 1900-1960." Unpublished Ph.D
dissertation, New York University, 1968. Pp. 268.

3512. SHELBURNE, James C., and GROVES, Kenneth J. Education
in the Armed Forces. New York: Center for Applied Re-
search in Education, 1965. Pp. 118.

This descriptive study reports on non-formal and forma
educational programs, which, at the time of publication,
enrolled some 400,000 men and women annually. The
contents are organized in the following three sections: on
basic and skill training for enlisted personnel and officers,
on professional and off-duty education. and on professional
military education. A concluding chapter on "Problem
Areas" comments on "five main areas of concern" as
follows: many costly education and training facilities and
programs are duplicated in the military's various branche
of service, which tend to resist centralization and
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coordination; a second problem area is the difficulty in
identifying education and training requirements through
systematic, valid procedures; a third problem area is
concerned with the need to develop more flexible education
and training programs that will recognize individual differ-
ences, especially in the higher levels of training and-pro-
fessional military education; a fourth general problem
area is recruiting and retaining highly qualified personnel
for military careers, retaining specialized Junior officers
for broad command responsibilities, and developing highly
qualified staffs to manage and instruct in education and
training programs; tinnily, U.S. military education and
training programs are faced with the dual tasks of making
effective contributions to the advancement of military art
and science, and of avoiding educational and training lags
behind technological-advancement. The authors contend
that all too often these non-formal programs, like the
services themselves, have been preoccupied with current
weapons systems, tactics, and strategies and that many
weaknesses in military educational efforts reflect this
overcommitment. They suggest that "it is quite probable
that the degree of success to be achieved by these programs
in the' future will largely depend upon their ability to adjust
to a rapidly changing world."

3513. YSHEVLIN, George. "The Role of the Military in 'Non - Formal'
Education." Pittsburgh: International and Development
Education Program, University of Pittsburgh, 1969.
Pp. 20.

The author briefly reviews the role of military forces
in non formal educational programs in Cuba, Venezuela,
Chile, India, the Ivory Coast, Morocco, Turkey, Iran, and
the United States.

3514. SMETHURST, Richard J. "The Creation of the Imperial
Military Reserve Association in Japan." Journal of Asian
Studies, XXX, 4 (August 1971), 815-28.

This article describes and analyzes the founding, goals,
programs, and impact of the Imperial Military Reserve
Association. Established in 1910, the Association, by 1936,
had 3 million memberS in over 14,000 branches throughout
the Japanese Empire. The Association was not limited
to ex-servicemen but, rather, saw all citizens-as soldiers.
It was a mass organization with broad educational purposes.
These stressed a wide variety of nonschool educational
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activities, ceremonies, volunteer work, and youth leader-
ship functions. Goals sought included "solidarity and co-
operation," (i.e., "a unified and cooperating populace
foqmied on the lines of a largelamily"), a hierarchical
state in which the military officers were "like fathers "
the preservation and reinforcing of traditional rural society,
and maintenance of respect for superiors, village hierarchy,
and "obedience and militarydiscipline." The Association
and its 'many programs and activities was disbanded in
1945. The author suggests that, as Japan's national inter-
ests came into conflict with those of other nations, the
military became obsessed with the need for unity and
avoidance of divisiveness. The Association and its many
non-forinaLeducational activities helped to achieve these

3515. WESTMORELAND, William C. "Pacification." Appendix D
of report on the War in Vietnam (as of June 30, 1968).
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.

Presents a comprehensive report seeking to justify
"pacification" efforts conducted in Vietnam by the South
Vietnainese government with the assistance of U.S. civi
and military. The author explains his interpretation of the
concept of pacification, reviews pacification programs,
including non-formal educational efforts since 1954, and
discusses some effects of political upheaval and military
defeats: on government efforts.

Other items related to the Military area are

1109, 1205, 1318, 1319, 2122, 2132, 3217, 4512, 6617

3600.- OTHERS

3601. AMERICAN ASSOCIATON FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE. "Announcement, NSF Chautauqua-Type Short
Courses for College Teachers." Albany, N.Y.: The State
Education Department, 1971. Pp. 8.

The NSF Chautauqua-type short courses for college
teachers are patterned after the "Chautauquas" of the earl
part of the century in which lecture, musical, and other
programs of cultural interest moved in succession from
community to community through a "circuit." The prog
supplements, but does not supplant, the regular National
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Science Foundation (NSF) program of short courses for
college teachers. Twelve field centers have been estab-
lished, organized into three circuits of four centers each.
Eleven courses have been arranged for the academic year
1971-72. Eight of them will be offered in each of the three
circuits; three will be offered in one circuit only.

The typical pattern for each class is that participants
will meet at one of the centers for an initial two days of
lectures, demonstrations, discussions, and preparation for
individual work, study, research, or other activity to be
carried out between that time and the second session- -
approximately three months. At the second two-day session,
the participants will meet for discussion of the work that
has been done and for a general wrap-up. In the work
assignments, consideration is given to the heavy academic
loads of most college teachers. The primary purpose of

ithe program is to provide assistance to college teachers
in the natural and social sciences, mathematics, and
engineering in keeping their courses up to date, in introducing
materials and models helpful in the development of new
topics in their established courses, and in determining a
basis for the preparation of new courses.

3602. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE.
"Higher Education General Information. Survey: Adult/
Continuing Education Activities in Institutions of Higher
Education, 1970-71." Washington, D.C.: Office of Educa-
tion, 1971. Pp. 4.

This survey indicates the Office of Education's recent
. interest in better knowing the extent to which U.S. institu-

tions of higher education offer-nondegree, non-formal
educational services to adults. "The activities are often
offered by a distinct administrative unit, e.g., extension
division, correspondence division, evening college, co-
operative extension service." - 0

3603. GRAHAM, Fred P. "Educators Fear Paralawyer Proposal."
New York Thrxdu, May 31, 1971, p. 6.

In recent years, reform-minded lawyers have proposed
short non-formal training programs to prepare "para-
lawyers." They prose that slum residents, housewives,
and white-collar workers should be prepared to deliver-%
cheaper legal services to poor people and to give slum
residents and other less-educated people a role in the law,
a stake in the legal system.

13
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Opposition to such programs has come Prgely from
law professors who fear that training such students at law
schools will lower the quality of the profession, while
others complain that the special training amounts to
"tracking," to placing blacks and less-educated people in
an inferior status. This issue recently arose at Columbia
Law School, when the faculty voted to shift a "paralawyer"
training program to a local community college. The black
aiul Puerto Rican participants prOtested the change and
threatened to sue the law faculty if they were not granted
full law degrees upon completion of the eight-week course.

3604. GRAY, A. "Aboriginal Family ,Education Centres: A Current-
Action-Research Project at the University of Sydney."
The New Era, World Studies Education Quarterly Bulletin,
LII, 1 (January 1971),.373-79.

The author describes the rationale and structure of this
university project, supported by the Bernard Van Leer
Foundation. Non-formal educational activities/include
parent and early childhood education and training in com-
munity development and leadership practices. Gray repo
that evaluative research has been carried out on the effecti
ness of methods and activities in reaching project goals
but presents no data in this regard.

3605. GRIFFIN, Willis H. "The Non-Formal Education Potentials
of a Formal Educational Institution." Lexington, Ky.:
Center for Developmental Change, October 1971. Pp. 21.
(Mimeographed.)

Griffin presents a rationale for, and a survey of, existi_
non-formal educational inputs from the University-of
Kentucky into Appalachian Development Efforts. PotentiaL
in this regard, are also examined:

3606. LUKE, Robert A. "The NEA and Adult Education." Adult
Leadership, June, 1971, pp. 42-44, 47.

Luke reviews how, for more than half a century, the
NEA has played a prominent role in developing and shaping
program concepts and organizational relationships in the
field of adult education. "Immigrant education," "general
adult education," "group development," and "public school
adult education" are some of the code words that in the
past have signaled the thrust of NEA involvement in the
education of adults. NoW they have been joined by other
terms signifying such new concepts as "professional ne-
gotiation" and "citizen participation."
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3607, REYES, Ramiro D., and GEZI, Kal. "Parent and Community
Participation in Compensatory Education Through District
Advisory Committees: A Progress Report." Sacramento,
Cal.: State Department of Education, 1971. Pp."34.

California state guidelines require that each school
district operating special programs for children of the poor
and disadvantaged establish parental advisory groups "to
insure that the community and the parents are involved in
the planning and implementation of compensatory education
programs." This report presents findings of a statewide
survey of the committees made in 1970. Non-formal edu-
cational activities sponsored by the school districts to
instruct parents in the functioning, responsibilities, and
tasks of the committees are examined in some detail.

3608. SEMAS, Philip W. "Malcolm X College's Aim: Black Com-
munity Self-Determination." Chronicle of Hither Education,
V, 34 (May 31, 1971), 5.

Malcolm X College, one of Chicago's city colleges,
seeks to "educate those who are poor and oppressed, those
whom society considers uneducable." Courses and activities
seek to instill pride and a sense of community among black
people by giving "a thorough understanding of our black
culture and an insightful understanding of self-worth."
Although the college is a formal accredited institution, it
offers many non-formal educational services to the com-
munity, such as adult education, sewing and drug-abuse
education, and "whatever else the community wants."

3609. SIEGEL,- Bernard J. "Defensive"Cu Rural Adaptation."
Violence in America, Historical and Comparative Perspec-

.tives. Edited by Graham and Gurr. New York:' Bantam,
1969. Pp. 603-19.

This perceptive paper explores "the essential features
of a class of societies whose members attempt to establish
and preserve 4 cultural identity in the face of what they
perceive to be threats to that identity from the environment."
Structural features of defensiveness and training -- usually
of a non-formal variety--for control and revitalization, for
socialization, and for the cultural integrity of the defensive
group are examined in the Black Muslim organization (the
Nation of Islam), the Mormons, and the Taos and Picuris
Pueblos. The imporlance of locally staffed and operated
non-formal educational activities in contrast to alien-
staffed and operated schooling is discussed, The author,
in this study, has made a valuable contribution toward the
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generation of a general paradigmatic theory of defensive
adaptation.

3610. SINGLETON, John, HART, Thomas, and CROOPE, Thomas.
"Final Report: Seminar on Educational Finance and Develop
ment." Pittsburgh: International and Development Educa-
tion Program, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh,
1970. Pp. 24.

This report of a five-week university workshop for
Brazilian school administrators presents a detailed descrip
ion of the project (i.e., rationale; objectives, processes,
and materials) and a discussion of outcomes and conclusio
largely based ona variety of evaluation efforts. R offers
a most helpful example of how a university department can
offer specialized non-formal educational activities for
professional upgrading in a cross-cultural context.

3611. WARREN, Hugh. "Vocational Education and the Training of
the Skilled Worker in Sweden." Vocational and Technical
,Education. Paris: UNESCO,,1967. Pp. 85 -87.

An examination is made of different types and levels
of vocational technical schools in Sweden to show the close
cooperation between the state and industrial representative
in the planning, organization, and control of non - formal
vocational education. Postwar efforts at industrial recupe
tion have involved the planning-and control of vocational
education at two levels. First, responsibility for revising
vocational training,needs, expansion of vocational educa=
tion, supervision of industrial committees, and initiation
of policy belongs to the Joint Vocational Training Council
made up of representatives from the Swedish Employers-
Confederation and the Federation of Trade Unions. The
Council is under the overall supe-vision of the Labour Ma
Organization. Second, the educational responsibility rests
upon the Board of Vocational Training, which is made up
of representatives of the Labour Market Organization, of
industry and commerce, and of the Ministrfof Education.
The Board is an,integral part of the Ministry of Education.

The workshop schootof whichhere are three types,
is the basic vocational school. one type is the municipal
workshop school, which trains particularly for the manual
trades. The second type. is the central workshop school,
which offers training in rural and coastal trades. These
schools offer both theoretical and practical training. The
third type, the "works integrated" school, offers technical
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training combined with practical training in an industry:-
Besides the three types of vocationaktchoolst there are
also advanced technical schools for more complex training.
The study concludes that the 46cational school system in
Sweden has worked well so far, and, as such, the apprentice-
ship system is fast declining in popt.larity in a world where
the apprenticeship system 1s still popular.

. "VocatiOnai Education and the-Training of the
Skilled Worker in Yugoslavia." Vocational and Technical
Education. Paris: UNESCO, 1967, Pi). 99-103, 131-34.

The various opportunities _available for_trainingilifferent.,
grades of industrial workers are examined. Training for
the lower-level technician grade isidone along four different
lines. First, there are techricalschools, which offer two
to three years of theoretical and practical training in equal
amounts of time for students with the biSic eight-year
education. There are, second, work schools, which offer
both theoretical and practical training In schools located
on the premises of industrial firms in a manner similar
to the Soviet "factory schools." The recent tendency has
been for the technical schools to undertake more of the
theoretical instruction for the "work schools:" Third,
there are "apprentice schools," whose entrants must have
had eight years education and must attend two to three .

years of part-time classes in the school. On-the-job
training is the fourth type of training, usually offered to
those with very minimNreducational background. Training
for middle-level and higher-level technician grades is
done within secondary Technical Schools and Higher Technical
Schools.

The author reports that on,ther4ob training for lower
technicians has not been successful, due to the inadequate
educational background of entrants and ttie unsystematic
training and examination systems. The latter problem is
presently receiving the government's attention. Training
in any institution is often specializedthere are technical
schools, "work schools," and so do for shipbuilding, mining,
building, and civil engineering. The author suggests that
this specialization has tended fo raise the level of training
offered in the Institutions and has stimulated a recent
tendency in a number of industries to establish their own
separate or common technical nonrformal training courses.
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4100. INFANTS, 'CHILDREN, AND YOUTH

4101: ADULT EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT BOARD, AND ADULV
BASIC EDUCATION OFFICE. "Report of the Youth Educa-
tional Scheme (Y. E. S. Project) in Literacy, Gujranwalsa,
West Pakistan, " March 31, 1971. Pp. 4. (Mimeographed.)
. "This-report describes a-successful literacy program

for out -of- school youth in an urban setting.

4102. ANDERSON, J. E. "Thogoto Young Adults Education Club:
'Report for 1966." Paper presented at Conference on
Community Schools in Developing-Countries, UNESCO
Institute for Education, Hamburg September 9-14, 1968.
Pp. 5. (Mimeographed.) -

The Club began as an experiment in non-formal contin-
uing education for Kenyan primary,school leavers who
were unable to secure a job or a secondary-school place.
The 25 to 30 students who attend receive no credit and
take ho exams. From the outset, the Club has folloWed
the principle that education should only-be valued "for the
returns it brings in enjoyment, fulfillment and general
usefulness, not as a means to a certificate." The hope is
also noted in the report, however, that the services volun-
teered and the non-formal educational activities offered
"will consolidate primary school education and,equip the
members to make the most of any employment opportunities
or chances for self-development that may come their way."

4103. "Baby Center Adds Ideas to Its T. L. C." New York Times,
March 22, 1971, p. 29.

119
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This article describes the operation and research
programs of the Children's Center at Syracuse University,
which specializes in group day-care for infants, some as
young as six months, from Syracuse's slum areas. Infants
and toddlers leave. their mothers for daily care and instruc-
tiomby means of "cognitive games." Research over a
seven-year period indicates that infants from poor families
can shed the "initial disadvantages" they suffer in manipu-
lation, vocalizing, and other early learning processes
provided there is a high ratio of dedicated and skilled
teachers at hand and that the mother-Infant relationship
is improved through day care. The article cautions that
the Program's positive finding would not obtain is make-
shift storefront baby-sitting agencies or in systematized
day-care' centers on the scale of the public-school bilreau-
crany, where there are few inputs from parents.

Parental collaboration is now being emphasized at the
Center. While dramatic improvements can be achieved
byhaving a high ratio of skilled teachers work and play
with infants, regression can be equally sharp once the
program ceases if there is no change in the home environ-
ment. Attempts are made to involve parents as parapro-
fessionals who make home visits and advise other slum-
dwelling mothers on diet, play, and simple manipulative
processes for their children. Mothers also gather at the
Center's adult workshop in sewing circles to learn to make
toys and clothes and to iiocialize as a group.

4104. BATTEN, T. R. and Madge. The Human Factor in Youth
Work. London: Oxford University Press, 1970. Pp. 170.

The authors preset.. a number of case studies gathered
over the years while conducting short in-service tralAng
courses for workers, trainers, and administrators in the
Youth Service. Cases are organized into categories of
problems dealing with members of youth groups, member'
committees, voluntary helpers, and the community at
large. Cases are analyzed and common-sense suggestion
are offered to improve performance.

4105. BREW, J. Macalister. Youth and Youth Groups. London:
Faber and Faber, 1958. Pp. 237.

The author presents a detailed picture of the historical
development of youth service programs in Great Britain,
a number of principles and guidelines for youth-group
organization and leadership, and a helpful section on what
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is known about non-formal educational activities for youth
groups.

4106. CALDWELL, Bettye M. "Day Care: Pariah to Prodigy."
Bulletin, American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, XXIV, 2 (April 1971), 1-6.

Day care has traditionally served the child younger
than five or six years old and, like the school, is concerned,

With providing experiences necessary for whole-
some development and self-fulfillment. Both, activities
represent extensions of the family in socializing young
children. The day -care -eenter, however, typically acts
in loco parent's and helps to inculcate attitudes of skills
that, presumably, the parents would be helping to develop.
The 'author describes current pressures to develop day-

, care programs and shift their function from child custody
and baby sitting to child education. She aptly characterizes
the burgeoning child-care movement as a new "major social
institution."

4107. CAS/RO, .Fidel. "Speech Presented at the Closing Ceremony
. of the First Centennial Youth column, Camaguey, Cuba,
July 12, 1971." Granma Weekly Review, July 25, 1971,

p. 2.
Premier Castro reviews the accomplishments of the

24, 001 youth leaving national service in the Column after
three fears of work-study programs in agriculture. He
notes the training of over 6, 000 agricultural machine
ope;arors, 800 sugar-industry workers, and 1, 200 teachers
,for the Worker-Farmer Education Plan. All members,
he claims, gained in "political and revolutionary self-
improvement," and over 10, 000 learned valuable new
specific skills needed throughout the countryside.

4108. CHAMBERS, M. M. Youth Serving Organizations: National
Non-Governmental Associations. Washington, D.C.:
American Council on Education, 1948. Pp. 162.

This detailed compilation of youth-membership organi-
zations and adult organizations concerned in part with
youth first appeared in 1937 and reflected problems of the
great depression. The second edition of 1941 focused on
World War II concerns. This last edition centers on
problems of postwar adjustment. The 250 organizations
listed are described using the following categories:
membership, purpose, activities, publications, and
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finances. Many ;ion-formal educational programs are
noted in the third category.

- .

4109. CHEN, Michael. "Educational Concomitants of Adolescent
Participation in Israeli Youth Organization." Unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, School of Education, University of
Pittsburgh, 1967. Pp. 194. Bibliography.

The assumption that nationwide self-directed youth
organizations can really be effective only in totalitarian
regimes has not yet been proven. Indeed, the many educa-
tional,potentials of the adolescent subculture as a develop-
mental state in the life cycle of the individual, its far-
reaching consequences for the educational. enterprise, and
its impact on the value system of any society make this
of possible and effective adult intervention in an open socie
very appropriate. Israeli youth organizations share a nu
of common, as well as differentiating, features: they
provide many, recreational, non-formaleducaticinal,
artistic, paramilitary, and patriotic-oriented activities;
participation is open, visible, voluntary, and multiple;
programs are carried out in small groups and discourage
competition and individual prowess; all programs are
coeducational and emphasized self-restraint, control, and
cooperation with members of the opposite sex; all pro
are locally and administratively removed from the school
both in location, spirit, and practice; youth workers are
usually not teachers or repregentatives of any other
socializing agency but, rather, they are usually young
nonprofessionals who possess charismatic authority over
adolescents; adults appear rarely at clubs, but indirect
adult intervention is frequent; participation in the youth
movements implies a commitment to a certain ideology
and to a corresponding way of life; and youth programs
generally enjoy a wide popularity and play a significant
role in the lives of adolescents.

Another finding was that the Israeli school produces
strong pressures on the adolescent to achieve and advance
and that the school's influence on youth participation can
be defined as a necessary, passive condition, rather than
as a causal agency. This generalization is based on.the
findings that adolescents usually stop their activity in any
youth organization when they drop out of school and that
the amount of schooling is directly related to (and almost
only to) the range of activity as measured by programs
joined. Chen concludes that the, study affirms the assum
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that it is possib.e, under some conditions, to intervene in
the operation and functioning of the adolescent subculture.
He also shows that there is a relationship between the
school and adolescent subcultures. But this causal chain,
if it exists, is not clarified.

4110. COLMEN, Joseph G. "Volunteerism: A Constructive Outlet
for Youthful Energy." Journal of Marriage and the Family,
XXVII (May 1965), 171-75.

colmen discusses how volunteer youth organization
programs in non-formal education, public service, and
local development offer youth a chance Lobe needed, to
derive status from what they have to offer. He suggests
that voluntary national youth service programs present
rich opportunities to reclaim "wasted human resources, "
to improve the environment, to rebuild urban slums, and,
in sum, to carry out a peaceful revolution to enrich one's
life while enriching the lives of others.

4111. COMMONWEALTH SECRETARIAT. "Youth and Developine,.
in Africa: Report of the Commonwealth Africa Regional
Youth Seminar, Nairobi, November, 1969." London:
Commonwealth Secretariat, 1969. Pp. 212.

. This report reviews members' experiences with youth
problems and policies, with non-formal youth training
programs in rural and urban areas, with factors related
to the development of programs,, and with international
cooperation. It contends that "there is nothing intrinsically
difficult about creating a National Youth Program. Young
people will respond with enthusiasm to tasks, no matter
how difficult, which they can see are of benefit to their
country." It suggests that the three most-important
success factors are practical planning to suit the service
to the actual needs of the country, rather than to imported
ideas; flexibility in altering programs in the light of
experience; and common sense in the handling of young
volunteers.

4112. . "Youth and Development in the Caribbean: Report
of the Commonwealth Caribbean Regional Youth Seminar,
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, August, 1970." London: Com-
monwealth Secretariat, 1970. Pp. 257.

This report presents a well-documented survey and
discussion of youth problems, training, and employment.
It places heavy emphasis on the need for more and better
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out-of-school training and educational programs as an
integral part of a strategy for development and social
change in the region. The report suggests na2ny concrete
possibilities, such as youth camps, 4-H clubs, training
programs, and so on for rural and urban youth and is a
very practical and informative document.

See also "Youth and Development in Asia and the Pacific:
Report of the Commonwealth Asia and the Pacific Regional
Youth Seminar, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, July-August,
1971." London: The Commonwealth Secretariat, 1971.
Pp. 225.

4113. EATON, Joseph W., and CHEN, Michael. Influencing the
Youth Culture: A Study of Youth Organizations in Israel.
Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 256.

This empirical study deals with non-formal, nonschool
Israeli programs "designed to challenge a proportion of
the country's youth to volunteer for public service, and to
motivate much of the remainder to contribute to !Raffle
purposes within the limits of their more pergonal and
family requirements." It is a systematic study- of the
organizational network offering "commitment education"

e., the socialization of youth to values of the adult
society, or "Israel's core ideology") to influence the youth
culture. It identifies basic theoretical issues and provides
data to facilitate analysis and generalization.

The authors suggest that nation-building depends largely.
on the availability of an idealistic minority, backed up by
a realistic majority, in support of national service-objecr
Lives; that youth programs help adolescents learn adult
roles in a nonthreatening peer group milieu; and that
formal schools and families are inferior to voluntary
organizations in providing these maturation experiences.
They conclude with an examination of five propositions on
the relationship between ideology, revolution, nation-
building, achievement, youth culture, functional change,
cooption planning, peer group role learning, social change,
and national, moral, and other variables, This is an
important book for all concerned with gaining a better
understanding of youth !n national development and of the
potential contribution of non-formal education to this
process.

4114. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA. Report on the
Regional Seminar on National Youth Service Programmes.
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Addis Ababa: Economic Commission for Africa, 1971.
Pp. 16.

The seminar, jointly sponsored by the Commission and
the 11.0, recommends that those countries that are without
National Youth Service (NYS) programs should establish
them and that countries with programs should do more to
ensure their continuous revitalization and evaluation. It
argues that NYS programs offer a valuable non-forinal
educational alternative for the some 80 percent of primary-
school leavers in African nations who are unable to gain a
secondary-school place or to secure employment.

See also Walter Elkan, "Out-of-School Education and
Training for Primary School Leavers in Rural Kenya: A
Proposal," International Labour Review, CIV, 3 (September
1971), pp. 205-16.

4115. GILBOA, M. "Youth in Iran: Report and Recommendations. "
Baghdad: Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Department for
International Cooperation, 1963. Pp. 41.

This report recommends a national youth service
organization to the Government of Iran as a means by which
the youth between the ages of 13 and 20 years could be
prepared to play a more-useful role in the economic prog-
ress and development of the country.

4116. GODSKE, C. L. "How to Interest Out-of-School Youth in
Developing.Countries in Science and Technology." Paper
presented at Rehovot Conference on Science and Education
in Developing States, Rehovot, Israel, August 1969. Pp. 6.

The author attempts to generalize from his experience
with the problem in Norway and offers a number of sugges-
tions for developing countries, where educational and
social conditions are very different indeed. No data,
evidence, or documentation is presented to support the
argument.

4117. HARBURGER, P. F. "Experiments in Vocational Education
in a Developing Country." International Labour Review,
LXXXIX. (January 1964), 29-42.

Harburger examines the methods being adopted in
Israel to use non-formal education as a means to familiarize
students with technology and to encourage them to opt for
vocational industrial education. Besides technical programs
in the formal schools, there are Youth Clubs where children
between the ages of 12 and 16 receive non-formal instruction
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three times a week in metal and woodwork, electric-
appliance repair, and so on. Follow-up studies indicate
that a large percentage of children attending these clubs
enter the technical secondary schools and eventually end
up in industry.

4118. HERMAN, M. , and SADOFSKY, S. Youth-Work Programs:
Problems of Planning and Operation. New York: New
York UniVersity Graduate School of Social Work, 1966.
Pp. 55.

The authors report on a study of planning, operation,
and evaluation problems in nine federally supported youth-
work programs. RecoMmendations call for increased
coordination of such programs, with related efforts seeking
economic growth, the development of demonstration project
using non-formal education, and the creation of research
centers for the systematic study of innovative efforts.

4119. ILO. Special Youth Employment and Training Schemes for
Development Purposes. Geneva: ILO, 54th Session, 1970.
Pp. 55.

This volume contains a summary and analysis of replies
from 71 member states on the Organization's report (begun
in 1968) of recommendations and guidelines for youth
employment and training programs in third-world countries
In these countries, where jobs are few and only a small
minority, of primary-school leavers can secure secondary-
school places, governments are increasingly, becoming
aware of the needs of out-of-school youth and their poten
for service to national development while learning useful
skills and behaviors in non-formal educational activities
of youth service organizations.

4120. INTER-AFRICAN LABOUR INSTITUTE. "Symposium on
Unemployed Youth." Dar-es-Salaam: Inter-African
Labour Institute, 1962. Pp. 28.

This work reports activities and several recommenda-
tions of an international conference on the problem of
unemployed out-of-school youth in Africa, which were to
hold another meeting after two years' time and to gather
more case-study data. It presents a good example of how
superficial activities of this type mostly benefit conference
participants--who have a pleasant trip, renew professional
friendships, and steer clear of getting at the sociopolitical
and economic roots of problems.
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17.-

4121. ISRAELI, Nundi. The Madrich: The Israeli Youth Leader:
Roles, Training, and Social Functions. Pittsburgh: Youth
Program Study, University of Pittsburgh, 1965. Pp. 122.

The madrich, or volunteer youth group leader, is the
focal factor and central figure in the system of leisure
time youth work in Israel. This study examines the high
status role -of madrichim working in ideological youth
movements and their recruitment, training, rewards, and
contributions as viewed in their own estimation and in the
eyes of the larger society. R concludes that the madrich,
as guide and leader, plays a key role in the highly success-
ful Israeli youth organizations. He provides dedicated,
inspired leadership and continuity and is increasingly :well-
trained, albeit non-formally, and professional in outlook.

4122. KATZ, Lilian G. "Sentimentality in Pre'- School Teachers:
Some Possible Interpretations. " Paper presented at
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Minneapolis, Minn., March 1970. Pp. 14.

In the course of controversies over preschool goals
and methods for disadvantaged children, practices identified
with professional, non-formal preschool education predating
Head Start have become labeled "traditional" and teachers
associated with them are stereotyped as "sentimental."
A cluster of teacher attitudes implied by the "sentimental"
stereotype includes belief in the uniqueness, the lovability,
and the precicitisness of the young child. Roots of the
belief are traceable to the romanticism of Rousseau and
Freudian views of the psychosocial vulnerability of the
young. These beliefs are also seen to influence the teacher
in other aspects of working conditions. Katz contends
that the functions of sentimentality are, for example,
interpretedin terms of confusion of role models, low
occupational status, and over-determined responses to
the'young child as a captive client. In conclusion, the
author proposes several hypothesized relationships between
teacher attributes and working conditions.

4123. KELLY, Francis J. , and BAER, Daniel J. Outward Bound
Schools as an Alternative to Institutionalization for Delin-
quent Boys. Andover, Mass.: Outward Bound, Inc.,
1968. Pp. 217.

This study seeks to determine if a non-formal Outward
Bound experience is more effective in reducing fUrther
delinquent behavior in adjudicated delinquent adolescent
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boys than a traditional non-formal training-school experi-
ence. The results suggest that for some delinquents an
Outward Bound experience is indeed a desirable short-term
alternative to traditional institutional care and can be an
effective means of promoting positive change.

4124. KENNEDY, William Bean. The Shaping of Protestant Educa-
tion: An Interpretation of the Sunday School and the
Development of Protestant Educational Strategy in the U.S.,
1789-1860. New York:. Association Press, 1966. Pp. 93.

4125. LAWRENCE, Vincent H. "The History and Role of the Jamaica
Youth Corps in the Social and Economic Development of
Jamaica." Unpublished Master's thesis, Graduate School
of Public and International Affairs, University of Pittsburgh,
1962. Pp. 189. Bibliography.

The author, who served as the founding director of the
Youth Csrps, describes the history and development of this
new institution and seeks "to plovitic some _5uidelines to
other developing nations faced with similar problems."
This outstanding study contains extensive data on partici-
pants' attitudes on leadership, processes, and program
costs. The uses and potentials of non-formal education
in seeking program objects are examined in detail.

4126. MARTIN, Anthony. Report on the Brigades of Botswana.
Gaberonea, Republic of Botswana: Ministry of Education,
1971. Pp. 96.

The author evaluates the brigades and makes recom-
mendations for future development. Catering to unemploy
out-of-school primary-school leavers, the brigades offer`
non-formal training in farming (and farm settlement),
building, :.arpentry, mechanics, leather work, handicraft,
and textiles. They are an essentially voluntary program
with strong expatriate and some government support.
Martin argues strongly for a self-supportive approach and
is optimistic about cooperative farming ventures. Some
imaginative ideas about post-training settlement are dis-
cussed. Problems of land shortage, traditionalism, and
lack of incentives, however, are serious constraints.

4127. NATIONAL MANPOWER AND YOUTH COUNCIL. "The Boy
Scouts of the Philippines." Manila: National Manpower
and Youth Council, 1971. Pp. 25. (Mimeographed.)

This detailed account also includes the non-formal
educational activities of Family Life Workshops, the
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National Red Cross, Rural Improvement-Clubs, and 4-H
Clubs in the Philippines.

4128. PAULSTON, Rolland G. "Planning Non-Formal Educational
Alternatives: National Youth Service Organizations in the
LDCs." Pittsburgh: International Development and Educa-
tion Program, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh,
October 1971. Pp. 31. (Mimeographed.)

Paulston discusses the need for educational planners
to include selectively non-formal educational programs Li
designing educational futures. He then examines case
studies of National Youth Service (NYS) organizations in
Africa and the Caribbean as illustrative attempts to plan
and implement non-formal alternatives. He concludes
that non-formal education is no dens -ex =china to bypass
inefficient and dysfunctional formal schooling; that both
are tightly intertwined with the perceived reward structure
in any given society.

4129. SITJKLA, P. D. "The Education and Tiaining of Out-of-
School Youth." Commonwealth Education Liaison News-
letter, TEL 2 (August 1971), 4-6.

Shukla argues convincingly that non-formal education
for out-of-school youth will only be effective when programs
are better organized and coordinated with formal schooling
at the post-primary level.

4130. SIEGEL, Bernard J. "Social Structure, Social Change, and
Education in Rural Japan: A Case Study." Education and
Culture: Anthropoligical Approaches. Edited by George
D. Spindler. New York: Holt, Rinehart-and Winston,
1965. Pp. 530-60.

Siegel explains-the-roles-of-community and national
youth service organizations in disciplining youth and in
teaching new norms of behavior and how the collective
life of youth cultivated hamlet consciousness and played
a dominant part in the molding of desired kinds of persons
through non-formal training and the application of sanctions.

4131. STEVENS, R. A. Out-of-School Science Activities for Young
People. Paris: UNESCO, 1969. Pp. 129.

The author provides a broad picture of the kinds of
non-formal out-of-school activities that are designed to
engage the participation of young people in different parts
of the world. Out-of-school activities, as defined in this
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pullication, refer to educational activities undertaken or
done outside the formal teaching periods and apart from
the formal curriculum. Activities discussed are grouped
under the following chapter headings: Clubs, Science
Fairs, Camps, Meetings, Museums, Nature Conservation,
Non-Specialized Agencies, and Adininistration. The format -
of each chapter is similar in that the particular out-of-
school science activity_under discussion is first described
inzeneral terms and then illustrated using examplesirom
several countries.

4132. TASK FORCE OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCA-
TION AND WELFARE. "Proposals for Higher Education
by Federally Initiated Panel." The Chronicle of Higher
Education, XXIII (March 45, 1971), 1, 5-8.

This work reviews the current status and critical
problems of higher education in the United States and
suggests a number of reforms and alternatives to the
existing system. In the section "New Resources for Off-
Campus Education," the report proposes experimentation
with regional examining universities, which would not offer
courses but would offer exams and degrees to individuals
who have previously received skills and knowledge from a
variety of formal or non-formal learning situations, such
as regional television colleges, informal tutorial colleges,
and the like. Under the rubric "Expanded Non-College
Opportunities," the report proposres non-formal programs
to provide youth meaningful tasks outside the college "to
spend time engaged in society.,until they are ready to learn.
College is not the only place to learn how to think, to
participate, to accomplish."

The report also examines "inherent difficulties in
nationally run programs such as the Peace Corps, or
Vista . . . or the new Conservation Corps, "--i. e. ,
conflicts over target groups, bureaucratic aspects, avoid-
ance of political action, selection of volunteers, and so on.
It recommends that efforts to expand noncollege opportunity
for all U. S. youth be directed away from federally run
programs into two other areas. One is industry, where
part-time hiring, internship, and apprenticeship programs
and joint work-study scholarships and programs are
suggested. The second area "lies in the encouragement
of the growing number of attempts to develop indigeneous
voluntary organizations devoted to social problem-solving.
We believe that federal funds will be better spent through
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the establishment of an agency or foundation designed to
aid these organizations than by the operation of large
federal youth programs. This change would increase
motivation, reduce costs and political risks, and enable
federal funding to support new organizations at the cutting
edge of society's problems. " The report also suggests
that, with more attractive opportunities outside the academic
world in the non-formal educational sector, "fewer young
people will enter college simply for lack of a better alter-
native."

4133. WILLIS, Mary A., and LAMB, Gerald. "Reaching Out for
the Handicapped in Rural Areas." American Vocational
Journal, XLV (April 1970), 27-29.

The authors describe a four-country research-and-
development project in which experimental non-formal
job-training opportunities are offered to trainable mentally
handicapped children.

4134. ZELLNER, A. Z. Project for the Establishment of an
Ethiopian National Youth Organization. Tel Aviv, Israel:
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Department fof International
Affairs, 1963. Pp. 63.

This technical-assistance study recommends a project
to provide training and orientation toward national develop-
ment for unemployed Ethiopean youth between the ages of
14 and 22. Its recommendations include the appointment
of a National Youth Commissioner and a National Youth
Council and the formation of a National Youth Movement
and a National Pioneer Corps.

Other items related to the Infants, Children, and Youth area are

1108, 1107, 1110, 1135,
33-10

1228, 1312,
331k, 3319,

2107,
4228,

2223,
4534,

2304, 3202,
4601, 4607,

4615, 4618, 4620, 4621, 4627, 4634, 4635, 5904, 5908, 5909,
5911, 6103, 6208, 6209, 6610, 6621, 6708,

.5807,
6709, 7116, 7121, 7123,

7150, 7153, 7163, 7207, 7233, 7303, 7306, 7307, 7308

4200. ADULTS

4201. "Adult Training as an Instruthent of Economic Stabilization. "
OECD Observer, No. 43 (December 1969), pp. 29-31.
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This article reviews why adult non-formal training is
coming to be discussed not only as a means of gradually
improving the skill level of a country's workingpopulation
but also as a tool,of short-term economic policy. It may,
for example, be used as an instrument for fighting imbal-
ances in the economy and thus for reconciling full employ-
ment with price stability and productivity growth. For
this purpose, it would have to be organized and admfnistered
in such a way that it could be varied rapidly in volume and
direction to meet changes in both the overall level of
demand for labor and specific needs for various skills.

An examination of manpower training schemes in light
of this new approach is being carried out by OECD's
Manpower and Social Affairs Committee, and a first. -

investigation has resulted in a survey and conclusions
_tentatively formulated by the secretariat, on which this
article is mainly based. 'In a 'second round of exaMinations,
an expert group will study the radical reforms in the
United Kingdom's training system that have taken place
since passage of the Industrial Training Act-of 1964.

4202. AKER,. George F., and SCHROEDER, Wayne L., eds.
"Resource Development and Utilization in Adult Basic
Education." Final Report of a National Training Institute.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. Pp. 284. (Mimeo-
graphed.)

4203. ASIAN INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIONAL PLANNING AND
ADMINISTRATION, "Lifelong Education. Report of
meeting of experts held at Nevi Deihi, August 10-18,
1970." New Delhi: Asian Institute ofEdubational Planning
and Administration, :1970. Pp. 265.

This report emphasizes that the present-day knowledge
explosion, technological revolution, and resulting pace of
change necessitate a new concept of education. Td be
meaningful and purposive,, it has to be dynamic and neve/-
ending, coextensive with an individual's life span. Since
most programs of lifelong education require the learner__
to possess basic skills.of language and computation,
literacy among the adult population between the ages of 15
and 45 would have to be considered as the basis for any
possible advance. It concludes that "even in modern times
where the radio, television, and the movie film are chal-
lenging the over-dependence on the written word, reading
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will.remain for many decades the cheapest-and-the most
practical means of acquiring and disseminating knowledge."

4204.. BRATCHELL, D. F. The Aims and Organimtion of Further
Education. ;Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1968 Pp. 158.

4205. COLES, Edwin Townsend. Adult Education in Developing
a Countries. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1969. Pp. 144.

4206. CROSSETT; Virginia Ruth. ,"Programs for Combating Adult
Illiteracy in the United Staies." Unpublished Master's
thesis, University of Illinois, Urbana 1964. Pp. 64.
Bibliography.

4207. DEPARTMENT OF HEAD H, EDUCATION AND WELFARE.
Adult Basic Education. Current information Sources No.
18. WaSyngton, D.C.: Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, 1966. Pp. 44. 1.

4208. ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE'ON ADULT EDUCATIQN. "Self-
Coneept in Aclult*Participation: Conference-Report and).
Bibliography." Syracuse, N. Syracuse University''
1969. Pp. 70: .

Three adidt-education conference papers, together with
abstracts, are presented'on adult-education participation
and -self-concept. Propositions regarding behayi,:ii and
'motivation are discussed in the context of a theory of self-

, concept. Curiosity, enjoyment of learning activities, and
pleasure in acv_iring and/or possessing knowledge are .
among the reason s stressed for adults becoming involved
in non-rformal learning situations, Also considered-Tare
ways in which conflicting psychological needs, role tran-
sition, and the sense of powerlessness affect how adults
learn.

`4209. FLEISHER, Frederic. Folk High Schools in Sweden.
Stockholm: The Swedish Institute, 1968. .Pp. 103.

Since their founding over a century ago, Sweden's folk
high schpols'have passed through periods of crises and
transition. Originally folk high schools offered largely
non formal adult. education to rural yodng adults and-in -so
doing helped prepare the leadership of the folk movment
that came to power with The creation of the social welfaTe
state in 1932. Now folk high schodls have been placed on
an equal footing ivith various forms of secondary schOoli

,

A
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and are often urban; the curriculum is moving away from
the huraadities and self-realization aims toward shorter,
specialized cram courses to develop. marketable skills.
Problems of finding a new niche for .thelolk high schools
and their more effective articulation with changing formal
school programs are examined from a number of viewpoints:

4210. HAWKINS, Dorothy Lee. "A Study of Dropouts in an,Adult
Basic Education Program and a General Education Develop-
ment Program, and Suggestions for Improving the Holding
Power ofiThese Programs." Bloomington: Indiana -Uni-
versity, 1988. Pp. 143.

This investigation sought to discover why adults dropped
out of the non-formal basic education program and the
general education development program in the New Orleans
public schools and to suggest ways of reducing the number
of dropouts. A specially constructed interview schedule
was used to obtain data from a 10-percent random sample
of the 1965-67 dropouts listed in the two programs.
Responses of the 50 interviewees, all blacks, indicated
that the main reasons for withdrawal were such personal
ones as illness, conflict in employment schedules, and
child-care problems. Institutional factors played a
negligible part. A need was seen for small grouping:,
diversified programs, and flexible schedules and for an
awareness of realistic short-range.and long-range goals
to serve as incentives for adult learners.

4211. HIMMELSTRUP, Per. "The New Law on Leisure-Time
EdUcation in Denmark." Convergence, II, 4 (1969),

The author describes traditional Danish adult education
offered by residential folk high schools as "enlightenment"
aimed at producing responsible and open-winded citizens.
Today, the concept of leisure-time adult education is
more appropriath. It is more flexible and includes special
courses for the handichpped, science, vocational-courses,
hobbles, and for the first time some kind of examination
or certificate.

Fundamental principles of the new Act concerning
leisure-time instruction are as followic education is, free
of charge; private bodies (i. e., educational associations
or private persons) have priority over public authorities
in creating programs and preparing teachers; and society
is obliged tobmeet the unsatisfied needs arising from
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efficiency in working life, is obliged to counteract the
alienation that may follow,from lack of knowledge and
information, and must help citizens adapt to social change.
In Denmark, adult education is viewed as a richly varied
and differentiated offer from society to the individual
citizen, an important part of the comprehensive culture
policy of "our rich welfare society."

The article concludes that continual revisions in legis-
lation will bd needed to move toward the goal of putting
adult education on an equal footing with other kinds of
recognized and approved education. It suggests that
"someday adult education, along with other parts of our
educational system, will form a comprehensive mosaic
which will make it possible to cater to life-long integrated
education:"

4212. INSTITUT CANADIEN DiEDUCATION AUX ADULTES (ICEA).
Elements d'une politique en education des adultes, 1970.
2 vols. Montreal: ICEA, June 1970. (Mimeographed.)

4213. JACOBS, H. Lee, et al. Education for Aging: A Review of
Recent Literature. Washington, D.C.: Adult Education
Association of the United States, 1970. Pp. 118.

This literature review covers studies and reports on a
wide range of behavior patterns relative to the aging process.
While most of this work deals with non-formal education
for aging in terms of adult problems and interests, attention
is also given to developments in early life experience.and
in attitudes that tend to set the pattern for later life char-
acteristics. Chapters focus on learning characteristics
and abilities of older adults, existing opportunities and
remaining areas of need for education on aging in the
educational system, job retraining and other kinds of
"informal educational opportunities," and factors germane
to preparing for retirement.

4214. KEIMIG, Joseph F. "The Use of Adult Education in the
Emergence of a New Order in Puertb Rico. " Unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1969. Pp. 292.

Keimig claims that non-formal adult education programs
from 1938-60 became "a political force . . a source of
energy and learning which helpgd to promote individual
growth toward self-realization and well-being." These
efforts, aimed at "problems of illiteracy, substandard
housing, ill-health, poor land use, and lack of community
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responsibilities," are viewed as a powerful dynamic for
development. Keimig contends that they contributed
especially to other government programs that depended'on
literacy and to democratic understanding, self-confidence,
and personal. and social responsibility.

4215. KNOWLES, Malcolm S. The Modern Practice of Adult Educa-
. lion: ,Andragogy versus Pedagogy.. New York: The

Association Press, 1970. Pp. 384.
This book is a guided inquiry into the newly emerging

technology of adult education based on an original theory
of andragogy (the art and science of helping adults learn)
as distinguished from pedagogy (teaching children and
youth). Its central thesis is that adults in certain crucial
respects are different from young people as learners and
that a different approach is needed.

4216. KRISTENSEN, Thorkil. "Adult Education and Economic
Planning as Weapons Against Unemployinent." School and
Society, IC, 2333 (April 1971), 232-34.

The author, Director of the Development Research
Institute in Copenhagen, believes that the agricultural and
employment sectors in less-developed countries will
produce increasingly difficult problems in the next few
years. Urban unemployment will, with intensified rural
depopulation, "become the burning problem of the 1970's. "
He recommends a two-pronged attack stressing non-formal
education for rural and urbanizing adults - -i. e., rural
training programs to facilitate the introduction of "small
scale mechanization" or "intermediate technology" and
the extension of poultry farming and stock rearing activitie
and, in urban areas, training for self-help, housing activ-
ities, and on-the-job training in industry. He calls for an
action-research program to plan such programs and to
assist in identifying likely target groups and training
instructors.

4217. LEE, Robert. Continuing Education for Adults Through the
American Public Library, 1833-1964. Chicago: Americ
Library Association, 1966. Pp. 158. Bibliography.

4218. MAHEU, Rene. **De la educacion de adultos a la educacion
permanente." Boletin Centro de Documentacion, No. 36
(November 1970), pp.

153
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The author calls for a total reorientation of adult educa-
tion to the concept of 1-Issiong learning as an indispensible
concomitant of the growth of "popular culture." Such a
change, the author insists, is a necessary first step in the
creation of a "nuevo modelo human, " a new conception of
what man is and can become. Maheu is Director General
of UNESCO.

4219, MANGANO, Joseph A. Strategies for Adult Basic Education.
Edited by 3. A. Mangano. Newark, Del.: International
Reading Association, 1969. Pp. 22.

4220. MARTIN, James Leonard. "Toward a Model of Young Adult
Participation in Adult Education Activities." Unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
197g. Pp. 155.

This study seeks to construct from the available data
a model for integrating the interrelated variables of parti-
cipation into a consistent, theoretical framework that
explains who participates in which activities and why.

4221. McDANIEL, Gary D. "Comparison of Verbal Behavior of
Teachers Teaching Both Adult Basic Education and Public
School Classes." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, East
Texas State University, Commerce, 1969.. Pp. 159.

The author compares diffeiences in the classrooni
verbal behavior of 30 teachers in East Texas who taught
both adult basic education (ABE) and public-school classes.
Each teacher was observed, by means of Flanders' System
of Interaction Analysis, for 30 minutes in each teaching
situation. Amounts of teacher talk and student talk were
determined, as well as forms of direct and indirect
influence. Significant differences were found between the
two teaching situations in all interaction categories except
lecturing. The following conclusions were drawn: (a)
teachers tend to accept student feelings and ideas more
rapidly, ask more questions, give more directions, use
more criticism, and lecture slightly more in public school
than ABE classes; (b) teachers involved in both types of
classes used more praise and tended to exert more direct
influence in the ABE classes; (c) more student talk seems
to occur in ABE classes than In public-school classes;
and (d) there is more silence or confusion in public-school
than in non-formal ABE classes.
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4222. OLSON, Russell F. "Adult Education and the Urban Crisis."
Today's Education, June 1971, pp. 20-23.

Olson describes how adult-education department of
urban school systems are increasingly taking on the respon-
sibility of providing systematic, organized, formal and
non-formal educational experiences for adults. These
programs are designed to help those served by the schools
become better parents, better citizens, and more-effective
partners in the task of improving education. Such activities
range all the way from helping young adults in correctional
institutions complete their high-school education to helping
build optimum levels of social responsibility on the part
of the citizens of the community. They also include classes
and other non-formal educational activities for teachers.
Many adult-education programs are aimed at meeting
various problems of modern living. In this regard, the
use and abuse of drugs and narcotics has probably demanded-
more of the recent attention of public-school adult-education
programs than any other single social problem.

In LunenbUrg, Massachusetts, "Project Cope" is an
all-out attempt to create a unified and comprehensive non-
formal community-education program. It includes a
staff -orientation program for every member of the school
system, a teacher in-service .education course on "Drugs
and Family Education, " a community adult workshop, and
a seven-session course on "Drugs and Family Living."
Sex education for parents is another area of concern with
which public-school adult-education is dealing forth-rightly.
In Lincoln, Nebraska, each year the city school system's
Adult Education Department (now part of LincolnTechnical
College) has teamed up with other community organizations
to present a Fall Festival of Learning for adults. A recent
festival offering was a course on "Sex Education in the
School, Church, and Home. " The purpose of the course
was priniarily to aid parents in looking at the whys and
wherefores of sex-education programs conducted in the
public schools. Any catalog of adult-education activities
related to the problems of tension in everyday :"ving should
probably include the Smoking Withdrawal Clinic held by
the Redwood Adult School in Marin County, California, and
Recovery Incorporated, a self-help technique for people
suffering from nervous disorders that the adult-educatior:
program has made available to the citizens of Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
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All of the above programs are in addition to some of
the more traditional thrusts of the schools' adult- education
programs -- namely, the Adult Basic Education Program,
the high-school completion program, and the dropout -
prevention program. Olson claims that adult basic-educa-
tion programs of today are a far cry from the literacy
programs of yesterday, that without exception adult basic
education programs today have become almost a synonym
for a meaningful curriculum relevant to 211 adult's life
needs.

4223. PAULSTON, Rolland G. "Some Observations on Adult Educa-
tion in Latin America and the Cuban Model." Paper pre-
sented at UNESCO Interdisciplinary Seminar on Life-Long
Education,. Havana, December 1970. Pp. 14.

Paulston presents a discussion of patterns and problems
in Latin American socioeconomic development and evaluates
efforts to formulate and implement non-formal adult educa-
tion programs vis-à-vis educational efforts in the formal
school system. He concludes that UNESCO's goal of life-
long education as continuous intercommunication between
all social strata appears unrealistic in the extreme when
one considers the continuing patterns of external and
internal domination in Latin America and the continuing
sociocultural value constructs that tend to support, justify,
and perpetuate hierarchy, inequality, and gross exploitation.
He contrasts the Cuban development model in this regard
and assesses possibilities for, continued development in
the non-formal education of Cuban youth and adults.

4224. PROSSER, Roy. Adult Education for Developing Countries.
East African Publishing House Adult Education Series.
Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1967. Pp. 151.

4225. RAO, V. K. R. V. Adult Education and National Development.
New Delhi: Government of India, Ministry of Education
and Youth Services, 1970. Pp. 114. -

Drawing largely on the Indian experience, the author
presents a comprehensive strategy stressing functional
literacy and production-oriented nonschool training for
adults and youth in rural and urban settings.

4226. RIVERA, William M. "'Recurrent Socialization,' a New
View of 'Adult' and 'Education' in the Life-Long Education
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Concept." Discussion draft. Syracuse: Educational
Policy Research Center (EPRC), 'Syracuse University,
June, 1971. Pp. 9. (Mimeographed.)

This valuable study builds on the author's earlier paper
"Re-Socialization as an Aspect of Adult Education, " EPRC,
May 1971. The author argues that adult education has
traditionally been thought of "in terms of skills training or
additional cultural transference." It is concerned with
basic education, functional literacy, vocational training,
and so on. It has only rarely been concerned, however,
with notions of individual identity and self-image, with the
important function of resocialization or "regenerative
education." Resocialization is seen "as taking place not
only during physical mobility periods, but more fundamen-
tally, at times of: (1) cultural shifts, (2) critical periods,
and (3) commitment reductions." The implications of the
recurrent socialization concept for adult (not just worker)
and education (not just training) are examined.

4227. SCHADT, Armin Ludwig. "The Volkshochschule: A Compar-
ative Study of Adult Education in the Federal Republic of
Germany of the German Democratic Republic." Unpublishe
Ph. D. dissertation, Ohio State University, Columbus,
1969. Pp. 285.

The Volkshochschule (people's college) is the primary
institution for adult education in both the Federal Republic
of Germany (West Germany) and the German Democratic
Republic (East Germany). This study assesses similarities
and differences in the basic aims of adult education and
examines practical consequences in the light of stated
objectives. The study is based on documentary analysis
and uses historical and comparative methodologies. It
concludes that West German adult education is more fully
developed and is an integral part of the country's educa-
tional system, while East Germany has been more success-
ful in its emphasis on vocational education to meet the
intellectual and social needs of workers.

4228. STEARNS, Marian S. "Early Education. Still in Its Infancy."
American Education, VI, 4 (August-September 1970), 3-5.

Stearns reviews several non-formal early childhood
education programs not based on classroom activities.
Such programs attempt to test assumptions that modificatio
of a child's home environment can improve learning.
Most often, in these nonclassroom programs, visitors to
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the home provide-a child's mother with materials, ideas,
and techniques that enable her to enhance the child's
intellectual development by playing educational games with
him, providing good sequencing of his activities during the
day, and becoming a better language 'model for him.

The Demonstration and Research Center in Early
Education at George Peabody College for Teachers, a
component of the National Program on Early Education,
has been studying the effects of employing such home
visitors. The author claims that their non-formal education
efforts have met with success in terms of increased IQ
scores for four- anddive-year-old children whose mothers
had received special training in how to stimulate intellectual
development in children of that age. Younger children of
these mothers also evidenced IQ increases, apparently
because the mothers' general skills as educators improved.
No evidence is presented.

4229. ZIEGLER, Warren L. , ed. Essays on the Future of Continuing
= Education Worldwide. Syracuse: Syracuse University

Press, 1970. Pp. 178.
This volume contains the following eight essays prepared

for an international adult-education seminar held in spring
1970 at the Continuing Education Center at Syracuse Uni-
versity: "A Framework for Studying the Future of Continuing
Education--Worldwide," by Warren Ziegler; "Mind
Clearance for Urban Learning, " by William A. Birenbaum;
"Role of Adult Education in the Amelioration of International
and Intranational Conflicts, " by the staff of the U.N.
Institute for Training and Research; "New Needs, New
Contents, New Forms," by Robert Blakely; :'New Develop-
ments in Educational Technology for Continuing Education,"
by Donald Ely; "Delphi as a Method for Studying the Future:
Testing Some Underlying Assumptions, " by W. Timothy
Weaver; "Adultizing Adult Education, " by Preston Wilcox;
and "What's New in Adult Education: A. Tentative Answer
in the Form of Nine Dilemmas, " by Ashes Deleon. In
addition, excerpts from the seminar discussions are
included as an epilogut.

Other items related to Adults are

1126, 1128, 1205, 1207, 1212, 1229, 1230, 1302, 2107, 2109,

2110, 2120, 2133, 2138, 2138, 2139, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2215, 2225,

3209, 3212, 3606, 4310, 4408, 4517, 4524, 4603, 4604, 4607, 4608,
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4609, 4610, 4617, 4608, 4609, 4715, 5508, 5511, 5802, 5822, 5827,
5836, 5901, 5912, 6310, 6311, 6312, 6403, 6512, 6603, 6609, 6613,
6629, 6631, 6701, 6708, 6711, 6712, 6714, 6724, 6725, 7110, 7111,
7119, 7120, 7135, 7136, 7137, 7143, 7153, 7201, 7202, 7212, 7215,
7222, 7224, 7225, 7227, 7230, 7236, 7243, 7304

4300. COMMUNITIES

4301. AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH. "Ford Foundation
to Support Community School Experiments." Behavioral
Sciences Newsletter for Research Planning, VIII, 3
(February 12, 1971), 4-5.

Many "free" or "community"schools have recently
been established by community leaders, parents, and
teachers dissatisfied with public schools. The new schools
usually attempt to offer less-structured and more-individ-
ualized instruction, more community involveinent, and
ethnically mixed student bodies. The Ford Foundation
has granted over 1 million dollars to aid several of these
"free" schools that seem to be especially promising and
financially viable, that serve poor and middle-class pupils
of diverse backgrounds, and that appear to be particularly
relevant to reforming public education. One grant for
$250, 000 to the City University of New York clearly falls
in the non-formal education sector. Its intent, is to help
create a community resource center where teachers,
parents, and students can experiment with a variety of
educational approaches seeking to "make learning more
meaningful for children." The Center would be used
cooperatively both by educators and community residents
for workshops, discussion groups, and demonstration and
training sessions.

4302. CARPENTER, Harold F. "The Turkish Adult Education
Program and the Transformation of Rural Society."
Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, Calo, 1970. Pp. 198.

4303. CASAGRANDE, Joseph B. "The Implications of Community
Differences for Development Programs: An Ecuadorian
Example." Paper presented at Society for Applied
Anthropology...Meetings, Mexico City, April 1969. Pp. 13.

The thes/Of this paper is that differences among
communities sharing the same cultural heritage and placed
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in the say-- national context can be fully as significant as
simile-.-_es among them. One order of difference is
stresses- -the strategies used by communities in adapting
to the pressures of the dominant mestizo society. Variables
examined include settlement pattern, political organization,
degree of bilingualism, extent of community endogamy,
population, degree of differentiation and solidarity, and
extent and nature of factionalism. Casagrande suggests
that development programs can succeed better if they are
congruent with the distinctive patterns of adaptation and
the various styles of the client communities. Individuals
and groups respond to development agents seeking change

community development, adult non-formal education,
and so on) with the same behavioral strategies they employ
when dealing with other outsiders who are in positions of
power. He concludes that "these strategies are patterned
in ways consistent with their ecological circumstances
and, I believe, are in large, degree predictable from them."

4304. CHURCH, Frank, and WILLIAMS, Harrison A. "A Bill to
Promote Development and Expansion of Community Schools
Throughout the United States." Senate Bill No. 2689.
Congressional Record, October 12, 1971.

This document, called the "Community School Center
Development Act," seeks to promote the use of schools to
offer non-formal continuing education to adults, services
to the elderly, recreational programs for youth, and a
whole range of activities designed to help the community.

4305. HOYT, Eugene G. "Regional Educational Service Agencies:
A Priority for Appalachian Growth." Appalachia, HI, 6

(March 1970), 1-8.
The author explains why the establishment of coopera-

tive-service agencies by schools and school districts is
one of the five priorities for educational and community
advancement adopted by the Appalachian Regional Commis-

. sion upon the recommendation of its Education Advisory
Committee. He suggests that those agencies can be the
device for helping meet the Commission's other priorities,
such as improved early childhood education, an increase
in the training and numbers of teachers, better occupational
information, guidance and non-formal training, and
improved state and local planning.
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4306. MARKO, Mary Ann. "Free School Planned for Community
Use." The Pitt News, March 12, 1971, p. 8.

The author describes a typical community "free school"
being organized in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, "to provide
non-formal courses of interest, not available anywhere
else, to help people who want to experiment with different
learning structures, and to get people together who are
interested in working on a common project. There are no
fees or restrictions on who can attend. ClaSses offered
include: ceramics, auto mechanics, women's and black
liberation, photography, electronics, children and education
yoga, theatre of the absurd, and ecology. Class structure
depends on class needs. Some classes may not have
instructors, and those which do..are taught by volunteers.
Classes are held in nearby universities and in private
homes and apartments."

4307. MEZIROW, Jack D. Dynamics of Community Development.
New York: Scarecrow Press, 1963. Pp. 252.

This book presents a detailed case study of the US-
supported Pakistan Village Agricultural and Industrial
Program. This massive rural-development project lasted
from 1952 to 1961, cost over $35 million, and employed a
staff of some 5, 000 persons. The author describes in
detail the program's rationale, setting, scope, and prob-
lems. Non-formal education activities in attempts to
improve village organization, health, agriculture, and so
on are analyzed in detail, as are efforts at "bureaucratic
re-education" to change traditional-bound civil servants
into "democratic change agents." In a bitter epilogue,
the author blames this "traditional bureaucracy" as well
as "the technical department of the five-year plan" for the
program's sudden termination and "its failure to fulfill
its objectives." Unfortunately, Mezirow does not examine
how and why the choice behavior of the bureaucrats con-
flicted with the objectives and assumptions of the project.

4308. PAUISTON, Rolland G. "Cultural Revitalization and Educa-
tional Change in Cuba." Paper presented at the Compara-
tive and International Education Society Annual Meeting,
Boston, Massachusetts, March 21, 1972. 19 p.

Discusses the utility.of revitalization theory as an
explanatory frame to examine relationships between.social
and educational change. Contends that when groups attem
to rapidly revitalize their culture to innovate whole or
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substantial positions of cultural systems, they will usually
seek to bypass the formal school system with its conserva-
tive messages and turn instead to non-formal educational
programs. These will seek to enhance group solidarity
and further the creation of the new cultural system.

4308. . "Education and Community Development in Peru:
Problems at the Cultural Interface." Paper presented at
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, New York, February 1971. -Pp. 24.

Paulston eiamines four school-centered community-
development programs in Peru in an attempt to identify
those variables that have been most critical in accounting
for the presence or absence of achievement in terms of
program objectives. He identifies eight key variables and
scores each program on a "success-failure" continuum.
He suggests that in plural societies efforts to use-both
formal and non-formal educational sectors to further
community-development objectives will have a greater
possibility-of effectiveness with agencies, teachers, and
target populations that all represent relatively minimal
cultural interfacing; that the non-formal sector, because
of its flexibility and frequent independence from the colo-
nizing, bureaucratic school system, offers more promise
for such efforts; and that, in light of the vidnerability and
bias of inputs accompanying educational interventions from
abroad or from the superordinate culture into the subordi-
nate group, disadvantaged elements should strive for
greater control and cultural autonomy in both school and
nonschool programs.

309. "Project Understanding: A Community Education Project on
Human Survival." Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin,
1970. Pp. 57.

The purposes of Project Understanding were to help
participants to obtain accurate information of human
survival issues relating to people, poverty, pollution,. and
politics; to think through the implications of these issues
and examine their opinions about them; and to change their
own opinions, attitudes, and behavior and take effective
citizen action. A questionnaire was used. The findings
indicate that the multimedia method of television, discussion
groups, and study materials were effective in changing
expressed opinions about social and political issues.
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4310. SMITH, Harold K. "A Plan for Developing a Program of
Adult Education to Meet the Needs of a Local Community.'
Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, 1968. Pp. 159.

This study examines non-formal adult-education progr
offerings in East Orange, New Jersey, potential partici-
pants' needs and interests, and program needs.as report
by business and industrial leaders. A plan was proposed
for an appropriate community-wide program. Data from
public-school adult-education programs in 142 cities
covered the time devoted by adult directors to adult-sc
duties, responsibility to superintendents of schools, adul
counseling, publicity, community councils, advisory
committees, costs, and educational objectives. Local da
covered age and sex of respondents, educational backgr
convenient times of the day or week, and preferences as
to program location. Program goals Included acquaintin
adults with their civic responsibilities, broadening educa
tional backgrounds, helping shape social and economic
conditions, training for vocational competence and incr
economic efficiency, enriching the quality of life, and
promoting better physical and mental health.

4311. WRIGHT, Peter C., RICH, Violins A., and ALLEN, Edmund
E. "The Impact of a Literacy Program in a Guatemalan
Ladino Peasant Community." Report to AID. Tampa:
University of South Florida, 1967. Pp. :$51.

In the municipality of Jutiapa, Guatemala, a low-co
AIDoponsored out-of-school literacy program was car
on frim 1962 to 1965. gcross-sectional analysis of t
communities was then made to assess the program's im
upon the literacy rate and to ascertain differences betw
the experimental and control communities and between
attitudes of illiterates and those who achieved literacy.
Matched samples of adult males were selected from bo
villages and were intensively tested usinginterviews,
literacy-interest tests (pictures), and Leader Rating
Interest Tests. Findings reported are that the literacy
rate of the 15-35 age group in the experimental village
14 percent higher than in the control village, that liter,
classes served as screening devices to identify the bri
est and most highly motivated, that if a mother is liter
there is a high probability that her children will go to
school, and that literates are more understanding, mo
open to new ways and new information, and have a bett
diet.
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The authors suggest that, given ashance, the peasant
will.avail himself of the opporiunity to attend literacy
classes to help himself and that an adult-literacy program
shotild be regarded as the first step along the road to
rural community develdpment. They claim that where
funds are not available non-formal programs conducted by
volunteer teachers under close supervision can provide a
Satisfactory-low-cost ajterriate. This claim is not, how-
ever, 'supported by evidence.

Other'items related to Communities are

1134, 1138, 1225, 1227, 2118, 2215,
4631, 4632, 4633, 4718, 5216, 5220, 5224,
6503, 6504, 6520, 6521, 6523, 6601, 6627,
6731;7128, 7151, 7210, 7238, 7301

3213, 4611, 4622, 4624,
5228; 5604, 5910, 6303,
6630, 6701, 6709, 6710,

4400. WORKERS

4401." DENT, H. C. The Yearbook of Technical Education and
Training for Jndusti". 14th ed. London: A. and C. Black,
1970., Pp. 1130.

This reference book, brought up to date each year,
'coveys scientific and technical training offered at univer-
sities and techniCal colleges and technical training schemes
'for youth and workers in British industrial firms.

4402. GLIVIS, Herbert. "Education, Technology, and the Charac-
teristics of Worker Productivity." American Economic
Review: Papers and Proceedings, LXI, 2 (May 1971),
466-79.,

4403. HOGS, Ida. Retrainingthe Work Force: An Analysis of
Currant Experience. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1967. Pp. 281.

4404. HUGHES, James J. Cost- Benefit Aspects of Manpower
- Refraining. ' London:' H. M. S. O. ,.1970, Pp; 42.

This study, prepared by the United Kingdom Department
ofpmployment,and Productivity, suggests a variety of
non-formal educational approaches to worker retraining.

405. KAYSER, Bernard. Manpower Movements and Labour
Markets: Report of the OECD Working Party on Migration,
Manpower and Social Affairs Committee.. Paris: OECD,
1971. Pp. 210.
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Kayser discusses, inter alia, functions and problems
of non-formal education in upgrading skills of nonnational
migrant workers.

4406. LEVINE, Herbert A. "Education: An Emerging Fringe
Benefit." AIFLD Review, II, 2 (1970), 3-12.

Levine reviews recent examples in U.S. unions in
which workers have won educational opportunities in both
the formal and non-formal educational sectors as fringe
benefits in the collective-bargaining proces-. He notes
parallel developments in Europe, where it .de unionists
are currently experimenting with release, -time, education
in England and paid educational leave in Germany,. Ho
Scandinavia, and Switzerland. In the United States, a
number of agreements have appeared that provide worker
and in some instances their families, with equipment
training, upszrading training, automation retraining, edu
tion for company expansion, released time for education,
and training opportunities during lay-offs.

4407. MASPERO, Emilio. "Trade Unionism as an Instrument of
the Latin American Revolution." Latin American Radi
ism. Edited by Irving.Louis Horowitz, Josue de Castro,
and John Gerassi. New York: Vintage Books, 1969. Pp
207-31.

This article describes Latin America's only democ
a trade-union movement with a Christian orientation (C

which, through its ideology and extensive program of non
formal worker education, "is attempting to introduce a
positive and perhaps decisive factor in Latin America's
social revolution." Beginning with an inventory of the
tremendous social problems besetting the Latin Ameri
continent, the author explains why he believes the labor -
union movement has not been strong in Latin America
why foreign models of Trade unionism, ,either from the
United States or the Communist world, are not applicabl
He then presents a case for Christi= trade unionism,
which is free trade unionism, democratic, unitarian,
technical, autonomous and independent, revolutionary,

, and Latin American.
Maspero suggests that Christian trade unions did not

take hold in Latin America until recently because the
Church was committed to charity and not social justice
and was closely tied to the existing social order. When
workers became aware of the injustices of the establish
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social order, they inevitably turned against the Church.
With the recent shift in Church teaching toward social
justice, a new way has become possible for the labor-
union movement--a Christian trade-union movement.

The author appeals to the United States to cease its
aggressive discrimination against the Christian democratic
trade-union movement in its attempts to impose the North
American- AFL -CIO model of a democratic trade union on
Latin America and to open a true dialogue between these
two systems, both of which are based on the Judeo-Chris-
tian ethic.

4408. McCOLLUM, John. "Labor Education: Education, Training
or Information?" Adult Education, XIII (1962), 42-48.

The author characterizes the typical U. S. non-formal
"labor education" program, with its stress on labor history,
parliamentary procedure, grievance procedures, and so
on, as "at the very bast, nothing more than repetitious
training and information programs." He questions the
assumptions and outcomes of these activities and presents
a somewhat vague strategy to integrate education, training,
and information. He suggests that the training and infor-
mation should condition people to their specific roles and
also serve as a means of identifying the "earnest majority"
who will avail themselves of an opportunity for education
and who have the potential "to make creative contributions
to society."

4409. MINCER, Jacob. "On-the-Job Training: Costs, Returns,
and Some Implications." Journal of Political Economy,
LXX, 5, Supplement (October 1962), 50-79.

Mincer estimates the amount invested in on-the-job
training in the United States, estimates rates of return on
some particular forms of on-the-job training, such as
apprehticeships and medical specialization, and then
compares results with the rate of return on investment
that includes both formal and non-formal components of
the educational complex. His tentative conclusions are
that "(1) investment in on-the-job training in the U.S. is
as important as formal education for the male labor force,
and amounts to more than a half of total (male and female)
expenditures on formal education; (2) on-the-job training
has grown at a much faster rate at higher skills levels
than at lower ones; and (3) the rate of return on selected
investments in on-the-job training was not different from
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the rate of return on total costs of college education, both
unadjusted for ability factors. "

4410. OECD. Education and Training for the Metal Worker of 1980:
Background Papers and Final Report of the Regional Trad
Union Seminar, Paris, October, 1968. Paris: OECD,
1971. Pp. 289.

4411. . Occupational and Educational Structures of the
Labor Force and Levels of Economic Development: Furth
Analysis and Statistical Data. Paris: OECD, 1971. Pp.
127.

4412. ROBINSON, James W. "Effects of the Social and Economic
Environment on Workers' Education: United States and
British Examples, " Adult Education, XIX, 3 (1969), pp.
172-85.

Non-formal labor-education programs in Great Bri'
and the United States have differed over time with respec
to administration, finance, purpose, and content. The
essential nature and scope of the programs in each coun
however, have remained fairly constant until recently.
Traditionally, British labor education has been concerne
with the worker as an individual member of society and
administered by an independent, working-class organizat
American labor education has been primarily the respon-
sibility of the unions and concerned with the worker as a
union member. By 1965, the traditional characteristics
of the programs in the two nations had become almost
totally reversed. This study traces the events withiree
country that led to the reversal of the traditional progr
and purposes of labor education for workers.

4413. SCHWARTZ, Bertrand. "Formal and Informal Education."
Essays on World Education: The Crisis of Supply and
Demand. Edited by George Z. F. Bereday. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1969. Pp. 153-66.

The author contrasts aims and instructional targets
"institutional, or formal, education" and non-formal
education. He claims adult-education programs, seen
largely as education for workers, have failed most stu
because in many cases such instruction is "simply a su
coating and does not take root in their everyday subjecti
life" and that "it is almost impossible for the adult be
instructed to connect what he learns with his previous
culture."
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Schwartz briefly notes an attempt to link adult instruction
with daily-life in a general information (i. e., "culture")
course for iron miners at Nancy, France. The author
exhorts the fusion of adult education and the education of
children ar.d youth into a vague national system of "life-
lohg education," but he seems totally unaware of the concept
of nonschool education as a discreet sector linked to other
development sectors. This study reflects rather painfully
the status preoccupations of many French adult educators,
i. e., the stress on producing evidence of a "cultured"
mind, rather than a factual problem-solving approach that
attempts to do something more than displaying erudition.

4414. SEEAR, B. N. Re-Entry of Women to the Labour Market
After an Interruption in Employment. Paris: OECD,
1971. Pp. 135.

4415. WARREN, Hugh. "Vocational Education and the Training of
the Skilled Worker in Sweden." Vocational and Technical
Education. Paris: UNESCO, 1967. Pp. 85-87.

Education for workers in Sweden is offered in a variety
of school and workshop settings, in programs that are
located both in the formal and non-formal educational
sectors. Municipal workshop-schools train for the manual
trades, central workshop schools offer both theoretical
and practical training in rural and coastal trades, while
"works integrated" schools are located largely in industry.
Vocational education policy and supervision is handled by
the Joint Vocational Training Council composed of repre-
sentatives from the trade unions and the Swedish National
Employer Confederation. The educational responsibility
rests with the Vocational Training Board, an integral
part of the Ministry of Education. The Board collaborates
closely with the Council and the Labour Market Organization
and with industry and commerce.

4416. ZAHN, Jane E. Differencias entre adultos y jovenes que
afectan el aprendizaje. Patzcuaro, Mexico: CREFAL,
1968. Pp. 15. (Mimeographed.)

Other items related to Workers are
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4500. PARAPROFESSIONAL, PROFESSIONAL, -
AND ADMINISTRATIVE

4501. ALLEN, Lawrence A. "An Evaluation of the Community
Librarians' Training Courses with Special Emphasis on
the Entire Training Function in the Library Extension
Division of the New York State Library." Albany: New
York State Library, Library Extension Division, January
28, 1966. Pp. 39.

4502. AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION. "Program of
Continuing Education in Public Health, Policies and Proce
dures: A Program Sponsored by the University of Ca lifor
at Berkeley and Western Regional Office of the American
Public Health Association." San Francisco: American
Public Health Association, 1967.

4503. -A Plan for Improving the Education of Disadvantaged Chi ldr
Through In-Service Training of Administrators, Trainers
of Teachers, and of Classroom Teachers: A Directors
Report for Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
"Corpus Christi, Texas: Corpus Christi University, July
1969. Pp. 34.

Twenty-six elementary and junior-high-school admin-
istrators and four college teachers educators participa
in a six-week summer institute, the first phase of a pr
designed to improve the education of children in schools
serviig the disadvantaged, particularly Mexican-Americ
The program involved cognitive learning, practicum
experiences involving the theory or academic content, an
personal development in understanding of self in relation
to others as demonstrated in the professional role. Aca
demic areas were "Group Dynamics, " "Cultural Backgr
of Mexican-Americans and Its Influence on Language, "
and "Learning Processes" (which emphasized difference
in learning patterns of "disadvantaged" children, particu
larly with regard to language).

Participants worked on "task group projects" to
real problems being experienced in the schools. Other
activities included "sensitivity groups" to enhance under
standing of self and others, videotape role playing, and
"real" parent-teacher interviews. Evaluation measures
a before-and-alter self-concept survey and three quest
nacres indicate that the program achieved its objectives
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as nearly as possible in the first. phase, particularly in
the movement of participart attitudes (toward their students
and toward planning programs for them) from closed-
mindedness to understanding and openness. No follow-up
study on the retention of These attitudinal changes over
time is included or suggested.

4504. ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC. "Regional African Training
Program for Government Administiators in Management
of Industrial Development." Sponsored by AID. Cambridge,
Mass., October 1967-June 1968.

The training program reported here sought to prepare
government administrators for increased responsibility
in their ministries or agencies for planning and industrial
development. The program combined academic, profes-
sional, and practical training in all aspects of management
of industrial development, with emphasis on skills and
techniques of project development and evaluation. It
included thirty courses of 200 class hours of instruction,
supervised field trips, research projects, and plant visits.
It sought to offer experience closely related to the respon-
sibilities that participants would assume on their return
to government service by providing pertinent analytical,
problem-solving, and decision-making experiences.

4505. - ATCHLEY, Robert C. "Can Programs for the Poor Survive
in Middle Class Institutions: The Head Start Teacher Aid
Idea Didn't Transplant Successfully. " Phi Delta Kappan,
LIII, 4 (December 1971), 243-44.

Non-formal paraprofessional job-training programs
have recently been viewed as promising a means to develop
systemic links and to help bridge the communications gap
between culturally different groups--for example, between
black ghetto students and middle-class white teachers.
Atchley describes an attempt to prepare teacher aides
through on-the-job training in Head Start classrooms.
But, because the culture gap between teachers and aides
was as great as that between teachers and students, the
policy of recruiting aides from poverty areas was soon
dropped. Instead, middle-class housewives more able to
communicate "middle-class values, knowledge and skills"
were employed and trained. He concludes bitterly that
programs for the poor are unable to survive when placed
in systems primarily designed to meet the needs of the
middle class. This conclusion expresses both a caveat
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and a rationale for shifting compensatory programs such
as Head Start from the formal to non-formal educational
contexts.

4506. BENNETT, Leland R. "Air Force Nurses' Participation in
Programs of Continuing Education as Related to Selected
Criteria. " Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Boston Uni-
versity, 1968. Pp. 216.

This study investigated the relationships among the
extent of continuing non-formal education participation by
Air Force nurses in the continental United States, means
used to reflect officer effectiveness, selected demographic
and military characteristics, and orientations, toward
learning. A four-part, nonstandardized questionnaire was
administered to 589 nurses, including 211 who had not bee
involved in continuing education during the past five years.
Factors that the 211 saw as barriers to their participation
were sought. The following were among the findings:
(a) participation was significantly related to educatiOnal
levels but not to the nurses' effectiveness as officers;
(b) age, rank, marital status, and years of service did
not correlate significantly with participation; (c) nurses
did not feel that participation in continuing education help
with promotions or effectiveness; (d) although goal-orien-
tation was related to participation, the nurses' major
learning orientation was need-fulfillment; (e) the perceive
major barriers to participation were the nurses' own
attitudes, perceptions of supervisor attitudes, and lack of
counseling.

4507. BLANEY, John P., and SELMAN, Gordon R. "University
Continuing Education for Professionals in Education:
Some Principles and Proposals." Occasional Paper No.
2, Professional Education Project. Toronto: Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, Department of Adult
Education, 1970. P. 26.

4508. COHEN, David M. , and DUBIN, Samuel S. "A Systems
Approach to Updating Professional Personnel." Paper
presented at National Seminar on Adult Education Resear
Toronto, February 1969. Pp. 22.

4509. COLMAN, James A. "An Instrument for Educational Cha
Sakhon Nakon, Thailand: United States Operations Missi
1968. Pp. 97.
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Designed to train the curriculum supervisors as agents
of change, the proposed program is based on the following
assumptions: (a) the existing educational program is
neither adequately preparing the individual for living in a
rapidly modernizing Thailand nor is it preparing him to
take an active role in ongoing-social and economic develop-
ments; (b) the degree of change possible, with respect to
the curriculum supervisors, is limited only by the individ-
uals' training, imagination, ambition, and resources;
(c) the supervisors have the immediate responsibility of
controlling the content and quality of teaching in the
province.

After objectively criticizing the existing supervisory
plan, the report presents a comprehensive and flexible
plan that would actively involve all teachers in all schools
of the provinces. The program proposes that each school
will assign a teacher as a "coordinator" of a particular
subject-matter area, that each curriculum supervisor will
conduct yearly training of the "coordinators, " that each
supervisor will in turn supervise the subsequent training
of teachers conducted by the "coordinators," and that each
supervisor would observe the results of the non-formal
training by periodically visiting and observing teachers
receiving training.

The plan is of interest because it suggests a framework
by which the quality of education may be improved at the
local (provincial) level without the dependence upon large
budgets from the Ministry of Education in Bangkok and by
making supervisors more-important agents of change. It
contains diagrams of supervisory activities, sample yearly
programs for six curriculum areas, examples of schedules
and progress reports, and charts of achievement data.

4510. COUNSELLING CENTER, MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. "Nontraditionally
Trained Counselors /Psychotherapists: Their Training,
Employment Progress, and Perceived Employability, "
Paper presented at American Psychological Association,
Philadelphia, Pa., August 1963. Pp. 13.

4511. DASSE, Georges. "Le role des E. N. A. dans Felaboration
des politiques et des programmes de formation, de per-
fectionnement et de promotion. " Bulletin de l'Institut
International d'Administration Pub lique, October-December
1970, pp. 105-10.
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This article discusses recent developments in the non-
formal in-service training of public officials and admin-
istrators in France.

4512. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. -Military Assistance Officer
Program (MAOP)." Ar 614 -134, Hq., DA. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, March 7, 1969. 48 p.

This regulation establishes the MAOP to identify and
develop commissioned officers for assignment to politico-
military positions throughout the Department of Defense.
It lists the purpose and scope of the regulation, defines
the terms, places responsibility for the program's opera-
tion and-selection of officers, discusses applications and
nominations for entry into the MAOP, explains the progr
of career development in the MAOP, and identifies mili
assistance positions to include key positions within the
Department of the Army. This is a prograth that allows
an officer to specialize in developmental assistance to
individual countries for the entire span of his career and
provides special non-formal training for this mission.

4513. DUBIN, Samuel S. et al. "Educational Needs of Managers
and Supervisors in Cities, Boroughs, and Townships in
Pennsylvania." Continuing Education. University Park:
Pennsylvania State University, January 1968. Pp. 4-7.

4514. FINCH, Arnold. Growth In-Service Education Programs
That Work. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, 1969.
Pp. 64.

In this guide, Finch defines in-service education and.
its purpose, presents guidelines for planning non-formal
programs, gives examples of such in-service programs,
and presents some evidence that in-service, on-the-job
programs make a significant difference in altering teacher
performance. He also suggests that in-service education
includes all activities that teachers engage in during their
service and that these activities should be designed to
contribute to the teacher's professional improvement and
effectiveness.

4515. GOLDSTEIN, Harold M, and HOROWITZ, Morris A. "Par-
amedical Manpower: A Restructuring of Occupations.
Paper presented at 99th Annual Meeting of American
Public Health Association, 1971. Pp. 34.
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This seminal report presents the findings and recom-
mendations of a. research study on the utilization of man-
power.bi U.S. hospitals. It suggests an action strategx
stressing increased labor mobility, the training of new
paramedical occupations such as physicians' assistants,
and greatly increased hoSpital in-service training programs
to those ends. It also suggests that, where hospitals are
too small or insufficiently financed, such non-formal
educational programs should be carried out cooperatively
with neighboring hospitals and educational institutions.

4516. GRAY, Lee Learner. "The National Academy of School
Executives' Nonacademic Academy." American Education,
VII, 8 (October 1971), 21-24.

In 1971 alone, more than 1,200 U.S. school adminis-
trators have been participants in National Academy of
School Executives (NASE) in-service training programs.
The non-formal five-day seminars cover such major educa-
tional issues as "Effective Student Involvement," "Account-
ability and Assessinent, " "Organizational Renewal: Change
and the School Administrator, " and "Evaluating Innovations."

4517. GRIFFITH, William S. , and HAYES, Ann P., eds. Adult
Basic Education: The State of the Art. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1971. Pp. 112.

This collection of papers written for a workshop at the
University of Chicago in 1969 discusses possibilities and
obstacle,: in the improvement and expansion of progranis
seeking to prepare teachers for adult basic education
programs.

4518. HAN, Yap Kie. "In x- ant Training of Graduate Engineers."
Industrialization and Productivity. U.N. Bulletin No. 4.
New York: United Nations, 1961. Pp. 50-57.

Han suggests several approaches to in-plant training
as ways of helping young engineers bridge the gap between
basic knowledge acquired in universities and its application
in industry where technical functions are becoming increas-
ingly specialized: Industrial work during summer vacations,
for one, is encouraged by some European universities,
but there is a criticism that here the student is confined
to facilitate observation; in-plant training programs, in
contrast, tend to emphasize the development of talent and
abilities ("acquisition of skills and the exercise of judgment
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in concrete cases"). Other examples of in-plant training
programs are given, such as the one recommended by the
Committee on Practical Training set up by the Council of
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers of the United Kingdom.
Also, exercises that trainees are supposed to perform
are reviewed for such fields as factory floor practice,
machine-design process, product development, and sales
engineering and management. The role and the duties in
thesfield of the training supervisor are also indicated.

Han concludes that in-plant training programs, with
certain modifications, could be appropriate even for under-
graduate students, that the organization of hi-plant progra
of all types, calls for cooperation between industry and
educational institutions, and that this cooperation is even
more important in industrializing less-developed countries
that might request assistance from international organiza-
tions.to help organize in.-plant training programs for
engineers at home or to secure scholarships for training
them in overseas plants.

4519. HART, Thomas, MAUCH, James, PAULSTON,, Rolland, and
WATSON, Paul. "Final Report: Seminar on Evaluation
of Personnel, Institutions and Curriculum (SEPIC), Carac
July 1970." .AID Contract No. AID-529-222-T. Pittabur
School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, Pp. 50.

This report describes the month-long SEPIC Workshop
on Methods of Education conducted in Caracas, Venezuela,
in July 1970. Four University of Pittsburgh professors
from the Scho& of Education conducted this activity for
the new Control and Evaluation Division of the Venezuelan
Ministry of Education (MED), "an encouraging organizati
innovation that holds no little promise for the qualitative
improvement of Venezuelan education if evaluation staff
can be properly trained and deployed." In addition to
helping the new evaluation unit train its largely untrained
staff, the workshop was also attended by university plane
and administrators and members of Venezuelan military
training facilities. Classes met daily, instruction was%
exclusively in Spanish, and local evaluation concerns,
programs, and problems provided a large part of the
subject matter in the workshop and in organizational
settings.

4520. KIEFER, George W. State In-Service Trainin: for Correctio
Personnel Final Report. Carbondale, Center for
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the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections, Southern
Illinois University, 1968. Pp. 69.

Volume I of this final report, in three volumes, presents
an account of a correctional staff training project, methods
and activities involved, findings, and evaluation. Objectives
of the study were to survey training practices and needs,
to determine resources available for present and future
staff training, to design programs of training in terms of
individual and agency needs, and to stimulate conditions
conducive to correctional staff training. A literature
review, a questionnaire survey of correctional personnel,
and solicitation of information from resource persons and
agencies were among the procedures used. Reports on
relevant topics were distributed to those involved in or
concerned with Illinois corrections. Based on findings, a
much stronger state-level commitment to correctional
staff training was urged.

4521. LEAGANS, J. Paul, COPELAND, Harland G. , and KAISER,
Gertrude E. Selected Concepts From Educational Psy-
chology and Adult Education for Extension and Continuing
Educators. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press,
1971.

This study considers educational and psychological
concepts useful in the preparation and further development
of persons who teach adults.

4522. LEIGHTON, D. S. R. "L'Institut pour I'Etude des Methodes
de Direction de I'Entreprise" [Institute for Management
Studies]. Convergence, III, 4 (1970), 84-87.

This article describes non-formal programs and
problems of Europe's first management studies program
for practicing businessmen founded by the Nestle Foundation
in Lausanne fifteen ears ago. It concludes that the
institute has served'as a development model for cognate
new programs in Austria, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Holland, Italy, and Spain and that its impact has
"led to significant changes in outlook, habits and attitudes"
in "a generally reluctant European business community."

4523. LYNCH, Patrick, and BLACKSTONE, Peggy L., eds.
° "Institutional Roles for In-Service Education of School

Administrators: A Task Force Seminar on Continuing
Education of School Administrators." Albuquerque, N.M.,
April 27-30, 1966.
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4524. McCLELLAND, David C., and WINTER,,David G. Motivating
Economic Achievement. New York: The Free Press,
1969. Pp. 409. Bibliography.

The authors argue that traditional values do not block
change to the extent currently believed and that economic
achievement can be stimulated by psychological education
in non-formal contexts. Adult-training projects for busi-
nessmen and entrepreneurs in India, Oklahoma, and in
Washington, D. C. , have, the authors claim, significantly
raised achievement motivation. The authors describe the
behavioral science theory tested by these projects, recruit-
ment of participants, course content and organization,
changes resulting from training, and the overall psycholog-
ical impact of achievement motivation training.

4525. NATTRESS, LeRoy William. "Continuing Education for the
Professions in the United States." Convergence, III, 4
(1970), 42-50.

The author first defines a "profession" using six criter
(intellectual, learned, practical, technical, organized,
and altr&stic) and defines "continuing education" as "a
process whereby a person who has completed his formal
education is provided with a means for meeting his needs
for further personal development." He suggests that
continuing education should be goal-directed rather than
activity-oriented, i. e. , that objectives should be clearly
stated in behavioral terms before any activity is planned.
The learning, or how well specified objectives have been
met, must be evaluated. He then applies a model based
on these assumptions to continuing-education needs in the
clergy, law, and medicine.

Mattress concludes that the continuing educator must
be more than a mere facilitator of learning prescribed
subject matter. He must be willing and able to interact
with the student at all stages. He must be sensitive to
pressures and tensions in order to help students set
reasonable short- and long-range objectives. This should
be his primary role.

4526. NIEMI, John, and DAVISON, Catherine V. "The Adult Basic
Education Teacher: A Model for the Analysis of Training.
Adult Leadership, XIX, 8 (February 1971), 246-48.

4527. OFFICE OF EDUCATION, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE." The Roving Recreation
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Leads er Training Guide." Washington, D.C.: Oflice_of
Education, 1971. Pp. 36.

This work describes a preservice training program for
"Roving Leaders." This is a good example of they Office
of Education's growing concern for producing materials to
be used in,the non-formal educational sector.

4528. O'HANLON James.' "In-Service Education in Sm-all Schools."
Washin_gton, D: C.: Departinent of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1967. Pp. 15.

This survey of 155 small secondary schools seeks to
find out how well small schools are able to perform non-
formal in-service activities for their teachers. Question-
naires were sent to all administrators and to a sample of
teachers (6 percent) asking for descriptions and evaluations
of present programs and opinions of kinds of in-service
needed. Findings are that more in-service activities are
needed that would involye teachers in leadership, relate to
day-to-day activities, facilitate evaluation in terms of
effectiveness; and involve teachers in planning.

Although many variables are incorporated in this survey,
most are not accounted for. For example, how many of
these schools are rural and urban is not stated. Whether
teachers paid administrators differ concerning preferences
for in-service training is not stated, nor is it explained
why teachers may have preferred workshops over super-
vision.. Rather, the report deals with very general types
of activities, such as faculty meetings, observations by
supervisors, and conferences as alternatives to workshops.
The non-formal education of teachers seen here consists
mainly of necessary meetings and supervision that cannot
be provided for otherwise. With the exceptilin of brief
reference to workshops held, these teachers seem to have
very little in-service or on-the-job training of any kind.

4529. OLSEN, Edward G. "Operation Fair Chance: An Exciting
Experiment in Teacher Preparation." Journal of Teacher

4 lducation, XIX (Spring 1968), 79-85.
This experiment in non-formal education sought to

help prOspective and experienced teachers develop empathic
attitudes toward inner-city children and to develop their
competence in teaching disadvantaged phirdren. Enrollment
was limited to thirty candidates, who had a median age of
33. interrelated stages of the prograin were communicating
with deprived people in their communities, observing the
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operation of schools in low-income areas, and teaching
disadvantaged children within these schools. Tests were
applied initially and after each session to measure outlooks,
attitudes, and concerns. Although a control group was
used in the experiment, no findings are reported.

4530. Regional Conference on In-Service Training, Saratoga Springs,
New York. New York State Department of Mental- Hygiene
and the National Institute of Mental Health, 1963.

4531. RIOCH, M. J., ELKES, C., and FLINT, A. "Pilot Project
in Training Mental Health Coun.serlors." Publication No.
1254. Bethesda, Md.: U.S. Public Health Service, 1965.
Pp. 33.

4532. SATTERTHWAITE, A. "Training and Performance of
Paramedical Personnel in the Pakistan Family Planning
Program." Dacca, 1969. Pp. 13.

4533. SCHANKERMAN, Maurice. "In-Service Education: A Study
of the Participation Patterns on a Selected Group of Ele-
mentary School Teachers." Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation,
Indiana University, Bloomington, 1968. Pp. 242.

This dissertation studies in-service education activities
for a selected group of public elementary-school teachers
in Indianapolis. Emphasis is on patterns of participation,
activities offered to and desired by teachers, teacher
evaluation of activities, opinions on administration of the
program, and recommended improvements. Questionnaire
respondents .181, or 57 percent of the teachers surveyed)
gave data on such matters as likes, dislikes, scheduling,
and program leadership. Teachers desired many more
kinds of activities, greater involvement in program planning,
planning and initiation of activities at the district level,
and increased supervision by principals, supervisors, and
consultants. They sought staff counseling concerning
professional growth and development, career planning,
and personal problems, favored classroom observation,
both within their own schools and in other schools; and
desired small group discussion meetings by , 'de level
or subject areas. They indicated that in-service education
(preferably on a released time basis) should be required
regardless of tenure, degree status, or experience and
sought more active and meaningful involvement in a
cooperative study of school-system policy, educational
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aims and philosophy, classroom experimentation, and
current research.

4534. SEGNER, Leslie, and PATTERSON, Charlotte. A Training
Program in Infant Education for Paraprofessional Staff of
Day Care Centers. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1970. Pp. 22.

As part of an early child-care program for migrant
children .1 Colorado, two-day workshops were held to
train migrant women, mostly Spanish-speaking Mexican-
Americans, as teachers and aides for 25 infant education
centers operated in public schools throughout the summer
of 1969. Major goals were to change attitudes toward the
importance of talking to babies and playfully interacting
with them and toimpart spedfic information about ways to
help babies grow and learn. Sessions were relaxed and
informal, one goal being to enhance each woman's role-
concepts by reinforcing her identity as teacher and infant
educator. Attempts were made to systematize the teachers'
practical knowledge of child development and describe
specific skills at different age levels that are critical to
later learning and academic success. Evaluation data
indicated that, despite some success in achieving the
second .najor goal, little progress was made in changing
attituues, that initial training is most effective when com-
bined with follow-up sessions by professional consultants,
and that the program's most positive feature was the Ls.

informality of its teaching format.

4535. SMITH, Duncan N. A Forgotten Sector: The Training of
Ancillary Staff in Hospitals. Long Island City, N.Y.:
Pergamon Press, 1969. Pp. 178.

This study of the training needs of hospital ancillary
staff concentrates on a group of hospitals in England and
Wales in each of six hospital regions. Information was
collected at the national level and brief visits were made
in other regions. Findings showed large differendes in
staffing between hospitals ,of similar types, little systematic
study of labor supply and deployment, poor financial control,
confused responsibilities, and lack of modern management
techniques. Training needs and current practices were
studied for several categories of ancillary services- -
catering, serving of food, cleaning, porters, paramedicals,
telephone operators, laundry personnel, gardeners,
builders, and storemen. Facilities for further education--
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day release, fees, and allowances--were reported. The
appendixes include a list of interviews held during the
study and notes on some training courses referred to in
the report.

4536. SUAREZ Z., Waldo. "Los Principios Democraticos y su
Aplicacion en la Educacion Cr -rt2.." Santiago, Cti le:
Ministerio de EducaciOn, 191 -p. 11.

These guidelines for teacher reorientation through
non-formal in-service training cover the need to develop
a new school system as a critical first step in "constructing
socialism in Chile," the superiority of the Cuban model
over the Alliance for Progress model in this regard, and
the consequent importance of planning, research, and
creation of a new mass culture opening up learning oppor-
tunities for all.

4537. UNESCO. "Practical Guide to In-Service Teacher Training
in Africa: Establishment, Execution and Control of
Training Programmes." Paris: UNESCO, 1970. Pp. 81.

This guide presents suggestions and recommendations
of -a workshop on in-service teacher training conducted in
Nairobi, Kenya, in October 1968. It also offers some
helpful ideas for the organization, implementation, and
evaluation of in-service programs. The authors, however,
appear to presuppose that good organization will inevitably
result in a successful program, and dogmatic pronounce-
ments are made about the ways in which programs should
be implemented. Unfortunately, the guide does not consider
practical logistical problems and pays no attention to
motivational problems in teacher-training programs.

4538. UNIDO. "Development of Managerial and Technical Man-
power. Education of Managerial and Technical Personnel
Requirements in Selected Industries. Training for Industry
Series No. 2. New York: UNIDO, 1968, pp. 246-50.

This study contends that the available supply of manager
and technicians, especially in less-developed countries,
does not seem to faeet the demand, thus making it necessar
to give special attention to the problem of improved training
Since the regular instruction process has proven to be a
slow one, the alternative to be followed is that of on-the-
job training by superiors (see L. R. Clark's "Managerial
Development Through the Superior-Subordinate Relation-
ship," Advanced Management Journal, XXIX, 4 [October
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19641pp. 70-73), along with the understudy system, rotation
between jobs, out-of-hours study, and coaching. The study
enumerates several of the problems in training at this
level in developing countries that are substantially different
frOm those of industrialized countries.

It concludes that instruction for managers and technicians
could be provided by local institutions in order to reduce
costs (some students sent abroad may decide not to return),
foreign manufacturers should be encouraged to set up
plants in developing countries where home-office managers
could train their own local replacements, and correspondence
schools, where success largely depends on the will of the
individual student, should also be supported. A list of
institutions for information and help in management develop-
ment, all over the world, is supplied at the end of the
article.

4539. UTZ, Alan P. "Objectives for Extension Staff Training and
Development Derived from Sociological Concepts.- Paper
presented at annual meeting of Rural Sociology Society, .
San Francisco, August 1969.

Utz treats sociological concepts and those from other
disciplines as tools for deriving objectives for staff training
and development. The Cooperative Extension educator's
job is considered as one in which he uses these concepts
in achieving change in individuals and groups by performing
the'functions of teaching, linking systems, maintaining
and developing The organization, and conditioning the
public for acceptance and support of educational programs.
The behavioral components of objectives are described as
appropriate only inasmuch as they are derived from staff
members' needs relating to their job and its inherent
functions. Determination of objectives is treated as a
process that provides for continuous development and
training. The author suggests several criteria for deriving
and rank-ordering objectives in a way conducive to "the
active, meaningful learning essential to staff development."

4 WIEGAND, Richard. -Factors Related to Participation in
Continuing Education Among a Selected Group of Graduate
Engineers." Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Florida
Stale University, Tallahassee, 1966. Pp. 158.

4541. WOHLBERG, Kenneth C. "The Non-Formal Education of
Teachers." Pittriurgh, Pa.: International Development
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and Educational Program. School of Education, University
of Pittsburgh, 1971. Pp. 17. Bibliography.

Wohlberg defines the scope and purposes of the non-
formal teacher education activities e. , outside the formal
college and university systems), discusses key variables
and programs attempting to change teacher behaviors, and
seeks to relate these findings taken from third-world
examples to a more operational definition of non-formal
education.

4542. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO). "VII Conferencia
de escuelas de salud publica de america Estructura.
Havana: WHO, October 1971. Pp. 14.

The conic rence examined strategies to make Latin
American schools of public health more effective in meeting
their responsibilities for education and service. Non-
formal educational activities are suggested as a supplemen-
tary activity to strengthen efforts in both of these sectors.

4543. ZIEGLER, Jerome. "Retraining Engineers Into Urban Spe-
cialists." Change, III, 8 (Winter 1971-72), 18-20.

How realistic is the possibility of mid-c.areer transfer
for the 75, 000 unemployed engineers and scientists in the
United States in 1971? The non-formal educational progr
Aerospace and Defense Adaptation to Public Technology
(ADAPT), sought to find out by retraining some 400
unemployed professionals at the University of California
and M.1. T. for employment as urban specialists. Only
15 percent, or 56, of the graduates (out of a total of 380)
had secured jobs two months after completing the program.

- If

Other items related to the Paraprofessional, Professional, and
Administrative area are

1131, 1138, 1143, 1205, 1229, 1311, 2113, 2135, 2222, 3219,

3403, 3406, 3601, 4121, 4222, 4714, 4717, 5219, 5602, 5603, 5605,

5605, 5901, 5909, 5914, 6112, 6118, 6125, 6207, 6304, 6305, 6307,

6309, 6517, 6521, 6601, 6602, 6608, 6611, 6615, 6617, 6823, 6824,

6630, 6704, 6710, 6715, 6732, 7102, 7112, 7117, 7118, 7128, 7129,

7145, 1213

4600. ETHNIC AND DISADVANTAGED

4601. BAINES, James, and YOUNG, William M. "The Sudden Rise
and Decline of New Jersey Street Academies: Case Study

r,
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of a Good Idea Gone Sour." Phi Delta Kappan, LIII, 4
(December 1971), 240-42.

Citing problems of lack of leadership, lack of planning
and evaluation, lack of feedback to the community, lack
of in-service training, and "extremely high costs," the
authors present an informal, summative evaluation of the
storefront academies. These institutions presented both
non-formal and formal educational programs from 1968
to 1970 that have been variously described as "a complete
fiasco" and "a terrible mess." A one-time educational
director for the program stated in this regard that "it
wasn't a program. There were no students in it. It was
a fattened payroll." Local directors of the eight neighbor-
hood centers claimed, in contrast, that many disenchanted
and alienated black students had been "reclaimed: but they
had no statistics to prove it."

Lessons learned are that "storefronts" can prove useful
in attracting street youth and that charisma, when not
confused with education, has emerged as a vital new
motivational tool., "But the lesson that stands out the most
is the utter inabitiV of the street academy approach to be
systematized or padkaged. As the program moved first
to Harlem and then to Trenton, it became professionalized,
fragmented, and specialized. It was no longer a process,
it was a product." The authors concludes that "what the
street academies did do was rediscover and dramatize the
fact that education is a process rather than a product, that
it exists in a human commitment to do whatever is necessary
to reach another person. It is an old lesson that is forever
new."

4602. BOURQUE, Susan. "The Peruvian Political System and
Peasant Organizations: A Model of Interaction." New
York: Smith College, 1971. Pp. 39.

The author presents a model of analysis of change in
Peruvian elites and the corresponding creation of three
peasant organizations--the National Federation of Peruvian
Peasants (FENCAP) sponsored by The Popular American
Revolutionary Movement (APRA), the Association of
Leagues of Advanced Peruvian Peasants (ALPACA)
sponsored by Accicin Popular, and the Institute of Rural
Education (IER) sponsored by the Catholic Church. She
describes the extensive non-formal educational activities
in these three "reformist agrarian" groups that seek to
work within the system to develop linkages between the
modernizing peasant and the national system.
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4603. BROWN, Don, and NEWMAN, Anabel P. A Literacy Program
for Adult City Core Illiterates. Washington, D. C.:
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
Education, Bureau of Research, 1968. Pp. 186.

The authors reports on experiments seeking to identify
factors pertinent to reading instruction, to the creation of
an instrument for predicting success in learning to read,
and to a study of the Initial Teaching Alphabet as a teaching
method for disadvantaged adult illiterates.

4604. BRUCE, Robert. "A Study of Selected Factors Associated
with Participation Orientation Toward Education and Job
Training Among Adults Residing in Low Socioeconomic
Communities of North Carolina." Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
1969. Pp. 151.

Focusing on 6,710 adults in 31 low socioeconomic
North Carolina communities, this study examined levels
of educational and job-training participation in relation to
selected personal and situational characteristics. Personal
interviews elicited data on age, sex, race, marital status,
employment status, family, income, educational level,
place of upbringing, current residence, qualities desired
in one's job, and willingness to move to get a good job, as
well as past and current participation and interest in future
participation. The following were some major findings:
(a) about one fifth of the adults had had some form of non-
formal adult education or job training, and about two thirds
expressed an interest in future participation; (b) participa-
tion orientation was negatively related to family income
and age, slightly higher for women than men, slightly
higher among nonwhites than whites, and higher for those
with nine through eleven years of education than for higher
or lower levels, and (c) urban dwellers and urban-reared
adults tended to be r_ore likely to participate in non-formal
educational programs than their rural counterparts.

4605. CASS, Angelica W. , and CRABTREE, Arthur P. Adult
Elementary Education. New York: Noble and Noble, 1956.
Pp. 275.

This study, based on 25 years of experience and a
questionnaire survey of Adult Education administrators in
thirty U.S. cities and authored by the then Supervisor of
Americanization and Adult. Elementary Education in the
New York State Department of Education, offers a good
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example of the principles and methodology in vogue of the
end of the period when U.S. adult basic education was
chiefly concerned with acculturating and assimilating the
foreign born.

4606. DE'ATH, Colin. Black Education in the United States and Its
Relevance to International Development Education. Pitts-
burgh: International and Development Education Program,
University of Pittsburgh, 1969. Pp. 52.

The author defines terms and examines differences
between development, comparative, and international
educators. He suggests that the latter two can help the
former be a more effective interventionist in his efforts
to introduce change in existing societies. He argues that
the world is rapidly becoming a total systeni with hosts of
subsystems, including nations and other kinds of collectiv-
ities that cut across national boundaries. Thus, "the idea
of isolating, studying, and even comparing educational
minority-group sub-systems cross - nationally becomes
relevant to the interests of the international development
education. . . . It is suggested that black society and black
education, both formal and non-formal, can be isolated
on a number of levels for thepurpose of research and that
the problems revealed may parallel those in other areas
where poverty, racial, and cultural segregation are factors
in education." The book contains in Section II, "Black
Education and Black Society in the U. S.: A Bibliography
for Development Educators" (pp. 19-52).

4607. "Early Child Stimulation Through Parent Education. Final
Report. " College of Education, University of Florida,
Gainesville, June 30, 1969. Pp. 233.

This project investigated a way in which early inter-
vention by means of non-formal education into the lives of
babies might break the poverty cycle. Major objectives
were to find out whether the use of disadvantaged liana-
professional women as "parent edUcators" of indigent
mothers of infants and young children enhanced the develop-
ment of the children and increased the mother's competence
and sense of self-worth. Parent educators, each assigned
to a graduate-student supervisor, received five weeks of
intensive preservice training and one day o: in-service
training weekly. The major treatment variable was
instruction of the mother by the parent educator in stimu-
lation exercises once a week, in the home, on a regular
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basis. (Exercises consisted of a systematic series of
perceptual -motor -auditory -tactile -kinesthetic inputs based
upon a review of the theory and research on cognitive and
affective development in the earliest years.) At the end
of the first year, children whose mothers had been involved
in the project are claimed to be superior to control children,
as measured by the Griffiths Mental Development Scales
and on the series material designed as teaching materials
for the project. Also reported is that at the end of the
second year children whose mothers had been in the project
from the beginning or whose mothers entered the program
when their child was one year of age were superior on the
series material to control children.

The spurious assumption underlying this research to
"break the poverty cycle" is that the behavior of poor
people, rather than economic disadvantage and societal
mechanisms, is the root cause of poverty, that if poor
people could only be taught to think and behave according
to middle-class standards, poverty will disappear.

4608. FRANK, Harold "On-The-Job Training for Minorities:
An Internal Study." Unpublished Ph: D. dissertation,
University of California, Los Angeles, 1969. P. 358.

This empirical study used not only formal interviews,
questionnaires, and attitude surveys but also observations
and informal interviews to evaluate the, internal workings
of a non-formal secretarial and clerical skill training
program for nonwhite. working-class women. Most data
came from over 1,000 two- to five-minute observations of
trainees during the on the job phase-of training. Additional
observations were made in a classroom on company
premises, where trainees received formal instruction
during the morning. Results of 1,129 random observations
of work-area activities revealed that trainees spent 69
percent of their time doing little (running errands, taking
breaks, being idle, and so on) that contributed to skill
development. Attention was also given to such aspects
and influences as recruitment and selection procedures;
to the social, legal, political, and economic environment
of the training program, to race relations and other inter-
actions among trainees and between them and teachers;
and to attitudes of the training supervisor. Convincing
arguments are set forth for restructuring this program
and others like it.
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4609. GABER, Alice. "Aqui Estoy . . . Here I Am." American
Ecucation, VII, 1 (January-February 1971), 18-22.

Gaber relates how students from Northeastern Illinois
State College started a non-formal storefront reading
center to help working-class members of a Spanish-speaking
community learn English. Most English students are
between 20 GU id 30 years old and have recently arrivedirom
Mexico, Puerto Rico, or Central America. They work in
nearby factories and study three or four nights a week at
the Center. Motivation is'high; Aqui Estoy people explain
that they are willing to study evenings after a day's work
because "I am learning English for my future, for mrjob,
to better my family:" English is viewed by staff and
students as an aid to make life simpler. Spanish is not
degraded in any way and is frequently spoken in class as
all but one.of the five volunteer teachers are bilingual.
This project prusents an interesting example of high student
motivation and program success in second-langLage learning
when the new learning is extremely functional to individual
adaptation to a challenging new environment.

4610. GREENLEIGH ASSOCIATES, INC. "Field Test and Evaluation
of Adult Basic Education Systems," September 1966. Pp.

29.
Four non-formal education projects were tested with a

sample of 1,815 welfare clients in.New Jersey, New York,
and California. Instructors were certified teachers,
college graduates, and high-school graduates. The only
significant difference in gain score was found in higher
results when high-school graduates taught, which suggests
that the ability to relate to students as individuals and
personality and attitude factors on the part of high school
graduates made the difference. This well-designed action
research project would be useful for anyone teaching
evaluation-research and action-research techniques.

4611. HEATH, G. Louis. "Red Power" and Indian Education. Normal:
Illinois State University, 1970. Pp. 7. t

The document is the result of research conducted on
fourteen Indian reservations and one settlement in the
Southwest, Midwest, West, and Pacific Northwest by
Illinois State University in sufnmer 1970. Some 124
Indians were interviewed, many of whom were leaders
and-participants in various Red Power organizations.
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_ -The dominant impression to emerge from the research
was that Indians have become very aware that they, collec-
tively, can materially transfigure their own lives for the
better. They have also become aware that other.racial
and ethnic groups have culturally expressive institutions.
Indians have-been lacking detectable political power and
have been unable to control the education of their own
children; consequently they have gravitated to the brink of
cultural extinction. It is reported that the recent vigilance
of the Indian springs from a disconcerting realization that
he must now mobilize every vestige of power to provide
for this cultural continuity. The document concludes that
the concepts of Red Power and of educational renaissance,
especially of the non-formal type are both requisite to the
regeneration of Ameritan Indian culture.

4612. HUNT, Robert and Eva. "Education as an Interface Institution
in Rural Mexico and the American Inner City." Midway
Magazine, VIII, 2 (Autumn 1967), 99-109.

The authors examine the function of formal schooling
as an interface institution in Mexico and its role in per-
petuating the dominance of national cultural (i.e., mestizo)
and political elites. They compare U.S. inner-city school
systems (i.e., black) with Mexican rural, schools and note
that formal school systems in both countries are interface
institutions that serve primarily to further the aims of the
superordinate cultural group and that teachers play key.,
roles both as sources of identity formation for the children
and by creating social distance by rejecting subordinate
cultural values and behavior. They suggest that teachers
in interface institutions who usually are members of, or
identify with, the superordinate groups should be made

iaware of the importance of their feelings to their own
culture and that of their pupils and the distance between
them. They suggyt that the non:formal sensitivity training
techniques for adult reeducation being developecLbY the
National Training Laboratbry seem admirably suited to
this task. The authors conclude that "children are willing
to learn many disagreeable tasks when their adult models
are positive affective figures and perhaps herein lies an
exit from the ghetto's vicious`circle." I

Thiszrovocative article well illustrates how schooling
in societies with plural cultures functions both in terms
of structure and process to maintain gross inequalities.
The authors, however, do not tell us exactly how the

,
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sensitization of teachers will result in altered "power
domains" or in basic structural changes. Nor do they
draw what might seem an obvious conclusion, i. e., that
local control by disadvantaged dominated ethnic groups and
the use of teachers from such groups might well offer
greater possibilities for "positive affective figures" than
the continued use of middle-class teachers, be they white
or black, sensitized or unsensitized.

4613. ILO. Improvement of Conditions of Life and Work of Tenants,
Sharecropper. and Similar Categories of Agricultural
Workers. Geneva: ILO, 1967. Pp. 43

4614. JACK, Robert Lee. "A Survey Analysis of the Clientele of
an Adult Basic Education Program for Welfare Recipients."
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University,
School of Education, Bloomington, September 2969. Pp.
135. ,

Using a sample of 50 program completers and 50
program dropouts, all black woment, this study investigates
personal and participant Characteristics of 1,307 Chicago
welfare recipients (largely women! who has. been students
in the Hilliard Adult Education Center during 1965-68.
Data presented covers age, sex,' marital and family status
(including legitimate and illegitimate children), birthplace,
residence, employment history, educational level, reasons
for leaving public school, length of time on public assistance,
interests and hobbies, placement test scores, health and
child-care problems, .and attitudes toward the program.
The principal findings are that progranvompleters and
dropouts differed significantly on placement test scores,
health and child-care problems, and perception of program
purposes but not on aspirations for their children's educa-
tion; that completers showed greater program satisfaction
than dropouts; that completers and dropouts did not differ
significantly in attitudes toward themselves and fellow
students (generally good) or toward teachers,- school and
public aid counselors, and caseworkers but did differ
somewhat on perceived reasons why they were referred
to the program.

4615. KARNES, Merle B. A New Role for Teachers: Involving the
Entire Family in the Education of Preschool Disadvantaged
Children. Urbana: Institute if Research for Exceptional
Children, Univergity of Illinois, 1969. Pp. 21.
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This approach to preschool education of the "disadvan-
taged" used a teacher-training program that was developed
only after each component of the program had been empir-
ically tested. Teachers were retrained through course
work and workshops to teach disadvantaged preschool
children. These teachers then taught mothers and older
siblings of disadvantaged families the skills and knowledge
necessary to instruA the preschool child both in the home
and in the school setting. Karnes concludes that Pre- and
posttest scores on standardized tests indicated that pre-
school children irho participated in the projects made gains
comparable to those made by children taught by a profes-
sional staff. Research findings were incorporated into
ongoing demonstration classes at the University of Illinois.
The classes provided practicum experiences for students
in a leadership-training program, observation facilities
for teacher-traihing students in elementary and special
education, the basis for workshops involving teachers and
administrators from local communities, and guidelines
for junior college personnel interested in developing non-
formal training programs for paraprofessionals.

4616. KURTZ, Norman Rudolph. "Gatekeepers in the Process of
Acculturation." Unpublished Ph. D, dissertation, University
of Colorado, Boulder, 1966. Pp..311,.

The term "gatekeepers" in the context of this study is
used to describe an individual who acts as a link between
Spanish Americans and the urban culture system by intro-
ducing Spariist Americans to situations in which they can
become socialized to American urban roles. A sample
of 73 gatekeepers in the city of Denver, Colorado, was
selected on a reputational basis, and each selected gate-
keeper was asked about his helping activities in relation
to each of the following nine social roles; worker, dweller,
church member, manager of funds, patient, welfare client,
organization member, legal client, and mass consumer.
In addition, each gatekeeper was asked to cite other indi-
viduals whom he utilized in carrying out gatekeeping activ--
ities, thus establishing a crossreference of other gate-
keepers. Cluster analysis was used to isolate fifteen
cliques formed by the cross-citation of the gatekeepers.
Kurtz concludes that the informal nature of the identified
gatekeeping system would be enhanced by bringing influen-
tial gatekeepers together as a panel of leaders to form a
central gatekeeping station. Gatekeeps might also be used

A
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in planning and implementing non-formal educational
programs for.and with ethnic minority groups.

4617. LANNIITG: Frank W., and MANY, Wesley A. , eds. Basic
Education for 'the Disadvantaged Adult's: Theory and
Practice: Boston: -Houghton Mifflin, 1966. Pp. 411. \

The editors present 43 articles on problems and ptoce-
dures and on techniques and materials; a very comprehensive
source book.

4618. McMIJRRIN, Sterlin M., ed. 'Functional Education for Dis-
advantaged Youth. New York: Committee for Economic
Development, 1971. Pp. 120. .

This volume of four papers--the first in a series of
three volumes on urban education -,is concerned with more
effectively tying both formal-and non-formal education
programs with employment that is both productive and
satisfying.

4619. MICO, Paul R. Navajo Perception of Anglo Medicine.
Berkeley: School of Public Health, University of California,
April 1969. Pp. 56.

The author.explains why American Indian perceptions
of the health and medical programs of the white culture
are important for the U. S. Public Health Service in its
efforts through non-formal and other educational programs,
to raise the Indian level of health to that of the general
population. Vast differences between the American Indian,
as represented by the'Navajo, and the non-Indian are
found in language, customs, cultural patterns, health,
concepts, and social organizations; therefore, overcoming
cultural differences as well as increasing health facilities
will bd necessary. Mico suggests that a long-term health -
education campaign in schools and community is essential
-before the Navajo individual will be able to perceive
American medicine in a. manner that will contribute to the
maintenance of his 'own health.

4620. MITCHELL, L. E. , and FISHMA N, J. R. "Mental Health
for. the Poor: The Use of Trained Problem Youth in-a
Neighborhood Treatment Program for Children and
AdOlescents." Taper presented at Annual Meeting of the
American Psychiatric Association, 1966. Pp. 17.
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4621. "Occupational Education and Black Students." School and
Society, IC. 2331 (February 1971), 76-77.

This article reviews the present status of occupational
education, defined as career education in post-high-school
programs that prepare men and women for technical and
semiprofessional jobs in government, private industry,
and health fields. It concludes that occupational education
is neglected in the black community but is crucial to its
development and sell-sufficiency and that "the public schools
have proved incapable of doing the job. " The article
suggests that, because the status-striving of a depressed
group is often more important than the. striving for economic
returns, "blacks have often been reluctant to enter lower'
status occupations."

4622. -OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY. Participation of the
Poor in the Community Decision-Making Process. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Office of Economic Opportunity, Community
Action Program, August 1969. .Pp. 43.

This paper identifies key factors that have promoted
participation of the poor ("resident participation") in
community-development programs through group action
and community decision-making processes and describes
several techniques that Community Action Program. (CAP)
grantees have used successfully to enhance such partici-
pation.

4623. PAULSTON, Rolland G. "Education and Community Develop-
ment in Peru. Problems at the Cultural,Interface."
Council on Anthropology and Education Newsletter, II, 2
(May 1971), pp. 1-8.

Paulston questions "under what conditions have teachers
been most effective or least effective in identifying and
articulating community needs and in stimulating constructiv
response?" A quasi-systems and case-study approach is
used to analyze Peruvian programs (Nuclear Indian schools,
Summer Institute of Linguistic bilingual schools, Fe y.
Alegria, and Crecer) and their in-service training com-
ponents, which have attempted with varying success to
prepare and use teachers for directed communal change.
The material is organized into three sections: a description
of sociocultural change processes and problems in the
highly pluralistic Peruvian setting; an analysis of the four
programs' aims, organization, activities, including in-
service training activities, and outcomes; and some
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generalizations based on the evidence of extreme cases
presented. ,-

Paulston scores the four programs on a continuum from
less-successful to more-successful using eight key variables
in programooutcomes (i. e., high relative scores are
associated with less-successful programs and vice versa)
as follows: the degree of institutional interfacing between
the organization promoting community development and the
target 'community; external (1. e., non-national) inputs as
a percentage of total program inputs; degree of perceived
sociocultural status distance between change agents and
target population; degree to which community-development
objectives could be viewed as a potential threat to elites;
degree to which teacher's academic and change agent roles
conflict; discrepancy between community-development
objectives and actual resources available; discrepancy
between availability and actual utilization of local economic
and noneconomic incentives for community-development
programs; and ratio of agency to community planning and
decision inputs.

Paulston suggests that efforts to use the educational
system to further community-development objectives in
plural societies will have a greater possibility of success
with agencies, with teachers, and with target populations
presenting relatively minimal interfacing_ between super-
ordinate and subordinate sectors and that the non-formal
educational sector, being apart from the formal school
bureaucracy, may well offer the mostpromise for educa-
tion-centered directed-change efforts.

624. RAINWATER, Lee. Behind Ghetto Walls: Black Families in
a Federal Slum. Chicago: Aldine, 1970. Pp. 488.

In this biting study of a St. Louis housing project, the
author examines a variety of non-formal educational
programs for ghetto blacks (Head Start, community centers,
job camps, retraining programs, and so on) and dismisses
them as more tinkering. His thesis is that the basic issue
is not socialization or resocialization but-poverty. Simply
put, poor people need money and that means that rich
people must do with less. Rainwater also calls for a
radicalization of sociologists and for a return of ideology:
"Social scientists have a great deal to tell us about the
life styles of Various class groupings . . but the larger
societal mechanisms that produce the underclass have
been largely ignored."

13
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4625. REIFF, Robert, and RIESSMAN, Frank. The Indigenous
Non-Professional: A Strategy of Change in Community
Action and Community Mental Health Programs. Commu
nity Mental Health Journal Moncgraph Series No. 1. N
York: Behavioral Publications, 1970. Pp. 32. Bibliog-
raphy.

..

See especially Chapter 5, "Issues in Tr.r.iniLvic, the
Indigenous Nonprofessional," where a number of general
considerations for non-formal training of the "indigenous
nonprofessional drawn from lower socioeconomic groups'
are presented. Numerous examples drawn from the liter
ature are usea-to support the authors' strategy.

4626. ROSSI, Nick. "Colorado Migrant Education Program,
September 1, 1968 through August 31, 1969. Summary
Report." Colorado State Department of Education, Offic
of Instructional Services, January 1970. Pp. 20.

This report summarizes and evaluates non-formal
migrant education programs in Colorado. The booklet
contains sections on "exemplary" programs, number of
children served, grade placement, teacher-pupil ratio,
interrelationahips with the regular Title I program,
coordination with other migrant programs, in-service
staff training, non-public-school participation, dissemi-
nation of materials, parental and community involveme
program effectiveness, special area programs, constru
and equipment, supportive services, program integrati
staff utilization, new programs, and critiques of progr
The author concludes somewhat optimistically that in
genera_ the programs are functioning well but selective
improvements could and should be made.

4627. SHRIVER, Sargent. "Statement made before the Senate Sub
committee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty, M
23, 1967." Pp. 4. (Mimeographed.)

Shriver proposes the registration and testing of all
young Americans (male and female) at the age of 16 to
identify heeds for remedial programs of physical fitness
academic education, and motivational training. He cite
the Job Cprps success in rehabilitating some 100, 000
youngsters of an average age of 17 1/2 years and claims
that such success-could be achieved with all remaining
900, 000 disadvantaged American youth. The establish
of a national and continuing census of America's youth
resources coupled with a national referral network wou
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find all those youth never tested by the armed forces,
those who live in isolation and poverty. "Once the census
identifies these young people whose ctrills are 13elow_those
required to cope with existing manpower needs, the national
referral network would take over. The lost legion would
be sought out, placed in both public and private training
programs, and perhaps in some of the 5 million new jobs
that could exist through public employment."

628. SW:ERMAN, Charles E. "Up From Apathy--The Woodlawn
Experiment." Commentary, XXXVII (May 1964), 51-58.

This insightful article, adapted from the author's book
Crisis in Black and White, first reviews problems of
current welfare programs--they are obsessed with case
work and individual pathology and not the real troubles of
slums arising from lack of opportunity and a social system
that denies dignity and status to the individual, and they
encourage dependency and apathy and do things for people
instead of with people.

Then Silberman describes a community-development
strategy based on the self-help methods of Saul Alinski
and the application of this strategy in a Chicago urban
ghetto. Alinski's method is based on community organiza-
tion for group action against grievances. "The community
organizer, " Alinski writes, "digs into a morass of resig-
nation, hopelessness and despair and works,xzith the local
people in articulating (or 'rubbing raw') their 7esentments.
His job is to arrange non-formal education sessions, to
agitate to the point of conflict, to formulate grievances
and persuade the people to speak out, to hope, and to
move"--in short, to develop and harneSs the power needed
to change the prevailing patterns. Silberman concludes
that Woodlawn remains a slum with high unemployment,
lack of education, family disorganization, crime, and
poor health; yet, it is a slum where "a nelv sense of
energy and possibility is at work." A new conception of
social welfare has "begun to take form in America!"

29. SOLLIE, Carlton R., and LINDER, William W. "Creating
and Using Systemic Links Among Low-Income Families."
Paper presented at Annual Meeting of the Rural Socio-
logical Society, San Francisco, 1969. Pp. 17.

This experimental program of directed social change,
undertaken in nine Mississippi counties by the Cooperative
Extension Service with special funds provided by the
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Federal Extension Service, tests the hypothesis that the
creation and use of systemic links in extension work will
result in desired changes in homemaking practices am
low-income families. The experiment is based on the
assumptien that, black women who live in the target com-
munities and are themselves in the low-.ncome stratum
can communicate more effectively with other low-income
black housewives than can professionally trained extensi
home economists. County extension stars identified
likely prospects for the role of systemic links, recruited
those persons, provided intensive non-formal training
experiences in certain homemaking practices, and then
instructed them to initiate contacts with client system
families and establish themselves in the role of teacher
and counselor. The authors conclude that positive me
of recommended practice adoption by client system horn
makers indicates that the creation and use of systemic
links promises to be an effective procedure in program,,
of non-formal education for directed.social change.

4630. SRINIVASAN, Viji. "Leadership Training Course for Slum
Women to Prepare Them to Run Nutrition Education
Classes for Other Women in Their Neighborhobd."
Community Development Journal, VI, 1 (Winter 1971),
19-22.

The author describes the project's aims, selection
procedures, course content, and outcomes. She claims
trainees found the course satisfying because the subject
matter was adapted to local needs, because a nonpatro
approach was used, and because husbands we're involv
in the program.

4631. STATIvIAN, James M. "Community Mental Health as a
Pacification Program," School of Education, Catholic
University of America, Washington, D. C., 1970. Pp.

The author views Community mental health progra
as part of the white response to the increasing militanc

. of minority people who inhabit the ghetto. Three interr
lated questions are the focus of the analysis. Fir
'the "mental health" effort serve to divert community re
sources from more meaningful efforts? Second, does
employment of neighborhood leaders in jobs as parapro
sionals or teachers in non-formal education programs
to alienate these leaders from their community, thereb
weakening the neighborhood power base? Third, are
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federally funded programs free to confront the basic
oppressive institutions in our society? On all three counts
the author concludes that community mental health serves
a repressive function by diverting community energies
from their primary task, resecuring their own freedom.
He argues that the intropsychic approach in an oppressed
community mystifies, pacifies, and continues the oppression
of the individual.

4632. TUNLEY, Roul. "Smooth Path at Rough Rock..." American
Educations VII, 2 (March 1971), 15-20

This is a positive, popular account of what has happened
at the Bureau of Indian Affairs' controversial Rough Rock
School for Navajos after some four years of local control
by the Navajo community. The author claims that local
control has enabled the school to respond better to both
the formal and non-formal educational needs of Navajo
youth and adults and to become a more-effective and
respected community resource in general. No evidence
is presented to support this claim.

633. WEINBERG, Meyer. Desegregation Research. An Appraisal.
Bloomington, Ind.: PM Delta ICappan, 1970. Pp. 460.
Bibliography.

Although this excellent review of research onihe educa-.
tional consequences of desegregation is primarily concerned
with formal school settings, it also contains much informa-
tion on aspiration and self-concept and community factors
in ethnic groups that will be of interest to the student of
non-formal education.

634. WELSH, James. "D. C. Perspectives: Mental Health
Research." Educational Researcher, XXII (Deceinber
1971), 1-2.

Welsh reports the results of the Milwaukee Project,
begun in 1964, a five-year effort at behavioral modification
Of the very young. A team--representing the fields of
psychology, psychiatry, education, speech therapy, and
social work--provided non-formal educational programs
and remedial services to some two dozen children "from
families of low-income, nearly illiterate parents from a
Milwaukee slum yielding a much higher rate of retardation
than any other area of the city." Findings show that
children two months and older, in the "active stimulating"
group, averaged 33 IQ points higher than children in a
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control group and that children in the experimental pro
were learning at a rate exceeding that of their age peers
generally. Welsh concludes that this kind of research is
commanding increased interest among thoze who look to
educational research for socially relevant results, but
that many questions remain to be answered: will children
in the experimental group regress, as usually is the c
would the intervention techniques work equally well on
older children or on the parents alone; and, even if a
$400, 000 program for 25 children is effective, "What is
the minimum intervention that will achieve the same
results?" One is tempted to suggest meaningful employ
plus accessible child-care facilities as-an alternative
"behavioral modification" strat. y. Early intervention,
or what many blacks have come to call "cradle robbing,"
is for both ethical and practical reasons a highly questio
change strategy.

4635. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON RESOURCES FOR YOUTH,
Youth Tutoring Youth. Final Report. Report No. DOL
42-7-001-34. New York: National Commission on Res
for Youth, January 31, 1969. Pp. 92.

A new type of Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) job
station was tested by the National Commission on Reso
for Youth, Inc. The objective of -thisAemonstration
project was to explore the feasibility and value of estab
a "model" non-formal, in-school NYC program whereby
disadvantaged youth would be hired to work as tutors for
younger children. The program model, "Youth Tutor
Youth, " put 14- and 15-year-old underachievers to work
in several schools in Philadelphia and Newark as tutors
for elementary-school children reading at below-grade
level. Subjective evaluation of the program has shown
that when underachieving youth are given work responsi
as tutors, both they and the tutees make progress in
gaining the following:2 sense of work responsibility, an
appreciation of learning, improved literary skills, and
motivation to work and stay in school.

Other items related to the Ethnic and Disadvantages area are

1110, 1111, 1115, 1118, 1119, 1135, 1136, 1141, 1311, 131
2118, 2139, 3111, 3603, 3604, 3607, 3609, 4209, 4308, 4311, 450
4505, 4529, 4534, 4701, 4702, 4705, 4710, 5221, 5224, 5225, 551
5814, 6102, 6103, 6105, 6208, 6709, 7103, 7116, 7122, 7145, 716
7209, 7303
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4701. ADLkR, Chaim. "Education and the Integration of Immigrants
"in Israel." The International Migration Review, HI, 9
% (Summer 1969), 3-19.

4702. ALLEN, Dana W. An Experiment in Education with the
Laubach Literacy Course of Study.on Films at the Ohio
State Reformatory. SyracuSe: New Readers Press,
1961. Pp. 89.

This experiment in non-formal education lasted sixteen
weeks, with 288 inmates participating in some part of the
program. In educational achievement, the total group
advanced 2.1 grades, and in reading achievement, 1.7
grades. Among the 108 inmates who attended the entire
sixteen weeks, the figures are 2.5 and 2.1, respectively.

4703. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE REGISTRARS AND
ADMISSIONS OFFICERS. "AACRAO-AID Participant

.Selection and Placement Study.t' Report to the Office of
International Training, AID. Washington, D.t.C.: U.S.
Department of State, March 1971. Appendixes.

This is a longitudinal study of AID-sponsored students
in U.S. educational programs. participants have been
trained individually and in groups for varyinerperiods of
time in a wide range of subjects, e. g., agri911ture,
public adminislration, industry, education, health, and
labor. Training is both formal, in academic higher educa-
tion programs, and non-formal, of an on-the-job nature.
Short-term observAtions and highly specialized training
have also been used.

704. BOARD OF TRADE. Exports and the Industrial Training of
People from Overseas. London: Board of Trade, 1969.
Pp. 57.

A working party studied existing arrangements in
Britain for non-formal on-the-job training of overseas
nationals, assessed the contributions being made to
British export trade, compared the schemes with those in
other countries, and recommended various changes.

705. CONDON, Sister Marie. "The Volunteer and Academic
Education for Rehabilitation of Prisoners. " Adult Leader -
E.21p, 30C, 2 (June 1971), 48-50.
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4706. FISKE, Edward B. "Seminaries: Now It's On-the-Job
Training for the Clergy." New York Times, May 30,
1971, p. 7.

As a result of the growing revolt against the "over-
academicization" of ministerial education in which future
clergy ate 'kept in schools for three or more years, there
is today a strong trend toward a new Mix of formal and
non-fornial clergy training activities linked with colleges,
in "community-based" seminaries, and in others. Fiske
notes that the current financial squeeze has forced many
seminaries to consider if they want to train pastors or

'""/ educate religious scholars. He concludes that the liberal
theological institutions and their ideas have little affected
American culture, and that the kind of faith that Union
Theological students respect is that of the Berrigans,
"but that didn't come out of the academies, it came froth
the grass roots up."

4707. FRISINA, Robert. "A New,Vo-Tech Opportunity for Deaf
Students." American Vocational Journal, VL (April 1970
33-36. -

Formal schools at the college and university level
have not been able to assimilate very many deaf students.
Only 3 percent of graduating Olaf high-school students
move into-higher institutions established for the nondeaf.
This article describes the program and potential of the
National Technical Institute for the Deaf, founded 'in 1965
to prepare deaf youth for successful employment by -prov
opportunities for non-formal technical education.and
training, continuing higher education for those who qualif
and an environment that facilitates and encourages stude
to achieve a higher degree of personal development and
sense of social responsibility.

4708. HANN, Peter. "Executive Retreats: Taking the Board Roo
to the Wilds." The New York Times, October 31, 1971,
Sec. 10, pt 1, 16-17.

Hann de tribes in detail a variety of in-service exe
retreat programs offered by U.S. corporations seeking
to "revitalize their executives. " These programs, offer
by "about 40 percent of the companies in the Fortune 5
typically offer intensive non-formal educational progra
recreational activities, and planning sessions in isolat
rural settings for periods of from several days to seve
months.

201
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4709. KRAMER, Rita. "For Parent Effectiveness, On-the-job
Training." New York Times Magazine, March 28, 1971,
pp. 102-3, 108.

Kramer describes participation in a Parent Effectiveness
Training Class (P. E. T. ), largely based on the work of
Dr. Thomas Gordon in his book, Parent Effectiveness
Trai g (New York: P. H. Wydee, 1970). As an alterna-
tive either Speck or therapy, parents who have problems
"relating to their teenagers" can enroll for eight weekly
two-hour sessions, at a cost of $65 per parent. Using
role-playing techniqueS, parents are taught to cope with
'their own anxieties, to help their children define their
problems so they Flay be able to solve themselves,
and, quite simply, to encourage honest recognition of
feelings and to draw children into the decision-making
process. She suggests that the most valuable aspect,of

, P. E.T. for parents is the group experience itself as a
partial answer to loss oethe extended family, the sense of
continuity in life, a stable community "in which eyeryone
knew the right way to do everything including how to bring
up children and transmit that knowledge from generation
to generation."

4710. MAUK, Warren Stewart. The Effects of Short-Term Tasks
and Financial Incentive on the Educational Achievement
of Young Prison Inmates. Tallahassee: Florida State.

.% University, 1970. Pp. 166.
This study, prompted by a concern for the ineffective-

ness of prison education programs to improve the educa-
tidnal level'of inmates, was conducted for the purpose of
investigating the effeckt of short-term or extended tasks
and financial incentives on the educational activitygia
achievement of the young prison inmates. Financial
incentive was foundlo be associated with increased educa-
tional activity and achievement, and educational activity
to be positively correlated with changes in achievement.

4711. McGINN, Noel F. Problems of Human Development in Urban
Latin America, Occasional Papers in Education and
Development No. 6. Cambridge, 'Mass.: Center for
Studies in Education and Development, Graduate School
of Education, Harvard University, May 1971. Pp. 72.

This essay examines how education might contribute
to the amelioration of problems associated with rapid
urbanization in Latin America. The author reviews

q.
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,

speculative and empirical works op urban growth and
describes Capacitacion,Popular, an illustrative urban
adult-education program in Colombia that seeks "to effect
changes in values to favor life'in Cities." McGinn suggests
that, because "nothing has been done in formal education
to develop programs that, woula Inculcate values specific
to the demands of life &cities in, Latin America," non-

,formal programs offer the most realistic means of providin
marginalized: people, either migrant or urban native, the.,
means 'to learn the values needed tt participate in modern
urban society. He noted that such programs now exist in
Chile, 'Peru, Venezuela, and other Latin American coun-
tries. He argues that the basic problem is one of creating
a now society, not one of integrating an underdeveloped
minority into a "progressive [sic/ and modernizing major-
ity." .

The author concludes that such a "new society" will be
built"as all elements of the population are enabled.to
participate in the running of the old" and that from the
existing social order will emerge new forms as the genius
of the pepple is called forth in the challenge of meeting
the problemS of the "city." Unfortunately, the abthor
provides no case material or other data in the essay to
support his 'somewhat homiletic conclusions.

4712. NUITA, Yoko. "Trends in the Continuing Education of Women
in Japan." Convergence, II, 2 (1969), 26-31.

Adult education is a fairly recent development in Japan
and is received largely by women and young adults in.
rural areas. Nuita discusses altered demand factors
following enfranchisement of women in 1945, changes in
women's life cycle and home life, and their increased
employment. The author describes programs as offered
by the state and local public,bodies, by private bodies, and
by mass communication media. Nuita reports findings pf
a recent sample survey in which 3,000 meta. and women
expressed a desire for greater opportunities to study,
"especially subjects dealing with culture, their work,
the enrichment of their lives, and home management."
Regretfully, the auther concludes that the demand for adult
educp.tion in Japan tai. outstrips egciiting facilities and
possibilities available.

4713. SEATTLE/KING COUNTY ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM.
"Problem Drinking Driver/Court Refeired Action for
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Safer Highways." Seattle, Wash.: Sseatle/King County
Alcohol Safety Program, 1971. Pp. 4'4..

This innovational behavior-modification program called
"PDD/CRASH" provides thirty days of intensive non-formal
education and group dynamics for problem-drinking drivers
after their second offense. It seeks "to change the problem
drinker's attitude towards his problem and towards his
drinking as it relates to his driving." The assumption is
that thirty days in the Program will be more effective
than thirty days in fail, which do-"no one any good."

4714: SMITH, L. L. "Mid-Carper Education for Municipal Clerks."
Paper presented at 24th Annual Conference of International
Institute of Municipal Clerks, Atlantic City, N.J., May
18-20, 1970. Pp. 14. ,

4715. SOLLIE, James 1. "Teaching Reading to Functionally
Illiterate Adult Prison Inmates Using the Initial teaching
Alphabet." Unpublished Ph: D. dissertation, University
of Alabama, University, 1966. Pp. 149.

4716. SPIEGEL, Jeanne. Continuing Education for Women: A
Selected Annotated Bibliography. Washington, D.C.:
Business and Professional Women's Foundation; 1967.
Pp. 19.

4717. STEIN, Morris I. Volunteers for Peace: The First Peace
Corps Volunteers in a Rural Community Development
Program in Colombia, South America. New Ycirk: John
Wiley and Sons, 1966. Pp. 258.

Stein presents a detailed account of the non-formal
training of volunteers and their effectiveness in the field.

4718. SUGARMAN, Barry. "The Therapeutic Community and the
-School. " Interchange, I, 2 (1970), 77-96.

Daytop Village is a drug-cure cooperative, a therapeutic
community for drug addicts run by former addicts who
have graduated from the Village's non-formal educational
program. The author describes cognate communities
such as Synanon, Phoenix House, and Daytop as education.al
movements outside the formal school system, as progranis
concernecrwith the treatment of persons who have broken
down and found themselves socially defined is invalids
and/or deviants. "They are agencies of resocialization,
a fact that distinguishes them from the normal school
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system." Sugarman suggests that "therapeutic commities
and schools are alike, however, in that bath are supposed
to help their members develop new social identities and
the ability to live with them." For the student of sociali-
zation processes, therefore; "the therapeutic community
is a most valuable laboratory where he may expect to see
these processes operating in their most itensified form."

4719. UNESCO. Equality of Access of. Women to Literacy: A
Comparative Study. Paris: UNESCO, Pp. 39.

4720. WHARTON, Clifton R. , Jr. The Role of Farmer Education
in Agricultural Growth. New York: Agricultural Develop-
ment Council, Inc. , 1963. -

The author sees the basic function non-formal education
for farmers as widening the scope for decision-making
because it broadens a person's ideas of the "possible"; it
adds new tastes and stimulates potivation. It comes,
moreover, in many forms--as general education, basic
education, or as literacy and developmental education.
He concludes that non-formal adult-extension education
and community-development progrLms will continue to
bear the brunt of transmitting new developmental knowle
to farmers in the less-developed countries.
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5101. FORD, D. R. "The Effect of Short Institutional Training
Courses on Agricultural Development in a Tribal Trust
Land." Salisbury: Rhodesia University, 1970. Pp. 11.

A study was made of the relationship between attendance
by tribal peasant farmers and leaders at one-week courses
in agricultural development held at Domboshawa Training
Centre and of subsequent changes in the Mtoko district of
Rhodesia. The broad aim of the non-formal courses was
to enable tribesmen to gain a better understanding of the
causes of erosion due to lack of conservation farming.
Six "Headman" areas received no training and no extension
follow-up; three received training only; and three received
training and follow-up. Follow-up extension work empha-
sized the introduction of new crops (cotton and sorghum)
and improving the basic practices in existing crops. Al-
though there are acknowledged weaknesses in the methods
of sample selection and data collection, results suggest
that the training courses played an important part in initia-
tingincreased mechanical conservation (contouring),
improved agricultural practices (use of fertilizers), and
problem-solving, reflected in group or community projects.
The trend was, moreover, much more definite in the three
areas that received extension follow-up.

5102. FRANCK, Barbara Mann, and HARE, Paul. "Phases of Devel-
opment of a Multinational Training Group." Springfield, Va.:
National Technical Information Service Operations Division,
1970. Pp. 72.

189
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A study was made of 36 people from the United States
and fire developing nations (Pakistan, India, Ceylon,
Indonesia, and the Philippines) assembled for a special six-
month rice-production training course. The course was
designed to produce agricultural technicians who would
introduce the International Rice Research Institute's new
high-yielding rice strains to the rural areas of their home
countries. It was shown how a Multinational group goes
through a sequence of change in attitudes and behavior and
how these changes introduce stresses for both students and
instructors.

5103. KINCAID, James M., Jr. "Strategies for the Improvement of
Agricultural Extension Work and Non Degree Agricultural
Training in Nigeria." Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, September 1968.
Pp. 114.

Kincaid reports on findings about the progress that
Nigeria has made in the development of training institutions
did programs at the non-degreelevel and about major
problems that must be solved if non-formal training pro-
grams of the future are to evolve more effectively and
efficiently. He emphasizes the kinds of programs estab-
lished to meet the growing need for different levels and
kinds of trained intermediate level manpower in agriculture
and related subjects. Kincaid concludes that Nigeria has
made notable progress in the 'development of nondegree-
level education and training programs in the non-formal
sector.

5104. LEAGANS, J. Patil. "The Role of Extension Education in Rural
Development," Cornell International Agricultural Develop-
ment Bulletin, No. 3 (1963), pp. 41-49.

The author explores the fundamental elements of exten-
sion education and its role in the process of change. He
argues that for programs of change it is usually necessary
for those in charge to take the offensive and provide "true
leadership." The three basic elements that constitute the
core of extension education are man himself, physiological
and psychological; man's environment, physical, economic,
and social; and devices created by man for improving his
welfare. The object of an extension agenty is to help farm
people close the gap between their actual living conditions
and the standards specified by the program's objectives.
Extension is a man-created device for helping masses of
people through non-formal education.
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Leagani suggests that in organized programs of rural
development professional workers constitute the connecting
link between the-people and the institutions created to
advance economic and social change. The success of the
program largely rests upon the character, quality, philos-
ophy, training,.and skill of these workers. -He concludes
that everyone engaged in programs of rural development
should-clearly understand the three basic elements arthe
core of extension education- -i.e., research, training, and
extension education. One might caution, however, thatit
is dangerous to imply that the success of agricultural-
extension program, or any directed-change program for
that matter, largely rests upon the change agents. Other
factors, such as transportation, markets, fellow farmers'
actions, prices, and so on may also play crucial roles.

5105. LUCAS, Graham. "Farm Management in Northeast Thailand."
Program Bulletin,-No. 35 (June 1965), pp. 6-7.

The author describes a unique program conceived in
1963 when Kasetsart University, Thailand's leading agricul-
tural institution of higher learning, in cooperation with the
Royal Thai government, decided to establish a long-term,
small-scale farm-management program in a remote area
of the northeast. The concept of recruiting and training a
team of young university graduates specifically for the
purpose of improving agricultural conditions in a small,
compact, and remote group of villages was viewed with
skepticism even by the officials who conceived the scheme.
Nevertheless, Kasetsart University went ahead with its plan
as soon as the Asia Foundation agreed to support the cost of
advanced training for the team to cover certain basic
costs of the project, excluding salaries, for a period of two
years.

The team, consisting of a lecturer in agricultural econo-
mics, a farm-management technician, an agronomist, a
plant pathologist, and a livestock technician, selected Tambol
Wangchai as the most-suitable community of the many
surveyed for the purposes of the project. Tambol Wangcbai
in 1964 was in astate of pristine underdevelopment. As
far as anyone knew, it had never been the beneficiary of
outside assistance, not even a visit from a provincial rural-
development officer. Team members had little difficulty
in persuading most of the farmers to cooperate in the
scheme, and gradually farmers came in increasing numbers
to obtain the advice of the young technicians on a wide
variety of farm problems. Non-formal instruction was
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offered, demonstration plots were established, the services
of various government agricultural facilities were enlisted,
and the help of several local businessmen was obtained.
Lucas reports that a whole new world was opened to the
farmers of Tambol Wangchai--they began to be informed
about such matters as current crop prices, shipping costs,
and otfier subjects on which they had only rudimentary
information. He concludes that the farmers, responded
positively; they formed their own farm association -and
obtained new knowledge on many aspects of rural' life.
Program costs are not mentioned, nor is any p
follow-up study of retention Of change propo

5106. MATHUR, .L C. "Farmers' Teaching and Edttcation: A New
Approach." Social Action, XX, 3 (July-September 1970),
253-63.

With the green revolution and new techniques of agricul-
tural production, farmers' training and education has to be
geared to dramatic changes of production. The author dis-
cusses in detail the methodology that he feels should be
used in this regard. The proposed farmer's training and
education includes what is known as "functional literacy,"
which is different from ordinary literacy in two ways.
First, instead of using the usual primers, the learner
becomes acquainted with the words that he has actually to
use in his everyday farming life. Some documents regar
legal matters concerning revenue laws, for example, could
be used as the primers or at least a selective vocabulary
should be made out of them. Second, the learner has to
start using the skills of reading and writing while he is
still learning them from day to day. He should not have to
wait until the end of six months to be able to read the name
of the fertilizers, seeds, and so on. The author also pro:.
poses intensive non-formal training for the farmers and
suggests that the trainer should approach the farmer as
an individual producer. He notes that the incentive of a
higher price has proved sufficient to motivate the Indian
farmer to change traditional practices.

5107. MORIS, Jon. "Farmer Training as a Strategy of Rural Devel-
opment." Education, Employment and Rural Development.
Edited by Jame Sheffield. Nairobi: East Africa Publishing
House, 1967. Pp. 322-65.

Moris areues that a week's course at one of the Kenya
Farmer Training Centers was more effective in changing

2
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practices than was all the field extension that had gone
before" and that training has been superior to extension as
a non-formal educational mode. Some data is presented to
support his contention.

5108. MYREN, Delbert. "Training for Extension Work in Latin
America." America Latina, VII, 2 (1964), 75-86.

The author contends that Latin American farmers, in
contrast to the negative picture offered.by conventional
wisdom, actually seek information. He says that "even
those on small peasant holdings appear to have"a considerable
desire to produce more efficiently and are interested in how
this can be done." He contends that non-formal educational
efforts to supply such information are most seriously cir-
cumscribed not by fanner apathy but by the conservative
nature of urban-oriented change agents and administrators.
This is a provocative, insightful articlebased on direct
observation and long experience in the field.

5109. PRAWL, Warren L. "It's the Agents of Change Who Don't Like
Change." CERES, FAO Review, II, 4 (July-August 1969),
57-58.

The author comments on problems of developing effective
agricultural extension services and related training pro-
grams in third-world countries, where agriculture as a
profession has relatively low prestige and where farmers
have little confidence in culturally different agencies and
agents seeking change from above through demonstration
and.non-formal instruction:

5110. RAUF, Abdur. West Pakistan: Rural Education and Develop-
ment. Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1970. Pp. 173.

5111. RICE, E. B. "Extension in the Andes: An' Evaluation of Official
U.S. Assistance to Agricultural Extension Services in Cen-
tral and South America." AID Evaluation Paper 3A. Wash-
ington, D.C.: AID, April 1971. Pp. 552.

5112. SMITH, Clarence Beaman, and WILSON, Meredith Chester.
The Agricultural Extension Service of the United States.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1930. Pp. 402.

This book gives an interesting historical account of the
early context of the Cooperative Agricultural Extension
system of the United States. The authors study the history
and function of extension work and its results, explore the
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psychology of extension teaching and various teaching
methods, and review the training of extension workers. They
unrealistically conclude that a movement may he beginning
that is destined,to make agriculture for the first time in the
history of the world "the envied occupation."

5113. STEVENS, Glenn Z. Agricultural Education. New York: The
Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1969. Pp.
113.

5114. TULLY, Joan. "Towards a Sociological Theory fovExtension."
Human Relations, XDC (August 1967), 391-403.

The author reports on a study of the effects of social
factors on changes in farm practices in Australia and how
and from whom farmers obtain new methods and informa-
tion. Three considerations are presented, as follows: the
mechanism that generates and changes values, beliefs,
and attitudes in a membership reference group is interaction
between the members and between them and some outside
group, in this case extension workers; in order to understand
the process by which norms are changed within the type of
reference group, instruments are needed to measure both
quantity ajid the quality of interaction that has taken place;
it may be useful to view the interaction between a rural
reference group and extension personnel as interaction
between different reference groups with different values,
beliefs, and attitudes toward the subject matter of the inter-
action which frequently leads to a breakdown in effective
communication.

If the efficiency of agricultural extension for the majori
of farmers is to be increased, then working with rural
reference groups may be an effective way to do it. When
working with rural reference groups, extension should aim
to promote a large quantity of high-quality interaction on
topics in which a change in behavior is required. There
needs to be a recognition that the extension agent and the
farming group may well have differing values and beliefs
about topics of mutual concern and that this may -lead to a
breakdown in communication and directly influence learning
in non-formal educational situations.

5115. WARD, Gordon H. "Integrating Research, Extension and
Cooperatives for Agricultural Development." Paper pre-
sented at Conference on Science and Technology in Develop

211
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Countries at the American University of Beirut, November
27-December 2, 1967. Pp. 16.

The author's thesis is that agricultural development
grows out of the application,of more-productive technology
by farmers and that integrated scientific research, non-
formal extension education of farmers, and cooperative
services are the mechanisms that generate a rising rate
of increase in farm production. He reviews how the_liaison
organization between the agricultural-research scientists
and the farmers transmits improved technology to the
farmers and discusses three organizations seeking to
improve technology for agricultural development as follows:
agricultural research stations, agricultural extension ser-
vice, and multifVEtion farmer cooperatives. Using the
Middle East as a model, -the author argues that one of the
primary objectives of organizing science and technology
for agricultural development in developing countries is to
increase agricultural production and that an effective
organization to-accomplish this demands teamwork among
research scientists, extension personnel, the staff of local
cooperatives, and farmers. He concludes, however, that
there has been little teamwork among these four contributary
groups in the Middle East and that this lack of integration
in the area shows up as one of the important reasons for
the failure of farm production to increase more rapidly
than population in recent years.

5116. WHARTON, Clifton R., Jr. The Role of Farmer Education in
Agricultural Growth. New York: Agricultural Development
Council, 1963.

Wharton sees the basic function of farmer education as
providing greater scope for decision-making by broadening
a person's ideas of the "possible," i.e., it adds new tastes
and stimulates motivation. He discusses farmer-oriented
educational program options and concludes that extension
education, community development, and related non-formal
educational programs will continue to bear the brunt of
transmitting new developmental knowledge to farmers.

Other items realted to the Agricultural area are

11p6, 1134, 1238, 1302,
3202, 3205, 3206, 4107, 4112,
6205, 6501, 6502, 6505, 6507,
6522, 6624, 6628, 6721, 7226

1304, 1316, 1317, 2116, 2133, 2216,
4119, 4613, 4720, 5209, 5223, 5406,
6509, 6512, 6515, 6518, 6519, 6521,
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5200. CIVIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

5201. AMYOT, Jacque. Ban Nonlan: Intensive Village Study Project.
Bangkok: National Research Council, December 20, 1964.
Pp. 13.

Amyot presents background information concerning the
"unique" features of Ban Non lan, which include geographic
identification, demography, formal administration or struc-
ture, informal association, leadership and.influence social .
integration, the economy, and individual and group expecta-
tions. He also relates development theory and problems
of implementation to these unique features and makes
specific suggestions concerning non-formal educational
inputs in the particular village being examined and in
"developing" villages in general.

5202. BATTEN, T. R. Training for Community Development: A
Critical Study of Method. London: Oxford University Press,
1965. Pp. 195.

In Part I, Batten examines recent trends in the scope,
organization, and methods of community-development
training and notes emphasis placed on human relations and
sensitizing training that aims at influencing peoples' atti-
tudes and relationships. Part II considers problems of
organization and method in theoretical terms, while Part
III examines a number of conclusions in light of the author's
community-development training course at the University
of London Institute of Education. The book draws heavily
on the author's field work during the 1940s and 1950s in
community- development staff training in what was then
called British Guiana. This is a practical, if somewhat
dated, handbook.

5203. BERAN, D. L. People in Action: A Handbook for Community
Developers. Columbia: Departirient of Regional and
Community Affairs, University of Missouri, 1968. Pp. 95.
Bibliography.

"This is a report of ideas, opinions and reactions of
one person who has worked in Africa, South America and
the United.§tates",in community-development projects.
In anecdota4nd,general fashion, the author discusses pre-
project survey afid planning needs and operational problems
and presents some examples of non-formal training pro-
grams.
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5204. BIDDLE, William W., and J. The Community
Development Process: The Rediscovery of Local Initiative.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966. Pp. 334.
Bibliography.

This very comprehensive text and handbook presents a
"community education" frame for local community and
individual development. The authors are highly critical
of the skepticism of social scientists concerning the plausi-
bility of the self-help methods that the authors propose.

5205. CARY, Lee J. Community Development as a Process. Colum-
bia: University of Missouri Press, 1970. Pp. 213.

5206. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, INC. A study of Educational
Components of Community Action Programs. Springfield,
Va.: NatiOnal Technical Information Service, 1969. Pp. 215.

r;

5207. CREFAL. Conceptos y metodos de la programacion por zonas
para el desarrollo de la comunidad. Publicacion de Difusion
2. Patzcuaro,Mexico: CREFAL, 1968. Pp. 32.

5208. DAtTON, George, ed. Economic Development and Social
Change: The Modernization of Village Communities. New
York: Natural History Press, 1971. Pp. 664.

5209_ HOLMBERG, Allan R. "Changing Community Attitudes and
Values in Peru: A Case Study in Gdided Change." Social
Change in Latin America Today, edited by Richard N. Adams.
New York: ,Harper and Brothers, 1960). Pp. 63-107.

Holmbesaeplains the rationale, aims, and activities
of the Cdrile-lf University intervention at Vicos, Peru, in
the 1950s and describes a variety of non-formal educational
activities begun to teach new skills and behaviors to the
Indian community. For a more extensive account in Spanish
of the controversial Vicos effort, see Holmberg, Vicos:
Metodo y practica de antropologia aplicada (Lima: Editorial
Estudios Andinos S.A., 1966) 172 pp., bibliography.

5210. INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK. Community
Development: Theory and Practice. Round Table, Mexico
City and Washington, April 1966. Washington, D.C.: Inter-
American Development Bank. 1967. Pp. 280.

The concept of community development is analyzed in
twelve papers covering such subjects as "Community
Development," The United National Experience in Community

2.1.'k
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Development and Its Current Emphasis," "Programming
of Community Development," "Some Aspects of Financing
Rural Community Development Programs ",Experience in
Israel," "Experience in Puerto FUCU," "Experience in the
Andean Region," "Community Development.isi,Venezuela,"
"Studies of Communities in Chile," "The Peace Corps and
Community Development," "The Community Development
Process," and "Criteria for Analysis of Community Devel-
opment." The role of non-formal education is frequently
discussed. .

5211. KAPLAN, Paul F. Evaluating the Impact of Community. Devel-
opment Programs: A New Approach. Cincinnati: Depart-
ment of Sociology, University of Cincinnati, April1970.
Pp. 26. Bibliography. -

Kaplan reviews methods used to evaluate community-
development programs and presents a new ambach utiliz-
the communication theory of. community grirteyeloped
by Frank and Ruth Young At Cornell's Department o! Ruth.'
Sociology. The model uses Guttman scales in seven sub-
stantive development areas applied at four different points
of time. Movement of communities on these scales is used
to ascertain the relative impact of the community-develop,
ment program. Examples of the utility of this new evalua-
tion method are demonstrated using data from the Philippine
This paper has considerable theoretical and practical value
for anyone wishing to measure objectively change in commu
nities following or accontanyir example, a non-forma.educational program.

5212. KOK, Lee Wai. "Non-Formal Education in Community Devel-
opment: The Case of the People's Association, Singapore."
Singapore: The People's AssoCiation, 1971. Pp. 8.

Operating through 190 community centers and seven
holiday camps, the Association since 1960 has offered a
wide variety of non-formal educational programs to youth
and adults. Kok concludes-that such efforts at orientating
and educating the masses toward national goals will be
strengthened if all organizations with similar goals coope
and coordinate their work.

5213. KRAMER, Ralph. Community Development in Israel and the
Netherlands: A Comparative Analysis. Research Studies
No. 14. Berkeley: Institute of International Studies, Unive
sity of California, 1970. Pp. 155.

ri 215
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This critical study, based" on extensive staff interviews
in both countries, makes an important contribution t
munity-development theory. 'Although it lacks specific res-
ponses from the program recipients, it is nevertheless
discerning and issue-oriented. The.author examines the
problems created when goverziments and other officially .

sponsored community-diveloprr.ent agencies intervene in
community development and when programs take on the .

character of political movements anti become involyAl in
controversial issues and compete with political pirties
and institutions.

Krgmer'suggests that, if controlled by, a politicized
bureaucracy, community-development goals usually seek
system maintenance and social control rather than individual
and social change. Values of the sponsors, he claims, will
then cverride the "felt needs" of the Community and con-
flict-avoidance will become more valuable than conflict
resolution. He further suggests that the more bu'reaucrati-
zation, professionalization, and specialization of interests;
in community development, the narrower will be the range
of goals tolerated. He rightly points out as well that most
major decisions on comm matters are made at higher
political levels. Thus, jor ommunity problems such as
poverty, unemployment, poor ousing, inadequate medical
services, andso_on can not realistically be tackled by self -
help methods. As the author indicates, most community-
development efforts axe' in fact an escape from reality, a
way of avoiding necessary changes in social policy. More-
Over, he contends that, because community-development
programs are often concerned with noncontroversial and
p riphe al matters, they run the danger of being "diver-
sio ary trivializing the collective efforts okthe people."

t

5214. LEONARD, Olen E. Evaluando el desarrollo de la comunidad.
Patzcuaro, Mexico: Centro de Educacion Fundamental para
el Desarrollo de la Comunidad en America Latina, 1968. .
Pp. 29."

5215. MAKHIJA, IL R. Training for Community Development Per-
sonnel In India. New Delhi: Indian Institute of Public
Administration, 1968. Pp. 171.

The book traces the development of training schemes
in India for community-development workers. It s divided
into four parts that deal with origin and growth of "the
Community Development Training Programme", problems

C

To
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encountered and the process of attempted solution through
trial and error, major reorganization of the initial program
and the research facilities, and evaluation of what has been
achieved. Launched in 1952, the pfogram sought to raise
farm production and income, to change the.attittides and
outlook of.the rural people, and to build a concept of social
cohesion that went beyond family and caste. The program
touched many aspects of life (literacy classes; sanitation,
farming practices, improved roads, and so on). The basic
unit on which the program hinge's is thecommunity-develo'p-
ment block, comprising about 100 villages. Emphasis is
placed on more non-formal training for new and old stag
personnel through refresher training and ad hoc courses
for certain categories of personnel so as to improve their
professional 'competence.

5216. McEWEN, William J. -Changing Rural Bolivia: A Study of
Social and Political Organization and the Potential for
Development in Contrasting Communities. New York:
Research Institute for the Study of Man, 1969. Pp. 364.
Bibliography.

The author presents, inter alia, accounts of a variety of
non-formal educational efforts in community-action progr
Program outcomes are examined in light of the dynamics
of community organization, r wal social organization, and
the realities and power and authority in a variety of corn-
inunity settings ranging from traditional to revolutionary.

52/7: MORGAN, Lucy S., and TYLER, Eunice N. "Is Public Health
Education Community Development?", Community Develop
ment Sournal,`VI, 1 (Winter 1971), 28-37

The authors cite "the basic principles that must obtain
if Public Hearth Education and Community Development'
programmes are really to serve-tha people to whom they
are offered." 'Dr. Y. C. James Yens advice is offered as
illustrative:

Go to the people.
Live among them
Learmfrom them
Serve them
Plan with them
Start with what they know
Build with what they have.

217 sr
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Four U.S. case studies are then briefly examined, three of
which are judged "success stories" and one a-failure. The
authors suggest that, "when basic principles are disregarded,
perhaps through no fault of the worker responsible for
guidance, when there are too many hurdles to cross too
fast, benefits to the people are minimal." They conclude
that violation of "educational prhiciples" caused failure,
yet their data indicate that this condition was merely a
symptom, i.e., dominant members of local power structures
"showed little real interest or understanding concerning
community problems."

5218. MOSHER, Arthur T. "Varieties of Extension, Education and
Community Development." Cooperative Extension Publica-
tion Nor 2. Ithaca: New York State College of Agriculture,
December 1958. -

The author presents'a discussion of how non-formal
extension education and community development can contri-
bute to solving%asic develbpment problems. He concludes
that' the first t k oLextension education and community
development underdeveloped regions is to help people
detrelop confi nceconlidence in themselves, in their
fellow citizen , in living by making choices, and in know-
ledge,as a tool for obtaining a more satisfying life.

5219. NELEIGH, Janice R. et al. Training Nonprofessional Commu-
nity Project Leaders. New York: Behavioral Publications,
1971. Pp. 132.

This monograph reports to the major research findings
of a five-year non-formal education training-project.

5220. NUNEZ DEL PRADO, Oscar. "El Caso del Kuyo Chico
(Cuzco): Un ensayo de integracion de la poblacion campe-
diva." With the collaboration of William F. Whyte. Lima:
Institute de Estudio Peruanos, 1970. Pp. 156. (Mimeo-
graphed.)

This study presents a thorough. description of a rigorous
community-development effort at Kuyo Chico, Peru, in
which non-formal literacy programs in Quechua played an
important part. 'A section on costs and benefits is included.

5221. PAULSTON, Roland G. "Maestros como agentes del cambio
comunal: Cuatro Programis Peruanos." America Indigena,
MX; 4 (October 1970), 929-44.

213
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Paulston evaluates a number of community-development
efforts in Peru and attempts to use teachers as non-formal
educators and communal-change agents. The least-effective
programs have been mestizo efforts in rural, in4igenous
communities. The most-effective programs have occurred
in urban shantytowns where cholo (partially westernized
Indians) teachers work with cholo students and parents in
non-formal education and self-help programs viewed as
nonthreatening by the mestizo superordinate minority.

5222. RAPER, Arthur F. Rural Development in Action: The Com-
prehensive Experiment at Comilla., East Pakistan. Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1970. Pp. 351. Biblio-
graphy.

5223. SHASTRY, B. D. Quickening the Pace in-Village Improvement.
Report on Intensive Village Development (Stage II) Pro-
gramMe in Raipur District Madhya. Pradesh. New Delhi:
Ministry of Food, Agriculturf, Community Development
and Cooperation, July 1969. 'Pp. 68.

This volume describes the goals, techniques, and achieve-
ments of the Intensive.Village Developinent Programme
after four years' activity in the Raipur district. The report
is based on two studies; one'is a survey of 36 stage II
villages and the other is a collection of case studies of six
Selected villages in the Raipur district in Madhya Pradesh.
The innovation described in the reports is that the program
was designed "to workwith" both large and small farmers.
The non-formal instruction and assistance provided was
designed to be integrated into a total village development
program, "a people-oriented program." Extension workers
were, concerned with production techniques, with the attitudes
and reactions of farmers, and with the social, cultural, "
personal, and situational-factors affecting adoption of new
practices. The report concludes that "the experience is
unique inasmuch as the adoption pattern observed in the
villages differs very significantly from the well recognized
pattern in which .the adopters are usually classified into
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority
and laggards. In the experimental villages all farmers In
a village community were helped to adopt new ideas and
practices simultaneously within a short period of time;
and most of them did so without undergoing the recognized
stages in the.. doption process."

2i
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5224. STREET, Paul. "Compensatory Education by Community Action:
Can the War on PovertyBe Won by Involving the Poor in
Community Development?" Phi Delta Kappan, LI, 6 (Feb-
ruary 1970), pp. 320-23.

Street describes the rationale and processes of an Office
of Economic Opportunity program in rural Kentucky begun
in 1965, using non-formal education to provide community-
development services in fourteen community centers. He
reports that the program is a mixture of success and failure,
that people living in areas served by the centers became
more "modern' in contrast to populations in areas not
served by centers (measured attitude variables included
"empathy, alienation, sociability, communicativeness, and
'openness-to innovations.'"), and that the greater the parti-
cipation, the greater the change that participants developed
stronger identification with the larger society than did those
not involved. Street concludes, however, that "indigenous
factionilism" and "alienating provincialism" remain-serious
obstacles, that the most deprived (the target population)
were little involved, that such programs are expensive and
do not show very gratifying results, but that they are better
than total neglect.

5225. UNESCO. "Proyeto especial integradd sobre la funcion de la
education en el desarrollo rural, Canas--Canchis, Cusco."
Boletin, No. 1 (1971), p. 21.

This wo5lereports on an experimental, collaborative
non-formal education project jointly sponsored by the
Peruvian Ministry of Education and UNESCO. Located in
one of the most remote and impoverished areas of Peru,
the project seekS through a number of non-formal and formal
educational activities to develop a more "progressive" out-
look among the subjugated indigenbus communities and a
more "development-oriented" school system. It presents
some interesting data on the local population: it is 98 per-
cent agricultural, '75 percent illiterate (90 percent of whbm
are females), 45 percent monolingual Quechua; family in-
come averages $104 annually; malnutrition is widespread;
public services are nonexistent; and the rural population
occupies a marginal position outside the highly stratified
national sociocultural system. The zone, in sum, is a
classic example of internal domination and the results of
centuries of culture war between the dominant Hispanic
culture and the subordinate indigenous culture. Although

220
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the report notes that the problem of development is intimate-
ly related to socioeconomic and cultural problems and is
not solely an educational problem,-it.suggests nevertheless
that the Indians are powerless and impoverished because
of their old customs--"the Cargos, the fiestas, the drinking
and use of coca"7,-that keep them "poor and backward."

5226. VANECKO, James J., and JACOBS, Bruce. The Impact of the
Community Action Program on Institutional Change: Assis-
tance to Community Organization as a Successful Strategy.
Final Report. Chicago: National Opinion Research Center,
1970. Pp. 287.

5227. WALES, Fred and Carmen. The Meaning of Community Devel-
opment. San Juan: Department of Education, Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, 1967. Pp. 22.

The authors discuss the Division of Community Educa-
tion, established in 1949 - -co- incident with "operation boot-
strap"--and review objectives, selection, the-non-formal
training of field workers, and activities in the field. The
strongly humanitarian, transcendental philosophy underlying
the Division is succinctly summed up in their expressed
belief that "community development is an educational pro-
cess . . . all else is secondary to it and must take its place
as a reflection not as the end result. Community develop-
ment--it is not better road, better beehives, pure water,
or sanitary privies. It is something of the spirit and not
material. It must reach into the deep, cultural patterns of
people, examining them, and testing them as principles of
faith:. . . It is a building within the hearts and minds of
men. It is these things because without them it matters
relatively little whether the road is paved or not. . . . It
is these things because with them, all physical Solutions
follow in their proper order."

5228. WHITFORD, James R. "Toward a More Restricted Definition
of Community Development" Paper presented at Second
National Workshop on Community Development, Canada,
February 11-14, 1969. Pp.

The author argues that the techniques and limitations
of the community-development worker should be more
clearly recognized, that the necessity for the community-
development worker turning to technical experts for certain
kinds of specialized help be admitted, and that the commu-
nity-development worker accept the responsibility to

2'1
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organize the unorganized, to transfer the decision-making
process to the community, and to leave when he has done
this and not become a permanent fixture in the client com-
munity. He stresses that community development is not
something that a worker does but rather a process that a
worker helps -to bring-about, To be successful, community
development must become-an interdisciplinary approach
not only in its implementation but also in its theoretical
formulation: "Basic Community Development work need
not be expensive and can undoubtedly produce excellent
results if it is based on the concept of organizing the-,
people ... to help themselves. Much more efficiently than
by the Rine= CD expert, it can best be done by a truly
resident, dedicated village organizer who has the confidence
of the villagers and their leaders, and who works through
them in their own way to solve problems thatate-really.
central."

5229. YEN, James Y. C. Rural Reconstruction and Development.
New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1967. Pp. 426.

Other items related to Civic and Community Development are

4130,
6603,

5301.

1134, 1225, 1227, 1317, 1318, 2116, 2118, 3219, 3307, 3509, 3604,
4303, 4304, 4307, 4310, 4623, 4717, 5116, 5304, 5913, 6204, 6303,
6606, 6615, 6626, 7142, 7151, 7210, 7238, 7301

5300. CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING

"A Guide for the Development of COnsumer and Homemaking
Education." Lincoln: Department of Home Economics
Education, University of Nebraska, 1969. Pp. 66.

This guide consists of papers presented at the 1968
national conference on consumer and homemaking education.
Topics include Programs for In-School Youth; Programs
for Out-of-School Youth and Adults; Ways of Working with
Different Individuals, Agencies, and Institutions to Attain
the Intent of the Law; Ancillary Services and Activities
to Insure Quality in Homemaking Education Programs;
and Evaluation of Programs. Also, four papers are appen-
ded, dealing with the topics of persons to be served in the
Inner-city, urban, and rural areas, consumer information
needs of families, and the school's role in consumer educa-
tion.

222
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5302. MAY, Elizabeth E. Homemaking for the Handicapped: A
Resource Book in Home Man2gement for the Physically
Handicapped and Their Families and for Professional Per-
sonnel Concerned with Rehabilitation. New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1966. Pp. 206.

5303. McARTHUR, Arthur. "Family Life Education Through Exten-
sion Programs," Journal-of Marriage and the Family, VoL

- .29 ,(Aggust,_1967), pp. 607-11.
The author attempts to 'show-that whereas extension in

the past has been wholly producer oriented, the farmer
producing his crop and the women producing better food
and garments, it is now moving toward a concern about con-
sumers. Extension now has become-more interested in
people, in their development, knowledge, and attitudes.
Illustrative U.S. extension services are surveyed and dis-
cussed. McArthur reviews recent training and teaching-aids
development for non formal family life education programs.

5304. McCARTHY, J. K. "In Papua and New Guinea: New Ways of
Learning for Village People." South Pacific Bulletin, XI,
4 (October 1961),sp. 42-43, 67-68.

The author discusses how to get village women to adopt
new thoughts and new ways. Case studies are presented
about a women's training center that was established to
provide four types of courses in homemaking and citizen-
ship for village girls and women. In addition, the welfare
staff conducts short training courses for married couples.
Through various channels, -including village clubs, commit-
tees, and training centers, the administration of Papua and
New Guinea is working to raise the general standards of
village life by spreading non-formal educational programs
among the people.

5305. NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING
EDUCATION. "Guide for the Development of Consumer
and Homemaking Education." Lincoln: Department of
Home Economics, University of NebrAska, 1989.

The National Conference on Consumer and Homeniaking
Education was held to consider major challenges currently
confronting the field. In light of four position papers presen-
ted on different aspects_of consumer education, the confer-
ence recommended both expansion and redirection of con-
sumer and homemaking education. To help achieve this, edu
cation programs should encourage home economics to give
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greater consideration to social and cultural conditions,
especially in economically depressed areas, encourage
professional leadership, and prepare youths and adults for
the role or homemakers and wage earners. The topics
covered include programs for in-school youths, programs
for out-of-school youths and adults, instructional innovations,
ways-of working with agencies and institutions to attain the
interest of law, and auxiliary services and activities useful
in developing and evaluating homemaking education programs.

5306. SOMERVILLE, Rose M. *Family life and Sex Education in
the Turbulent Sixties." Journal of Marriage and the Family,
XMCII, 1 (February 1971), 11-35. Bibliography.

This review article reports and summarizes recent
developments in the field in the United States and abroad
in both formal and non-formal education programs and
activities.

530'7 TROELSTRUP, Archie W. The Consumer in American- Society:
Personal and Family Finance. New York: McGraw Hill,
1970. Pp. 668. = Bibliography.

5308. UNITED NATIONS. Aiandbook of Training for Family and
Child Welfare. New York: United Nations, 1969. Pp. 110.

This handbook presents a set of guidelines to assist
social-welfare educators and others concerned with devel-
oping training projects in their local areas. It summarizes
the experience of the United Nations and related organiza-
tions with this type of non-formal educational activity.

Other items related to the Consumer and Homemaking area are

1227, 1317, 4222, 4630, 4712, 5518, 5814, 6509, 6202, 7210, 7306

5400. COOPERATIVES

5401. ASHFORD, Douglas E. "Organization of Cooperatives and the
Structure of Power in Tunisia." Journal of Developing
Areas, I,:3 (April 1967); 318-32.

The author examines cooperative origins and functioning
in Tunisia and the mix of the political and developmental
components in rural-development programs. He concludes
that single-party regimes tend to place arbitrary limits
on development in order to sustain party harmony and that
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it is naive to divorce power considerations from development.
This perceptive analysis clearly suggests that the extent and
nature of innovation in the non-formal institutional sectors
will in large measure be determined by.the perceptions,
priorities, and values of the national elites who have long
and effectively used the formal institutional structure to

_perpetuate their privileged status.

5402. CHAVES, F. "Progress, Problems, Potentials of Latin Ameri-
can Coops." Washington, D.C.: OAS, 1961. Pp. 45.

Non-formal educational problems are discussed. See
also the author's related study, The Agricultural Coopera-
tive Movement in Latin America, also published by the OAS.

5403. CHU, Paul B. J. "Trade Unions and Cooperatives: Allies or
Strangers?" Labour Education, No. 12 (March 1968), pp.
14-17.

This article reports on a meeting of African and Asian
trade unionists and cooperators and emphasizes the need
for a greater interaction between the two groups. To this
end, the author makes the following points: (a) trade unions
can promote and sponsor cooperatives; (b) cooperatives
in some developed countries have received financial support
from special union funds and this has not adversely affected
their general interests orientation; (c) both organizations
have a special role to play in promoting savings among the
workers; (d) the adoption of a check-off system might facili-
tate saving programs; (e) both can act as strong pressure
groups for influencing governments to enact progressive
legislation that will foster the growth of both movements
and protect the interests of workers in both the urban and
rural areas; (f) unions can provide the necessary guarantees
for the loans made to their members by the cooperatives;
(g) there are immense possibilities as well as a pressing
need for joint action between the trade unions and coopera-
tives in the non-formal training of office holders and mem-
bers in both organizations; (h) educational activities of

a formal and informal nature are essential for coopera-
tives in developing countries; (i) both organizations would
benefit by-the rreatiorrof one educational-institution for
use by both the trade union and cooperative movements;
and (j) there should be a greater emphasis on teaching the
principles of democracy in training staff and leadership
for the cooperative movement.
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5404. ENGELMANN, Konr d. Building Cooperative Movements in
Developing Countries: The Sociological and Psychological
Aspects. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1968. Pp. 238.
Bibliograph.

See especially Chapter 5, "Ways and Means of Coopera-
tive Education" (pp. 138-62). The author views non-formal
education as "ihe backbone" of every new attempt to estab-
lish cooperative organizations and presents evidence to sup-
port his thesis.

5405. FALS-BORDA, Orlando. Formation and Deformation of
Cooperative Policy in Latin America. Report C. 73. Geneva:
United Nations Research Institute for Social Development,
1969. Pp. 49.

The author argues convincingly that there seems to be
no point in the continued propagation of the classic diluted
European models of cooperation, along with the heroes
ideologies and the techniques derived from them; since
this whole process has demonstrated its incompatibility
with Latin American realities. Rather, "it would be better
to seek fresh information on the forces of genuinesoopera-
tion at the populdr level which are indigenous to the region,
especially those which challenge the status quo, to stimulate
these forces deriving new doctrines and techniques from
them and, if appropriate, discover the new and more genuine
heroes and cultural concepts." He concludes tfiat because
the European cooperative model has painfully and obviously
failed in Latin America, the present need is fa develop new
instructional techniques and a new coOperative policy that
challenges the exploitive status quo and is firmly grounded
in "the indigenous condition . . . in our own characteristics
and needs."

5406. GORDON;.T. Ward. "Farmer Cooperatives in Iraq," Agricul-
tural Economics and Sociology Division, Faculty of Agricul-
tural Sciences, American University of Beirut, 1967. Pp.
16. (Mimeographed.)

Gordon discusses the progress of Iraqi agrarian-reform
cooperatives, the influence of specific factors supporting
their development, and factors restricting their progress.
He also seeks to ascertain what contribution cooperatives
in agrarian-reform areas are making to agricultural devel-
opment. Gordon reports that these voluntary associations
perform credit, supply, and marketing services for their
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members and that they are rapidly increasing in number.
The program is administered by the Directorate. General
of Agricultural Cooperation and Production and personnel
are given non-formal preservice training by the U.N.
Special Fund Institute of Cooperation and Agricultural Extett
.sion. He notes that the kinds of services performed and
the volume of business has increased rapidly and that devel=
opment of the cooperatives has been aided by,govemment
action, by personnel training courses, and by tangible
benefits to members in the form of lower charges for pro-
duction requisites and higher returns for farm products.

The author concludes, however, that Iraqi.agrarian-
reform cooperatives have contributed relatively little to
agricultural development mainly because "distrustful farm-
ers, not understanding cooperatives, generally have not
joined or patronized them." Other more-specific hinder
ances have been that the program is seen as threatening
traditional freedoms, that there has been too little coordipa
tion between the cooperative and extension programs, that
the loans available were too small, and that "staff members
lack expertise in handling financial transactions."

5407. KNOWLES, Asa S., ed. Cooperative Education. San Francisco
Cal.: Jossey-Bass, 1971.

The Contents cover the philosophy, purposes, and advan-
tages of non-formal educational programs in cooperatives,
with information on methods of establishing, administering,
and expanding such programs.

5408. LANGWORTHY, Russell L. "Some Economic and Sociological
Issues of Cooperative Farming In India." Journal of Asian
and African Shidies, I, 2 (April 1966), pp. 100-17.

5409. POLISH SUPREME COOPERATIVE COUNCIL. Report of a
Study Group on the Role of the Cooperative Movement in
the Development of Human Resources. Geneva: United
Nations, 1970. Pp. 113.

This tract describes the Polish experience with coopers
tives in schools and health centers, with non-formal educa-
tion programs financed by cooperatives, and with invalids'
cooperatives and "modern housewife" centers.

5410. URIONA FERAANDEZ, Catro. "Educacion Cooperativa
Desarrollo de la Comunidad." La Paz, Bolivia, 1964. Pp.
38.
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This publication of the Bolivian National Board of Co-
operatives reviews general problems of cooperatives and
development, technical aspects of implementing and operating,
cooperatives, and specific problems in the Bolivian context.
Drawing largely on the Western European cooperative
experience, the author presents an overly optimistic picture
of the role cooperatives have played as agents for non-formal
education and rapid social and economic development. _Un-
fortunately, as Fals Borda and others have demunstrated,
the European =operative model, based on trust, cooperation,
honesty, and the possibility of compromise, has largely
failed in-Latin America.

5411. VITELES, Harry. A History of the Cooperative Movement in
Israel. 7 vols. London: Vallentine, Mitchell and Co.,
1970.

Viteles examines in great detail the evolving role of
non-formal educational programs in the Israeli cooperative
movement iri general; in the kibbutz and moschav (coopera-
tive smallholders settlements) movements; in workers',
producers', transportation, and service cooperatives; and
in agricultural and consumer cooperatives in particular.
Although essentially a reference work, this detailed study
of the main issues facing consumer cooperative development
has much to offer and provides a number of practical models.

5412. WARD, Gordon H. "Factors Influencing the Development of
Effective Farmer Cooperatives, in Developing Countries."
Background Paper for Discussion Group 6, Cooperation
Lyon Conference of the International Association of Agricul-
tural Economists, Lyon, France, August 24-September 4,
1964.

A number of factors found to be related to the develop-
ment of farnier cooperatives in developing countries are
reviewed. Questions are raised regarding the bases on
which effective cooperative societies can be evolved in
such countries. There is a listing of key factors related
to cooperative development and the questions that should
be raised concerning them. These factors are the role
of government in the development of farmer cooperatives,
the relation of the literacy of farmers to the development
of effective cooperatives, the role of local leaders in the
development and successful operation of effective farmer
cooperatives, obtaining capable managers with integrity
for cooperative societies, the financing of farmer
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cooperatives, provision by cooperatives of services needed
by farmers, the role of non-formal institution in cooperative
principles and operations, and the role of a union of coopers_
tives in a program for fostering effective farmer coopera-
tives in a-developing country.

5413. WIDSTRAND, Carl G., ed. Co-operatives and Development in
East Africa. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African
Studies, 1970. Pp. 271.

This collection of case studies includes a wealth of data
on the function of non-formal education in developing rural
cooperatives. It is also available from Africana Publishing,
New York.

Other items related to Cooperatives are

1218, 1310, 1317, 2219, 3105, 3315, 4539, 5105, 5115, 6514, 6521,
6613, 6620; 7151, 7164, 7210, 7221, 7235

5500. FAMILY PLANNING

5501. BARNARD, David, and McEWAN, John. "Towards an Educa-
tional Policy in Family Planning: Final Report, 1968-70. "
London: Family Planning Association, Community Educati
Project for South London, 1971. Pp. 67..

5502. BEASLEY, Joseph D., and HARTER, Carl L. "Research and
Service Have Been Combined in Introducing Family Plain
Clinics to Louisiana." Children, XIV, 5 (September-Oc_obe
1967), 188-192.

This article explains the research strategy used tc
create a statewide system of family planning clinics :or
"medically indigent" rural and urban populations. It de-
scribes a post-partum training program for mothers an?.
related non-formal instructional programs offered by
clinics on the meaning of family planning and its rektion
to family welfare, the mechanism of fertilization and sub-
sequent fetal development, the types of available medically.
,pound birth-control methods and the advantages and dis-
advantages of each, and the official positions of the larger
religious denominations on_family- planning..Fo11owij g this
comprehensive instruction, all patients have the opportunit
in private consultatiouvith a clinic staff member, to decid
individually which birth-control method they want to use,
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H any. Appropriate further instruction is then offered as
required. Clinic personnel, often local, are trained on the
job using a-standard procedural manual.

5503. BERELSON, Bernard, ed. Family Planning Programs; An
International Survey. New York; Basic Books, 1969. Pp.
310.

This volume delineates the adpulation problem and
what thirteen countries are often by means of non-
formal educational programs, to promote family planning.
The book consists of three parts. The first offers a des-
cription of national programs in eleven less - developed
countries and ill two industrialized countries (Japan and
the United States). The second deals with special fields
such as new approaches to,fertility control, the making and.
marketing of birth-control producks, the cost and conte.As
of family-planning programs, and the need for better statis-
tics and more applied research. The third Ole describes
the programs and priorities of the various international
advisory Services.

The author concludes that much has been accomplished
to increase public awareness,of the population "time bomb,"
to secure favorable family - planning policies in,all three
developing continents, and to advance contraceptive techno-
logy and knowledge of motivation and program operation.
He mites that, although,these programs are beginning to
show some success in some countries like Taiwan and
Korea, family-planning success will always hinge on the
improvement of people's well-being and opportunities for
individual fulfillment. He further suggests that raising the
age of marriage, employing more women, emancipation of
women, and more formal and non-formal education may
also be helpful in limiting family size. Berelson concrudes
that these actions are not easy to bring about quickly and
they require vastly greater investments than does family
planning.

5504. et al. eds. Family Planning and Population Programs:
A Review of World Development. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1967. Pp. 848.

ThiS volume reports on the 1966 Geneva Conference on
population problems, especially in the third world. See -,
especially Section 1140rganization and Administration of
Programs." Here, Paul Hartman presents a non; formal
education approach in his article "Informational and
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Education Programs" and Sloan Way lan discusses "Family
Planning and the School Curriculum." Contributions in
.other sections, like Howard L. Taylor's study "A Family
Planning Program Related to MedicalService" and others,
are also pertinent to the application of the concept of non-
formal education.programs.

5505. BOGUE, Donald J., and JOHNSON, W. Burt. "Toward a Master
Plan for Family Planning Communication." Paper presented
at 11th World Conference of the Society for International
Development, New Delhi, November 1969. Pp. 15.

This report discusses the major elements that should
be considered in developing a worldwide or countywide
plan for meeting communication needs of the family-pl
movement and asks "How can these needs best be met?"
It suggests that really nrassive adoption of contraceptive
practices requires macroscale mass communication with
campaign content transmitted via radio and television,
newspapers and periodicals, family-planhing publications,
public displays, movie's and audio-visuals to government
officials, physicians and health professionals, the public
at large, family-planning workers, and instititions not
directly. related to family planning.

5506. DAVID, Henry P. Family Planning and Abortion in the Socialis
4. Countries of Central and Eastern Europe: A Compendium

of Observations and Readings. New York: The Population
Council, 1970. Pp. 306.

Because of permissiye abortion laws in much of Eastern
Europe since 1955, great stress is placed on teaching about
family planning, largely through sex education in schools
and through non-format instruction in family-planning
centers. David presents country reports for the U.S.S.R.,
Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, Rumania, Czechoslovakia,
Yudoslavia, the German Democratic Republic, and Albania
and a chapter of conclusions.

5507. FREEDMA N, Ronald, and TAKESHITA, John Y. Family Plan-
ning i i Taiwan: An Experiment in Social Change. Princet
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1969. Pp. 501.

This box describes Taiwan's successful family-planning
_program. and the significant contribution of,non-formal
,educational programs in securing "substantial and continu
declines in fertility."
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5508. GUPTA, N. R. 'Population Education for Adults. " Paper pre-
sented at Eastern Regional Conference on Population Policy
and Programmes, Lucknow, India, May 3-6, 1971. Pp. 23.

5509. HSU, Tsu-chiu. 'From Taboo to Natfikal Policy: The Taiwan
Family Planning Program Up to 1970. " Taichung: Chinese
Center for International Training in Family Planning, 1970.
Pp. 34.

Hsu describes the important role of various non-formal
educatiqnal programs in Taiwan's successful family-plan-
ning efforts.

5510. KATO, Toshinobu, and TAKAHASHI, Takeshi. "Family Plan-_
ning in Industry: The Japanese Experience." International

- Labour Review, MY', 3 (September 1971), 161-79.

5511. ISIEZIROW, Jack. "Adult Education for Family Planning in
Less Developed Countries:" New York: World Education
Inc., 1971. Pp. 19.

5512. NOURI, Loghmani, et al. "Population, Family Size and Con-
traceptive Education." Teaching Materials No. 5. Work-
oriented adult literacy pilot project in Iran. April 1971.
Pp. 76.

This study presents a number of curriculum sequences
designed for use in short non-formal education class for
men and women.

5513. OECD. Liaison Bulletin Between Development Research and
Training Institutes: Population. No. 2 (1968). Pp. 84. _

This tract briefly repolts research, educational, and
training projects on population studies and family planning
at 77 member development renters in Asia, Africa, Europe,
and the Americas.

5514. OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY. Community Action
forHealth: Family Planning. Washington, D.C.: Office
of Economic Opportunity, Qctober 1967. Pp. 27.

This pamphlet was prepared to assist community-action
workers in understanding the family-planning program as
it does or might operate under the Office of Economic
Opportunity. It describes the methods by which programs
may be gotten underway. Local community-action groups
are told which agencies are eligible for funding, how to go
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about seeking funding, and the principles of program opera-
tion. It observes that family - planning programs must be
developed with sensitivity for the attitudes of various racial
and religious groups in the community. Decision-making
in the family-planning program must be shared with mem-
bers of the community. Staffust be of professional quality
and costs should not run beyond $5 to $10 per year per
couple.

5515. OHLIN, Goran. Population Control and Economic Development.
Paris: OECD, 1967. Pp. 138. Bibliography.

Ohlin presents a well-documented economic analysis of
current population problems in the third world and, offers
some suggestions for increased out-of-school training
activities and for applied research. He believes only a
massive, high-priority effort on the part of each developing
country will bring the current population explosion under
control and eventually lead to an "optimal rate of population
growth."

556. RAO, K. Seshagiri. "Population Education for Betterment of
Life." New Delhi; The Pathfinder Fund, 1969. Pp. 5.
Bibliography.

Rao defines population education as "education aimed
at providing population awareness in the broad perspective
of building a social order of economy and economic justice
leading to a welfare state through the process of internali-
zation of attitudes emphasizing the belief that man can con-
trol and determine the course of action of himself, of his
family and of his country." This fuzzy definition emphasiz
the individual's perceptions and his decision-making scope,
both of which, it is claimed, can be developed through non-
formal adult. education.

5517. ROY, Prodipto. "Essentials of a Functional Literacy Family
Planning Experiment." New Delhi: Council for Social
Development, April 15, 1971. Pp. 9. (Mimeographed.)

5518. SANTIAGO, Antonio P., and MIS DAYAG, Concepcion E. "A
Course of Study for Family Life Education." Philippine
Rural Reconstruction Movement, Literacy Educational
Center: Pp. 14. (Mimeographed.)

5519. SIEGEL, Earl et al. "Determinants of Involvement of the
Poor in Public Family Planning Programs. Final Report,
February 28, 1970. Pp. 292.

JO-
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This study sought to establish the situational, demo-
graphic, and psychosocial characteristics and the knowledge,
attitudes, and practices of low socioeconomic women as
related to degree of involvement in a non formal educational
family-planning program. It also sought to determine the
basic reasons for noninvolvement in the program. As for
women newly admitted to the family-planning clinic in
Mecklenburg Country, North Carolina, the decline in age
from 1 to 1967 indiotted increasing involvement of
WO 41 .1 with potentially high fertility. Involvement of eligible
w le women was relatively low. Previous experience with
c ntraception was reported by only .half the enrollees over
eie span of the program, but male methods may not have

en mentioned by some of the women. The interval since
last delivery recently declined sharply, indicating more
successful involvement of high priority, post-partum women.

552C. SOMERVILLE, Rose M. "Family Life and Sex Education in the
Turbulent Sixties." Journal of Marriage and the Family,
=CH, 1 (February 1971), 11-35.

Somerville notes efforts in the United States, Canada,
the 'I.Tnited Kingdom, and elsewhere to get family life and
sex education out of formal schools and into non-formal
educational programs in youth clubs, churches, social
agencies, and other adult organizations.

5521. TRIVEDI, Sheela, and TRIPATHI, Virendra. A Course of
Study in Functional Literacy and Family Welfare Planning.
A Family Life Centre Programme. Lucknow, India: Literacy
House, 1970. Pp. 11.

5522. WORLD EDUCATION, INC. Functional Education for Family
Life Planning: A Proposal. New York: World Education,
Inc., January 1971. Pp. 30.

This tract explains why and proposes how family plan-
ning must become functional within the sociocultural systems
of the target groups.

5523. . Literacy and Family Planning. New York: World
Education, Inc., 1971. Pp. 20.

A descriptive brochure on the program of the World
Education organization.

Other items related to Family Planning are

2114, 2123, 3307, 4532, 5306, 5838, 5842, 5843, 6101, 6205, 6302,
6506, 6612, 6618, 6718, 7302
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5600. HEALTH

5601. AID. Education in Health. Washington, D.C.: AID, 1963.
Pp. 127.

This report of the Asian Health Conference held in
Tagatay, the Phillippines, in 1962 has been widely printed
and distributed to assist public-health workers in grappling
with four major health programs--malaria eradication,
environmental sanitation, pupil health, and maternal and
infant health. In the four topic areas, a background is
made of an imaginary town where the program is sited.
Problems anticipated in completing the program and means
of identifying educational needs are discussed. The prepara-
tion of workers is also covered. The report suggests that
many problems dealing with the success of health programs
can be alleviated or prevented through community non-for-
mal education programs.

5602. JOHN, Roy et al. "Public Health Care in Cuba." Social
Policy, I (January-February 1971), 41-46.

The authors describe salient features of Cuban health
services. The authors, all U.S. medical personnel who
have made numerous trips to Cuba during the past five
years, observe that "Cuba's health services have undergone
a radical change since the revolution. Today, a well-orga-
nized, decentralized and citizen-responsive system is
reaching all the people, even those in remote areas." Since
1959, the government has built 47 rural hospitals and,260
linked polyclinics, provide diagnosis, outpatient treatment,
dental services and which serve as centers for community
health-education workers. Health-care personnel, including
physicians, share in local agricultural work, while medical
students are regularly assigned to poor families that becom
their personal medical responsibility. Doctor-patient rela-
tionships thus rest on "common goals and familiar bonds"
and are not "culturally alienated."

Cuba had 6,300 physicians in 1959 (63 percent in Havana)
and 2,583 left the country between 1959 and 1967. Moreover
85 percent of the University of Havana Medical
resigned in 1961 and energetic steps were taken through
non-formal 'educational programs to prepare large numbers
of paramedical personnel and volunteer paramedical worker
Training has .centered on work in health education and
disease prevention. The authors noted that the most unique
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feature of the Cuban health system, and perhaps the one
most responsible-for its success and the high regard in
which it is held by the Cuban people, is the extent to which
citizens participate in the plannins, and modification of
health policy. The primary vehicles for this participation
are thq health commissions th3.1 exist at every level of the
Public Health Ministry--national, provincial, regional, and

14 local.
The authors also note that treating the patient's view

of things seriously is a guiding principle and that many
institutions hold monthly meetings of all workers, profes-
sional and nonprofessional staff, and patients to review the
work accomplished, to discuss "current evt. Is," and to
evaluate the complaintS and concerns of patients. The
authors strongly propose the reestablishment of scientific
and medical exchanges with Cuba "for our mutual education."
They caution, however, that the United States will only
benefit from the Cuban example when "we establish the
simple idea that welfare and peace of mind of the patient
must be the first concern of the health-care system." This
would entail a revolutionary revision of prevailing health-
care thought and practice in the United States, "where the
convenience and earnings of physicians, the economic
stresses on the hospitals, and the limitations of inadequate
budgets are dominant." This is an informative, perceptive
article that underscores the key role of non - formal para-
professional training in the revolutionary reorganization
of a poor Latin American country's health services and
programs.

5603. NELEIGH, Janice R. et al. Training Nonprofessional Commu-
nity Project Leaders. Community Mental Health Journal,
Monograph Series No. 6. New York: Behavioral Publica-
tions, 1971. Pp. 59.' Bibliography.

The authors reports on a five-year demonstration study
at Las Cruces, New Mexico, which sought "to explore the
effectiveness of a special method of selecting, training and
giving consultation to nonprofessional mental health workers
as they and the community develop specific health services."
Non-formal group training was provided in classes and
seminars on interviewing techniques, growth and develop-
ment, case management, and the like." Individual training
included weekly scheduled individual sessions with the
director and structures observation of professionals handling
clients and other activities. They note that "all trainee
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groups indicated training was valuable and interesting" and
that The mean time at which trainees felt they had'enough
training fell between two and three lears."

5604. PAUL, Benjamin, ed. Health, Culture and Community. New
.York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1955. Pp. 477.

Paul presents a series,of case studies dealing with non-
formal attempts at reeducating the community, reaction to
crisis, sex patterns and population problems, effects of
social segmentation, health administration, and the need
to combine sertice and research. The bases, some suc-
cesses and some failures, range is location from Boston
to Zululand, each illustrating a point in developmental
health work. Although old, the book is still useful in illus-
trating the central impOrtance of cultural factors in attempts
at health education. In this regard, see particularly the
excellent chapter by Solon T. Kimball, "An Alabama Town
Surveys Its Health Needs, "pp. 269-93.

5605. ROSENBLUM, G., and HASSAL, L. "Training for New
Mental Health Roles. " Mental Hygiene, LIU(1968), 81-86.

The authors describes the emergence of new parapro-
fessional roles and a non-formal educational strategy
accompanying efforts to extend mental health services to
all areas of U.S. society.

5606. SOBEY, Francine. The Nonprofessional Revolution in Mental
Health. New York: Columbia University Press, 1970.
Pp. 252.

Based on a nationwide survey of about 10,000 people in
185 government-sponsored programs, this book assesses
how far the mental health profession has moved beyond
the traditional medical model with its relatively closed
doctor-patient system toward a broadly basedpublic-health
intervention system. Encompassing various levels of men-
tal health and disorder, this framework presents an approac
that embraces prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation
and that entails coordinated planning with other community
programs in health, education, and welfare. Attention is
given to efforts to develop criteria for using both paid and
volunteer nonprofessionals, to types of projects and agencie
to clientefe groups served, and to significant characteristic
of nonprofessionals (including older adults, youth, minority
groups, andpersons with less than a high-school education)
Typical patterns of professional, and nonprofessional work
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are also compared. Recruitment, non-formal training, and
supervision are reviewed, followed by research findings
on project goals and the extent of innovation. The author
claims that nonprofessionals are ProViding.valuabie new
services and, with adequate in-service training,fcan take
on many existing tasks in the mental-health flea

Other items realted to Health are

4530,
5914,

1106, 1317, 2137, 3210, 3306, 3307, 3509, 4222, 4502, 4510, 4514,
4531, 4535, 4542, 4619, 4620, 4625, 4631, 4634, 5217, 5514, 5902,
6629, 7117, 7133, 7151

5700. INDUSTRIAL

5701. DAVIT, Bruce F. "Using Benefit-Cost Analysis in Planning
and Evaluating Vocational Education." Paper prepared
for D. S. Bushnell, Director, Division of Adult and Vocational
Research, Bureau of Research, U.S. Office of Education,
Washington, D.C., 1965. Pp. 14. (Mimeographed.)

This paper examines the effectiveness of industrial-
training programs offered in formal and non-formal educa-
tional settings.

5702. ENNACEUR, Mohammed. "Tunisian Experience in Adaptation
of technical Education and Occupational Training to Employ-
ment Market Needs." Paper presented at Workshop on
Occupational Education and Training for Development,
Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cal., 1967. Pp. 32.

5703. GARRISON, Ray L. "A Survey of the 'Servicio Nacional de
Aprendizaje y Trabajo.' SENATI." Lima: Technical
Assistance Team, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1968. Pp. 29.

Garrison describes SENATI, a national industrial
apprenticeship program operated by the Peruvian manufac-
turing industry to provide industrial skills training, some
technical training, and general education for present youth
and adult employees and also for youths between 14-18
years who will be future employees. He examines program
goals, procedures, and "strengths and weaknesses." The
author concludes that SENATI is well managed and equipped
and that the non-formal educational programs are well
adapted to the needs of industrial workers and industrial
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employers, that the "system of educating and training only
those who are working provides assurance of 100% job
placement of graduates,' and that follow-up records show
that as many as 100 percent of those trained in some indus-
trial firms move up to jobs of increased responsibility
following education -and training.

The weaknesses noted by Garrison include the problems
of overly rapid expansion and lagging income, resistance
in the top administration to delegate authority and hesitance
to accept.responsibility by many lower-level employees,
the high cost per student (in fact, SENATI costs are con-
siderably more than the per student costs for the comparable
expensive and inefficient vocational-training programs in
the formal secondary schools, the high costs of preparing
teachers, and the high equipment operating costs due to
foreign donated equipment and lack of financial income
other than from the 1 percent wage tax levied on participa-
ting industrial firms.

5704. GOMEZ, Orlando. "Moa, A Giant School; A Unique Experien'ce
in Adult Education." Granma Weekly Review, VI, 14 (April
4, 1971), 6.

Gomez explains. how non-formal adult-education prb-
grams at the large nickel plant at Moa, Cuba, seek systema-
tically to raise-workers' cultural and technical levels.

. Workers share in planning and in teaching programs that
cover technical subjects (chemical analysis, welding,
mechanics, productivity, security work, hygiene, lubrica-
tion, and other subjects. Classes are attended by 1,126
students, or 87 percent of the work force. It was decided
"in a collective discussion" to hold classes before work
from 6:30 to 7:30 each morning. The author concludes
that major success factors have been that the workers live
near the job, that sociocultural conditions there are favor-
able, but mostly that "the organizational methods used and
the close coordination of the political-administrative
leadership have been the most important factors in getting
the workers to study and keeping drop-outs to a minimum
in the factory-school plan."

5705. ILO. Employment and Training Problems in New Factories:
A Study on the Recruitment and Training of Labour in
Newly Established Plants Using Advanced Technology.
Geneva: ILO, 1969. Pp. 153.
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5706. WELLENS, John. The Training Revolution: From Shop Floor
to Board Room. London: Evans Brothers, 1963. Pp. 159.

The author claims that merely attempting to adapt occupa-
tional training to an outmoded apprenticeship system is an
unsatisfactory solution to the manpower needs of British
industry. Apprenticeship, a system preceding the Industrial
Revolution by hundreds of years, makes little allowance
either for the ne* types of jobs that have grown up or for
the need for education of the individual workir. The estab-
lishment of the Common Market in Europe has led to a
small beginning of reform in the setting-up of standards
for occupational training in member countries, largely tb
facilitate the migration of workers. Great Britain, as do
other European countries, still has a great need, however,
for total reform. An initial step toward a new national
policy would be the establishment of a National Occupation
Training Authority. This group, it is suggested, should
hold the responsibility, for organizing vocational training in
industry to meet the needs of an overall national economic
plan and those of the individual workers.

Other items realted to the Industrial area are

1203, 1311, 3412, 3416, 3417, 4410, 4415, 4703, 6110, 6405, 6703,
6706, 7305, 7206, 7244

5800. LITERACY

5801. ANSARI, N. A. Literacy Development: A Guide Book for
Adult Literacy Teachers. New Delhi: rational Council of
Y.M.C.A. of India, July 1970. Pp. 53.

5802. BOWERS, John. "Adult Literacy, Adult Education and Training."
Fourth Commonwealth Education Conference, Agendaitem
6, Education for Social and Erconomic Development, Novem-
ber 1967. Pp. 44.

The problem of illiteracy is discussed with reference
to the Commonwealth countries. Rather than propose
policy, the author examines possible strategies and methods
and raises pertinent questions concerning the priority of
literacy Ina country's development plan, the social and
economic consecidences, and problems of priorities between
formal schooling and non-formal literacy education.
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5803. BROWN, Don, and NEWMAN, Annabel. Vittitudes of Adult
Bliterates,Toward Reading Materials and Educational Pro-

' grams." Paper presented at National Reading Conference,
Florida, November 30-December 2, 1967. Pp. 22.

A study was made of 207 adults attending basic non-for-
mai education classes in Buffalo and Niagara Falls, New
York. Results revealed that high-achievers were less fre-
quently on welfare, were more frequently women, and came
from less economically deprived backgrounds. In indicating
reasons for lack of achievement, achievers mentioned
personal or parental disinterest, illness, foreign birth, and
poverty. Nonachievers pointed to their inability to profit
from instruction and lack of schooling. Neither group
mentioned poor teaching. There was a slight difference
between the groups' attitudes toward television and radio
programs. It was also found that adult core-city illiterates
often possessed a high degree of positive attitudes that
helped them profit from adult non-formal education.

5804. BUNGER, Marianna. "Operation Alphabet in Florida."
Literacy Discussion, No. 1 (Summer 1970), pp. 129 -141.

Bunger describes the organization and presentation of
anadult-literacy project using television as the medium
of instruction.

5805. CHRISTENSON, David W. "The Expansion of Literacy."
Unpublished Master' s thesis, Department of Education,
University of Chicago, 1965. Pp. 66.

This case study of literacy expansion examines literacy
growth in the sixteenth through eighteenth enturies. The
problem of motivation is illustrated by the case of the
Cherckee Indians, who advanced from no written language
in 1819 to 50 percent literacy in 1930 and by 1907 had sunk
back into illiteracy. In England, the three major factors
in literacy expansion were religious renewal with Bible
reading, vocational opportunities with rising industrialism,
and a period of social and political controversy. Linguistic
heterogeneity was a strong factor in Wales, where the
expansion of literacy came at a different period. Rural
areas and urban slums were lowest in literacy rate. The
author suggests that in England social repression of variou:
types of literature led to a decline in the size of the reading
public and that the cost and availability of reading material
were also important factors. Increased wealth did not
seem to generate increased literacy, but the availability
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of classes in nonschool programs outside working hours
did.

5806. CORREA, Hector, and REIMER, Everett. "Planning a Literacy
Campaign and Other Educational Programs." Scientia
Paedagogica Experimental's, VII, 1 (1970), 15-22.

5807._ DAVID, Vincent A. Report of the Youth Educational Scheme
(YES) Gujranwala 1970-1971. Pakistan: Adult Basic Educa-
tion Office. Pp. 7. Appendixes. 1971.

This pilot project seeks to teach literacy to school-age
dropouts between 10 and 15 years of age using formal school
teachers and the Naya Din Adult Literacy teaching method
(picture-word-syllable). An informal evaluation suggests
that the adult-literacy materials were effective if the child
was 'reading ready" and that 'formal school teachers can
do an excellent job of teaching literacy, if they are carefully
selected, well trained, equipped with the right teaching
materials and aids, and closely supervised". David claims
that "these four conditions were the key to success and
made YES a model project."

5808. DUROJAIYE, M. C. A. 'Effects of Illiteracy--A Review."
I.A.A.E. Newsletter (Institute of African Adult Education,
University of Ibadan, Nigeria), No. 1 (December 1970),
pp. 15-20.

Although it is an accepted generalization that those*who
cannot read or write have some disadvantages when compared
to those who can, little empirical work has been carried
out to determine the exact nature of the disadvantages
suffered by those who are illiterate. While a review of
African literature revealed the following facts, in general
it turned up little that was concretely useful in the field.

Factors associated with literacy: From three studies
conducted by Doob in 1959 in northern Nigeria, it was
hypothesized that literacy is positively correlated with
behavior, knowledge, or attitudes suggestive of alertness,
but none of the studies are conclusive because the groups
used were too small. Trends can be considered suggestive
of the hypothesis but it is not possible to determine cause-
and- effect sequences that produced the tendencies.

Attitudes to literacy: From the same study, the greatest
_ benefit claimed from literacy was ability to read and write

letters.
Perception: Evidence to date shows illiterates at a
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disadvantage in perceiving three- dimensional objects.
Effects of literacy on industrial efficiency: Psychologi-

cal and technical tests designed by industrial firms for the
selection of workers show that even a small-measure of
literacy helps the worker adjust to technical situations.
Only beyond a minimum level of literacy are Workers ready
to enter the industrial stage. A 1924 Soviet Union research
done by Stroumiline showed that industrial workers who
had received literacy instruction as well as training were
superior in productivity level to workers who had only
received training. Outputs measured in units of Work over
a period of 6 years showed an average index of 0.7? for
those who receivedindustrial traininglone and 0.91 for
those who received industrial training and literacy instruc-
tion.

Effects of literacy on income: Roughly, there is a three
fold increase in the salary of the university graduate over
that of the secondary-school graduate, a three-fold increas:
in the salary of the latter over that of a primaiy-school
leaver, who in turn has more than three times the average
salary of an illiterate worker.

Literacy a condition of economic growth?: Results are
inconclusive. When new experiences and techniques and
new forms of organization are Introduced, Illiteracy becom
a handicap. However, it would not appear that illiteracy is
a complete handicap when manipulating in one's own range
of experience, though literacy does increase efficiency.
The author concludes that for certain tasks of a technical'
nature simple literacy in adulthood is enough to give worke
the same level of efficiency as -workers who have been to
school.

5809. FARMER, Richard N. "On Escaping the Illiteracy Trap."
International Development Review, X, 3 (September 1968),
24-25.

The author writes from the imagined vantage point of
1985 to suggest that today's emphasis on the school and
school teacher as the only agents for attacking illiteracy
intensifying the crisis because of the using costs and of
the hampering effects of institutionalization. He recomm
centering not on the means but on the goal--i.e., on the
use of non-formal educational programs to produce the
men and women who can read, write, and compute in a
manner to participate successfully and compete in life
today. Farmer emphasizes the need for private initiative
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and financial rewards in teaching and producing literature
as a possible means leading to a breakthrough.

5810. GRAY, William S. The Teaching of Reading and Writing: 2d ed.
Paris: UNESCO, 1S11. Pp. 325.

In this second edition,,the author, an internationally
renowned educator, examines the problems and prospects
of literacy education, discusses prevailing practices, evalu-
ates them, ar.:1 summarizes the results of significant research
and experience. This is 2 practical work full of useful ideas
and insights.

5811. GREBELSKY, Ora. From Illiteracy to Literacy. Jerusalem:
Adult Education Centre, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
1970. Pp. 120.

The author questions the objectives of literacy programs,
the motivations of literates attending classes, and the
requirements for retention and functionality in literacy
learning. He suggests that literacy education should equip
students with the skills and knowledge needed to further
individual economic and social advancement and that non-
formal supplementary education in which the adult is given
'elementary education of the standard imparted at the corre-
sponding level of school education is preferable to literacy
education alone. This is the emerging Israeli model in

_which functional literacy and elementary-education programs
are combined with a community-development component and
integrated with agricultural or vocational training. Grebelsky
concludes that short-term, piecemeal literacy projects will
continue to fail and that success only-comes when programs
have well-defined objectives, have adequate resources, and
are solidly based on the needs and aspirations of adults
in the community context.

5812. HOLTMANN, A. G. Cost-Benefit Analysis in Adult Literacy
Programmes. Paper presented at Third Meeting of the
Panel for the Evaluation of Experimental Literacy Projects,
Teheran, Esfahan, September 8-17, 1970. Paris: UNESCO,
August 3, 1970. Pp. 19. Bibliography.

The author considers the usefulness of the cost - benefit
approach in evaluating school and out-of school programs
to reduce illiteracy and illustrates the limitations and
advantages by citing results from studies concerning the
returns to investment in education. Benefits from literacy
are pervasive, apart from the individual himself, members
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of his fasmily, his fellow- workers; society in general and
future generations also benefit from his becoming literate.
Specifically, some of these benefits are seen in increased
productivity, the ability gained by parents to educate childre
and future options now open to the individual due to the new'
skills acquired. .The external benefits-- benefits to others
in society--are probably the most important, though they
are the most difficult to evaluate--e.g., increased social
and political consciousness and participation and the
increased productivity of others due to the presence of a
literate individual. The cost of.these external benefits
cannot be quantified but only listed as pluses and minuses
that are crude guesses as to the magnitude of their effects.
Other items, such as the value of services, books,
and equipMent, are easily quantified. Further discussion
covers the difficulty of determining prices and costs due
to such problems as biases in market prices and present
vs. future consumption. Holtmann concludes that, despite.
defects, cost-benefit analysis can be a practical way of
determining the contribution that literacy might make to
the total value of consumption in society. Realizing that

,all information may not be complete to determine precise
values and that society may wish to achieve different-goals
through projects, the author does provide a systematic way
of considering alternatives that leads to better decisions
than would be possible on a more casual inspection.

5813. INDIA. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. An adult
Literacy Project in the Union, Territory of Delhi: Report
of an Evaluative Study. New Delhi: National Institute of
Education, Department of Adult Education, National Council
of Educational Research,and Training, 1967. Pp. 44.

5814. INSTITUTE OF ADULT EDUCATION. -A Preliminary Report
on Literacy Training, Savings Clubs and Development in
Seki Tribal Trust Land. Rhodesia: University of Rhodesia
Institute of Adult Education, November, 1970. Pp. 20.

This microstudy summarizes the first phaSes of a com-
bined literacy and savings-club approach to development
in a rural area of RhodeSia. Full-time literacy courses
were held during June and July 1970 for 65 members of
three savings clubs. The first objective of the study was
to replicate the full-time pattern of literacy teaching devel
oped for the Chikudu project, which. involved teaching all
the lessons of the Shoniprimer in a full-time intensive
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course and thenleachhig the "new literates" how to keep
farm/household records and accounts. The second objective
was to structure a tightly cfintrolled follow-up program in
order to evaluate more precisely the relationship between

,literacy and subsequent develf5pment. The literacy course
was seen as a means of improving the technical efficiency
of savings clubs, as a means of developing more deinocratic
control, and 4$ a possible starting point for a broader pro-
gram of adult education.

An evaluatiOn report describing the results or the blow-
up program, literacy retention, and the relationship between
literacy and development will be produced in 1971, but in
the present report some preliminary conclusions are made.
The obvious advantages of an intensive full-time literacy
course as compared with part-time classes in the noncropping
season are easier supervision, better attendance, and fewer,
drop-outs. Better retention was also reported, but a high
proportion of students in the slow classes did not complete
the primer satisfactorily and Must still be considered
illiterate. The pretests were also found to be a good pre-
dictor of subsequent student performance. There are con-
siderable advantages in working through an interested
sponsor and well-established local organizations concerned
with development. Results from the "advanced" classes
strengthen the cancTusion that provision of appropriate
follow-up programs for adults who have some, but not a
complete, primary schooling might considerably reduce
the estimated extent of functional litefacy-.-i.e., sustain
retention of literacy achieved through formal schooling.

5815. INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. The Evaluation of Functional
Literacy Projects: Report of 'a UNESCO Workshop, 3-21
August, 1969. London: University of London, 1969. Pp.
150.

5816. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADULT LITERACY -

METHODS. Literacy Discussion, II, 1 (Winter 1971). Pp.
129.

This special issue reports mostly government-sponsored
literacy experiments carried on outside UNESCO. Innova-
tive adult-education programs in New Guinea, Kenya, Peru,
Brazil, Tunisia, India, and elsewhere are nolicritically
deScribed and informally evaluated.

,,
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5817. . "Preliminary Report on Replies Received to the
Institute's Questionnaire," Teheran, Iran, December 1970.
Pp. 12.

Of 800 questionnaires sent to literacy organizations in
123 countries concerning methods and techniques used,
replies from 80 projects in 57 countries were obtained.
The data reported is organized in seven main categories
on organization, courses, methods, materials, participants,
drop-outs, and instructors. This represents an admirable
attempt at the comparative study of structure, process, and
problems of an important activity in nonschool education.

5818. IRANIAN DELEGATION TO THE WORLD CONGRESS OF THE'
MINISTERS OF EDUCATION. Illiteracy Campaign in
Qazvin Area: A Pilot Project. Tehran, Iran: World Con-
gress, September 1965. Pp. 33.

This report discusses the general background necessary
to undertand the non-formal education pilot project and
explains why the Qazvin area was chosen. It reviews the
aims of the project and how the local literacy committee
waslormed, explains how teachers were provided, what
methods were used in the instruction, what materials were
used, and includes the techniques utilized that sought to
ensure attendance.

5819. LANDY-TOLWDISKA, Joanna. "Former Participants in
Literacy Courses--Poland." Literacy Discussion, No. 1
(Summer 1970),pp. 107-10.

This article briefly reports on a comparative follow-up
study of literacy retention.

5820. LOOMIS, Charles P. "Educational Achievement, Functional
Literacy and Modernization." Paper presented at seventh
World Congress of Sociology, Varna, Bulgaria, September
17., 1970. Pp. 17.

5821. LOWE, John, ed. Adult Education and Nation Building. Chic
Aldine, 1970. Pp. 258.

This excellent book of readings contains numerous
examples of non-formal education programs for third-
world-adults.

5822. MASSACHUSETTS COUNCILOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Teac
Adults to Read: ResearcYand Demonstration in a Pr: -1
of Volunteer f:ommunity Action. Report on the Project or
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Adult Literacy. Boston: Massachusetts Council for Public
Schools, 1970. Pp. 85.

The action-research program reported here was under-
taken to teach reading, to assess the use of volunteers in
adult-literacy education, to evaluate two reading methods
for use with adult illiterates voluntarily studying in a com-
munity setting, and to gather and communicate basic know-
ledge on illiteracy, adult illiterates, and program organiza-
tion and administration. Much attention is given to analyzing...

statistical data on student and volunteer tutor backgrounds,
student attendance, reactions to training, results of reading
and related tests, reading progress at three stages, and
factors assumed to have inhibited prior development of
learning skills.

5823. NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR WORLD LITERACY PROGRAMME.
The Literacy Programme in Iran. Teheran: National Com-
mittee for World Literacy Programme, September 1970.
Pp. 24.

5824. ONTARIO IN.uri UTE FOR THE STUDY OF EDUCATION.
Functional Literacy and International Development. Toronto.
Ontario Institute for the Study of Education, 1967. Pp. 121.

5825. PHILLIPS, H. M. Literacy and Development. Paris: United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
1970. Pp. 55.

Phillips contends that, although literacy has high prestige,
particularly in societies where it is scarce, this does not
prevent dropouts from classes and lack of retention; motiva-
tion to achieve literacy alone does not act as an impetus to
economic and social development. In addition, parallel
action has to be taken to link literacy with development and
particularly with employment. And where choices can be
made in factors affecting production, there is now a heavy
bias in favor of investment in education (of which literacy
is a basic part) as compared with investment in physical
factors such as new machinery. This is because of changed
consumer patterns that seek better long-term value in
goods and the impact on human rights and political partici-
pation that literacy helps to bring about.

The author concludes that, other things being equal, it
is the practice of employers to take literate workers first.
Generally, firms do little to make their illiterate workers
literate, yet when such projects have been undertaken good
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results have occurred in increasing the workers' productiv-
ity. Indices do show that progress in literacy and economic-
growth generally go side-by-side but cause and effect are
difficult, if not impossible, to determine.

5826. "Puppet Shows Aid Literacy in India. Reading and Writing
Taught With Social Significance." New York Times, Jan
4, 1972, p. 56. ,

This article describes efforts to train literacy-educatio
staff in the use of puppets. Staff are not mere "teachers"
but are prepared as family- planning counselors and agricul
tural advisers. Thus, they are able to attack not only
illiteracy but also the two closely related problems of food
and population. "Every word they teach is in the language
of birth control, or improved farm production, or nutrition
and health."

5827. REMICHE, Anne. "La campagne d'alphabetisation au Chile."
Synth6ses, Nos. 283-84 (Janvier-Fevrier 1970), pp. 54-61.

The relatively low percentage of illiterates in Chile
(11.7 percent, of which the vast majority are peasants)
compared with the other countries of the third world has
not lessened the Chileans' efforts in their struggle against
illiteracy. Adult literacy in Chile is considered as the fir
phase of the non-formal adult-education system. This has
three sections: the first is general education (three years)
the second is called humanistic-scientific education (four
years), and finally there is technico-vocational training,
which is highly diversified. Actual literacy is taught durin
the first four months of the first year. During this period,
the psychosocial method of the Brazilian Paolo Freire,
adapted to Chilean conditions, is used. This is an active
teaching method, using dialogue that encourages criticism
and awareness. In this method, people are supposedly mad
literate by becoming aware of their "existential situation."
This "awareness" is achieved through discussion of envir
mental problems that leads to the teaching of a limited n
ber of "generative words." These words are, from the
linguistic and functional point of view, the most represents,
tive of the participants' milieu. In spite of the claimed
effectiveness of the psychosocial literacy method, there
are nevertheless a fair number of dropouts. The writer
proposes that, in order to appreciate the true work of the
psychosocial method, studies comparing it with traditional
methods should be made.
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5828. ROGEFcS, Everett M., and HERZOG, William. "Functional
Literacy Among Colombia Peasants." Economic Develop-
ment and Cultural Change, XIV, 2 (January 1966), 190-203.

5829. SANDERS, Thomas G. "Literacy Training and Conscientizacion.
The Paulo Freire Method." Santiago, Chile: Institute of
World Affairs, June 6, 1968. Pp. 14.

This is a history and description of a psychosocial
method of literacy training developed by Paulo Freire in
Brazil. Literacy lessons are used to raise the level of
social consciousness and vice versa. Socratic dialogues
under trained leadership and a picture series are used.
The method supposedly confronts the.Latin idea of "culto"
(educated) with the idea of popular culture. This is a good
but rather,superficial description of a program that was
thrown out of Brazil but is still the key literacy method
used in Chile. Its success seems to depend on how well
the teachers have internalized a nonpaternalistic system
of education. It also appears that literacy is a secondary
goal. Perhaps it should be.

5830. SCHUMAN, Howard, INKELES, Alex, and SMITH, David H.
"Some Social Psychological Effects and Noneffects of
Literacy in a New Nation." Economic Development and
Cultural Change. XVI, 1 (October 1967), 1-14,

5831. SHEPHERD, Marietta Daniels. "Literacy Programs in Colom-
bia." Wilson Library Bulletin, XLI (April 1967), 829-33.

This article reports on the work of several literacy
campaigns combining the efforts of the University of
Antioquia, the Laubach Literacy, Inc., the Books for People
Fund, the Peace Corps, and AID. All projects have used
the Laubach Ladder Series readers, which seek to teach
a 1,000-word reading level of ability. The Pan American
Union books for new readers are geared to this level.
Classes have been given through a volunteer teacher pro-
gram and a program by educational television has also
been tried without much success. The problem of securing
adequate financial assistance to support a Literacy Materials
Teacher Training Center has been an unresolved concern.

5832. SMITH, G. A. Evaluation of the Chiduku Literacy Project.
An Abridged Report. Salisbury: Institute of Adult Educa-
tion University College of Rhodesia, 1970. Pp. 20.
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5833. SPAULDING, Seth. 'Encouraging Adult Literacy Abroad."
Paper prepared for Conference on Adult Education in the
Developing Nations, Washington, D.C., June 14-15, 1962.
Pp. 7. (Mimeographed.)

The author examines adult-literacy programs in relation
to other adult-education needs; the effect of universal
primary education on the need for adult literacy; the motiva
tion of adults for adult literacy; the determining of the needs
of the people; the language to be used; the methods of
tion; the materials and technology to be used; the organiza-
tional structure of adult-literacy programs; other services
needed relative to adult literacy; and the role of foreign
assistance in adult literacy. Twelve questions are asked
in catechetical style covering the above areas. Each
question is followed by a detailed response. Spaulding
suggests that Literacy is not a magic skill that will answer
the adult-education needs of the developing countries.
Rather, it is a tool to tfe developed alongside other basic
educational programs if "functional literacy" is to be an
achievable objective. He contends that illiteracy is a
symptom of many educational, economic, social, and cultu
ills, not a cause of them. To eradicate illiteracy, com-
prehensive adult non-formal education programs, matched
with appropriate economic development, must be supported
through aieasible and focused assistance mechanism.

5834. . "The UNESCO World Literacy Program: A New
Strategy that May Work." Adult Education, XVI (Winter
1966), pp. 70-174.

Spaulding reviews UNESCO support and program-devel-
opment problems with experimental adult-education project
especially in countries with a high rate of illiteracy and

,..where literacy tez...:Iling is coordinated with training for job
opportunities. Spaulding cites a case in Ecuador that he
believes meets the necessary requirements and is a good
model. He proposes that UNESCO-sponsored experiments
of this kind can be augmented by others of a similar type
aided through bilateral or private support.

...,01.

5835. UNESCO. Baseline Survey for Evaluation of Experimental
Literacy Projects. Paris: UNESCO, July 27, 1967. Pp. 2

5836. . "The Work-Oriented Adult Literacy Pilot Project
in Iran" Bulletin of the UNESCO Regional Office for Educa
tion in Asia Vol. 5, No. 2 (March 1971), pp. 57-62.
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The concept of "work-oriented" education where new
learning is functional in terms of work requirements has
increasingly come into play in literacy-education efforts.
In the UNESCO-supported Isfahan subproject, workers in
the textile, metal, and handicraft industries have received
non-formal in-service literacy education and training. In
these work-oriented classes, 'the fundamental methodolo-
gical principle employed is the subordination of linguistic
requirements to skills learning, to technical progression."
Recent achievements of the eighteen differentiated programs
(three general, seven agricultural, five industrial, two
handicraft, and one prevocational) enrolling approximately
12,000 adults in 1969-70 are summarized.

583?. . Work-oriented functional literacy; Reading and
follow-up materials. Final report of the regional workshop
for specialists and officials concerned with the preparation
of reading and follow-up materials in Asia, Bangkok,
November 25-December 13, 1968. Bangkok: UNESCO
Regional Office for Education in Asia, 1969. Pp. 91.

5838. UNITED NATIONS. EXPERT GROUP ON ASSESSMENT OF
ACCEPTANCE AND USE-EFFECTIVENESS OF FAMILY
PLANNING METHODS. "Report." Bangkok: Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far East, 1969. Pp. 67.

5839. VALINO, Rosalinda S. The Bureau of Public Schools Six-Year
Intensive Literacy and Adult Education Drive, 1966-1972.
Manila: Bureau of Public Schools, 1971. Pp. 16.

Valino describes the objectives and goals of the drive
begun in 1966 to make 2,154,210 illiterate Philippine adults
and out-of-school youth functionally literate. Public elemen-
tary-school facilities have been used for non-formal literacy
classes. It is claimed that, by 1971, 443,624 illiterates
have been enrolled, while 224,845 have been "awarded
certificates." The author notes that in the Philippines
today "everybody seems to be on the adult education
bandwagon." The drive, nevertheless, has "fallen dismally
short of the intended target of more than two million illiter-
ates." This outcome has been greatly influenced by lack
of funds. Financial resources available amounted to only
some 80 centavos per student.

5840. VAUGRANTE, Christiane. Techniques for Analyzing Change in
Literacy Rates and in the Number of Illiterates. Dakar:
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UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Africa, August
1970. Pp. 49.

5841. VERSLUYS, J. D. N. "Functional Literacy in Rural Areas.'
Prospects in Education, No. 2 (1969), pp. 27-33.

The author contends that statistical studies show that
compulsory primary education in poor countries does not
solve the problem of illiteracy, given continuing problems
of population growth, heavy dropout rates, skyrocketing
costs of schools, poorly trained teachers and school admin-
istrators, and so on. Non-formal adult-literacy education
work will therefore be necessary for many years to come.
Some countries have established national literacy campaigns
but results have all too often been disappointing. After the
first surge of enthusiasm, the interest of both teachers and
learners rapidly decreases. Adults are motivated to becom:
literate only if it really helps them in their daily lives.
Therefore, literacy programs for adults, as well as formal
school programs, should be adjusted to the local environ-
ment, and rural prop s will be completely different from.
those for industrial w rkers.

Functional prog are not necessarily limited to
work alone, however, but may also be geared to cultural,
social, health, or other aspects of daily life--or even to a
combination of all these elements. A work-oriented pro-
gram requires a homogeneous group with the same broad
interest, and the teacher should be fully acquainted with
the daily life of his group and act as a discussion leader,
allowing the learners to exchange ideas and experiences
rather than having the traditional teacher-pupil relationship
The particular difficulty in rural areas is that to most
farmers in developing countries book knowledge seems only
necessary for town people, since they do not realize that
the new agricultural methods, based on science and not on
tradition, are. needed to achieve higher yields but, at the
same time, are complicated so that it has now become
impossible to rely on memory or traditional wisdom alone.
Rural programs, therefore, should connect literacy work
with the improvement of agricultural ability and with attem
at solving agricultural problems. Mathematics should be
connected with the actual problems of buying and selling,
with the amounts paid by producers' cooperatives, and
similar practical matters.

Finally, literacy should be taught in the mother tongue,
although this may be the first step only. The author
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concludes that if the language group is too small to expect
that anything will be printed in that language, there will be
a pressing need for literacy in the national language, since
only then-will the new literate find what he really needs:
direct contact with the outside world. This exhortatory
article, it might be noted, presents a good example of
UNESCO doctrine on literacy.

5842. WORLD EDUCAZON, Inc. "PRRM Literacy and Population/
Family Planning Education: A Demonstration Project of
the Philippine Rural Reconstruction Movement." New York:
World Education, Inc., 1971. Pp. 16.

5843. . "Thailand, Functional Literacy and Family Life
Planning: A Demonstration Project of the Thailand Depart-
ment of Elementary and Adult Education." New York: World
Education, Inc. March 1971. Pp. 7.

Other items related to Literacy are

1106, 1107, 1116, 1204, 1212, 1311, 2108, 2135, 2209, 2213, 2215,
2217, 3110, 3108, 3204, 3209, 3212, 3215, 2203, 3307, 3314, 3502, 4101,
4201, 4206, 4225, 4226, 4311, 4603, 4702, 4715, 4719, 4720, 5106, 5220,
5412, 5517, 5521, 5523, 5903, 6103, 6105, 6106, 6108, 6113, 6114, 6116,
6204, 6201, 6206, 6301, 6308, 6513, 6604, 6605, 6607, 6609, 6610, 6616,
6619, 6626, 6632, 6704, 6717, 6722, 7105, 7114, 7130, 7154, 7156, 7159,
'1217, 7220, 7223, 7240, 7241, 7307

5900. OTHERS

5901. CONNOR, Thomas R. "Teaching the Need for Achievement."
Growth and Change: A Journal of Regional Development,
II, 4 (October 1971), 16-19.

The idea that the need for achievement, symbolized as
N-Ach, presumably an essential factor in the entrepreneurial
personality, can be successfully implanted by means of a
brief, non-formal education training program has gained
considerable currency in recent years; Connor examines
the disappointing results of such a training program on
Prince Edward Island, Canada, and suggests that "N-Ach
is not a factor that can be isolated and manipulated." He
criticizes David McClelland and challenges his claim that
"achievement motivation can be developed." Connor con-
cludes that, "on the basis of available literature, McClelland's
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own ambiguity, and the experiences of this project, there
is little justification for investment in such a program at
this time."

5902. CYTRYN, L., and UIHILEN, Audrey. "Training of Volunteers
in the Field of Mental Retardation." Paper presented at
American Orthopsychiatric Association, Chicago, Illinois,
April 1964. Pp. 21.

5903. "Editors Note." Literacy Today, II, 3 (May-June 1971), pp.
1-2.

This article examines the recent trend in adult-literac
education workshops, conferences, and seminars to com-
bine the subjects of functional literacy and family Planning
It summarizes the many ideas and views in this regard
following meetings in India, Iran, Singapore, and else-
where as follows: new literates have a critical need of
reading materials to Improve their. reading skills, the
written word has a great potential to facilitate such develo
mental change as family planning, and there is a growing
need for a continuous exchange of ideas and experiences
in this area between governments and voluntary agencies
at local, national, and international levels.

5904. FAINSOD, Merle. "The Komsomols: A Study of Youth Unde
Dictatorship. " American Political Science Review, VL,
1 (March 1951), 18-40.

Fainsod examines the ideological content of the non-
formal educational programs provided for some 10 millio
Komsomol members and similar programs conducted by
the Komsomols for the 13 million Young Pioneers, "from
whose ranks the Communist elite of the future is to be
recruited. "

5905. JOHNSON, H. Webster. Selecting, Training, and Supervisi
Office Personnel. Westbury, N.Y.: Didactic Systenis,
Inc., 1969. Pp. 185.

Designed to be of value to supervisors, office manage
and executives, this book gives a broad introductory bac
ground to the functions of selection, in-service training,
and supervision of office personnel. 'Under recruitment
and selection, it covers sources of future employees,
use of the application blank, testing, checking reference
and interviewing. The section on training covers the ne
for training, how people learn, training methods and
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piocedures, training aids, and developing the program.
Part HI, on supervising the office staff, discusses under-
standing employees, managing the office staff, planning
and directing the work, overcoming problems of super-
vision, and the supervisor's relations with management.
There is a list of selected readings with each part.

5906. KELMAN, Steven. "Sweden's Liberated Men and Women:
A Nonchalant Revolution." The New Republic, March 13,
1971, pp. 21-23.

Kelman relates how the Swedish "sex -role debate"
(konsrolldebatten) during the 1969s has led to a "social
revolution" grounded on attempted equality between the
sexes in work, play, and sport. The impressive and im-
portant contributions of the mass media and non-formal
educational activities in popular and governmental organ-
izations in securing commitment to this particular change
are described.

5907. Keypunch Operation. A Suggested Adult Business Education
Course Outline. Albany: New York State Education De-
partment, 1968. Pp. 28.

This document contains an outline of a non-formal course
developed for an adult class meeting five hours per week
for eighteen weeks. The objectives of the course are to
develop an appreciation of the growing uses of automatic
data processing, an entry-level job proficiency in the
operation of the keypunch machine, work habits conducive
to job proficiency, basic terminology in this field of em-
ployment, and an understanding of a total unit record
system. There is a glossary, bibliography, and list of
audio-visual aids.

5908. LYNN, Robert W., and WRIGHT, Elliott. The Big Little
School: Sunday Child of American Protestantism. New
York: Harper and Row, 1971. Pp. 108.

5909. MANN, L. et al. "A Pilot Training Program to Develop
Physical Education Leaders for Work with Emotionally
Disturbed Children." Community Mental Health Journal,
III (1967), 159-62.

5910. 'New Directions for Hilo Center. " Communique. News Letter
of Intercultural Communications Programs, I, (July 1971),
4.
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Founded in 1962, the Center for Cross-Cultural Tra
and Research at the University of Hawaii, Hilo, has recentl
shifted from Peace Corps training programs to training
projects related directly to the local Hilo community.
Programs stress a non-formal approach to.training for
specific needs rather than for general knowledge or skills
learning by doing, short-term intensive training, human
development and/or cross-cultural understanding, and a
team-teaching approach vs. an individual instructor.

5911. SINGER, Martin. Educated Youth and the Cultural Revolutio
in China. Michigan Papers in Chinese Studies No. 10.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1971. Pp. 114.,
Bibliography.

The author sees the'Cultural Revolution as an emotion-
ally charged political awakening for the'educated youth of
China, an opportunity fox their meaningful and dramatic
involvement in public affairs. The Red Guards, however,
proved unreliable. They were too "idealistic" to com-
promise on collaborate with other revolutionary mass
organizations and after 1967-68 were largely assigned to
rural communes to work and to learn from peasants ''or
the rest of their lives. " This essay ably analyzes
the revolutionary curriculum taught by the various Red
Guard factions and its origins in the larger context of
attempted cultural revolution.

5912. SOZI, Michael K. "Science and Technology as Motivational
Content in Adult Education Courses in Rural and Urban
Societies, " Rehovot Conference on Science and Education
in Developing States, Israel, August 1969. Pp. 6.

Sozi describes the rationale, programs, and problems
for science and technology inputs into adult non-formal
education programs in Tanzania. He stresses that "scien
and technology must cease to be imported and needing
constant renewal, rather they must strike root in the
social and cultural realities so that they may grow and
flourish as local plants."

5913. SULLIVAN, Walter. "Peking Aiming Research at China's
Special Needs. " New York Times, June 7, 1971, p. 1.

Communist China has since the Cultural Revolution of
1966 emphasized applied research applicable to a vast
underdeveloped country with enormous manpower resery
The switch from theoretical research producing basic
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scientific knowledge to applied research to advance prac-
tical solutions to basic problems has meant the partial
purging of Western science in China. The previous scien-
tific elite has participated in frequent non-formal edu-
cational activities to "reshape" their thinking from the
traditional Western view that the quest for pure knowledge
is the highest goal. Even the most - sophisticated Chinese
scientists now spend part of their time working with peas-
ants and the military on such applied research as fertilizer
production, "home-made" plant hormones for, agriculture,
and the use of native remedies to curb the ravages of snail
fever.

914. UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION
AND WELFARE AND PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE Experi-
ments in Mental Health Training: Project Summaries ,

Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Mental Health,
April 1971. Pp. 160.

This Volume provides summary information on Insti-
tute-supported pilot or experimental projects in the field
of mental health. These special training projecti have
been developed both in formal and non-formal educational
settings for professional, subprefessional, and nonpro-
fessional personnel for a variety of functions including
service, teaching, research, and prevention. The projects
are new, unique, and innovative attempts to investigate
unexplored training areas. They seek to develop and test
mentf.1-health training models that can be replicated by
other institutions and that make a maximum contribution
to knowledge about mental-health training. They seek,
moreover, "to increase the potential mental health man-
power pool by training new types of mental health person-
nel such as mental health technicians." Some 130 projects
are briefly described in terms of objectives, procedures,
and outcomes.
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6100. AUDIO-VISUAL AND MASS MEDIA

101. BAIRD, Bill. Puppets and Population. New York; World
Education, Inc., 1970. Pp: 95.

This book consists of the script for a puppet play, sug-
gestions for making puppets and a stage, and a discussion
of the educational value of puppet shows to get the family-
planning message across to nonliterate audiences.

102. _BALDE, Gibril. "From Bolivia, 'The Blood of the Condor,'
Dramatizing a United States Effort to Sterilize Indian
Women." Atlas, April, 1971, pp. 47-50.

This "film review, translated from AFRICASIA (Paris)
and the accompanying article "A Talk With Jorge Sanjines,"
by Guy Brancourt, translated from Les Nouvelles Litteraires
(Paris), explains in detail how 'director Sanjines attempts
to teach Bolivian Indians to understand movies when seeing
them for the first time. "We had a narrator who first re-
counted the story by showing still photographs of the various
characters.. This is a tradition dating all the way back to
the Incas and it still exists today. There are stgl story-
tellers who journey from village to village. Then after-_
ward we discussed the story with the audience and, finally,
showed the film. It's a question of educating people unused
to seeing movies at the same time as trying to creak, a
national cinema."

03. BOGATZ, Gerry A., and BALL, Samuel. "Some Things
You've Wanted to Know About Sesame Street." American
Education, April 1971, pp. 11-15.
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The authors report on the Educational Testing-Seiiice.
(ETS) evaluation ,of the "Sesame Street" educLtional tele:
vision program directed at preschool children. They dal
that the ptbgram has "had a marked effeCt on tile learning
of three-through-five-year old children.fro.rrrldely dive
backgrounds, including a strong ana positive effect on c_HiL
advantaged children." In addition, theprograrn his prove
that television can be a very successful educational mediu
in non-formal education. It can, as previously doubted,
teach children some basic facts and important cognitive
skills.

In marked contrast, criticism of the Tamous educatio
television series is well represented by critic John Holt'!;
article irkthe May 1971 Atlantic. Hexays- homage to the
cleverness of Sesame Street's inuppets, ..gnirlated cartoo
music, and deadpan humor, but also picks a Major bone-.
with the much-acclaimed television Show's "idea that its
job is to get children ready for school." Rather -than "bel
children get better at the task of pleasinglirst-grade teat
ers," he contends, the program needs to encourage child
in "the vastly more interesting and important ask .
learning from the world and people around them." Learni
on Sesame Street, as in school, means learning right an-
swers, Holt says; as in school, right answers come from
grown-ups. Holt also laments the lost opportunity to hay
the children see "writing as an extension of power they
already have, and that they got for themselves, namely,.
power of speech."9:le would like to see resources in the
city and environmenctapped. He concludes thathe prog
"will be a disappointment in the long run because it aims
too low and misunderstands the problem it is trying to cu

6104. BOYE, 0. "The Gitarama Radio University. ". Literacy Di
cussion, 3 (Summer 1971), 77-98.

The Gitarama Radio University (G. R. U.); a missiona
activity supported by the Rwanda government, seeks "to .

develop a ruralized audio-visual primary education, and
broadcast basic education programmes for adults, as we
as programmes of religious instruction." Audio-visual
programs of films, slides, and recordings have been pre
sented on a regular basis since 1963 in fifteen G. R. U. c
ters "either specially built or converted from disused a
Attempts to put a'250-watt radio transmitter in use, how
have to date met with failure due lo "the difficulties enc
tered in construction and setting up aerials . . . ip this
mountainous land."
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6105. CASS, Angelica W. "Television's Future in Reducing Illiteracy."
Educational Broadcasting Review, IV, 2 (April 1966), 39-43.

Cass identifies criteria and standards to be considered
in the planning, production, and broadcasting c°_ television
series for nonliterate adults in the United Staf s by examining
the literature and an existing series. From .his, Cass re-
views the literature and concludes that a series must be
carefully planned and developed around the community or
area in which the target population lives, the teaching ad-
vantage of a content tailored to local needs should be weighed
against the economic advantages of using a nationally syndi-
cated program series, and supplemental materials reflecting
local ways and needs should be available. Second, the teach-
er must be carefully selected by a committee that includes
nonliterate representatives. Third, there is need for on-
going evaluation and some form of recognition to viewers.
Finally, psychological characteristics of target groups
(tensions and attitudes), motivation, adult-learning charac-
teristics, and needs and habits must be considered. Cass
warns that television is no panacea for adult literacy and
when used should only be considered as a part of a total
instructional campaign. Moreover, educators need to be
better informed concerning its potential and limitations as
a communication medium.

106. CASSIRER, Henry R. "Two-way Radio in Rural Senegal."
Educational Teevision International, W, 2 (June 1970),
148-49.

The author describes a project that solicits and records
reactions of rural illiterates to government radio pi:grams
for the dissemination of information, for entertainment,
and for non-formal instruction. He claims that this govern-
ment program "is a force of two-way communication with
the people, a force for democracy." For a more extensive
description of a similar project, see Cassirer's "Radio
Clubs in Niger," Literacy Discussion, I, 2 (1970), 25.

107. CLYDE, Robert W., and JABERG, Eugene C. The Use of
Mass Media in Religiously Motivated Adult Education: A
Review of the Literature. New York: Syracuse University,
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education, 1970. Pp. 11.

Beginning with definitions of the mass-communication
proceSs, this paper reviews mass-media adult-education
literature from a variety of sources (social scientists,
religious educators, experimental public-affairs broad-
casting projects, and others) relevant to the use of mass
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media in connection with group programs stimulated by
religious organizations or purposes. Sociological and
other works of theory are noted, along with reports on
such topics as network radio and television resources.

6108. EDINGTON, A. B. "Mass Illiteracy: The Only Solution?"
Educational Television International, IV, 1 (March 1970),
47-49.

The author reviews problems of using television for
literacy education--the problems between broadcasting
and education authorities, problems of equipment utilizati
and transfer, and so on. He reluctantly concludes that to
vision offers no solutions in itself; its effectiveness depe
in large measure on the level of planning, integration,
professional competence in literacy campaigns.

6109. HARRISON, Molly. Learning Out of School: A Teachers
Guide to the Educational Use of Museums. London: War
Loch, 1970. Pp. 80.

6110. ILO. "Labor Education and Mass Information Media."
Educations No. 13 (June 1968), pp. 18-21.

This article reports findings of an ILA workshop on t
use of radio and television in workers' education. This
workshop studied the broad question of how radio, televi. s
and the other mass media such as films and newspapers
can be used effectively to promote non-formal labor -unto
education. A listing of the conclusions of the workshop
given along with a listing of possible program topics for
radio and television of an informational, educational, and
cultural nature with reference to the labor-union moveme
It concludes that radio and television afford almost unlim
possibilities for interesting large groups of the populatio
in the basic notions of economics and planning and more
generally in the political, economic, and social life of th
country. The problems of reaching the masses of worke
in the less-developed countries to acquaint them with not
of planning and social and economic policy through tradit
methods are, in contrast, insuperable.

The report notes that radio and television can reach
audiences even where illiteracy is still widespread. Ed
tional radio will reach the most-isolated rural workers,
whereas television is most appropriate in urban areas.
promoting worker& education programs on radio and tel
vision, unions would be encouraging mass communicatio
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media to accept their social responsibility. It was recom-
mended that radio and television educational programs not
fall back into rigid and academic patterns of instruction but
explore the new educational possibilities that these media
offer. Programs should be concrete and lively and the
audience should be able to draw its own conclusions. To
get maximum learning effect, it was recommended that
"lessons" be followed by group discussions as soon as
possible. The revort concludes that the use of these tech-
nological aids for educative purposes in the less-developed
countries offers "a bright possibility" amidst the gloomy
prospects of educating masses of people through traditional
formal methods.

111. JAN, George P. "Communications and Political Development.
The Case of Communist China." Paper presented at 66th
Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Associa-
tion, Los Angeles, September 1970. Pp. 39.

Communist China has built a vast communications net-
work in the countryside with limited use of modern tech-
nology. It has overcome the lack of economic and tech-
nological development by the thorough integration of the
mass media and political organizations at the grass roots.
It has used efficiently all available human and material
resources for this purpose. The Chinese communications
system was built crudely but cheaply and has been financed
largely by local resources. It has been used to conduct
civic training and to teach peasants production skills. It
has widened the scope and intensity of the peasants' par-
ticipation in the political process and has demonstrated a
remarkable capacity to mobilize the people. The hundreds
of millions of people mobilized by the Peking regime during
the Great Leap Forward, the commune experiment, and the
Cultural Revolution testily to this fact. These mass - mobili-
zation campaigns are carried out with little or no use of
force, although the people are aware of the omnipresence
of the military and the police. The Peking regime manipu-
lates the communications system not only for political
control but also as a major stimulus to carry through
development plans, such as agricultural collectinzation.
Jan concludes that, furthermore, the Chinese communications
system has contributed to the functional differentiation of
the political system by the nonschool training of qualified
personnel in various fields.
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6112. JAROLIMEK, John. "A Model for Inservice Teacher Educa-
tion." Social Education, XXXIV (March 1970), 329-32.

Jarolimek describes a model designed to improve non-
degree, non-formal in-service program... The purpose of
the model is to develop training experience for project
participants through the use of educational television in-
service programs in the following six areas: contrasting
teaching styles; developing facts, concepts, and generaiiza
tions; strategies for valuing and decision-making; selec
and using learning resources, individualizing instructign;
and objectives and evaluation. Each presentation consists
of a detailed instructor's manual, materials for teacher's
use, and videotaped sequences. The author claims that
teacher responses are very favorable and that they like
emphasis on the practical, their own involvement, the o
tunity to evaluate themselves, the uniqueness of the pr
and the stimulation to think.

6113. LAWRENCE, Robert de T. Rural Mimeo Newspapers: A
Guide to the Production of Low Cost Community Papers in
Developing Countries. Paris: UNESCO, 1965. Pp. 42.

The author claims that the introduction of mimeograp_
newspapers throughout the Liberian countryside resulted
in better literacy programs, better countrywide news coy
erage, a marked increase in intertribal and interarea kn
ledge, and the opening of a new channel for the spread of
developmental ideas. He suggests that this innovation is
entirely within the capabilities of any nation using the
resources on hand.

6114. LITERACY INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE. "Communicat
With Villagers: A New Tool." Literac Toda : A Pano
of Adult Literacy, II, 2 (March-April 1971 , 8.

The Crusader, a slide/filmstrip projector, is small,
durable, and very portable. It resembles a large flashli
weighing about two pounds, and operates on a variety of
power supplies four flashlight batteries, a small motor
cycle-type rechargeable battery, sunlight, and so on. A
carrying case provides for filmstrips and slides. A wide
range of relevant materials can be projected by it--photo
graphic slides of any sort; horizontal, "double-frame"
filmstrips, verticle, "single-frame" filmstrips; and "do-
it-yourself' handmade filmstrips (any drawn, written or
Otherwise reproduced photo or illustration on any kind of
plastic strip). A publication, Visual Aids Traci Manu
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is available from World Neighbors, Inc., 5116 No. Portland
Avenue, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112. It details how to
make hand-drawn strips. The projector is adaptable to many
uses and is presently being used by about 4,000 teachers in
over 50 developing countries -- literacy teachers, extension
workers, schools, local businesses, villagers themselves- -
for such purposes as meetings, demonstrations, fairs, and
entertainment.

6115. MOIR, Guthrie, ed. Teaching and Television: ETV Explained.
Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1967. Pp. 170.

6116. NATESH, A. "Radio for Literacy." Z Magazine (Lusaka,
Zambia Information Services), No. 25 (June 1971), pp. 4-7.

Natesh describes a project, begun in 1969 With UNESCO
assistance, seeking to inform and instruct adults on civic
and community matters by means of literacy broadcasts.
The author concludes that "informal evaluation shows the
programmes to be doing excellent work."

6117. OHNO, Rentaro. "Effects of Educational Television Programs
as Related to Non-Formal Education in Japan." Tokyo:
National Institute for Educational Research, 1971. Pp. 25.
(Mimeographed.)

This report describes the aims, production, and effects
of non-formal programs in the two areas of education and
culture. Special emphasis is placed on evaluating the in-
fluence of educational broadcasting on "common people,"
on women, and on children.

6118. RIGG, Robinson P. Audiovisual Aids and Techniques in Mana-
gerial and Supervisory Training. London: Hamish Hamilton,
1969. Pp. 108.

This book seeks to demonstrate the importance of modern
audio-visual aids and techniques to management training.
The first two chapters examine a number of problems faced
by the training specialist. Chapter 3 considers the audio-
visual aids themselves in three main groups: graphic mat-
erials, display equipment that involves projection, and
student-controlled aids. For each aid, a description of
how it works, what advantages and disadvantages it has,
and how it can be used is included. Chapter 4 describes
basic principles and suggests presentation techniques using
overhead projection, film, and closed-circuit television.
This is followed by a chapter on the provision of suitable
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conditions with reference to room layout, screens, loud-
speakers, and projectors and remote-control systems.
Also included are hints on the preparation, construction,
indexing, and storage of display materials. Four appen-
dixes provide a glossary of audio-visual terms, a film-
evaluation questionnaire, a suppliers' list, and a session
check list for training planners.

ROGERS, Jennifer. Using Broadcasts_ A Guide for Tutors
of Adult Groups. London: British Broadcasting Corporatio
1970. Pp. 18.

6120. ROGERS, Everett M. Modernization Among Peasants, the
Impact of Communication. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1969. Pp. 429.

6121. SMITH, David Kendall. "Development and Testing of a Low-
Cost Periodical for Use in Developing Areas of the World."
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Oregon,
Eugene, June 1968. Pp. 160.

This study was conducted to develop a periodical (i. e.,
newspaper) that would encourage the formation of reading
habits in developing nations where illiteracy, on the averag
exceeds 40 percent. A so-called Flexible Format was de-
signed and tested among the literate Sindebele population
of Matabeleland, Rhodesia, to see if it would prove as
acceptable as, or more acceptable than, a standard format
in terms of sales. (Lower price, relevant content, ease
of production, readability, and other characteristics were
assumed to make the Flexible Format an appropriate
educational tool for developir, areas.) The second edition
of the trial publication was prepared in both formats. Whe
both were offered for sale simultaneously at distribution
points throughout the trial area, the Flexible Format out-
sold the standard format by almost one hundred to one.

6122. UNESCO. Broadcasting from Space. Reports and Papers on
Mass Communication No. 60. Paris: UNESCO, 1970.
Pp, 65.

This tract reports on the December 1969 meeting of
governmental experts on international ar-angements in ihe
space-communication field. Discussions covered a numbe
of legal and technical matters in organizing satellite comet
nication for more developmental-oriented educational pro-
grams both in and out of schools.
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6123. . Mass Media in Society: The Need for Research.
Paris: UNESCO, 1970. Pp. 33.

This volume presents proceedings of a June 1969 meeting
that studied the effects of the mass media on society and
the potential of mass media for use in non-formal educational
efforts.

6124. VISUAL EDUCATION BOOK SERVICE. "Problems of Equip-
ment in Developing Countries." Visual Education, October
.1970, pp. 29-34.

This article complains that most audio-visual equipment
in less-developed countries is bought, locked in a cupboard,
and never used because of lack of skilled staff, some
mechanical breakdown, lack of supplies, and so on. It
discusses nonprojected audio-visual aids, the flannel graph
wall charts, reprographic aids, the magnetic board, and
the plasticgraph, which are cheap, easy to handle, and well
suited to formal or nun-formal educational programs and
settings in poor countries.

6125. WANIEWICZ, Ignacy. "Telesfsion and Higher Technical Edu-
cation of Working People." Convergence, 1, 2 (1968), 18-22.

The author reports on a Polish non-formal educational
television program begun in 1966 for adults. No degree
or certificate was offered; the series served solely to
assist out-of-school adults in mastering secondary-school
subject matter (mathematics, science, theoretical meOianics)
required for technical university candidates. Transmitting
and instructional problems are discussed. The author con-
cludes that the program has successfully met its objectives
and has also served unintentionally to upgrade qualifications
of secondary-school teachers, technical college graduates,
and others who also viewed the lessons. The author contends
that the television lecture series has, in addition, improved
instruction by stimulating interest, discussion, and com-
petition "between the various college chairs whose occupants
conduct the lectures."

Other items realted to the Audio-Visual and Mass Media area are

1142, 1143, 1224, 1228, 1233, 1247, 1312, 2108, 3106, 3306,
3309, 3509, 4309, 4702, 5804, 6401, 6512, 6521, 6522, 6731, 7114,
7146, 7224, 7232
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6200. CAMPAIGNS, ENCAMPMENTS, AND LABOR

6201. FAGEN, Richard R. The Transformation of Political Culture
in Cuba. Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1969.
P. 271.

In Castro's Cuba, the number-one priority is the educati'
and reeducation of the masses to create the new type of so-
cially conscious citizen thought necessary for the survival
and growth of the revolution. Fagen describes and assesses
the strategy and tactics used in the national mobilization
for the Literacy Campaign of 1961, the Schools-to-the
Countryside encampments, and the schools for Revolutiona
Instruction. Well written and objective, this is a valuable
work on the Cuban education revolution in both its formal
and nonformal aspects.

6202. FAYYAZ, Muhammad. "The Impact of Motivational Campai
on Family Planning Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices."
Lahore: West Pakistan Family Planning Association, 1971.
Pp. 81.

:41

6203. HYMAN, Herman, WRIGHT, Charles R. and HOPKINS,
Terrence K. Application of Methods of Evaluation. Four
Studies of Encampment for Citizenship. Berkeley. Univer
sity of California Press, 1962. Pp. 396.

The authors present a case study of evaluation research,
conducted from 1955-59 to that sought to measure learning
(i.e., changes in campers attitudes) in a non-formal social
action program, the encampment for Citizenship. Part I
covers principles of evaluation, the research design, and
an "inquiry into the process by which the program produce:
effects." Part II describes the research setting, the partic
pants, didactic and nondidactic features of the Encampment
short- and long-term changes "created by the Encampment
the dynamics of change, and long-range impact on conduct.
The findings of several follow-up studies conducted indicat
that the Encampment did indeed serve as a means of secu
changes in cognition of such social problems as race relati
civil liberties, and the need to inculcate democratic attitud
and behaviors. Positive changes were not stable, however
and were mostly lost when campers returned home to face
"hostile situations," i. e. "where Encampment ideals were
challenged by prejudiced, undemocratic or intolerant peopl

6204. INDIA. "The Work-Oriented Functional Literacy Programm
in India." Agenda Item 5, Out-of-School Education and
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Training, Fifth Commonwealth Education Conference.
London: Commonwealth Secretariat, February 1971. Pp. 5.

This report describes a seemingly successful non-formal,
on-the-job literacy education program for school-age, em-
ployed youth in an urban setting.

6205. NORTH DAKOTA FARMERS UNION, Jamestown, Department of
Youth Activities. Camp is a Celebration. Jamestown:
North Dakota Farmers Union, 1968. Pp. 71.

This workbook, for a Junior Youth Camp, provides
materials for use in discussion of three important aspects
of farm living: rural power, communication, and conserva-
tion. The materials presented are suggested aids and
methods that might be utilized by camp teachers in the
classes, teaching hints, suggested teaching methods,
ideas about teaching aids, and a list of related games.

6206. PAULSTON, Rolland G. "Alfabetizacion y cambio social en
la China Pre-comunista."dnformes de China, III, 16
(April-June 1968), 37-46.

Paulston analyzes youth and adult non-formal educational
activities of the Mass Education Movement in China from
1922 to 1949. He describes organizational aspects, pro-
grams, and problems of the vast literacy campaigns of the,
1920s, the attempt to create a "social laboratory for rural
reconstruction" at Ting Hsien in North China during the
1930s, and the effects of World War II on the Movement.
He suggests that the literacy campaigns served as a power-
ful mobilizing device for "educating the educated," i.e.,
the teachers, students, and other nonpeasant participants
and instructors in the campaigns. But Paulston also notes
that lack of governmental support meant that the campaigns
were at first largely restricted to urban areas where local
financi.4 was feasible and later were entirely terminated
as Mao Tse-tung's revolution intensified.

6207. RIESSMAN, F. "Strategies and Suggestions for Training
Nonprofessionals." Community Mental Health Journal, III
(1967), 103-10.

6208. ROBERTS, Chester F., Jr. Rehabilitative Influences in
California Youth Conservation Camps. Phase I: The
California Youth Conservation camps and Their Wards.
Sacramento: California State Department of the Youth
Authority, May 1965. Pp. 59.

To provide a general overview of the Youth Conservation
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Camp environment and the differences and similarities
among camps due to selective assignment and the "weeding-
out" process, a review was made of four main camps op-
erated by the California Youth Authority and the California
Division of Forestry. An analysis of the major personal
and background characteristics of the camp wards during
1962 and 1963 disclosed the following: the wards 15 years
old and above who are assigned to camps are significantly
different from Youth Authority wards in other institutions
in terms of parole performance characteristics; no one
displays a significant difference in overall parole perfor
in relation to the total camps; data from 1962'parolees sug
gests that there are differences in the parole performance
of certain categories of wards when released from differen
camps; and wards assigned to each of the four camps show
a number of significant characteristic differences in com-
parison with the proportion in the total camps. The report
infers that camps are the independent variable responsible
for differences between youth in camps and in other types
of jails. Exactly what it is about the camps that supposedi
makes the difference is not identified, however.

6209. STROMANIST, Shel. "Cuba--Isle of Youth." Liberation New
Service, No. 224 (January 10, 1970), pp. 11-13.

Stromanist gives an eyewitness account of the youth
movement on the Isle of Youth (the former Isla de Pinos)
in Cuba. At the encampments visited, young men and
women, 15 to 25 years old and mostly of working-class
and peasant families in Havana and Oriente provinces,
work for six-month periods in agriculture, dam building,
and rural development. They work in the fields from 7

A.M. to 6:30 P.M., with breaks and lunch at the work sit
During the evening, those who have not attained 6th grade
study basic education, while those who have ttive inten
sive political education.

Other items related to Campaigns, Encampments, and Labor are

1120, 2107, 3211, 2201, 3319, 4107, 4109, 4118, 4123, 4126,
4624, 4713, 5837, 6722

6300. CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS

6301. ADULT BASIC EDUCATION OFFICE. "Suggested Steps for
Starting a Literacy Program with Volunteer Teachers an
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Local Committee," Report No.. 4, Gujranwala West Pakistan,
February 1, 1971. Pp. 7. (Mimeographed.)

6302. CENTRAL FAMILY PLANNING INSTITUTE. 'Workshop on
Training of Family Planning Personnel: Report and Recom-
mendations." New Delhi: Central Family Planning Institute,
1966. Pp. 87.

6303. DOWD, Thomas C. "Human Relations Training and Community
Development," International Development Education Pro-
gram, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, April
1970. Pp. 26.

Dowd presents a-model of non-formal education, la
rationale for human-relations training, and a design for a
community-,development workshop involving cognitive inputs,
"T" groups, and task exercises.

6304. FLANDERS, Ned A. Helping Teachers Change Their Behavior.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, April 1963. Pp. 163.

Earlier research had shown that patterns of teacher in-
fluence could be associated with higher student achievement.
This research had been concerned with quantifying spon-
taneous verbal interaction in the classroom. An experiment
was set up to determine if verbal interaction could be im-
proved through a non-formal in-service training program.
Fifty-one teachers were selected for the study. They were
observed at the outset and most were fqund to use direct
methods in the classroom as opposed to spontaneous patterns
of verbal influence. During the winter they were subjected
to nine-week in- service program. Part of the group met
one day r tl-ie-ihstructor, who used the lecture method.
The other group met another day and verbally participated
with the instructor. The effects of the program were
evaluated by trained observers. Flanders Reports that
the group exposed to verbal interaction tended to be more
satisfied with the program.' They also engaged in more
experimentation in their classrooms and showed evidence
of applying more indirect patterns of influence. The re-
verse was true of the more-directed group.

6305. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS, University of Pittsburgh. Organizing Schools
and Institutes of Administration: A Handbook on Planning,
Improving and Managing Centers of Education Research
and Advisory Services in Public Development, Business,
and Local Government Administration. Washington, D.C.:
AID, 1969. Pp. 241.
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See Chapter V, "Administration of Non-Degree Training,'
for helpful advice on planning and carrying out non-formal
courses, workshops, and institutes. Material on criteria
for training projects, selecting participants, activities, in-
struction, materials, and evaluation strategies is included.

6306. KLEG, Milton. "Attitudinal Change in White Students After
Instruction in an Ethnic Relations Unit." Paper presented
at American Educational Research Association Annual
Meeting, New York, February 1971. Pp. 6.

The findings of this study indicated statistically signific
(.05) cognitive-affective attitudinal change immediately
after participation in classroom ethnic relations. Delayed
posttesting, "however, indicated no change, The author
suggests that cognitive knowledge influences ethnic attitudes
but as newly acquired knowledge fades attitudinal changes
begin to revert to their original level. Also, because know
ledge and attitudes are in constant interaction, simple
pretest-posttest designs may be misleading; delayed post-
testing would be less so.

6307. KOZOL, Charles E. "A Provocative Workshop in Indian
Education." Integrated Education: Race and Schools, IX,
1 (January-February 1971), 29-34.

Kozol reports on a three-week non-formal "Workshop in
Cross-Cultural Educafion" held in Carson City, Nevada, in
June 1969. Workshop senior staff were aggressive. Eastern
long-haired youths and junior staff were Indian high-school
students selected-primarily for verbal ability. The 300
older participants (average age 43) were conservatively
dressed Western schoolteachers and.administrators from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and from public schools.
Kozol explains what happened during this workshop con-
frontation and suggests "methods of building on this first
unique training endeavor."

6308. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND YOUTH SERVICES. "Nation
Workshop on Functional Literacy Project under Integrated
Programme of Farmers' Training and Functional Literacy
New Delhi: Ministry of Education Youth Services, January
11-19, 1971. P. 13.

6309. OAKLEY, B. H: "S & L Industry Places Emphasis on Educa-
tion." The Plain Dealer, June 30, 1971, p. 11.

Oakley explains why, with the increasing tempo of cha
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/

in all areas of U.S. savings-and-loan operations, it has
become imperative that association officers spend time
annually in non-formal education seminars to keep abreast
of new rulesand concepts.

.,

6310. OHLINGER, William. Workshop in Adult Basic Education- -
Workshop Report and Resource Document. Washington,
D.C.: Department of Health, Educating and Welfare,
Office of Education, 1967. Pp. 93.

! 6311. ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION. "Seminar
on Methods in Comparative Studies in Adult Education."
Toronto: Department-of Adult Education, The Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, 1970. Pp. 70.

6312. WARREN, Virginia B., ed. A Treasury of Techniques for
Teaching Adults. Washington, D.C.: National Association
for Public School Adult Education, NEA, t964. Pp. 48.

This booklet discusses how adults learn, how to create
a good climate for learning, how to make lesson plans, how
to group adult classes, how to make the classes varied
and interesting, how to prevent students from dropping out,
and how to conduct a group discussion.

Other Heins related to Classes, Seminars, and Workshops are

1222, 1224, 1303, 2407, 2116, 2221, 3105, 3218, 3601, 4117,
4221, 4306, 4514, 4516, 4519, 4524, 4601, 460, 4708, 5101, 5102,
5107, 5704, 6205, 6716,

.t..
6400. CORRESPONDENCE

6401. CLARKE/ R. F. "Correspondence Education Through a
National Newspaper." Kampala, Uganda: Center for
Continuing Education, Makere University College, 1970.
Pp, 28.

Clarke describes an adult-education program using an
educational supplement in a regular newspaper ("The People")
over an eight-month period. Three courses- -communication,
elements of government, and economics - -were each pub-
lished in the form of 30 weekly units. A tutorial service
assessed and guided the weekly work of the 565 students
registeied for the course. Clarke contends that results
of this experiment clearly indicate that correspondence
4.4, r

c.
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education using a newspaper as a medium-can be a most-
useful -and economic nonschool teaching device in. developing,
countries. He claims, moreover, that there are undoubtedly
additional benefits accruing from people who did not register,
but who nevertheless followed the course.

6402. EDSTROM, Lars-Olof. Correspondence Instruction in Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, and Uganda--Experience
Needs, and Interest. Washington, D. C.: Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, 1966.
Pp. 139.

6403. EDSTROM, Lars-Olof, ERDOS, Renee, and PROSSER, Roy,
eds. Mass Education:' Studies in Adult Education and
Teaching by Correspondence in Some Developing Countries.
Uppsala: The Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, 1970. Pp. 38

This helpful resource work is also availablerkom Afric
Publishing in New York City.

6404. ERDOS, Renee F. Teaching by Correspondencei UNESCO
Source Book. London: Green and Co., 1967. Pp. 218.

HOLMBERG, Borge. "Scandinavian Correspondence Education.
Convergence, I, 2 (1968), 54-56.

Holmberg reviews programs, purposes, and trends of
Scandinavian correspondence education in teacher training,
individual adult education, per?onnel training for adminis-
tration and industry, and as a part of the formal school
system. He concludes that linear and branching teaching
programs have been found boring,' bulky, relatively un-
successful. In contrast, self-instructional texts modeled
on correspondence courses have had great success. Holm-
berg concludes that "at least in Sweden, the correspondence
course is widely regarded as the prototype of self-instruc-
tional material."

6405.

6406. MacKENZIE, Ossean, and CHRISTENSEN, Edward L., eds.
The Changing World of Correspondence Studyy, International
Readings, University Park: Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1971. 58 p.

This volume contains a wide variety of materials on the
uses, problems; and potential of correspondence study in
both formal and non-formal educational settings.
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6407. PFEIFFER, J. William, and SABERS, Darrell. Attrition and
Achievement in Correspondence Study. Washington, D. C. :
National Home Study Council, February 1970. Pp. 22.

The authors examine the problem of why many students
enrolling in a correspondence study program did not com-
plete the course. In the one-semester-hour courses nearly
13 percent of students did not submit even one lesson. The
figures for the two- and three-hour courses were both over
20 percent. In the four-hour courses, nearly 32 percent do
not submit the first lesson. A student in a one-hour course
who submitted one lesson had an 85 percent chance of com-
pleting the course. Of students in two- and three-hour
courses who submitted one lesson, over 70 percent went
on to complete the course. Grade point averages (GPA)
were not related to length of time taken to complete the
course. The highest GPAs were earned by those who
finished in one month; the next highest were earned by
those who took over two years to complete the course.

6408. WENTWORTH, Robert B. How to Study a Correspondence
Course. Boston. Massachusetts State Board of Education,
February 1967. Pp. 22.

This guide to correspondence study presents suggestions
for pod study habits and techniques and for taking examina-
tions. A discussion of how adults learn is followed by in-
fcrmation on necessary equipment, memorization, reading
improvement, use of the study guide, submitting lessons,
and grading of lessons. The section on final examinations
includes discussion of the preparation and writing of both
essays and objective-type examinations.

Other items related to Correspondence are

1205, 2119, 3612, 4538

6500. DEMONSTRATIONS AND EXTENSION

6501. ABU BAKAR, Mahmud, and UJANG, Abdullah bin. "Problems
and Prospects of Agricultural Extension Programmes in
Malaysia." Paper presented at SEAMEO/SEDAG Seminar
on Non-Formal Education, Penang, Malaysia, October
1971. Pp. 18. (Mimeographed.)
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This paper examines how Malaysia's agricultural-
development goals necessitate a faster rate of technological
change among traditional iarmers, the modernization of
farm practices, the commercialization of agriculture, higher
efficiency in management, and greater crop diversification.
Non-formal educational aspects of agricultural-extension
programs in West Malaysia are examined and assessed
vis-a-vis these pressing needs, and an integrated extension
approach is proposed.

6502. ALLEYNE, E. Patrick, and VERNER, Coolie. "Personal
Contacts and the Adoptionof Innovations." Rural Sociology
Monograph No. 4. Vancouver: Department of Agricultural
Economics, British Columbia University, 1969. Pp. 116.

A study undertaken among commercial strawberry
growers in the Fraser Valley of British Columbia, Canada,
sought to define the network of personal contacts used by
the ?armers in obtaining information relevant to growing
practices. Growers were divided into four adopter catego-
ries: laggards, late majority, early majority, and innovator
early adapters. Although the level of adoption was generally
high, the higher levels of practice adoption occurred among
those growers characterized by larger farms and higher
incomes who were relatively younger, were better educated,
and had better-educated wives. Ethnic differences in pat-
terns of personal contact and of adoption were noted. The
study concludes that personal contacts were far more effec-
tive than impersonal sources of information in effecting the
adoption of innovations; that the extension service tends to
concentrate on personal contacts with a few farmers and
to use impersonal contacts for the majority; and that the
extension service's use of non-formal group instruction
and local opinion leaders can extend the range of personal
contacts and thus morn effectively encourage innovation.

6503. "Art Education Room in the National Mut.im of Cuba, Havana
Museum, XXII, 314 (1969), 222-25.

In March 1968 the National Museum opened a room
"specially prepared for children and for visitors of a poor
cultural standard." The Museum's educational department
intended that this art-education room should serve as
another experiment "in order to reach a public untutored
in matters of art." Previous attempts at art education for
workers were unsuccessful because the special courses
"were not sufficiently attractive." As classes were not
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effective, "some more du means was needed to famil-
iarize so many-sided a pl. _ with the plastic and graphic
arts and arouse in it a modicum of interest." This article
in English and French describes the organization and content
of the art-education room, or Sala Didactica, its "success"
in attracting 17, 000 visitors in nine months, and plans to
duplicate the room in other museums throughout the island.
It is interesting that the Cuban revolution seeks to make
European high culture available to .the masses so as to
raise their cultural level, whereas the Chinese culture
revolution rejects European high culture and seeks to re-
place it with a national proletarian mass culture.

6504. BORGHEGYI, Stephen F. de. "The Museum as a Cultural
Centre in the Development of the Community." Fifth
UNESCO Regional Seniinar, Mexico City, September 17-
October 14, 1962. Paris: UNESCO, 1962. Pp. 80.

6505. "CENTO Conference on Agricultural Extension, Ankara,
Denizli, and Izmir, Turkey, April 12-22, 1967. Pp. 49.

The conference report argues for a more-comprehensive
view of the functions of agricultural extension. Papers
presented discuss, inter alia, non-formal education and
training needs in agriculture extension programs covering
agricultural credit, water management, fertilizers, intro-
duction of new seeds, livestock, home economics, and
marketing. In addition, case studies from Turkey, Iran,
and Pakistan are presented. The report stresses that all
areas in which extension is involved must be included in
an integrated program.

6506. CENTRAL FAMILY PLANNING INSTITUTE (CFPI). Guide
to Extension Work in Family Planning. CFPI Monograph
Series No. 12. New Delhi: CFPI, 1970. Pp. 34.

6507. CHANG, C. W. Extension Education for Agricultural and
Rural Development. Bangkok: United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization, March 1963. Pp. 87.

The author presents a teaching manual on agricultural
extension. The book tries to answer such questions as the
following: what should be the goals in extension; how can
programs help the farming population to increase agricul-
tural production and improve their lives; how should pro-
grams be organized and administered so as to achieve
maximum efficiency? Chang also discusses extension
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teaching methods, extension teaching materials, the im-
portance of farmers' organizations, lay leadership develop-
ment, and rural youth development. Case studies of exten-
sion programs in Southeast Asia are given. He suggests
that agricultural extension is-an essential government servic
because it aims at the development of people so that they
can do things for themselves. Its effectiveness depends
largely upon the kind of people it can employ, the amount
of backing it can obtain from research stations, and the
facilities with which it works.

6508. ELEV.; Roberto de Andrade Alves. An Economic Evaluation
of the Impact of an Extension Program in Minas Gerais,
Brazil. Lafayette, Ind.. Purdue University, 1968. Pp.
137.

6509. FINDLAY, Edward Weldon. "Curriculum Development for
Professional Leaders in Extension Education." Unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1969
Pp. 512.

Thistudy is based on the premise that if one is able to
identifrthe areas of behavior in which professionals re-
quire competence, one can link this behavior to a related
structure of concepts that may serve as logical teaching
and learning objectives in the development of non-formal
training programs. A sample of 211 extension agents (in
agriculture, home economics, and 4-H work) in 30 countrl
in New York State provided 419 incidents of behavior that
respondents thought to be critical to the achievement of
.effective or ineffective outcomes in extension activity. A
structure of categories of agent behavior was developed
and linked to the concepts within a structure of related
concepts. The four functional areas derived were as
follows. systems and their growth and development, planne
change and development, management of change and develo
ment, and influencing adoption and innovation. Use of the
general-systems concept as an ordering mechanism has
provided a general model or a series of models of aspects
of the different functions and processes involved. It also
provides a way of perceiving the role of the extension agent
within the general-extension education process.

6510. FIRTH, C. B., ed. Museum Bookshelves. New York; Ginn
& Company, 1964. Pp. 127.
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6511. HARRISON, Molly. Changing Museums_ Their Use and Misuse.
London: Longman, 1967. Pp. 110.

This study provides helpful suggestions about how learning
programs in schools and museums might be more effectively
linked using non-formal educational activities.

6512. HOWELL, Jeremy. "The Use of Television in Agricultural
Extension." Educational Television International, IV, 2
(1970); 103-9.

The author sees the principal advantages of television
in agricultural extension as its ability to reach large
illiterate audiences simultaneously and its ability to make
available localized activities such as experimental farms,
which most audiences could never visit. Major disadvantages
are high cost, difficulty of maintenance, commercial and
n nservice orientation, audience-learner feedback limita-
'ions, and the "rejection of information unacceptable to the
v ewer." Howell concludes that, before radio and television
are to be used with real effect as instruments of adult
education and agricultural extension, greater progress
must be made in overcoming the remoteness of television
and in arranging for better feedback and audience participa-
tion techniques.

6513. INDIA. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SPECIAL WELFARE,
.DIRECTORATE OF ADULT EDUCATION. "Farmers
Training and Functional Literacy Project in India: Brief
Factural Note on Methods and Techniques of Teaching."
New Delhi: Ministry of Education and Special Welfare,
1971. Pp. 14.

6514. KELSEY, Lincoln Davis, and HEARNES, Cannon Chiles.
Cooperative Extension Work. Ithaca, N. Y.: Comstock
Publishing Associates, 1961. Pp. 490.

The authors discuss what cooperative extension work
is, how the extension system works, what the extension
program entails, extension methods, and how extension
work applies to countries other than the United States.
They state that the concept of the extension educationg
process includes five essential phases in a cycle that may
be expected to result in progress from a given situation
to that of a more desirable situation--i.e., situation and
problems, objectives and solutions, teaching plan of work,
evaluation, and reconsideration. This publication is con-
sidered by many as the "bible" of extension education.

i
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6515. KHAN, Ghulam Subhani. "A Communication Model for Exten-
sion Education." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1969. Pp. 247.

This study developes a model for depicting communication
in non-formal extension education in developing nations,
with emphasis on the role of extension communicators in
such settings. The present model was formulated on the
basis of existing ones and then was compared with the
actual situation as found in the literature on communication
and on diffusion of agricultural innovations. Elements of
this model include the communicator, his, aims, the handling
of the message, specific channels of communication, the
motives and response of audiences or receivers, and sub-
sequent action taken along with consequences. Such commu-
nication is represented as intentional, specific, highly
planned, and continuous, occurring on a social and inter-
personal level and in a physical and social environment
and consisting of two interdependent subprocesses (sending
and receiving) that run parallel but do not necessarily start
simultaneously.

6516. LARRABEE, Eric. Museums and Education. Washington,
D.C. : Smithsonian Institute Press, 1968. Pp. 255.

6517. LEAGANS, J. Paul. "Developing Professional Leadership in
Extension Education," Cornell Extension Bulletin 1105,
1963. Pp. 8.

Leagans reviews the professional competencies needed
by extension workers. He states that effective extension
work today, and in the future, will have to be fashioned
within a highly complex social, economic, and political
situation. Extension workers will need abilities at the
leyel of integrated professional behavior--i.e., knowledge
of technology, skill in dealing with people, and proficiency
with the educational process in ways that get the job done.
Leagans notes that "it is now clear that Extension Service
is dealing with a dynamic parade, not with a static congre-
gation. Personnel with abilities adequate to perform effec-
tively the current professional tasks is extension's best
assurance against becoming lost in the passing parade of
progress." He concludes that extension workers must
constantly seek to clarify further the professional abilities
needed and to attain them as rapidly and as completely as
possible.
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6518. PLETSCH, Douglas Harry. "Communication Concepts Used
by Adult Educators in Agriculture to Implement Educational
Ch?nge." Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Ohio State
University Columbus, 1968. Pp. 263.

Pletsch seeks to identify, define, and operatienalize the
communication concepts required by adult educators in non-
formal agricultural education programs to fulfill their role
as educational change agents. Four stages were seen- -
the determination of anticipated behavioral requirements,
identification of relevant communication concepts, the
definition and description of the concepts, and the develop-
ment of suggested educational objectives. A review of
research reports and projections by experts in agricultural
education was conducted and a list of an anticipated intel-
lectual behavioral requirement developed. An extensive
review of literature by authorities in the field of communi-
cation served to identify relevant communication concepts.
It was concluded that the study of technical, social, and
economic trends and related changes was an effective way
of determining intellectual behavior requirements needed
for future competence in communication.

6519. ROEKASAH, E. A., and PENNY, D. H. "Bimas. Agricultural
Students as Extension Agents." Youth Service Programs.
Washington, D.C. : AID, n. d. Pp. 106-11.

In Indonesia, third- and fourth-year agricultural students
have successfully worked with village farmers and conducted
non-formal education classes to increase rice yields. The
key to success was that students lived in the villages and
worked only with a limited number of neighboring farmers.
Overexpansion and consequent dilution of the program in
1965-66 proved unsatisfactory.

6520. ROSE, Jean Adolphe. "Museums, Clubs, Fairs and Exhibi-
tions," Rehovot Conference on Science and Education in
the Developing Countries, Israel, August 1969. Pp. 5.

The author believes that museums must become dynamic
cultural complexes offering community-wide non-formal
education activities in close, cooperation with universities
and major scientific research institutions. He presents
a number of suggestions and models to this end.

6521. SANDERS, H. C., ed. The Cooperative Extension Service.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1966. Pp. 448.
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Designed to stimulate and support training for extension
work and to orient new employees, this book covers the
Cooperative Extension Service (CES) and its methods of
operation. It describes the status of rural extension in the
United States and abroad; the history of the CES and its
antecedents; the legal basis, scope, functions, and general
objectives of the CES; and its administrative organization.
Some contributions of sociology and educational psychology
are also set forth. Program development is discussed in
terms of changing emphases and the quest for fuller, more
effective clientele involvement. Part IV gives guidelines
on radio and television, visual aids, "ephemeral publications,
demonstrations, and meetings. Community development,
4-H clubs, rural development, lay leadership, group dis-
cussion, and other methods and techniques for planning and
carrying out change are discussed. Subsequent chapters
deal with reporting and public relations, personnel training
and development, and prospects for the future.

6522. SCOTT, Roy V. The Reluctant Farmer. The Rise of Agricul-
tural Extension to 1914. Urbana: University )f Illinois
Press, 1971. Pp. 362.

Scott surveys the rise of agricultural extension education
in the United States from the 1780s to 1914. He examines
in detail the importance of contributions of the farm press,
local agriculture clubs, county fairs, and colleges to the
improvement of farming technology.

6523. SHEON, Aaron. "Museums and Cultural Resources Utilization.
Journal of Developing Areas, III, 4 (July 1969), 539-48.

Sheon presents a brief international survey of the present
state of museums and cultural-resources utilization and an
overview of UNESCO's training contribution. He suggests
that museums can play an important role in economic and
social development programs by strengthening national
identity, developing a greater awareness of national cultu
heritage, and conscious efforts at using non-Jormal educa-
tional activities to further cultural integration. The Natio
Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City, with its extensive
and excellent youth and adult education programs, is cited
as an outstanding example.

6524. ZETTERBERC, Hans L. Museums and Adult Education. P
UNESCO, 1969. Pp. 89.

Museums went through many changes before the principl
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of free public access was established. At first restricted
to very special publics, access was later allowed to scholars,
then to artists, and finally to the general public; the non-
formal educational services of the museums developed
simultaneously. Museums are attempting to mesh these
new educational activities with traditional scholarly activi-
ties. They are, for example, already caught up in the
adult-education movement. Since this is very different
from education for the young, the museum director should
separate and approach differently his work with adults and
with youngsters. Labels must be made easily understand-
able; circulation of adults can be arranged according to the
principle of progressive self-selection. A museum should
see that guides are knowledgeable but allow them to have
a variety of styles of presentation. It may advertise its
exhibits through the mass media, through work with or-
ganizations, or through direct mail. There should be some
effort to evaluate the educational impact of a museum event.
Appendixes include a description of educational activities
of the Polytechnical Museum in Moscow and of adult educa-
tion in museums in Mexico.

Other items related to the Demonstration and Extension area are

1103, 1106, 1120, 1123, 1222, 1308, 1311, 1318, 2116, 3206,
3510, 4103, 4131, 4228, 4301, 4635, 4709, 4720, 5103, 5104, 5108,
5109, 5111, 5112, 5114, 5115, 5116, 5218, 5223, 5303, 5826, 5842,
5843, 5844, 5903, 6109, 6721; 7164, 7221

6600. DIDACTIC AND PROGRAMMED MATERIALS

6601. AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH. In the Crowd's
View. Some Problems Faced by Peace Corps Volunteers,
A Case Study of Rural Community Action in India. Washing-
ton, D.C. : American Institute for Research, July 1965.
Pp. 78.

This case study, prepared for use in Peace Corps
training programs for volunteers to be assigned to commu-
nity-development projects, is divided into thirteen problems
and subproblems forming a ,continuous story. At significarit
points in the story, discussion outlines, are listed that draw
out essential factors in the case study. The workbook
stresses that to be an effective community-development
worker one must attempt to understand the motives and
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values of host-country nationals and the possibilities for
action that reasonably follow in any given cultural setting.

6602. . Profiles in Persistence: Some Problems Faced
by Peace Corps Volunteers. A Case Study of Community
Development in Latin America. Washington, D.C.: Ameri-
can Institute for Research, April 1965. Pp. '75.

This collection of case studies prepared to assist in
training Peace Corps volunteers for community-development
work in Latin America'and includes earlier experiences
of volunteers in the area. It points out that the prospective
Peace C9rps volunteer should,become acquainted with the
kinds of personal adjustment problems he will face in his
assignment overseas. It is essential that the volunteer
attempt to understand not only the host national behavior
exhibited but also what the volunteer's situation and potential
behavior might be.

6603. ANDERSON, C. David. Training for Community Development:
A Curriculum for Village Level Workers. New York:
Associated Educational Services Corp., 1968. Pp. 173.

This first of four volumes prepared for AID provides a
systematic curriculum covering theory and practice for ,

training courses offered by the Bolivian national community-
development program. Although primarily intended for the
preparation of village workers, the curriculum contains
much that is of interest to anyone concerned with methods
and problems of directed communal change.

6604. ANSARI, N. A. Literacy For Development. A Guide Book
for Adult Literacy Teachers. New Delhi: National Council
of YMCAs of India, 1970. Pp. 21.

.
Ansari discusses basic principles and offers suggestions

on the organization of literacy classes, students' roles,
equipment and materials, methods of teaching, and follow-
up activities.

6605. APPALACHIAN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION DEMONSTRATIO
CENTER. Beautiful Country, Beautiful People, A palachla
on the Threshold. F. Y.: Appalachian Adult Basic Educatt
Demonstration Center, 1970. Pp. 14.

This is a literacy education text Lilored to the Appala-
chian context.

6606. BERAN, Donald L. Training for Community Development.
Columbia, Mo.. C enter for Community Development, 1965.
Pp. 91.
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This general training manual is divided into tour parts.
phildsophy, theory, and principles of community develop-
ment; training (i. e., preservice, in-service, and lay-
leadership); methods; and a comparative look at prograrni
of community development.

6607. BHATTY, E. C. A Guide for Teachers of Adult Illiterates.
Based on lectures delivered by Frank Laubach at Ghaziabad
and Lucknow, India. Allahabad: North India Christian
Trace & Book Society, 1970. Pp. 16.

-3
6698., BOOKHART, Norma. Handbook for Volunteer Reading Aides.

Philadelphia: Lutheran Church Women of Pennsylvania,
1970. Pp. 46.

660. BUCHANAN, Cynthia Dee. Programmed Reading For Adults
New York: McGraw-Hill.

This literacy-education series jonsists of the following:
Book 1: The Letters of the Alphabet, 1966. Pp. 65.
Boon: The Sounds of the Letters, 1966. Pp. 49.
Book 3: From Words to Sentences, 1966. Pp. 49.
Book 4: Sentence Reading, 1966. Pp. 49.
Book 5: Paragraph Reading, 1968. Pp. 49.

6610. BUREAU OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CURRICULUM
SERVICES . Techniques for Teaching Basic Reading to
Out-of-School Youth. Albany: New'York State Education
Department, 1969. Pp. 67.

This manual provides specific suggestions for reading
instructors in non-formal education programs for mature,
partly illiterate students, illiterate students, and "diiad-
vantaged youth" who have not completed high school. Pro-
posed reading strategies are accompanied by examples
of materials suitable for each area. Techniques are offered
for diagnosing skills, as well as for' reinforcc-
ment, and evaluation in the areas of visual and auditory
discrimination, vocabulary development, phonetic and
structural analysis, listening, speaking, studying, and
comprehension.

6611. BURGER, Henry G. "Ethno-Pedagogy" A Manual in Cultural
Sensitivity, with Techniques for Improving Cross-Cultural
Teaching by Fitting Ethnic Patterns. Albuquerque, N.M.:
Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory, Inc.,
1968. Pp. 193.

The aim of this manual is fo offer a "systeMatic theoreti-
cal and practical approach to the school as a major institution
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of culture and to present the basic information that the
teacher-leader must know for an inter-ethnic classroom. "
It also has considerable general utility for cross-cultural
teaching and learning situations in non-formal education
as well, especially with regard to Anglo-Hispanic cultural
groups.

6612. CHINESE CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING r.
FAMILY PLANNING. "Paste tour Umbrella Before the
Rain: Planning Today for Tomorrow. " Taipei: Chinese
Center for International Training in Family Planning,1971.
Pp. 50.

This is a family- planning booklet used in non-formal .

educational activities of the Center. -

6613. CO-OPERATIVE UNION LTD. Co-Operative Education.
Leicestershire, G. B.: Co-operative Union' Ltd., Edu-
cation Department, n. d.,

This handbook of practical guidance fol. cooperative edu-
cationists is designed to be coMpreherisive enough to
accommodate most of the questions that arise in the local
organization of non-formal cooperatiire education and, at
the same time, intensive enough to offer answers of fairly
detailed guidance. Using practical examples, it diicusses
typical aspects and problems with which an educationsoni-
znittee must commonly deal from goal formation to points
of law. It suggests that, because the cooperative movement
has been largely educational, the more effectively and
efficiently the education committee functions, the better
the cooperative will function. To this end, it is necessary
for the committees to be aware of the duties, responsibili-
ties, and possibilities of their actions. It concludes tfiat
"the Co-operative aim is not ultimately to set up certain
forms of economic organization or to control certain sector
of the economy. Rather it,is to produce men and women
who have cultivated those capacities for cooperation in
which they will find their fulfillment. "

6614. DANIELIAN, Jack, and STEWART, Edward C. New Phrspec
fives in Training and Assessment of Overseas Personnel.
HumRRO Division No. 7, Alexandria, Va.: George Wash-
ington University, February 1967. Pp. 124.

This training manual reviews the effectiveness of non-
formal programs stressing simulation, cross-cultural
awareness, and cultural self-awareness to personnel who
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are concerned with counterinsurgency training. It presents
a strong case for new training innovations by discussing
ambiguities involved in the overseas situation, describes
simulation, and reviews the process of developing training
criteria. It argues that two of the most serious problems
in evaluating cross-.pultural op-erations are the lack of a
convincing criterion of effectiveness for such work and the
lack of a theoretical basis verifiable in the field.

6615. DUSAUTORY, Peter. The Organization of a Community
Development Program. London; Oxford University Press,
1964. Pp. 156.

This is an excellent how-tomdo-it guide based on con-
siderable experience in the nth! (Ghana). The chapters
on "Community Development and.Extension Education,"
"Audio Visual Aids in Community Development," and
"Personnel and Training Problems in Community Develop-
ment" are of particular interest. The appendixes on termi-
nology, definitions, records, and staff training are also
helpful.

6616. GUDSCHINSKY, Sarah C. Handbook of Literacy. Norman:
Summer Institute of Linguistics, University of Oklahoma,
1957. Pp:39. ,

This text,discusses teaching methods and materials,
and offers a number of suggestions for primer-making.
See also Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Pro-
grammed Instruction in Adult Education, Current Information
Sources No. 15 (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1968), pp 26.

6617. HOEHN, Arthur 3. The Design of Cross-Cultural Training
for Military Advisors. HumRRO Division No. 7, Alexan-
dria, Virginia: George Washington University, July 20,
1966. Pp.'9.

Hoehn presents information dealing with the design of
non-formal training for military advisors, with particular
attention to the objectives toward which the training should
be directed and the kinds of content coverage needed. He
claims that factors that make the advisor's assignment
quite different from typical military assignments include
unusual physical and cultural settings, the unfamiliar
functions to be performed; and the complex intercultural,
international, interorganizational, and interpersonal aspects
of the job. Hoehn stresses that adequate preparation
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requires a high order of knowledge and skills that can be
developed only by adoption of new perspectives for area
training.

6618. KOREA. :stATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTER. Reference
Materials in Family Planning and Population Studies. Seoul:
Ministryof Health and Social Affairs, 1970.

6619. LAUBACH, Frank C. , KIRK, Elizabeth Mooney, and LAUBACH,
Robert S. The New Streamlined English Series. Syracusi,
N.Y.: New Readers Press.

This series consists of the following:
Skill Book 1: Sounds and Names of Letters, 1969. Pp. '72.
Skill Book 2: Short Vowel Sounds, 1969. Pp. 80.
Skill Book 3: Long Vowel Sounds, 1967. Pp. 128.
Skill Book 4: Other Vowel Sounds, 1968. Pp. 128.
Skill Book 5: Special Consoriant Sounds, 1969. Pp. 128.

6620. LEMMER, Joseph, Jr. A Teacher's Guide on Cooperative
Enterprise in the American Economy. Chicago. Coopera-
tive League of the United States, 1968.

This guide provides a reference for adult-education
teachers presenting a course on the organization, structure,
and role of cooperative enterprise in-the United States. It
presents a comprehensive treatment of all types of coopera-
the enterprises--their relationship to one another and their
relationship to other types of business organizations. The
guide sets out a suggested lesson plan covering teaching
objectives, the cooperative enterpri e, text references and,
related available material and topic for classroom dis-
cussion about cooperative enterprise Lemmer argues
that, while it is true that cooperative enterprises have a
much-smaller total volume than other forms of business
organization, cooperative enterprises are, nonetheless,
the most widely owned type of enterprise in existence;
more people participate in ownership ofsooperative enter-
prises that' iri any other form of organization.

6621. MARAMARCO, Phyllis N. The Kin garten of the Church:
For Use as Curricula in the Su ay and Day Kindergarten
of the Church, in Home and Camp, and in Leadership
Education. Hartford, Conn.. Hartford Seminary Foundati.......
Bookstore, 1955. Pp. 207.

6622. MORLAN, John E. Preparation of Inexpensive Teaching Mat-
erials. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co.-, 1963.
Pp. 103.
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6623. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL ADULT
EDUCATION. Adult Basic Education, A Guide for Teaching
and Teacher Trainers. Originally published as guide for
teacher trainers in adult basic education. Washington,
D.C.: National Association for Public School Adult Educa-
tion, 1969. Pp. 73.

6624. NATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT FEE APPRAISERS.
Course Series 120 Residential. Minneapolis, Minn.:
National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers, 1971.

This syllabus for a ten-week non-credit course covering
appraising building and land, reading deeds, and so on, is
used in the Association's well-developed courses that pre-
pare instructors for local courses on the subjects. The
Association's extensive non-formal educational program--
the in-service training of professionals to prepare them to
disseminate information and improve practice at the com-
munity level--is an exemplar of its type.

6625. NEIDT, Charles 0. Report on Development and Evaluation of
a Self-Study Course for Adult Four-H Leaders. Fort Col-
lins: Cooperative Extension Service, Colorado State Uni-
versity, 1968. Pp. 153.

This programmed-instruction project for adult 4-H
leaders was undertaken to develop four versions of a ten-
unit program covering the basic 4-H concepts, to field
test all four on a national sample of leaders, and to prepare
a final research edition of the course based on the response
model proving most effective.

6626. NEWS, Karel. Literacy Primers, Construction, Evaluation
and Use. Paris: UNESCO, 1961. Pp. 112.

Perhaps the most widely used how-to-do-it literacy
education handbook in use during the 1960s.

6627. NEW JERSEY COMMUNITY ACTION TRAINING INSTITUTE.
Community Action Training: A Handbook for Trainers.
Trenton: New Jersey Community Action Training Institute,
1968. Pp. 44.

This manual for trainers of welfare aides seeks to utilize
the trainers' field experience. It encourages people to look
at their job performance within the framework of experi-
encing, identifying, analyzing, and generalizing. Hints are
given as to how to develop an understanding of the role of
organizations, how to interview prospective trainees in
small or large groups, and how to order and use the
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information gathered. It also instructs on how to develop
an agreement with agency managers about training and then
how to plan non-formal training programs. It covers
specific goals, scheduling, optional techniques, use of
outside resources, plans for evaluation, and relationships
with cotrabiers. Key areas are suggested for program
success--i. e., the e:.,ry process, contract-building, the
group climate, the trainer's role, observation, working
with other trainers, and using consultants. Discussion
of evaluation using participants, trainers, and on-the-job
experience follows. A helpful Program Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT) chart is included.

6628. OAKLEY, K. and RICHMOND, W. A Systematic Approach
to Commercial and Clerical Training. New York: Pergam
Publishing Co., 1970." Pp. 101.

The authors present a systematic approach to training
organized around the following six steps: the analysis of
training needs; development of efficient instructional
techniques, preparation of course material, use of analyti
method training, and assessing of advantages to be gained;
clerical work measurement, methods for recording training
and measuring the costs, and commercial apprenticeships
and their minimum requirements and advantages. The
last chapter presents a list of useful publications, 'films,
film strips, and organizations.

6629. PALAN, Ralph L., and PERSONS, Edgar A. A Course of
Study for Adult Farmer Instruction in varm Instruction in
Farm Management and Farm Business Analysis. St. Paul:
St. Paul Department of Agricultural Education, University
of Minnesota, 1969. Pp. 218.

This guide is designed to aid agricultural-education
teachers in planning and implementing adult non-formal
education courses in farm business and management.
Introductory chapters on the elements of modern adult
education, the organization of an adult agricultural-educa
program, and suggestions for using the course of study ar
followed by course outlines for Farm Management 1-Farm
Records and Accounts (15 units), Farm Management 11-
Farm Business Analysis (12 units), and Farm Managemen
III -Farm Business Organization (12 units). Instructional
units provide teacher objectives, suggested teaching acti
ties and experiences, content, and references. Many are
illustrated with charts, tables, sample forms, and graphs
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6630. PEACE CORPS. Health Training Resource Material for
Peace Corps Volunteers. Washington, D.C., c. 1965.
Pp. 69.

This manual for Peace Corps workers includes a variety
of AID pamphlets, several examples of posters, and several
how-to-do-it papers. Major sections include.culture resource
materials, sanitation_resource materials, and programs
for community non-formal and school_health-education
programs.

6631. SMION, S. Fanny. Teaching Methods and Techniques in
Labor Education. Manual on how to teach for use of the
teacher. Mexico: D. F. Impresiones Modernas S. A.,
1968. Pp. 23.

This book was prepared as a training manual designed
to bring together practical and proven tools to prepare
effective programs for the non-formal education of the
worker in the many aspects of his roles as a trade unionist
and as a citizen. After discussing the rationale of labor
education and the nature of adult learning, the methods are
presented for preparing a program, planning a course and
lessons, and presenting the first class. This is followed
by detailed discussions of the various teaching methodologies
and how to use audio-visual materials. A chapter on eva-
luation concludes the text. Appendixes include sample
programs and bibliographic and teaching-aid resource lists.

6632. 'Workers in the Sky," "Mystery of the Mountains," "Second
Chance," and "Send for Red." Articles adapted from Reader's
Digest. 4 vols. New York: Reader's Digest Services, 19(14.

This is a graduated series of easy-reading material con-
sisting of articles adapted from Reader's Digest. In each
book- there are several simple stories. At the end of each
story, there are various exercises, such as filling in the
missing words, answering questions with "yes" or "no,"
testing the reader's comprehension, choosing a proper
name for the story, making words plural, and so on. The
last page of each book contains the answers to all the
exercises of the book. The stories are written on many
different subjects to attract children or new readers. Each
book has no more than 30 pages.

Other items related to Didactic and Programme., Materials are

1318, 2106, 3504, 4527, 4603, 4626, 4715, 5106, 5202, 5203,
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5204, 5302, 5305, 5308, 5521, 5801, 5807, 5831, 59(17, 6109, 6119,
6205, 6303, 6305, 6310, 6312, 6404, 6406, 6408, 6507, 6514, 6702,
6704,_6723, 6724, 7155, 7161, 7305, 7306, 7307, 7308

6700. OTHERS

6701. ALFORD, Harold J. Continuing Education in Action: Residen
Centers for Lifelong Learning. (For the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation.) New York: Wiley, 1968. Pp. 153.

6702. BECKER, John T. "language Experience Approach in a Job
Corps Reading lab." Journal of Reading, XIII, 4 (Janu2ry
1970), 281-84; 319-21.

6703. BELBIN, R. M. The_Discovery Method: An International
Experiment in Retraining. OECD; 1969._ Pp. 85.

This report describes four experiments using the dis-
covery Method forcdder workers. The Austrian project
was concerned with stonemasons, the U.K. project with
locomotive drivers," and th,.. Swedish study with the reading
and interpretation of engineering drawings. In the United
States, three case studies covered workers in machine
shops, data processing, and electrical work. Belbin
claims that these experiments prove the Discovery Method
to be more suitable than traditional methods, especially
for older workers. Moreover, it permits a shorter tra
period. With this method, tasks and problems. of various
grades are presented to the trainees according t9 their
level of knowledge and progress. It is in solving the
problems that the trainee can find out how things work and
why. A progressive series of tasks and problems are
presented to the trainee enabling him to master the iricreas
ingly difficult and involved skills and knowledge. Belbin
concludes that the success of the method depends on the
careful definition of the requirements of specific jobs and
on their translation into an ordered series of tasks and
problems. The training designer is therefore the key
person in the irrogram, and.the wide use Of this method.
depends upon increasing the number of such persons in
each country.

6704. BURKE, Thomas Edward. "A Systems Approach to the P
and Formulation of Technology Augumented Programs for
Management Education." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Texas, Austin, 1969. Pp. 203.
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A management-education planning approach called
Computer-Assisted Subject Area (CASA.) has been con-
ceptualized as a framework for viewing, evaluating, and
recording efforts to imporve the effectiveness of a subject
area to be integrated within an overall curriculum. CASA
is a generalized set of models that feature the following.
a hierarchy of activities in developing a subject area; an
organizational library structure, or information repository,
for noting and updating findings and vorking criteria for
use in curriculum planning; and a network of cybernetic
representation to highlight dynamic interrelationships
between various human and machine elements. Use of
CASA is illustrated in planning a series of non-formal
education programs to give practicing managers a broad
but concise introduction to computer technology. Eleven
teachinelearning modules were developed, with attention
to features and limitations, panel discussions, and other
methods and media. Two experimental computer programs
(Leisure and Architect/Client) led to the conclusion that
persons untrained in computer use could readily gain a basic
understanding of computer-augmented teaching.

6705. BUTTON, Leslie. Discovery and Experience. A New Approach
to Training, Group Work, and Teaching. New York. Oxford
University Press, 1971. Pp. 232.

Button presents a guide to a heuristic method of training
peopleespecially professionals - -in essential social skills.
The students' personal discoveries and experiences are
utilized as the core of the non-formal training efforts..

6'106. CERAMICS, GLASS, AND MINERAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
TRAINING BOARD. A Guide to Job Analysis for the
Preparation of Job Training Programmes. Harrow, G. B.:
Ceramics,- Glass, and Mineral Products Industry Training

-Board, 1968. Pp. 16.
This paper deals with job analysis for the preparation

of job-training programs. The analytical approach involves
the following five steps. enlisting support, examining the job,
describing the job, analyzing training requirements, and
planning the programs. Appendixes include methods of
producing training schemes- - the simple job breakdown,
straightforward analysis of a job of medium complexity
(the loading gateman in a crushed stone quarry), and
detailed analysis and breakdowns of a complex job (face
shovel driver in a quarry). Also included is a case study
of job analysis in a company employing 800 people.
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6'107. . How to Assess Your Training Needs. Information
Paper No. 2. Harrow, G.B.: Ceramics, Glass, and
Mineral Products Industry Training Board, 1969. Pp, 20.

This paper presents a method for assessing training
needs, deals with various phases of training, and points
out the importance of outside specialists, the recording
of information, and the use of alternative methods. Then,
five illustrative case studies are presented.

6708. CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS "Adult Learning Laboratories
in Adult Basic Education for Use with Out-of-school Youth
and Adults in Continuing Education Classes." Cincinnati:
Cincinnati Public Schools, 1970. Pp. 100.

This project was developed to compare achievement at
three levels of instruction (grades 11-3, 4-6, 7-8) in an
adult-learning laboratory and in a sample of additional
adult basic education (ABE) classes. Classes, stressing
prevocational readiness and personal growth, had similar
class hours, numbers of students, and a representative

..- sample of out-of-school youth and adults in the Cincinnati
public schools ABE program. The classes, which focused
on the non- .formal learning of skills offered 100 hours of
instruction in language arts, arithmetic, and general educa
tion based largely on printed materials. The learning
laboratory provided for independent study and individualize
instruction through a variety of prog:-immed and self-in-
structional materials as well as audio-visual aids. Much
study was accomplished at home in leisure hours. Two
major findings were that average gains in test scores
showed educational needs were being served by both ap-
proaches, but that Level 3 gains, being somewhat lower
than anticipated, indicate a need for more of both traditior
and, programmed materials.

670b. CLIFT, Virgil A. A Study of Library Services for the Dis-
advantaged in Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse. New
York: Center for Field Research and School Services,
New York University, 1969. Pp. 355.

The period of this study extended from August 1968
through June 1969. New York UniVersity provided a study
team to refine the methodology to be used in the study, to
collect and treat relevant data, and to prepare this final
report containing findings and recommendations. The
library systems provided data on existing programs for
"disadvantaged" blacks. The purposes of the study were
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as follows: (a) to evaluate-existing outreach programs for -

the disadvantaged; (b) to determine, portray, and summarize
the personality characteristics in cognitive style of the
disadvantaged population that should be viewed in the planning
of library or educational projects or programs; (c) to sum-
marize and present demographic data on the unique charac-
teristics of the depressed areas of each city included in
the study; and (d) to derive realistic recommendations that
can be implemented. The report includes findings and
recommendations, a philosophical position on community
control of the library, characteristics of the disadvantaged
group the library strives to reach, and separate discussions
of the situations in Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse.

6710. YOUNGHUSBAND, Eileen, ed. Community Work and Social
Change: A Report on Training. London: Longman Group
Ltd., 1968. Pp. 171.

This study analyzes the range of objectives, roles,
employment patterns, and settings in British community
work; identifies future objectives and roles, especially in
such areas as psychology and sociology; and recommends
methods and subject content for ,non-formal professional
community-worker training. Existing training provisions- -
in- service training, further education courses, refresher
courses, and the like--are varied but limited. Accordingly,
short-range and long-range steps are proposed to use
scarce resources to meet differing needs of full-time com-
munity workers as well as of teachers, social workers,
clergy, health workers, architects, and others with an
element of community concern in their work.

6711. DAVIS, David Charles. "The Danish Folk High School: An
Experiment in Humanistic Education." Unpublished Ph. D.
dissertation, United States International University, San
Diego, 1969. Pp. 179.

This historical and comparative study examines the folk
high school movement in Denmark from the standpoint of
the new humanism as expressed in the writings of Carl
Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Sidney Jourard, and others.
These schools are unique among the many non-formal
educational forms and institutions Western man has de-
veloped. As private, nonprofit residential schools, with
a term of five months, accepting students over age 18,
they offer neither examinations nor diplomas. Their goal
is primarily the "enlivenment" and only secondarily the
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"enlightenment" of an individual. They seek to bring
students into contact with their culture in both their
community and the wider world and to make them aware
of their place in that culture. Their method is the "living
word," i.e., whatever goes on in a seminar or some other
activity must have meaning for students. Fellowship among
students and between students and teachers is an eesentia1
part of the experience. The author concludes that folk-
school practices and philosophy are congreuent with the
new humanistic view of man and that the success of the
movement attests to the value of humanistic principles as
a basis for education.

6712. EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES DIVISION. Evaluation Tools
for Adult Education: Three Aids for Teachers and Counsel-
lors of Under-Educated Adults. Chicago: Follett Educatio
Corp., 1968. Pp. 32.

6713. FOSTER, Robert J., and DANIELIAN, Jack. An Analysis of
Human Relations Training and Its Implications for Overseas
Performance. HumRRO Division No. 7, Alexandria, Va.
George Washington University, August 1966. Pp. 32.

The authors evaluate existing knowledge and experience
in the area of human-relations training, especially its
rationale and its uses and applications, in order to determ
its relevance for training Americans to work effectively in
overseas settings. They review existing knowledge and
experience in human-relations training to determine its
relevance to preparing personnel for the cross-cultural
aspects of overseas assignments; examine the training
techniques of training groups (T-groups), role-playing,
and case studies; and treat each with respect to general
description, evidence as to its effectiveness, its applica-
tions in area training, and possible modifications for its
use in training people for overseas work.

6714. FRANK, Boris. "ABE Has Growing Pains." Continuing
Education, 4 (October 1970), 52, 56.

The author, project director of Rural Family Develop-
ment (RFD), argues that in adult basic education (ABE)
the crippling absence of ABE instructional materials- -
most are merely adaptations of elementary school texts- -
will only be overcome with the creation of a national cent..
for ABE materials development. The center, he-Etuggests,
should carry out research, produce experimental/meter'
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and work closely with commercial problems as a central
coordinating agency. It should include content, development
experts, research specialists, evaluation experts, and
communications professionals. Frank concludes that "the
sooner, we divorce ourselves from traditional elementary
youth-centered criteria foi education improvement, the
better off we'll be. Let's develop our own system of ABE
criteria that are directly related to needs of our special
clientele."

6715. GIBBON, A. The Youth Service Officer's Course 1968-69:
Record of An Experimental Approach to In-Service Training
Leicester, G. B.: Youth Service Information ('enter, 1970.
Pp. 87.

The development and implementation of a course curricu-
lum for the non-formal training of youth officers in both
statutory and volunteer employment is the subject of this
document.. The twin principles underlying the course were
the systematic use of the combined talents of the staff and
the implementation of a "student centered" course seeking
to meet his needs, deal with his problems, mobilize his
interests, and tap his existing resources. In all, 57 persons
participated--45 males and 12 females. Of these, 39 were
statutory, and 18 were volunteer youth officers. The stu-
dents were actively engaged in the planning and the wtrking
of the course in a variety of ways -- drawing up the syllabus,
devising a work program for projects, supporting each
other, and selecting what they would study. The first two

t weeks of the five-week course were spent in studying ob-
jectives, and the remaining three weeks were spent on a
selection of aspects of training, administration, evaluation,
inquiry, and community development. All members under-
took some project work on a topic of their own choice.
Students' views were sought during the ,course by a weekly
questionnaire and afterwards by a follow-up assessment
of the course by participants. The predominant feeling of
respondents was that of satisfaction, particularly with ,the
students' participation in decision-making processes.

6716. GOLEMP.IF.I.NSICI, Robert T., and BLUMBERG, Arthur, eds.
Sensitivity Training and the Laboratory Approach: Readings
About Concepts and Applications. Itasca, Ill.: F. E.
Peacock Publishers, 1970. Pp. 526.

This volume includes 37 selected articles and extensive
editorial comments on the laboratory approach to sensitivity
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training. The book illustrates basic T-grobp dynamics,'
suggesting their tone'and texture, and analyzes the-processes
of group development,, providing theoretical frameworks to-
aid understanding. Moral and ethical issues are also raised.

.6717. HALVORSON, Marian. Supervisor's Guide: Adult Literacy
Teaching in East Africa. Nairobi: East Africa Literature'
Bureau, 1966. Pp. 68.

This book is designed for an adult-literacy training cours
to be given orally in the language of volunteer teacher can-
didates. Basic principles-of arousing interest, of the
psychology !adult learners, of.methods ofyelthing, and
of class organization and records are dealt with succinctly
and clearly.

6718. KENNEDY, Frederic D. "Topical Investigation andAnalysis
of Promoting Family Planning Through Health Services."
Research. Triangle Paric, N.C.: Research Triangle
Institute, 1970. Pp, 63.

6719. ICIESLER, Charles A., COLLINS, Barry E., and MILLER,
Norman. Attitude Change. New York: Wiley, 1969. Pp.
386.

This book presents a critical analysis of theoretical
approaches to the subject.

6720. MADSEN, K. B. Theories of Motivation: A Comparative
Study of Modern Theories of Motivation. 4th ed. Kent,
Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1968. Pp, 361.
Bibliography.,

6721. MANNEBACH, Alfred James. The Effectiveness of Stlkictured
Occupational Experience for Instructors of Agricultural
Occupations, Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University
of Illinois, Urbana, 1969. fPp. 176.

In an attempt to deternilne the effect of an intensive
fou:-week experimental non-formal, education program on
the behavior of agricultural occupations teachers, two in-
dependent samples were selected consisting of an experi-
mental group of eleven high - school and sevetilunior-colle
teachers and a control group of eleven high-school teache
Only the experimental group received an organized progra
of in-service education, instruction, and structured on-t
job occupational experiences in agricultural firms. Three
pretest instruments were completed by the junior-college
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instrt(ctors, and all the teachers completed, the posttest
at the conclusion of the experiment. In addition, ratings
and descriptions,ofprogram effectiveness were collected
from participating businessmen. The mean posttest scores
of the experimental program were significantly higher than t....
their mean pretest scores. The overall reaction to the
programs by the teachers and businessmen was excellent
to good. Mannebach concludes that agricultural education *,

should continue to develop and offer short term in-service
non-formal ldadation programs and that more emphasis
should be placed upon developing instru gents to evaluate ,,

new and innovative programs. I
6722 "Mao's Work Used in Literacy Drive: W. ers and Peasants

Given Crash Course in China." The ew York Times,
April 18, 1971, p. 5.

This article describes a crash course in literacy based
on learnilig the 600 basic chracters, or ideograms, used
most frequently in Mao's works. It claims that, "by spend-
ir..g 200-300 hours of their spare time over.a period of 6
months, illiterate workers and peasants can apply this
method to study and understand Chairman Mao's works."

6723. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL ADULT
EDUCATION. A Treasury of Techniques for Teaching
Adults. Washington, D. C.: National Association.for
Public SChool Adult Education, 1968. Pp. 48. ,

6724. PATTISON, Rose Mary. Evaluation Tools for Adult Education.
Three Aids for Teachers and Counselors of Under-Educated
Adults. Chicago: Follett, 1968. Pp. 32.

This evaluation guide advises on the creation of a deci-
sion-making profile covering the characteristics, of and
the differences among instructional materials. It is or-
ganized into a discussion of*the evaluation process, a section
on setting operational objectives, a specific plan for a group
practicum experience, various forms for rating materials,
and a reaction sheet. This is a helpful guide for reviewing
materials precisely and objectively, for pointing out real
differences that are important, and for providing the re-
viewer with a facility for going back to check his previous
profile ,decisions concerning certain materials.

6725. ROGERS, Everett M., and SHOEMAKER, F. Floyd. Conimu-
nication of Innovations: A Cross-Cultural Approach. New
York: The Free Press, 1971. Pp. 476. Bibliography.
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In this much-revised edition of Di usion of Innovations
(1962), the authors examinet how innovations (defined as
ideas, products, and practices perceived as new by an_
individual) diffuse in social systems. They present 103
generalizations, or propositions, drawn from over 1, 500
publications, which attempt to synthesize existing knowledge
of how innovations spread and factors influencing adoption
or rejection. The transfer of new ideas through a variety
of non-formal learning situations is discussed in detail.

6726. SHAW, Nathan C., ed: Adminstration of Continuing Education:
A Guide for Administrators. Washington, D.C.: National
Association for Public School Adult Education, 1969. Pp;
438.

6727. THOMPSON, Paul Donovan. "A System Design Management
Model for the Structuring and Simulation of Selected Trainin
Institutions." Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Catholic
University of America, Washington, D.C., 1969. Pp. 244.

Thompson defines the role and elements of a systems
approach for the non-formal training of administrators;
develops a model to serve as a guide for educational and
training planners; and provides a set of criteria for the
optimum utilization of resources. The literature is re-
viewed, specific graphic and mathematical analysis in,
education and training are analyzed, and a new synthesis
is devised for modeling and evaluation. Thompsqn found
that a substantial deficiency existed in the use of systems
approach in training, that task analysis was the method
for achieving systems feedback to control and stabilize
the optimum training system, and that graphic analogs
are valuable spols for analyzing. existing institutions and
for constructing new ones. He recommends that systems
design should become a recognized discipline in training
and design development.

6728. VAUTHERIN, Robert. "The Teaching Profession and Worker
Education." AIFLD Review, Hp 3 (1970) pp. 15-22.

Vautherin advocates new roles for public-school teache
in the non-formal instruction and training of "elected wor-
kers' leaders to cope adequately with their responsibilities
and to tackle their own problems." First, teachers "must
recognize that they are workers linked to other workers b
the common interests which bind together the trade-union
movement." The author notes that, in addition to good wi
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teachers need special training in methods and techniques
of workers' education--such as group discussion and the
use of audio-visual aids - -as well as an awareness of a
number of psychological obstacles arising in part from
differences in social levels and in amount and type of
schooling on the worker's part--and from paternalism and
authoritarianism on the teacher's part--which tend to es-
trange the worker and the teacher.

The author argues that if such exchanges between workers
and teachers--be they rural village teachers or professors- -
can be developed, then institutions of learning can be brought
into closer contact with life and reality and educators with
the world of labor, while the trade unions will get the training
they so eagerly seek.

6729. WARD, Ted. "Effective Application of Instructional Technology
to Non-Formal Education." East Lansing. Learning Systems
Institute, Michigan State University, 1971. Pp. 5.

Ward discusses how instructional technology can help
non-formal education programs to clarify objectives and
deal with matters of "how, where, and using what" to ac-
complish educational objectives and assess results. He
also comments on applications in ethno- pedagogy ("the
study of relationships between culture and styles of teaching")
and proposes three research problems relating "studies in
ethno-pedagogy to the matter of non-forraal education."
A six-page paper entitled "Non-Formal Education as a
Problem of Educational Anthropology" by the author is a
companion piece.

"710. WARD, Ted, McKINNEY, Lois, and RETONI, John. "Effective
Learning in Non-Formal Modes." Paper presented at
SEAMEO,'SEDAG and Korea/SEDAG Seminars on Non-
Formal Education, Penang, Malaysia, and Seoul, Korea,
October 1971. Pp. 19. (Mimeographed.)

The authors question whether non-formal education is a
fad, another attempt to "find utopia through putting new
labels on the status quo." They note that the problems of
alternatives to formal schools rarely hinge on the degree
of formalness of the educational operation, but rather on
considerations of costs and objectives-reaching performance.
Thus, the pedagogies of formal education may be appropriate
for non-formal education to the extent that they can help
reach new objectives at lower cost. They conclude that
the most demanding task.; in designing effective learning
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programs in the non-formal sector are to relate properly
instructional programs to the learners' characteristics
and life experiences and to develop administrative and
evaluative frameworks that will assure "the continuous
refinement of the system." This is a helpful, provocative
study..

6731. WEAVER, Anthony John. "An Experience of Educational
Theatre in Community Development in Nicaragua." Commu-
nity Development Journal, V, 1 (January 1970), 44-46.

Weaver describes how the British Volunteer Program
has systematically used rural theaters "to open new horizons
for children and give them more confidence in that- ability
to develop their own community."

6732. WILSON, Roger John. "An Investigation of Factors Essential
to Selecting and Preparing On-the-Job Trainers for a Post-
Secondary Cooperative Vocational-Technical Education
Program." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio. State
University, Columbus, 1970. Pp. 153.

When Congress passed the 1968 Vocational Education
Act with its special provisions for cooperative education,
they highlighted the value and rapid growth of non-formal,
on-the-job education programs. With increased emphasis
on cooperative education comes the need for investigating
the present practices of selecting and preparing the on-the-
job trainer assigned to a student-learner. For the most
part, data for the study was gathered by reviewing related
literature and visiting a sample of nine two-year institutions
to interview teacher-coordinators. An analysis of the inter
view findings led to the conclusion that the selection of the
on-the-job trainer was under the control of the teacher-
coordinator through his approval or disapproval of the
cooperating employer. It was also concluded that the on-
the-job trainer was given little, if any, planned preparatiOn
before he undertook his teaching task. 'Wilson recommends
that teacher-coordinators must take advantage of their
responsibility and position to control the selection and
preparation of the on-the-job trainers.
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7100. BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND DIRECTOICIES,

7101. AID, Bureau for Technical Assistance, Office of Education
and Human Resources. Non-Formal Education. AID
Bibliography Series No. 2. Washington, D.C., 1971, Pp.
161.

This extensively annotated list of reference's "for AID,
technicians" is organized in four major sections: (1) Defi-
nition and Scope of Non-Formal Education, (2) Functions, (3)
Delivery Systems, and (4) Target Areas.

7102. Annotated Bibliography on Inservice Training in Mental Health
for Staff in Residential Institutions. Public Health Service
Publication No. 1902, Washington, D.C., 1969. Pp. 32.

This annotated bibliography presents 86 entries on in-
service training classified into the following sections:,
Regional Conferences (National Institute of Mental Health
planning conferences on in-service training held in 1963);
Multidiscipline, Multilevel Training; Professionals (ad-
ministrators, psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric
nurses); Child Care Workers; Aides, Attendants, Tech-
nicians; and Volunteers.

7103. Bibliography of the Cornell Peru Project, 1951-1962. Ithaca,
New York: Department of Anthropology, Cornell University,
December 1962. Pp. 15.

Lists numerous reports of non-formal educational efforts
resilting from the joint Vicos Project" of Cornell Univer-
sity and the, Peruvian National Indian Institute during the
1950s and early 1960s.
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7104. Bibliography on Educational Wastage in the Arab Countries.
Beyrouth: Regional Centre, The Library and Documentation
Unit, 1969. Pp. 50.

This Volume includes selected materials on out -of=
school educational and training programs.

7105. BLAUG, Mark, and WOODHALL, W. Functional Literacy in
Developing Countries: A Trend Report on Current Research
Based on a Selective Annotated Bibliography. London:
Research Unit in the Economics of Education, Institute of
Education, University of London, n. d. Pp. 34.

The authors review the literature and propose a research
agenda on questions of motivation, planning, curriculum,
media, teachers, organization and administration, evalu-
ation, and linguistic problems in literacy programs. Sixty-
four items are critically annotated in the bibliographic
section.

7106. BREMBECK, Cole S., and KEITH, John P. Education and
Development in Emerging Africa. East Lansing, Mich.:
Institute for International Studies in Education, 1966. Pp.
153.

This annotated bibliography includes books, documents,
and periodicals covering educational planning, administra-
tion, and programs in both formal and non-formal education
sectors.

7107. BREMBECK, Cole, and WEIDNER, Edward W. Education and
Development in India and Pakistan. East Lansing, Mich.:
Institute for International Studies in Education, 1962. Pp.
221.

7108. BRICKER, George W. Bricker's Directory of University-
Sponsored Executive Development Programs. 1971 Supple-
ment. Wilton, Conn.: Bricker Publications, 1970. Pp. 85.

7109. BRODE, John. The Process of Modernization: An Annotated
Bibliography of the Sociocultural Aspects of Development.
Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968. Pp.
378.

This very extensive cross-referenced work is divided
into major sections on general theory, industrialization,
urbanization, and rural modernization, It includes many
case studies either directly or indirectly concerned with
problems and processes of non-formal education in both
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urban and rural settings. Current to the gnid-1960s, this
is an excellent reference work.

7110. BROWN, Lalage. African Adult Education: A Bibliography.
Lusaka, Zambia: Department of Extra-Mural Studies,
University of Zambia, 1966. Pp. 77. (Mimeographed.)

7111. BROWNE, George Chalmers. "An Annotated Bibliography of
Adult Basic Education Readings." Pittsburgh: School of
Education, International and Development Education Pro-
gram, University of Pittsburgh, 1969. Pp. 17.

The bibliography is divided into four sections: history,
philosophy, and strategy; selection and training of personnel,
teachers, supervisors, and advisors; students or trainees;
and materials, systems, and programs. It deals mainly
with literacy training but also considers other facets of
adult basic education. The annotations are extensive and
include other resources on literacy programs and problems,
for the most part in Latin America.

7112. CANADIAN TEACHERS' FEDERATION. Paraprofessional
School Personnel. Bibliographies in Education No. 16.
Ottawa, Ontario: Canadian Teacher's Federation, 1970.
Pp. 33.

A helpful compilation of current publications on the non-
formal training of paraprofessionals for formal schools.

7113. CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL REFORM. Annotated Bibliogra-
phy on Educational Change. Washington, D.C.: Center
for Educational Reform, 1971. Pp. 22.

This Volume lists books and periodicals dealing with
educational change and alternative models. Each entry
includes a brief description. Numerous items on non-
formal education programs and possibilities are contained.

7114. CENTROJEGIONAL DE ALFABETIZACIoN FUNCIONAL EN
LAS ZONAS RURALES DE AMERICA LATINA." Bibliografia

sobre alfabetizacicin." 2 vols. Pitzcuaro, Mexico: CREFAL,
1969.

This annotated bibliography, on literacy training in
rural areas of Latin America includes numerous items on
non-formal eddhationa.1 aspects of teaching literacy, on
training staff, and on materials and audio-Visual aids found
to be of value in such efforts.
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7115. CIC -AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT.
Bibliography on Planned Social Change: With Special Refer-
ence to Rural Development and Educational Development.
3 viols. Madison Wis. : CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT
SEARCH PROJECT, 1967.

Items are extensively annotated. Any propositions that
the material might contain are listed following the annotatio
with a comment on evidence presented. The work is or-
ganized into seven major coding categories: geographic,
category dropped!, economics, agriculture, social change,
education, and politics and government. Items concerning
non-formal edueationaiprograms are included in-Sections
6.08 (agricultural schooling and extension), 6.09 (adult and
fundamental education), 6.10 (education through mass me
and 6.16 (human- resource development).

The coding indexing and search systems used are highly
complex and lithit the work's utility. This is unfortunate
as many special items are included and well annotated. Th
propositions presented are often provocative and always of
interest.

7116. COMMONWEALTH SECRETARIAT. Directory of Educational
Provisions for Handicapped Children in Developing Commo
wealth Countries. London: Commonwealth Secretariat,
1971. Pp. 128.

Not more than 2 percent of the 5 million physically and
mentally handicapped children in the developing countries
in the Commonwealth are known to be in school. Govern-
ments burdened by more pressing problems, it would seem
have been unwilling or unable to regard the provision of
education for handicapped children as more than periphe
Moreover, the number of handicapped children is rapidly
increasing as medical care becomes more widely available
and the problem is likely to intensify in the future. This
directory takes stock of existing provisions in Commonwe
member countries in both special schools and in non-form
education training facilities. Data are organized into elev
categories: responsible authority, other public or private
bodies involved, publication and reports, school and insti
tutions, staffing, teacher-training faculties and arrange-
ments, aid, finance, legislation, incidence of handicap,
and other information.

7117. Continuing Education in the Professions. Current Informatio
Sources, Nos. 1 and 24. Syracuse, N.Y.: ERIC Clearing
house on Adult Education, 1967 and 1969. Pp. 8 and 95.
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These complimentary annotated bibliographies cover the
following areas on continuing professional education: surveys,
bibliographies, and general works, engineering and technical
education, chemistry and clinical psyChologY; medicine and
health; in-service education and retraining for teachers,
administrators, and other educational personnel; the clergy;
public administration; the armed forces; social work; library
science; and law. Professions examined in the greatest
depth are engineering, medicine, education, and administra-
tion, but whether the reason for this is that they produce
the greatest number of programs and the most xesearch or
merely that they are the most accessible is not made clear.

A number of common features emerge in particular non-
formal programs and across professions. Some of the con-
cerns in the engineering studies include obsolescence, moti-
vation to participate in educational programs, lack of pro-
gram evaluations management training, the correlates of
participation in educational programs, and job advancement.
In the medical andhealth studies, there is greater emphasis
on the need for evaluation. A survey of medical care and
continuing education of physicians by G. E. Miller (Current
Information Sources, No. 24, p. 23) reveals that several
studies on the effects of postgraduate non-formal education
upon physicians' behavior indicate that there is little in-
fluence on subsequent practice. It is suggested that a
physician's further education should be concentrated on
relevant medical issues rather than on what appeals to the
practitioner, that it should be conducted through practical,
structured clinical demonstrations, and that it should be
evaluated by changes in the physician's practice rather than
by the number of participants or emotional feelings toward
the instructor. The studies in the education group indicate
increasing use of sensitivity training, concern for rigorous
research, and the use of a greater variety of teaching tech-
niques. Across professions, one of the common features
is that those who participate in non-formal continuing edu-
cation programs are generally younger professionals, with
higher academic achievement and with involvement in other
educational activities that is more recent than that of the
nonparticipants. Lack of time and financial support are
cited as the major obstacles to participation in continuing
education programs, but relevance to perceived needs is
often noted as an important motivating factor.

7118. COPENHAVER, Christina, and BOELKE, Jane. Library
Service to the Disadvantaged: A Bibliography. Bibliography
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Series No. 1. Minneapolis, Minn.: Educational Resources
Information Council Clearinghouse on Library and Informa-
tion Sciences, December 1968. Pp. 18.

Many of the educational services reported take place in
structured, non-formal education projects outside the form
age-graded 'school system.

7119. DECROW, Roger, ed. Adult Education Dissertation Abstracts
1963-1967. Syracuse, N.Y.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult
Education, 1971. Pp. 309.

This bibliography contains citations, abstracts, and
ordering information for 505 dissertations pertinent to the
non school education or training of adults. Studies are
classified by broad subject headings used in the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Adult Education. The principal subject
areas are: types of programs, institutional sponsors, adult
education as a profession, process of program planning
and administration, and learning environments and instruc-
tional methods or techniques. Also represented are adult
learning, education for particular clientele groups, per-
sonnel and staff development in adult education, compariti
or international adult education, and kinds of devices, ma-
terials, and facilities used.

7120. DECROW, Roger, and GRABOWSIO, Stanley, eds. Research
and Investigations in Adult Education: 1968 Annual Registe
Washington, D.C.: Adult Education Association of the
United States of America, 1969.

This annual register of research on educational progr
for adults includes 253 abstracts collected and reported by
the ERIC system in 1968. This is an excellent research
and reference guide. It indicates something of the progres
made in the past few years in securing greater rigor and
sophistication in adult-educational research.

7121. DOBLER, Lavinia, and FULLER, Muriel, comps. The Dobl
World Directory of Youth Periodicals. New York: Citatio
Press, 1970. Pp. 108.

This Volume lists almost 1,000 periodicals, with a cir
culation of more than 100 million in 50 countries, many of
which are published by organizations offering non-formal
education programs for youth.

7122. DUROVICH, Anna, comp. Indian. Education-Bibliography.
Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Indian Affairs, June 1967.
Pp. 13.
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This work includes some materials on non-formal edu-
cation programs.

7123. FALK, Katherine Sonneborn, and EATON, Joseph W., "Youth
Organizations: A Selected Annotated Bibliography and Tech-
nical Report No. 2. HEW Project No. 2072. Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh, 1964. Pp. 29.

Items are organized into four categories; General Refer-
ences, Adolescence as a Stage of Development, Youth Move-
ments and National Organizations, and Empirical Studies
Related to Youth Organizations. This is an excellent, if
somewhat dated, reference tool. Items are well selected
and succinctly annotated. In a short introduction to the
work, the compilers list six general "hypotheses" based
on the literature reviewed as follows: that youth organiza-
tions and non - formal education are incipient and most often
discussed in an ancillary fashion; that U.S. writers, in
contrast to Israel and the U.S.S.R., tend to ignore the role
of youth organizations as formal organizations and as de-
velopmental influences in adolescence; that youth organiza-
tions are adult controlled to influence the oncoming gen-
eration, not youth controlled to influence their elders; that
educators often see youth organizations as a mechanism by
which a social system can reach marginal youth who might
otherwise fail to be integrated into society; that U.S. youth
organizations are widespread, diverse, voluntary, and their
appeal is largely to middle-class.segments of adolescent
society; and that youth groups are a part of a complex net-
work of institutions concerned with socialization. The re-
port concludes that little is known about the impact of their
non-formal education activities and methods, especially in
comparison with formal school programs.

7124. GAMBLE, Connolly C. Continuing Education and the Church's
Ministry: A Bibliographical Survey. Richmond, Va.: Union
Theological Seminary, 1967. Pp. 18.

A wide variety of materials on Church-supported edu-
cational programs is presented.

7125. GARBIN, A. P. et al. Worker Adjustment: Youth in Transition
from School to Work, An Annotated Bibliography of Recent
Literature. Bibliography 2. Columbus: Ohio State Uni-
versity Center for Vocational Education, 1968. Pp. 143.

7126. GOLDSTAUB, Jesse, ed. Manpower-and Educational Planning:
An Annotated Bibliography of Currently Available Materials,
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Pittsburgh: School of Education, International and Develop-
ment Education Program, University of Pittsburgh, July
1968.
...Although the majority of entries in this highly selective

bibliography are concerned with manpower and the formal
educational system of the elementary, secondary, and highe
levels, materials.covering on-the-job training apprentice-
ship programs and military training, among others, in the
non-formal sector are included as well. Each item is ex-
tensively and critically annotated. Organization is in eight
parts: demography; economic development and manpower
planning; agricultural development, rural education, and
manpower; general educational planning and primary edu-
cation; secondary education and mid-level manpower; terti-
ary education and high-level manpower; educational admin-
istration and the "economics of education"; and media and
curriculum. This is a helpful but somewhat difficult-to-
use work, as it uses neither pagination, a table of contents,
nor an index.

7127. HANSON, John W., and GIBSON, Geoffrey W. African Edu.,
cation and Development since 1960, A Select and Annotated
Bibliography. East Lansing: Institute for International
Studies in Education and African Studies, Michigan State
University, 1966. Pp. 327.

7128. HARMAN, David. "Bibliography of Ph.D. Theses on the
Development of a Community-Based System of Fundamen
Education." Cambridge, Mass.: Center for the Study of
Education and Development, Harvard University, 1971.
Pp. 51.

7129. HOLCOMB, Beverly J. Training the Socio-Economically
Disadvantaged: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography] Littl
Rock: Arkansas State Department of Education, 1969.
Pp. 221.

This work presents a collection of readings of interest
to persons charged with the responsibility of planning pro-
grams dealing with the education, counseling, and social-
ization of poor people. Entries are arranged in categorie
including the following: Training the Socio-Economically
Disadvantaged; Disadvantaged Groups and Hard-Core Un-
employment; Hard-Core Unemployment, A Selected, Anno
tated Bibliography, School Desegregation, Changing Po lici
and Practices; and Other Bibliographies.
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7130. INDIAN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Research and
Experiments in Functional Literacy in India: A Selected
Annotated Bibliography. New Delhi: Indian Adult Education
AssociatiOn, 1967. Pp. 32.

7131. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES.
Africa's NGOs: A Repertory of Non - Governmental Organi-
zations in Africa. Geneva, 1969. Pp. 285.

This directory lists some 1, 800 voluntary agencies
concerned "with the promotion of human welfare in all its
forms." Four hundred organizations; many involved in
nonschool educational and training activities, are described
in detail concerning their programs, location, tesocrces,
grass-root support, and regional and international affili-
ations.

7132. INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT FOR VOLUNTEER SERVICE.
A Directory of Voluntary Sending Organizations: Central
and Overseas. Geneva and Petit-Lancy: International
Secretariat for' Volunteer Service, Pp. 65.

7133. KEGLEY, Charles F. "The Role of Health in Developing Areas:
An Annotated Bibliography. " Pittsburg: International and
Development Education Program, School of Education, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, 1969. Pp. 24. (Mimeographed.)

Kegley presents a highly selective compilation of ma-
terials on nonschool health-education programs in four sec-
tions: "Perspectives on the Developing World: Economic,
Political, Social, Educational"; "Health in the Developing
World"; "Development Analysis and Planning"; and "Area
Background."

7134. KOBAYASHI, Tetsuya. Survey on Current Trends in Com-
parative Education. Documents on Educational Research
No. 2. Hamburg: UNESCO Institute for Education, 1971.
Pp. 193.

In the spring of 1969, the Institute circuhted a ques-
tionnaire to individual researchers and institutions in the
field. Over 300 replies are here organized into four major
groupings as follows: research published since 1967, re-
search in progress, research proposed, and teaching ac-
tivities. A category of out-of-school, or non-formal, edu-
cation is included in the first four groupings, but little work
of importance is reported.
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7135. KULICH, Jindra. "Se lc Bibliography of Periodicals in Jnter
national and Comparative Studies Related to Adult Educatio
Convergence, Ill, 3 (1970), 82-90.

Kulich lists 23 current periodicals published entirely or
partly in English so as "tb point out several useful contacts
for adult educators interested or engaged in the comparativ
study of adult education."

7136. LIBRARY OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. Directory of Adult
Education Organizations Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univers
1970. Pp. 50.

Current, comprehensive, and international in scope,
directory is a valuable research tool for the study of the
non-formal education sector in general andlor the identifi-
cation of agencies offering nonschool educational programs
and activities to U.S. adults.

1137. LYNN, Mac et al. 'Materials for the Adult Basic Education
Students: Bibliography." Washington, D.C.: The Natio
University Extension Association,. 1969. Pp. 129.

This thorough and comprehensive compilation is a valu-
able source for teachers of adults.

'Tg
7138. LYONS, James. "Church-Sponsored Nonformal Educational

Programs, " International and Development Education Pro
gram, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, 1970
Pp. 4. (Mimeographed.)

This is a short bibliography of 26 recent items coveri
non-formal education activities offered by religious organ
izations. Items were all selected from religious publicati
in the Pittsburgh Theological Seminary library.

7139. MARIEN, Michael. Alternative Futures for Learning: An
Annotated Bibliography of Trends Forecasts and Pro os
Syracuse, N.Y.: Educational Policy "Research- Center,
Syracuse University, 1971. Pp. 223.

This extensively and well-annotated bibliography of 936
Reins attempts "to'sketch out the range of literature that
is r Jlevant to educational policy-making." It concentrates
on materials containing forecasts, trends, and proposals-
or documents on current changes, future states, and "rec
ommended states of affairs that ought to occur." Also
described are 22 documents on adult and continuing edu-
cation from "low-visibility institutes and centers. "
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7140. . Essential Reading for the Future of Education: A
Selected and Critically Annotated Bibliography. Syracuse,
N.Y.: Educational Policy Research Center, Syracuse Uni-
versity, 1971. Pp. 71.

Although the 200 items presented are largely concerned
with educational trends and futures, there is much here of
interest to the student of non-formal education. This Work
is drawn from the author's larger work, Shaping the Future
of American Education (Syracuse, N.Y.: EPRC, 1969),
Pp. 101 (539 items).

7141. MESICS, Emil A. Education and Training for Effective Man-
power Utilization: An Annotated Bibliography on Education
and Training In Work Organizations. Bibliography Series 9.
Ithaca, N.Y.: New York State School of Industrial and Labor
Relations, Cornell University, 1269. Pp. 68.

7142. MEZIROW, J. D. "The Literature of community Develop-
ment--A Bit ifographic Guide." Wasaington, D.C.: Training
Division of the Peace Corps, Peace Corps, 1963. Pp. 177.
(Mimeographed.)

This document was prepared for use in university train-
ing of Peace Corps volunteers. It is organized into seven
major categories: direction finding, social and cultural
factors, operational problems and practices, program areas
and technical services, political and economic implications,
community development as a profession, and bibliographies.
Most of the entires are from the mid-1950s to the early
1960s. Many of the entries are mimeographed documents
and/or publications by ministries or other governmental
subdivisions;-several of the publications referenced are no
longer being published.

143. MEZIROW, J. D., and EPLEY, David. Adult Education in Devel-
oping Countries: A Bibliography. Pittsburgh: The Inter-
national Education Clearinghouse of the International and
Development Education Program, School of Education, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, 1965. Pp. 120.

Entries listed both geographically -- ,Africa, Near
East, South and Southeast Asia, Far East and Oceania, and
Latin America--and topically -- general and comparative,
community development, literacy, health education, agri-
cultural extension education, vocational education, workers
education, out-of-school youth programs, women's programs,
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liberal adult education, and others. Each item is cross-
referenced. The bibliography is current as of January 196
Materials cited in ,this comprehensive compilation fall al-
most entirely into the non-formal, nonschool sector. It is
a valuable, if dated, research tool.

7144. MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE FOR INTER-
NATIONAL STUDIES IN EDUCATION. Bibliographies in
Non-Formal Education. East Lansing, Mich.: Institute for
International Studies in Education, 1971.

These partially annoted bibliographies by Nat J. Cone
cover the following: "Non-Formal Education in AnthropO-
logical Perspectives, " "Non-Formal Educational Program
in Different Geographical Areas of the World, " and "Select
Topics in Non-Formal Education." Neither pagination,
numbering, nor indexing is used.

7145. MILLMAN, Linda L, and CHILMAN, Catherine S., comps.
Poor People at Work: An Annotated Bibliography on Semi
Professionals in Education, Health and Welfare Services.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1969.
Pp. 32. ;

This volume contains numerous items reporting attemp
to prepare paraprofessionals, or "sysfeniatic links" from
poor and ethnic groups, through non-formal education and
training prograins.

7146. MOLNOS, Angela. Development in Africa, Planning and Im-
plementation: A Bibliography (1946-1969) and Outline, wi
Emphasis on Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Information
Circular No. 3. Nairobi: East African Academy ReSear
Information Center, 1970. Pp. 120. Appendixes.

Molnos emphasizes implementation of planning and
development of the agricultural sector in Africa. Items
on, or related to, non-formal education activities are in-
cluded.

7147. NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
An Annotated Bibliography of Resources in the Fields of
Vocational-Technical Education and Vocational Guidance.
Concord: New Hampshire State Department of Education,
n:d. Pp. 36.

Twenty-nine annotated bibliographies on vocational-t
nical education and vocational guidance are presented.
are divided into five sections that provide information on
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trade and industrial education, the disadvantaged child,
work-experience programs, the dropout, and vocational
guidance.

7148. NEW SCHOOLS EXCHANGE. A Directory of New, Innovative
Schools in the United States and Canada. Santa Barbara,
Cal.: New Schools Exchange, n. d. Pp. 30.

This directory lists 383 new schools, addresses, grades
taught, and type of attendance (by children or adults). A
supplement appeared in fall 1970 that added the names of
179 more programs. Many of these institutions are simply
"progressive" or "more free" schools within the formal
school system. Others are clearly nonschool (i.e., non=
graded and nonarticulated) and fall within the non-formal
sector. The directory notes that the groups most commonly
participating in new schools are liberal upper - middle class
whites, the new youth culture, and ethnic (black and Indian)
minorities.

7149. DECD AND INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY
AGENCIES (ICVA). Development Directory: An Interna-
tional Directory of Non-Profit-Making Non-Governmental
Organizations Participating in Development Aid. Geneva:
OECD/ICVA, 1970. Pp. 231.

Published in separate English and French editions, the
directory lists aims, staff, programs, income, publications,
and so on of over 1, 000 organizations offering development

,aid in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Oceania. Develop-
ment sectors covered include agriculture, cooperatives,
education and training, health, social services, labor re-
lations, communications and transport, industry, public
administration, planning, and others.

150. O'NEIL, Ernest D. "The Activities of Out-of-School Youth,
Youth Organizations and Related Areas: An Annotated
Bibliography." Pittsburgh: International and Development
Education Program, School of Education, University of
Pittsburgh, 1971. Pp. 8.

O'Neil critically assesses 32 items from the United
States, Europe, and the third world on non-formal edu-
cational efforts for out-of-school youth.

151. PAUISTON, Rolland G. Educacion y el Cambio Dirigido de
la Comunidad: Una Bibliografia Anotada con Referencia
Especial al Peru. Centei for Studies in Education and
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Development, Occasional Papers in Education and Develop-
ment No. 3. Cambridge, Mass.: Graduate School of Edu-
cation, Harvard University, April 1969. Pp. 190.

This Volume seeks to promote a more comprehensive
and theoretical understanding of worldwide attempts to edu
cate for directed communal change. It presents 266 items
on the theme, most with extensive critical annotations,
This work is taken from materials in English, French,
Spanish, and other languages and is organized according to
the following taxonomy: general works on the theory and
doctrine of community development; works on community-
development techniques; works on research methodology
in community development; empirical studies of rural-de-
velopment problems and projects; case studies of specific
community-development programs; texts, documents, and
educational materials; evaluations of community-develop-
ment programs; bibliographies; and periodicals, publicati
and yearbooks. Each chapter is divided into work referr
to Peru and to other areas. It reports on a wide variety
of non-formal or nonschool educational and training effo
on an international scale. Also included are much mate
especially for Peru, on efforts to base community-develop
ment and related non-formal education activities on the
formal school system.

7152. RADICAL RESEARCH CENTER OF CARLETON COLLEGE.
The Alternatives Press Index. Northfield, Minn.: Carlet
College, 1971.

Published by Carletcn students and faculty, the index
facilitates access to material being produced by the "alter
native culture, " to "publications which amplify the cry for

,social change and social justice." This is a comprehensi
source of information on the aims and activities of non-
formal education programs that seek "revolutionary" goa

7153. SHEFFIELD, James R,, and DIEJOMAOH, Victor P. ,Non-
Formal Education in African Development. New York:
African-Ameridan Institute, October 1971. Pp. 353.

This survey of major African non-formal education
programs contains an extensive bibliography and reports
37 case studies of training in industry, agriculture, natio
youth service, and other areas. In Chapter 15, "Conclu-
sions, " the authors characterize programs, assess their
impact, examine relationships between formal and non-
formal education, and present an agenda for further rese
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They conclude that "further systematic evaluation of non-
formal education is urgently needed to provide the basis
for the sorts of policy decisions which African governments
and external donors must make." This is an exceedingly
valuable source book on non-formal educational programs
in black Africa.

154. SMITH, Edwin H. et al. "A Revised Annotated Bibliography
of Instructional Literacy Material for Adult Basic Education:*
Tallahassee: Florida State Department of Education, 1966.
Pp. 49.

Subject matter included covers the standard range of
subjects in the U.S. adult basic education curriculum. It
is divided into three sections--for introductory (grades 1-3),
for elementary (grades 4-6), and for intermediate levels.

155. SPAULDING, Seth. Programmed Instruction: An International
Directory. Pittsburgh and Paris: International Education
Clearinghouse, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh,
and UNESCO, 1967. Pp. 189.

A compilation of responses from 65 countries on "who
is doing what . . . in the programmed instruction field."
The directory, presented in English and French, is highly
selective and covers "only those major efforts which repre-
sent serious long-term commitment." A number of bibli-
ographic items included and activities noted are concerned
with programmed-instruction activities in the non-formal
education sector.

156. SPENCER, Marion D., and CHEMERYS, Mary K. Bibliography
of Literacy Materials. 3d ed. Kalamazoo, Mich.: Library
System Adult Reading Center, 1967. Pp. 164.

157. SUMMERHILL SOCIETY. A Bibliography for the Free School
Movement. New York, 1969. Pp. 82.

This is a comprehensive compilation of book article,
report, and other titles on the origins and current status
of formal and non-formal education programs that seek to
offer alternatives to "non-free schools. "

158. THOMSON, Francis Coombs, ed. The New York Times Guide
to Continuing Education in America. Prepared by the
College Entrance Examination Board. New York: Quad-
rangle Books, 1972. 850 Pp.

This excellent guide covers 2, 281 "schools" in fifty
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states offering over 50, 000 formal and non-formal educati
courses for adults. '7f you can't find what you want at a
school convenient to you, the Times will give ydu your
money back."

7159. UNESCO REGIONAL OFFICE OF EDUCATION IN ASIA.
meats on Adult Education and Literacy: A Bibliography of
Selected Documents. Bangkok: UNESCO Regional. Office
of Education in Asia, 1971. Pp. 43.

7160. WARES, Alan C. Bibliography of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics: 1935-1968. Saita Ana, Calif.: The Institute,
1968. Pp. 124.

This Volume contains over 2, 500 entries dealing with
non-formal language instruction in some 300 less commo
spoken languages. Items cover general works, articles
and monographs on specific languages, and instructional
materials such as primers, histories, and story books.

7161. WATT, Lois B., and MURPHY, Sidney E., comps. Adult
Basic Education: A Bibliography from the Educational
Materials Center. Washington, D.C.: Government Prin
Office, September 1968. Pp. 14.

7162. WEBSTER, Maureen "Educational Planning and Policy: An
International Bibliography." With the assistance of H. G.
Meyers, Don Adams, Jerry Miner. 2 vols. Syracuse,
N. Y.: Syracuse University Research Corporation, Edu-
cational Policy Research Center, June 1969. Pp. 654.
(Working draft.)

This Volume contains 4, 927 items on educational p
techniques and experiences throughout the world. It in-
cludes items on the internal planning of formal school
systems" as well as "other instructional systems.and t
ing arrangements. " Also covered in detail are "those int
relationnhips of education, economy and society which m
directly affect educational planning. " Organization is in
six parts: The Planning Context: Education and National
Development; Comprehensive and Partial Planning; Fi
Educational Plans; influences on Plan Targets; Producti
and Efficiency; and Bibliographies. Part IV, especially,
contains numerous items concerning particular kinds of
education for.particular groups or environments. Much
of this material is directly relevant to a stub of the non-
formal education sector. Separate author and country-
region indixes are included.
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163. WEINBERG, Meyer, comp. The Education of the Minority
Child: A Comprehensive Bibliography of 10, 000 Selected
Entries. Chicago: Integrated Education Associates, 1970.
Pp. 530.

Section 13, 'Innovative Approaches, " includes a number
of items on attempts to create non-formal alternatives and
supplements to formal schooling.

164. WHITNEY, Howard S., and RONAGHY, Hassan A. 'Bibli-
ography on Cooperatives and Social and Economic Develop-
ment" Madison: International Cooperative Training Center,
University of Wisconsin, 1964 and 1966. Pp. 91. (Mimeo-
graphed.)

This compilation was prepared in cooperation with the
International Cooperative Development Service of AID.
See especially the section on non-formal adult and extension
education. The bibliography is international in scope and
includes many items from third-world publications. A
list of periodicals desli g with cooperatives is,included on
p.

er items related to Bibliographies and Directories are

4606, 4716, 5301, 7219, 7235, 7308

7200. SERIALS AND PERIODICALS

201. Adult Education Association of the United States of America.
Adult Education (Washington, D.C.). Quarterly, 1966-

202. . Adult Leadership (Washington, DX.). Monthly,
1952-

203. African Adult Education Association. AAEA Newsletter
(Lusaka, Zambia). Quarterly, 1962 -

This publication contains reports on local conferences,
news items, and occasioral articles. Its focus is primarily
on non-formal education programs for adults and out-of-
school youth in East Africa.

04. American Institute for Free Labor Development. The AIFLD
Report (Washington, D.C.). Monthly, 1963 -

This newsletter describes non-formal education courses
on union management and trade-union principles offered in
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the United States and Latin America by the Institute in col-
laboration with AID and Others.

7205. American Society for Training and Development. Training
Development Journal (Fairfield, Conn.). Monthly, 1945 -

This journal incorporates Training Research Abstracts

7206. American Vocational Association, Inc. American Vocational
Journal (Washington, D.C.) Monthly, 1926-

7207. Boy Scouts of America. Boy Scout Handbook (New York).
Occasional, 1910 -

The Handbook for Boys, a companion publication, also
began in 1910 and.is revised periodically.

7208. Center for Educational Reform (National Student Association)
Edcentric (Washington, D.C.), Monthly (except August,
September, and December), 1969-

The Center supports efforts in higher education, in
community-education projects, and in high schools see
to create educational forms that "will meet the needs of
people and oppress no people. " It believes that "the most
necessary form of educational change is that which stems
from the demands and actions of those directly involved i
the process:. It accordingly encourages "all students an
faculty to begin programs, both on and off the campuses,
to change education. " The newsletter reports on these
programs in the formal and non-formal education sectors
that are working toward "radical social change in Americ

7209. Center for Urban Education. Special CUE Report (New Yor
Occasional.

This occasional paper frequently reports on non-form
educational projects, local alternatives, and new mater
in U.S. urban education.

7210. Comn.unity Development Journal (Richmond, G. B: Oxford
University Press) Quarterly, 1966 -

Founded in 1966 as a successor to "Community Devel
ment Bulletin, " this journal is "practical" (i.e., noncrit
and nonempirical) in approach and publishes articles, n
notes, comments, and book reviews on community devel
ment. Both developing and developed countries are cove
with particular emphasis on the former. Deals with re
aspects of development, such as agricultwal extension,
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functional adult literacy, and techniques of adult teaching
and communication are dealt with.

211. Concordia PublishingFlouse. Interaction: for Sunday Church
School Workers. (St. Louis, Mo.). Monthly, 1960-

212. Data Bases, Division of Pennsylvania Research Associates,
Inc. Continuing Education. Philadelphia, Pa, Quarterly,
1967 -

This publication notes that "continuing education used to
be synonymous with 'adult education' and it usually had a
derogatory connotation . . . today it is geared to a higher
level student, the alert professional." This journal carries
articles on professional improvement and educational tech-
nology for executives, educators, and professionals in
science, technology, medicine, and management. It lists
appropriate formal and non-formal educational courses and
workshops in each issue.

213. Education Board, Indian Adult Education Association. Indian
Journal of Adult Education (New Delhi). Monthly, 1967-

214. ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education. Continuing Education
in the Professions. Current Information Sources, No. 24.
(Syracuse, N.Y.): Occasional. September 1969-

215. Holt,. Rinehart & Winston, Inc. Holt Adult Education News-
letter. (New York). Triannual, 1965-

16. Incliar. Education Center, College of Education. Journal of
American Indian Education (Arizona State University, Tempe,
Ariz.). Triannual, 1968-

17. Indian Inter-Ministerial Coordination Committee of Farmers'
Training and Functional Literacy Program. FTL News
(New Delhi). Quarterly, 1968 -

Published to create an informal medium of communication
on the project between the central committee and state
governments, this newsletter is available free of charge
from the Farm Information Unit, Directorate of Extension,
Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community Development
and Cooperation, New Delhi.

M. Industrial Relations Research Institute. Journal of Human
Resources: Education, Manpower, and Welfare Policies
(Madison, Wis.). Quarterly, 1965-
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This journal consistently publishes articles, reviews, and
information on non-formal education and training and on
vocational and technical education problems and programs.
The journal provides a valuable forum for scholarly ex-
amination and discussion of the role of education and t
in enhancing production skills, employment opportunities,
and income, as well as manpower and health and welfare
policies as they relate to the labor market and to economi
and social development. It gives priority to studies hav
empirical content.

7219. International Council of Volunteer Agencies. ICVA News
(Geneva). Bimonthly.

"The ICVA News is the information bulletin of volunta
agencies engaged in humanitarian, social and developmen
programs. " It reports on ICVA member activities, pro-
grams, services, news of interest, bibliography, and co
events. See especially regular sections on health, social
services, and non-formal education programs.

7220. International Institute for Adult Literacy Methods. Literacy
Work (Tehran). Bimonthly, 1971 -

Established by UNESCO and the government of Iran,
Institute formerly published Abstracts for Literacy Work
and the Acquisition List. These have now been combined
in Literacy Work, which seeks "to provide a more durabl
comprehensive journal. " A current and helpful publicati

7221. Extension Journal Inc. Journal of Extension (University of
Wisconsin, Madison). Quarterly, 1963-

7222. L'histitu/ National pour la Formation des Malts. Education
Permanente (Nancy, France). Quarterly, 1968 -

This periodical contains short, philosophical, analyti
essays on the training of adult educators, problems of
method and "knowing, " and national (especially French)
adult-education programs. Articles often present vivid
examples of theoretical, intellectual treatment of practi
problems, i.e., of the continuing dominance of formal
schooling norms, forms, and values on out-of-school
cation.

7223. Literacy International Committee. Literacy Today: A Pan.
of Adult Literacy (New Delhi). Bimonthly, 1970-
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This journal contains articles on literacy developments
in India and internationally, notes from readers, action
news, news of voluntary agencies, and a bibliography.

r224. Mass Media/Adult Education. (Ohio State University, Columbus)
Monthly, 1961-

r225. National Association bf Public, Continuing, and Adult Education.
Pulse. Swap Shop. Techniques. (Washington, D.C.).
8, 6, and 8 times a year, respectively

Pulse is a newsletter of current events in adult education.
Swap Shop is a how-to-do-it publication for adult-education
administrators covering federal legislation and its_ impact
on local programs. the best use of local resources, methods
of staff development; and so on. Techniques is a how-to-
do-it newsletter designed specifically for teachers of adults
in non-formal education programs. Recent issues of this
extremely practical and useful teacher aid have concentrated
on teaching technology, setting course objectives, evaluation
of student performance, and research resources and their
use, among others.

226. National Education Association, Department of Rural Education.
Rural Education News (Washington, D.C.). Quarterly,
1968-

227. National Institute of Adult Education. Adult Education (London).
Bimonthly, 1926-

28. National Service Secretariat. National Service Newsletter
(Washington, D.C.). 1965-68.

This ill-fated newsletter presented news items concerning
efforts to establish a National Service Corps. The death
of Robert Kennedy, a strong supporter of the Corps idea,
youth revulsion over the Vietnam War, and the election
of Richard Nixon all combined to stop what promised to be

.1'. a most worthwhile innovation for both youth and nation.

29. New Schools Exchange. New Schools Exchange Newsletter
(Santa Barbara, Cal.). 3 times a month, 1970 -

'The New Schools Exchange is the only central resource
and clearinghouse for all people involved in alternatives in
Zducation. The Exchange corresponds with thousands of
individuals and hundreds of experimental schools and
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education reform groups across the United States and C ',-
Major spokesmen for education reform are contributors to
the Newsletter, " which also includes sections on letters,
recent publications, information centers, articles, and
jobs offered and wanted.

7230. Ontario Institute for the Study of Education. Convergence:
An International Journal of Adult Education. (Toronto).
Quarterly, 1968 -

Published in English, French, Spanish, or Russian,
journal groups short, straightforward articles in each iss
around such themes as the education of out-of-school you
continuing professional education, cooperative education,
lifelong education, education of women, and leisure-time
education. It provides a very wide internatierna.1, if not
analytical, coverage of non- formal education programs
activities. It has not to date dealt with the concept of a
discreete nonschool educational sector, however.

7231. Pan American Development Foundation. Action (Washington
D.C.). Monthly. 1969.

This publication reports on the following four major
programs of the Foundation in Latin America: the establi
meat of national development foundations; hospital and
medical-care programs aimed at serving rural areas an
marginal urban populations; Operacion Ninos, through
which T.L.S. students aid local self-help efforts of Latin
American children and their parents at the community
level; and the Tools for Freedom Program, which charm
equipment and tools for vocational training in both forma
and non-formal education sectors.

7232. Porto la Institute Inc. The Big Rock Candy Mountain, (Menl
Park, Cal.). Biannual, 1970 -

This new publication, similar to the Whole Earth Ca
logue, is devoted to "resources for ecstatic education."
It reviews free schools, teaching methods, toys and ga
publications, teaching labs, films, tapes, and records
well as providing information on nonmanipulative explo
encouraging new approaches "to make the student himse
the content of his learning."

7233. Sage Publications. Youth and Society. (Beverly Hills, C
Quarterly, 1969-
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This journal contains numerous articles on youth organ-
izations, non-formal educational programs, and youth in-
volvement in attempts to create alternative institutions in
the United States.

234. Social Policy (White Plains, N.Y.: International Arts and
Sciences Press). Bimonthly, 1970 -

"Although Social Policy presents many shades of opinion,
we believe that the political, economic, and cultural failures
of American society are rooted in its very structure." This
journal contains incisive, well-researched articleS on na-
tional issues, in particular on education. The journal is
committedlo the search for radical social reconstruction
and is convinced that this can be realized only when de-
manded by large movements of people.

235. The International Cooperative Training Center. Handbooks
of Cooperative Seminars (Madison, Wis.). Occasional,
1963-

236. The National Association for Public Cpntinuing and Adult Edu-
cation. Public Continuing and Adult Education Almanac
(Washington, D.C.). Yearly. ,

This yearbook contains a membership directory, reports
on federal legislation and officers, and up-to-date statistical
information on adult-education enrollments, expenditures,
and support at the local level, as well as other useful in-
formation.

The Association also publishes an excellent series of
textbooks-and instructional materials. Titles include Ad-
ministration of Continuing Education (pp. 448), Teaching
the Disadvantaged Adult (pp. 100), Consumer Education
(materials packat), Counseling and Interviewing Adult
Students (pp. 24), How Adults Can Learn More, Faster
(pp. 48), Teaching Reading to Adults (pp. 72), A Treasury
of Techniques for Teaching Adults (pp. 48), In- Service
Training for Teachers of Adults (pp. 24), and others.

37. The New School of Education (Berkeley, Cal.). Quarterly,
1971 -

This new journal is concerned with alternatives and
reform, mostly in the public schools, and the crucial need
for changes in teacher education to further this process.
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7238. The Pendel Company. Community Education Journal (Mid la
Mich.). Quarterly, 1971 -

This journal's contents include informational and schol-
arly articles, research reports, and prafessidnal news.
'The contents are directed towards the basic concept of
coordinating all the resources of a community, both human
and physicalto provide opportunities for individuals to
realize their potential, and the collective betterment of
their communities. "

7239. Gellert Publishing Company. Training in Business and In-
dustry (New York). Monthly, 1964-

7240. UNESCO. Literacy: A Newsletter (Paris). Quarterly.
This newsletter's contents cover articles, information,

events, statistics, and other "news. from the literacy fron

7241. UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia. Literacy
Adult Education in the Asian Region. (Bangkok): Semi-
annual, 1967-

7242. UNIDO. Index to UNIDO Publications. (Paris). Occasio
This serial publication lists numerous reports and doc

Ments from international symposia on non-formal educati
and training activities in industrial development. Recent
issues have included materials on in-plant training probl
training programs for industrial. cooperatives, training
workers for small industry, programs for extension war
ers, and the like.

7243. University College, Syracuse University. Continuing Educa
tion for Adults (Syracuse, N.Y.). 1969 -

Published in cooperation with the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Adult Education, this newsletter comments on signifi-
cpt study in the field and reports all ERIC publications
adult education.

7244. Vocational Industrial Clubs of America. VICA (Falls Churc
Va.). Quarterly, 1966 -

0
Other items related to Serials and Periodicals are'

5816, 6114, 6627, 7108, 7117, 7121, 7142, 7151, 7152
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7300. OTHERS

7301. AID. Community Development Abstracts. Washington, D.C.:
AID, 1970. Pp. 291.

This volume of 1, 108 abstracts summarizes the majority
of important works on community development during the
last ten years. Part I contains abstracts-of-periodical
literature and is classified into 19 sections, including gen-
eral-history, communications, community and area studies,
decision-making, leadership, migration and settlement,
social action, urbanization, and values-attitudes-beliefs.
Part II contains abstracts of monographs, books, reports,
and other types of printed literature arranged in alphabetical
order. There is a subject index, a nation-tribe-society
index, a periodical index, an author index, and a list of
abbreviations.

302. GUTTMACHER, Alan F. The Consumer Union Report on
Family Planning. Mount Vernon,. N.Y.: Consumers Union
of United States, Inc.,,1962. Pp. 146.

This illustrated guide on contraceptive methods and
materials, with a special section on infertility and what to
do about it, was prepared for the use solely of physicians,
social workers, and married persons who are seeking in-
formation on family planning . . ."

303. HAWKRIDGE, David G et al. A Study of Further Exemplary
Programs for the Education of Disadvantaged Children.
Final Report. Palo Alto, Cal. : American Institute for
Research in Behavioral Sciences, 1969. Pp. 181.

The principal aims of this study were to identify, select,
analyze, and describe educational programs for culturally
disadvantaged children from preschool through grade twelve
that had yielded measured benefits of cognitive achievement.
A literature search (mainly through ERIC) and mail inquiries
followed by telephone consultations constituted the identi-
fication and selection process for the programs. Sixteen
programs finally selected (situated in twelve urban areas
in eight states) were visited on site, and, as a result, five
programswere eliminated. This report thus contains the
descriptions of the remaining eleven programs, all meeting
the criteria that no program was included unless data
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available indicated that pupils in the program had achieved
significantly greater gains statistically on standardized
tests than hag controls or had improved at a rate better
than national norms. The programs described were most1
inner-city non formal education projects for black childre
but twoilserved mau.ly Mexican-Americans. Descriptions
relate Vk the nature, methods, operations, and-results of
each prdgram.

7304. NEA. Adult Educationtlearinghouse. Washington,
Pp. 4. (Pamphlet.)

The Clearinghouse facilitates access to information use
ful in the education of adults and out-of-school youth. It
conducts special projects on adult education and coordina
with all organizations interested in adult education.

7305. NEW DIRECTIONS COMMUNITY SCHOOL. New Schools M
ual. Richmond, Cal., 1970.

This is a how-to-do-it manual with practical instructio
on founding and operating new "schools." It provides use
ful clues for meeting and/or bypassing bureaucratic rules
and regu1ations.

7306. PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON YOUTH.OPPORTUNITY, Man
for Youth Coordinators. Washington, D.C., G. P. 0., 1969
Pp. 176.

This manual was designed primarily for use by coor
tors responsible for developing comprehensive nonschool
community youth: opportunity programs for employment,
education, or recreation. The material may also be of
assistance to community and business leaders, educators
and others involved in expanding local opportunities for
young people. The contents consist of five sections, coy
ing planning, employment, education, recreation, and
transportation, with each Isection providing information o
the role of the coordinator, funding and resources, refer
ence:materials, and program examples. Listings of vari
contacts helpful to yOuth coordinators are appended,, in-
cluding voluntary organizations, local Contacts and labor
unions, regional contacts in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, recreation and parks consultants,
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation state liaison officers, nail
forest camps, 4-H youth camps, state distributing agenc
of the consumer food program, and state councils on the
arts.
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7307. SMITH, Edwin H. Literacy Education for Adolescents and
Adults: .A Teacher's Resource Book. San Francisco: Boyd
& Faser, 1970. Pp. 161.

7308. UNIVERSITY 0,F MASSACHUSETTS, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION. Non-Formal
Alternatives to Schooling: A Glossary of Educational Meth-
ods. Amherst, Mass.: Center for International Education,
1971. Pp. 45.

This book presents "a simple listing of proposed alterna-
tives to the 'schooling model' . . . with special reference
to less developed countries." Non-formal education is
seen as having three roles in relation to schooling - -as a
complement through extracurricular activities, youth move-
ments, and soon, as a supplement through civic service,
farmer-education programs, and so on, and as a replace-
ment or substitute for schooling in youth settlement schemes,
radio and rural youth clubs, and the like. Items are few
but are described at length to explain non-formal education
rationales, functions, and problems in five major categories- -
individualization strategies, education and work, community-
based learning, technology centered, attitude-change ori-
e-ted. This excellent introduction to the subject will be
followed by a second edition.
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2212, 2217, 2221, 2302, 2304,
4111, 4120, 4129, 4504, 4537,
5404, 5413, 5513, 5808, 6717,
7106, 7110, 7127, 7131, 7143,
7146, 7150, 7153, 7203

Alabama 5604
Albania 5506
Andes 6111
'Appalachia 4305, 6605
Argentina 1241, 2223
Asia 1209, 1218, 2215, 2219,

2220, 2222, 2225, 2226, 3412,
4112, 4203, 5403, 5513, 5837,
7104, 7143, 7150, 7241

Australia 2139, 2225, 3206,
3604, 5114, 7143, 7150

Austria 2206, 4522, 6703

Bangkok 5837, 5838
Bangladesh, 2110, 4307, 4532,

5102, -6505, 7107
Belgium 2125
Botswana 4127
'Bolivia 5410, 6102, 6603
Boston 5604
Brazil 2223, 3610, 5815, 5828,

6508
Buffalo 5803, 6709
Bulgaria 5506

alifornia 3607, 4222, 4502, 4614
6208

ambodia 3204
anada 1112, 5520,01, 6502,
7148, 7229, 7230

ventral America 4609, 5111
eylon 5102
hicago 3608, 4517, 4614, 4628
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Chile 1213, 1241, 1316, 2216, 2223,
3513, 4536, 4711, 5826, 5828

China 1146, 2112, 2132, 5504, 5507,
5509, 5911, 5913, 6112, 6206,
6503, 8612, 6722

Cincinnati, 6708
Colombia 1316, 2216, 2223, 3503,

4711, 4717, 5830
Colorado 4534, 4616
Congo 1249
Copenhagen 4216
Costa Rica 1241, 1316, 2216
Cuba 1146, 2107, 2108, 2122, 3210,

3212, 3513, 4107, 4223, 4536,
5601, 5703, 6503, 6203, 6209

Czechoslovakia 5506
L

Delhi 5813
Denmark 2206, 2211, 4211, 4216, 6711

Ecuador 1241, 1316, 2216, 3503,
4303 .

Ethiopia 1306, 4135, 6402
Europe 2205, 2210, 2304, 3412,

4518, 5515, 5706, 6503, 7149

Finland 2211
Florida 5804
France 2214, 4410, 4413, 4511,

4522, 7222

Germany 2114, 2206, 2214, 4227,
4406, 4522

Ghana 2103, 2302, 3103, 6615
Guatemala 1102, 1141, 1312, 3503,

4311
Gurjanwala 5807

Hawaii 5910
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Holland 4406, 4522
Hong Kong 2202
Hungary 5506

Idaho 3213
India 2114, 2207, 3314, 3409, 3412,

3505! 3513, 4202, 4524, 5102,
5408, 5813,5813, 5825, 5093,
6513, 6601, 6602, 7107, 7130,
7213, '1217, 7223

Indianapolis 4533
Indonesia 2134, 2202, 5102, 6519
Iran 3119, 3501, 3502, 3507, 3513,

4116, 5817, 5822, 5836,5903,
6505, '1220

Iraq 5406
Israel 3209, 3507, 4109, 4113,

4118, 4122, 4701, 5411, 5811,
7123

Italy 2113, 2214, 3412, 4522
Ivory Coast 3513

Jamaica 1139, 4126
Japan 2111, 2123, 3311, 3514,

4131, 4712, 5504, 5510, 6118
Jordan 2101

Kentucky 3605
Kenya 1315, 3205, 4102, 4111,

4115, 4537, 5107, 5818, 6402,
6717, 7146

Khymer Republic 2137, 2202, 3204
Korea 1317, 2117, 2127, 2133,

2135, 5504, 6419, 6619

Laos 2202
Latin America 1209, 1221, 1226,

1241, 1316, 2201, 2203, 2204,
2208, 2213, 2216, 2218, 2223,
2224, 3112, 3503, 4223, 4407,
4542, 4711, 5108, 5111, 5402,
5405, 5410, 5515, 6402, 7111,
7114, 7143, 7150, 7204, 7231

Lesotho 1317
Libya 3405
Liberia 6114
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London 5501
Louisiana 5502

Malaysia 2121, 2129, 2137, 2202,
5903, 6501

Massachusetts 4222
Malawi 6402
Menoufia 3119
Mexico 1235, 2118, 3105, 4503,

4609, 4612, 6523, 652
Michigan 4222
Milwaukee 4634
Mississippi 4629
Middle East 5115, 7104
Morocco 3513
Moscow 6524

Nairobi 4111, 6717
Near East 7143
Nebraska 4222
Nevada 6207
New Delhi 4202
New Guinea 3206, 5815, 6405
New Jersey 4310, 4601, 4610
New Mexico 5603
New Orleans 4219
New York 1108, 3211, 4301, 4501,

4610, 4709, 5803, 6509, 6709,
7158

New York City 6403
New Zealand 2225
Niger 6106
Nigeria 1101, 1241, 5103
Nicaragua 6731
North America 4407, 5515
North Carolina 4604, 5519
Norway 2120, 2128, 2211, 4117
Nova Scotia 1317

Oceania 7143, 7150
Ohio 4702
Oklahoma 4514, 6115
Ontario 1112

Pakistan 2110, 4101, 4307, 4532,
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5102, 5110, 5807, 6505, 7107
Papua 3206, 5305
Paris 4410
Pennsylvania 4306, 4513
Peru 1136, 1208, 1241, 1318,
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Uganda 1249, 6302, 6401, 7146
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

2104, 2209, 3611, 5506, 5808,
5904, 6524, 7123

United Kingdom 1241, 2105, 2214,
1319, 2223, 3507, 4308, 4602,
4623, 5702, 5185, 7103, 7151

Philippines 2202, 3218, 4128,
5102, 5518, 5601, 5836, 5842

Portugal 1146

3409, 3415, 4105, 4201, 4404,
4406, 4412, 4518, 4522, 4535,
4704, 5501, 5520, 5706, 5805,
6703, 6731, 6732, 7116

United States of America 1108,
Poland 5818, 6126 1143, 1209, 1227, 1234, 2106,
Puerto Rico 1308, 3603, 4214,

4609
2134,
3201,

2138,
3203,

2211,
3207,

2304,
3208,

3106,
3211,

3212, 3213, 3214, 3216, 3219,
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3220,
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3402,
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Rwanda 6104 4125, 4202, 4206, 4210, 4217,

4221, 4228, 4229, 4301, 4304,
Saint Louis 4324 4305, 4306, 4310, 4406, 4407,
Scandinavia 2211, 4406, 6405 4408, 4409, 4412, 4501, 4502,
Senegal 6106 4503, 4513, 4515, 4516, 4517,
Singapore 2202, 5903 4524, 4543, 4605, 4606, 4610,
Somalia 1249 4611, 4612, 4614, 4525, 4533,

`South Africa 1146 4534, 4601, 4604, 4616, 4619,
South Pacific 2207 4626, 4627, 4628, 4629, 4634,
Spain 4522 4702, 4703, 4706, 4708, 4709,
Sweden 2119, 2136,.2211, 3315,

3611, 5096, 6703
5102,
5504,

5111,
5519,

5112,
5520,

5306,
5801,

5502,
5603,

Switzerland 4406 5605, 5640, 5803, 5804, 5830,
Sydney 3604 5908, 5910, 5914, 6105, 6115,

'Syracuse 4103, 4229, 6709 6307, 6309, 6403, 6407, 6509,
6521, 6522, 6605, 601, 6627,

Tanzania 1134, 1249, 2109, 2130,
5912, 6402, 6717, 7146

6205,
6713,

6208,
6732,

6703,
7103,

6708,
7122,
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7123,

Texas. 4221 7140, 7148, 7149, 7154, 7158,
Thailand 2124, 2202, 3215, 4509,

5105, 5837, 5843-
7164,
7216,

7204,
7229,

7206,
7231,

7208,
7233,

7209,
7234,

Tobago 3102 7244, 7303
Trinidad 3102, 4112 Uruguay 2112, 2223
Tunisia 1241, 2102, 5401, 5702,

5818 Venezuela 1132, 1241, 1310, 1311,
Turkey 3408, 3507, 3513, 4302,

6505
1316,
3513,

1317,
4519,

2216,
4711

2223, 3413,
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Vietnam 3503, 3515

Washington, D. C. 4524, 4634

Yugoslavia 3412, 3612, 5506

Zambia 1238, 3203, 6402
Zululand 5604
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